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Foreword
Stephen D.Houston

Most forewords take a few days to mull over, then to compose. I have been writing this 
one for close to forty years. Karl Taube entered my life in the fall of 1980. We had arrived 
at Yale to study with Michael Coe, having been overwhelmed by the elegant writing and 
breakthroughs of Mike’s The Maya Scribe and His World. Here was order in complexity, pat-
tern, and meaning too, a way to plunge into the imagery that had so besotted us. Our dumb 
luck was, of course, to be there at the right time. Even as undergraduates, reacting separately 
to this absorbing, complex interplay of art and writing, Karl and I felt some dim intuition 
that things were about to crack open. Those years promised everything. Discoveries awaited.

Karl was like no one I had ever met before. More driven, more experienced in all ways, 
brighter, less plodding, more impassioned, a greater talent at drawing, more distinguished 
in his intellectual pedigree, firmer in his opinions than my insecurity allowed—yes, and far 
better looking too. He had a thin frame and blondish, tousled hair, seemingly a California 
surfer who was not anything of the sort. Liked to collect glass, ejecta, agatized whale bone, 
and to shape odd, knobby bits of wood while slowly sipping on Jameson or some other drink 
I could not stomach. There was that immense, flashy concha belt which I later rescued after 
he left it at Bonampak, Mexico. No scholar of his quality lacks for intensity, and I remember 
his fiery eagerness to “get to work.” I found, somewhat disconcertingly, that my own private 
universe of obsession was shared by someone else—for me, over some months, even cracks 
on the sidewalk began to look like Maya glyphs. Karl’s brilliance soon led to my own conclu-
sion, that I had best not compete with him. The prudent course was to focus on something 
else, Maya writing, a subset of related evidence. With time, I learned a bit of wisdom, that 
collaboration rather than competition makes for a happier career. Find the brightest col-
leagues, work with them, let them help you. The effort is not always symmetrical, for how 
can it be in absolute terms? But Karl always taught me more than I offered him. 
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At Yale, we quickly learned too that giving a competent talk and plodding to a bul-
leted summary was a snore. Absolutely beneath contempt. We had to look hard, make novel 
claims, be bold and big, not, for God’s sake, even begin to think of boring Michael Coe while 
he read or listened to our papers. A certain arrogance arose from believing our ambitions 
lay within reach. (A comparison, noted with Ivy League snark: we were told that, in their 
seminar papers, Mayanist students at another university mostly vied over page length.) And 
then the performance, usually once a semester: our work needed strong visuals, the talks 
given without notes, every word of it involving a pretended spontaneity. That this elevated 
standard was seldom met, other than by Karl, hardly mattered. A few years before were 
some of the brightest young stars in Mesoamerican archaeology, from David Joralemon to 
Peter Mathews, Mary Miller, Jeff Kowalski, Janet Berlo, and many others. Yale was unusual 
in another respect. The hard line between art history and anthropology, so important to 
some, George Kubler (another professor) among them, was honored mostly in the breach. 
We were allowed to ask about what things looked like and why. We could also probe what 
they might mean. I never saw the need for zealous border guards between the two fields. 
“Visual culture” was a perfectly adequate description for our own version of the DMZ. Yale, 
for all the drifting we did—ours were idiosyncratic journeys—managed to supply the neces-
sary passports. 

It is difficult to explain what that world was like, prior to the works assembled here. 
Despite lots of enthusiastic pronouncements, we could barely read much of Maya writing. 
For me, thinking on it now, the striking breakthroughs lay ahead. No one spoke of central 
figures in Maya imagery such as the Maize God until Karl came along; no one looking at 
imagery was versed in a Mayan language or in deep ethnography (Karl was), attentive to 
Central Mexican evidence (Karl certainly a partisan here), inclined to link Mesoamerica to 
its broadest reaches in the US Southwest (Karl again, through the very personal connection 
described in his introduction). Slowly, in the 1980s, it became acceptable to discuss imagery 
and ideas as motivating forces, if filed away under the banal Marxianism of a term like 
“ideology.” This was a godsend. Epigraphers and iconographers could now be hired by 
anthropology departments. Art historians had it easier, but I never assumed I would get 
a job. I do not know how hopeful Karl was either. Again, by sheer good fortune, positions 
materialized in the late 1980s, for the Maya had become a “hot” topic. We could now be 
said to study the religious mystifications of the hoi polloi. I had also pitched myself as an 
archaeologist, but it took many field projects and the mapping of countless mounds for that 
to stick. At present, it is safe to say, Karl and I do not care at all about our categorizing and 
packaging by others.

How to bottle Karl’s magic? Not possible: his visual recall and interpretive talents have 
no peer. But one can list the ingredients, from methods to the greater mystery of how his 
insights operate. First and foremost, the directive is always to know your evidence. Collect 
every possible scrap of visual data. Karl would never put it this way, but this is how we 
explore graphic variance. This element is like that one and not like others. Their immediate 
visual context matters. A few feel it wrong, simply wrong, to have so many components 
to a single image. Only one should be permitted. They miss utterly the reason for such 
displays and their marshalling of graph-by-graph comparisons. Then, of equal importance, 
Karl would sort out what that element shows. Is that paper or a plume? Are those jewels, 
against all expectation, actually a string of earspools? One of Karl’s great influences as an 
undergraduate was the incomparable folklorist Alan Dundes. Karl’s research is in no small 



measure about figuring out which stories—“foundational” or “etiological myths,” if you 
will—were displayed in the dense images and telling objects of ancient America. Who were 
their principals, the dramatis personae, and, above all, why were they so important as to be 
carved into stone and put on public exhibit in what must have been labor-intensive works? 
What parts of their cosmos were important to them (the maize, rain, the sun, the holders of 
knowledge, the energies of youth, the sapience of age), and how were they embodied and 
personified in beings who could be represented and supplicated? 

And then there is the fact that ancient Mesoamericans did not sequester themselves in 
small hamlets. They talked to each other, over wide distances, shared explanations about 
why matters exist as they do, moved about, warred with each other in a form of grim but 
insistent communication. Often, exceedingly ancient ideas might pass with notable tenacity 
to generations that met the Spaniards and beyond, to the Yukatekos who befriended Karl in 
his youth. A hermetic approach sees the region purely in terms of localisms, the narrower the 
space and time the more trenchant the discussion. Yes, initially perhaps. But the astounding 
commonalities of this sprawling region demand respect and should factor into an accounting 
of what the patrons and artists wanted their images to mean. 

These are examples of Karl’s craft, even cognitive wiring, a gift for detecting coherent 
stories. Then there is what can only be understood as an affinity to worldly beauty, the 
layered metaphors that enrich Mesoamerican imagery and give, still, powerfully, that 
punch that makes us whirl for the love of it. Karl is earthy, likes a good laugh, an exuberant 
dance or frolic. He admires and delights in stunning objects; he understands emotion and 
experience. These capacities equipped him to find, for the first time, ancient Maya clowns, 
catching on that certain scenes were meant to be riotously funny, and, more ethereally, that 
rushing clouds, ripe with rain, could be understood as feathered serpents showering us all 
with their westbound blessings. Karl discovered that objects pleasing to touch and rub, like 
jade, carried spirits within. He discerned a paradise full of flowery scent, buzzing bees, a 
flutter of birds, in the here, now, everywhere, in the impossibly distant past, in the future too. 

It is at this level that Karl’s work acquires majestic sweep. Curiously, it is also at its 
most human. His writing has gone to that place beyond academic debate, beyond the dry 
armature of citations and intro-middle-conclusion. It has taken us to a land where people 
laughed, loved, lived, died, and lived again. That is the place he visits, where he has invited 
us to travel in the wonder-filled essays that follow. 

Foreword 11 





Author’s Introduction

The publishers have asked me to provide some background on the works in this collection. 
In response to my question as to how much background to provide, they said why not start 
at the beginning.

As a child, strange and ancient things enthralled me, such as rocks, fossils, hand-blown 
old bottles, or early varieties of barbed wire from nineteenth-century California. About age 
five I realized that I was going to die, and I thought this a pretty crappy deal. However, after 
a week or so of mulling, I was happy to acknowledge that dinosaurs are indeed dead but 
remain as lovely fossils and doing just fine in the long run. During my earliest years, my 
father was a chemistry professor at the University of Chicago and we lived on Dorchester 
Street, just a few blocks from campus. At about age three I was fascinated by the wonderful, 
ancient objects on display at the Oriental Institute, and I held this interest when we moved 
out west later the same year to Portola Valley, California. In the early 1960s, there was a 
major exhibition in San Francisco entitled “Treasures of Tutankhamun,” displaying some of 
the most spectacular objects found in King Tut’s tomb. About halfway through the exhibit I 
became agitated to such a degree that my mother took me outside to understand why I was 
crying, and I burst out with “They already found it all!” Thankfully, soon after our excursion 
to the Tutankhamun exhibition, my British aunt Marie Pepper stayed with us after a stint of 
volunteer work for the Red Cross in Yucatan. During her time in the Bay Area, she kindly 
gave me her guidebooks of major Maya sites in Mexico, including Palenque, Uxmal, and 
Tulum, to read while we were lying on the beach at San Gregorio. That was really it for me 
concerning future endeavors, and thus at about five I wanted to devote my life to the study 
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of the ancient and contemporary cultures of Mesoamerica.
Although my central focus of research concerns this cultural zone, I also have a deep 

interest in native traditions of the American Southwest. This may have come about because 
my mother Mary was a member of the Manhattan Project near Los Alamos, New Mexico, 
during World War II. Partly because of the time that my mother spent there, my maternal 
grandmother, Alice Wesche, moved to Santa Fe after retiring as a graphic illustrator for Sears 
in Chicago. While in Santa Fe, she worked as an illustrator for El Palacio, a quarterly journal 
of the Museum of New Mexico. My grandmother participated in other projects, includ-
ing ethnographic fieldwork with the anthropologist Benjamin Colby in the Nebaj region 
of Guatemala. Although her primary role was as an illustrator, she also published a piece 
concerning Ixil Maya New Year ceremonies in El Palacio (Wesche 1967). After working for the 
journal for many years, my grandmother moved to the Amerind Foundation near Dragoon, 
Arizona, where she served as the primary artist and illustrator for the Casas Grandes Project. 
I spent several summers at the Amerind Foundation and met project director Charles Di Peso 
many times. I recall that his house had a pool at the back nestled into a granite outcrop and 
that he had macaws, not surprising considering the importance of these birds not only at 
Casas Grandes (now commonly referred to as Paquime) but among Puebloan peoples to this 
day. Unlike many other Southwestern researchers, Di Peso embraced the concept of direct 
and sustained contact between Paquime and the peoples of ancient Mesoamerica.

Alice Wesche was a very skilled illustrator—especially with line drawings—and while 
visiting her in Santa Fe in 1976, she taught me nuances with using pens, such as putting a 
heavier and bolder line for forms appearing further in the background to give a perception of 
depth, a technique I use in my published illustrations, especially for bas-relief sculpture. As it 
happens, virtually all of the images in my publications are my own line drawings, and I find 
that it is extremely important in iconographic and epigraphic research to draw the images 
firsthand, as this is by far the best way to focus and engage with very complex imagery, 
much like actually reading a newspaper page versus simply glancing at it. For that reason, 
it is no coincidence that the preeminent Maya epigraphers create their own glyph drawings 
of meticulous caliber, as is also true for their images of Maya iconography. In my view, this 
not only demonstrates technical virtuosity but also respect for the exquisite cultural material 
at hand.

Along with my mother Mary, my aunt Marie, and my grandmother Alice, my father 
was also very supportive of my interest in archaeology. Henry (or Heinrich) Taube was born 
in Neudorf, Saskatchewan, where his parents were hard-working farmers who escaped from 
the Ukraine during the Russian Revolution. According to one account of my father’s history, 
his parents were virtually illiterate and went with a group of ethnically German Lutherans 
from the eastern European steppes to the similar but surely safer prairies of central Canada 
(Stevenson 1986:75). They spoke a form of Plattdeutsch, or “Low German,” in which our 
family name is Doova, which refers to both pigeons and doves (I prefer the dove, thank 
you). When my father went to school in Saskatchewan, it was important that the kids declare 
that their background was High German, hence our current patronym of Taube rather than 
Doova. As kids, my brother Rick and I spent a summer with uncle Albert in Saskatchewan, 
and I still miss the fresh eggs (Figure 1).

Rather than wanting to be a farmer, my father devoted his efforts to schooling, with his 
best option being to secure a bachelor’s degree in English at the University of Saskatchewan 
so that he could become a minister. However, he was immediately concerned that the line 



Figure 1. Karl and Albert Taube at the farm in southern Saskatchewan, 
circa 1963 (photo: Marie Pepper).

for majoring in English was too long. Another student kindly pointed out that the line for 
chemistry was much shorter, and my father made the wise choice to sign up for this instead. 
He went on to receive the Nobel in 1983 for his research in inorganic chemistry and catalytics 
(Ford 2005). Serendipity happens all the time with academic research, such as reading a 
good piece or reencountering a well-known artifact at just the right time for another source 
of understanding. These sublime moments of lucky insight and direction are something to 
acknowledge, be grateful for, and enjoy.

During my undergraduate years, I attended two universities, the first being Stanford in 
the area where I was raised. While there, I had the good fortune to study with Professor James 
Fox, an expert linguist with a deep understanding of Maya languages and hieroglyphic writ-
ing. Although I learned a great deal from Professor Fox, I eventually realized that it would be 
good for me to find a campus farther from home. While attending UC Berkeley, I took several 
courses concerning the ancient Maya with professor John Graham, who for some years had 
been focusing on the remarkable early stone monuments of the Guatemalan piedmont, 
including sculptures from Takalik Abaj and La Democracia. For one class we had the good 
fortune to hear Robert Heizer discussing his field experiences excavating at La Venta in 1955, 
where crew members were occasionally locked up in the community jail, although we never 
heard why. A very special academic mentor of mine at UC Berkeley was the late professor 
Alan Dundes, a preeminent expert in folklore studies. He encouraged me to pursue folklore 
through an archaeological perspective, and due to the richness of ancient Mesoamerican art 
and writing as well as contemporary Mesoamerican ritual and belief, this has proved to be 
an excellent approach, beginning in my undergraduate years and continuing to the present.

While attending Stanford in the mid 1970s, I came across an impressive volume entitled 
The Maya Scribe and His World, by Michael D. Coe (1973). His profound insights into Maya 
iconography were truly inspirational. Before this, my closest access to experts exploring the 
exuberant iconography was J. Eric S. Thompson, a great scholar, though sadly he mistook the 

Author’s Introduction 15 
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cranial fire or smoke of K’awiil for vegetal growth and also suggested the translation “Iguana 
House” for the name of Itzamnaaj, associating the wizened deity with a wide range of unre-
lated reptilian imagery (Thompson 1970b:214-218, 226). When I first opened Maya Scribe in 
1976, I realized that Mike Coe had “eyes” and presented whole new vistas in approaching 
this ancient and very alien complex, especially the dark and menacing underworld. In 1980, 
I was fortunate to begin graduate school at Yale University under Mike’s tutelage. Although 
Professor Mary Miller was still a graduate student when I first came to Yale, she also was an 
excellent mentor during my years there and always provided sound advice, beginning with 
the first time I met her, in front of my new graduate student dormitory. As it happened, two 
other graduate students who came to Yale in 1980, Stephen Houston and Louise Burkhart, 
pursue very productive careers in their respective fields in Mesoamerican studies. Steve and 
I became the best of friends and colleagues, as can be readily seen in the many works that we 
have coauthored over the years.

When we arrived at Yale in 1980, there were a number of academic suppositions that we 
needed to acknowledge. One of these, championed by the Yale art historian George Kubler, 
was that there was little continuity of meaning in ancient Mesoamerican art. Instead, what 
we faced were “disjunctions” between the obvious continuity of images and their mean-
ings, which theoretically might have changed in profound ways. In addition, in contrast 
to the more holistic approach of Eric Thompson, contemporary Mesoamerican religion 
and belief were of little or no use for studying the ancient cultures of Mexico. According to 
Kubler (1961:14) documenting and studying the beliefs and practices of contemporaneous 
Maya peoples to interpret the more ancient past was only performing an “autopsy,” and 
he further noted that such research would be just a “prolonged dissection of the corpse of a 
civilization.” As it happens, Mike followed Thompson in acknowledging that Colonial and 
contemporary Mesoamerican culture is critically important in interpreting the more ancient 
past, including not only the Classic period but even the Formative times of the Olmec. For 
example, he pointed out that the odd, lumpy anklets seen on Tlatilco figurines are virtually 
identical to the cocoon leg pieces worn by contemporary Yaqui deer dancers (Coe 1965b:26), 
and as of yet I am not aware of a better interpretation. Another widely held belief we faced in 
the early 1980s is that unlike the rest of Mesoamerica or the ancient world, the Classic Maya 
had no concept of gods. This was championed by the great artist and epigrapher Tatiana 
Proskouriakoff (1965), who saw no deities or mythology in ancient Maya art (see also Marcus 
1978). 

In response to both the assertions of little cultural continuity and the lack of deities 
among the ancient Maya, I published The Major Gods of Ancient Yucatan (Taube 1992b), in 
which I traced back as far as I could the gods of the Late Postclassic codices to their Classic 
and even Late Preclassic origins. With the subsequent discovery of the mural chamber at 
Pinturas Sub-1A at San Bartolo, Guatemala, it is obvious that as with the rest of the ancient 
world, there was a rich body of Maya mythology concerning gods at a very early date (see 
Saturno et al. 2005; Taube et al. 2010).

In the 1980s there were a number of technological advancements that greatly benefited 
Maya epigraphic and iconographic studies. One basic tool was the Xerox machine, which 
allowed texts and images to be readily shared by personal contact or mail. Although 
photocopiers had already been around for some time, an especially important advancement 
was the ability to reduce or enlarge images, which allowed them to be easily drawn to the 
scale needed. Although this might seem minor today, there was virtually no other means to 
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do this before digital scanning, and perhaps for this reason quality line drawings of texts and 
images did not start to be common in ancient Maya research until the 1980s. A very important 
source of data disseminated through xeroxing at this time was the collection of unpublished 
field drawings of Classic Maya monuments created and compiled by the late Ian Graham at 
the Peabody Museum at Harvard University. Along with the volumes of the Corpus of Maya 
Hieroglyphic Inscriptions published by the Peabody, Ian’s field drawings remain an invaluable 
source of information to this day concerning Classic Maya writing and iconography.

Another important advance at this time was the development of rollout photography 
championed by Justin Kerr, a process that allowed Classic Maya cylinder vases to be photo-
graphed as a single image. I first met Justin and his wife Barbara at their home and studio in 
Manhattan in the early 1980s, and they were both extremely hospitable and generous with 
their rollout photographs. I returned that first day to New Haven with a good many glossy 
prints that I still own today. The first major corpus of Classic Maya vases photographed by 
Justin were the “Codex Style” ceramics, which being largely black on white were also readily 
photocopied. A major body of Justin’s photographs of Codex Style ceramics appeared in The 
Maya Book of the Dead (Robicsek and Hales 1981). Published in the second year that I was at 
Yale, this collection of Late Classic Maya material profoundly influenced my research and 
the direction of my studies. Without a doubt, I would not have been able to muster the visual 
and epigraph evidence to identify the Classic Maya maize god in my 1985 paper (Chapter 1 
of this volume) without this book and Justin’s photographs.

During my time at Yale, I engaged in anthropological fieldwork in 1983 and 1984 in the 
remote community of San Juan de Dios in northern Quintana Roo, where I gradually became 
conversant in spoken Yukatek (Figure 2). Living in a rural Yukatek community for about 

Figure 2. The author at his rented house in San Juan de Dios, 
Quintana Roo, 1984 (photo: Luis Nevaer).
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a year surrounded by tall forest wilds, or ka’anal k’áax, was a unique experience that I am 
most grateful for. About twice a month I made brief visits to Mérida, where I often enjoyed 
the kind hospitality of both Joann Andrews and Edward Kurjack, including even a stay at 
Joann’s house where I dealt with hepatitis, and yet another time with a staph infection from 
a comoyote grub that died and decayed in my shoulder, leaving a dime-sized hole for a couple 
of months. Thanks in part to the kind support of Joann and Ed, I pursued almost a year of 
fruitful field observation with Yukatek Mayan speakers—a true experience of a lifetime.

Although I had hopes of recording a litany of folk tales and myths in a remote Yukatek-
speaking community, I quickly found that it really doesn’t work that way. It would be much 
like a foreigner to the United States asking a local about the narrative meaning in stories of the 
founding of New York or San Francisco. Probably not going to happen. Instead, comments 
about the world of spirits came out casually in daily conversation. Thus during one of my 
first days in the community, some of the local boys mentioned that on September 15 every 
year, giant feathered serpents, the noh kaan, emerge from the sacred lakes of Coba to create 
havoc where they fly. I thought “riiight, you betcha...” The same afternoon I asked their 
father about this tall tale, and he responded by asking whether we had the same problem 
in the United States. Independent ethnographic fieldwork by Harriet de Jong (1999:156-158) 
roughly ten years later describes in detail this serpent belief in Quintana Roo: 

This animal is a huge snake. At a certain time of year it burrows into the ground, wings and 
feathers start to grow from its body and it becomes the Feathered Serpent, Kukulcan. On the 
fifteenth of September, it takes to the air and starts heading for the sea.

In her research, de Jong puts this into the broader perspective of the helep or “change” 
of wild animals, who transform into other species if the flying serpent’s shadow should fall 
over them on September 15 and 16. According to de Jong, this causes local people a great deal 
of worry and fear, with many preferring to remain at home during this time. Although de 
Jong does not mention Coba as a source of such serpents, when I went there I was repeatedly 
asked if I was concerned about them, as they are regarded as a matter of great reverence in 
northern Quintana Roo. When I did go there with a San Juan family in 1984, there were burnt 
candles at the base of an ancient stela that they told me were dedicated to the god of the hunt 
(Figure 3). They also casually pointed out that Spanish moss hanging from nearby trees was 
called utzo’otzel cháak or the “hair of Chahk,” which immediately brought to my mind the 
thick manes of bound hair seen in Classic images of the god of rain and lightning.

In another situation in San Juan, I was hiking on an old trail a good deal north of the 
town and came across an ancient site with well-preserved foundations of house walls and 
dry-stone border walls, or koot in Yukatek, along with a cave with pure and sweet water. On 
returning to town, I mentioned that there was a cave spring nearby, and there was much 
interest, especially on the part of a local evangelico. This neighbor of mine would regularly 
blast Christian-related music through a loudspeaker on what would be otherwise a quiet 
and peaceful night (or relatively so, because in remote rural villages there is no “white noise” 
and one continually hears dogs barking, roosters crowing, pigs squealing, and the random 
howler monkey). At one point I went to the evangelical’s house to mention that his inspira-
tional music was being played at 3:00 am and was not conducive to sleep, and his gentle and 
completely affable response was to offer me a relaxing cup of coffee and Christian comics to 
read. At any rate, he expressed great interest in seeing the cave and so I took him there. Once 
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we descended by climbing down roots through the cave opening, he immediately started 
bathing with soap in the dark pool, despite the fact that its muddy bottom of decaying sticks, 
roots, leaves, and sharp rocks made it hardly inviting for a dip. It only occurred to me years 
later that he was probably polluting the water to make it unsuitable for Maya ritualists to use 
as suhuy ha’ or “virgin water,” central for the ch’a’ cháak rainmaking ceremony and attendant 
offerings.

As far as I am aware, this ancient settlement north of San Juan de Dios has yet to be 
documented archaeologically, but thanks to casual conversations with locals during my year 
in San Juan, I did learn of sites that are now relatively well known. During my early stay in 
San Juan in 1983, there was a road crew putting down sascab, which is a form of degraded 
limestone used to create caminos blancos or “white roads” in rural areas in place of asphalt. 
A good many men on this crew were from San Juan and mentioned to me that near where 
they were quarrying there were ancient ruins. The road crew kindly took me out there and 

Figure 3. Stela with candle offerings for the god of the hunt 
at Coba, Quintana Roo, 1984 (photo: Karl Taube).
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Figure 4. The author at Naranjal, Quintana Roo, 1992.

showed me a most impressive Early Classic stepped vault at the town of Naranjal, which 
became the focus of an archaeological project directed by my colleague Scott Fedick and 
myself in 1993 (Figure 4) (see Fedick and Taube 1995). One afternoon, a woodcutter from 
north of K’antunilk’in visited the family that I ate with in San Juan and told us of ancient 
paintings (úuchben tz’íib) north of his town in the Yalahau savanna region. After visiting this 
area soon after, I realized that one structure had murals strikingly similar to those known for 
sites on the east coast of Quintana Roo, including Tulum and Tancah. In 1988, Tomás Gallareta 
Negrón and I engaged in an archaeological project documenting the two Late Postclassic 
plaza groups with murals from this region of the Yalahau area (Gallareta Negrón and Taube 
2005). In addition, a number of people in San Juan originally from Yalcoba mentioned a cave 
north of Valladolid known as Dzibih Actun or Dzibih Chen, and although at that point I 
didn’t get the chance to go there, I mentioned the place to Andrea Stone and she took it upon 
herself to follow up on this vague tip and actually visit the cave in 1986 (see Stone 1995a:74-
86). Soon after, we returned there together, and while looking at the cave paintings I saw that 
some of the motifs featured the day name Ajaw atop swimming turtles, a theme that directly 
related to my research concerning turtles and the K’atun cycle published in my early study 
“A Prehispanic Maya Katun Wheel” (Taube 1988a) (Chapter 2 of this volume).

Aside from community daily life hanging around my rented place, the town’s well, 
and the one local store, I spent many days following old paths through the forest. The locals 
considered this a pretty bad idea, as I could well meet alux forest spirits who would lead 
me astray and cause me to get lost and go crazy in the jungle. With local Maya walking 
such trails, I often went in front and when I chose the wrong path they would gently chide 
me with a nervous chuckle and sa’atech? or “Are you lost?” I also learned a good deal 
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about potentially harmful plants, such 
as chéechem, that although producing 
itching blisters like poison oak or sumac 
can be readily remedied by the sap of 
chakah, a softwood tree often referred to 
as gumbo limbo in the English-speaking 
Caribbean. My 1989 paper “A Classic 
Maya Entomological Observation” 
(Taube 1989a) (Chapter 6) concerns the 
bull-thorn acacia, or subin in Yukatek. It 
is based on too many painful attempts 
at cutting through this plant with a host 
of fire ants in the very sharp and hollow 
paired thorns—and angry wasps sud-
denly at face level as they emerge from 
their nests. Dating to roughly the seventh 
century ad, the Tepeu 1 vessel in Naranjo 
style discussed in the article is a very 
graphic depiction of this plant, including 

Figure 5. The Tonsured Maize God, 
Quirigua Stela H (drawing by author from 

Taube 1992b:Fig. 19c).

not only the spines but also a wasp nest at the top.
Arising out of my field work and academic studies was research that I first presented at 

the Fifth Palenque Round Table and published in the conference proceedings as “The Classic 
Maya Maize God: A Reappraisal” (Taube 1985) (Chapter 1). At the time, I considered this a 
reappraisal as many Maya specialists then regarded the maize deity as being entirely passé, 
partly through overdevelopment in Maya studies, including the popular volume The Ancient 
Maya by Sylvanus Griswold Morley, who gave this deity the odd and unfortunate name of 
Yum K’ax, meaning “Lord of the Forest,” a concept antithetical to the deity’s actual associa-
tion with the carefully cultivated maize milpa, or kool in Yukatek. In this early paper, I noted 
that two forms of the maize god were present among the Classic Maya, one with a maize 
ear and foliation growing from the top of the head and the other having the entire cranium 
modified to resemble an ear of corn. The latter typically had the upper central portion of the 
brow shaved, creating two zones of hair, the top of the head alluding to the maize silk and 
the lower portion the embracing husk. Because of the shaved brow, I termed this being the 
Tonsured Maize God (Figure 5). In this work, I identified his nominal glyph, which typically 
has a number one before the face. Years later, David Stuart (2005:182) deciphered the name as 
Ixim, a widespread term for maize grain in Mayan languages (see also Zender 2014). When I 
was living at San Juan de Dios in the early 1980s, I was eating with a family while an infant 
idly played with maize grains on the floor. His mother gently but firmly told him mun ba’axa 
yeteh Santo Iximi’, meaning “Don’t play with the spirit of corn.”

In the late 1980s, after my Maya maize god study was published, the Red Temple 
at Cacaxtla was discovered, revealing remarkable murals flanking a broad stairway (see 
Brittenham 2015:145-182). The east wall mural features the Maya merchant deity facing a 
growing cacao tree and a maize plant with each ear of maize as the head of the Tonsured 
Maya God, even with maize grains above the horizontal band of hair (Figure 6a). Slightly 
later came a bowl from a royal burial at Calakmul featuring an incised image of the same 
head of the Tonsured Maize God atop a maize stalk, again identifying him as the god of corn 
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and sustenance (Figure 6b). This depiction is very similar to a pair of maize deities appearing 
on a massive jadeite plaque excavated at Nebaj, a site that also has many jadeite pendants of 
this deity (Figure 6c–d).

Whereas the foliated aspect of the maize deity alludes to green, growing corn, the 
Tonsured Maize God embodies the mature cob with its fertile seed. It is this form of the 
maize god that dominates Classic Maya iconography and myth (see Freidel et al. 1993), and 
in “The Classic Maya Maize God” I noted that he is an early version of Hun Hunahpu of the 
sixteenth-century K’ichean Popol Vuh, the father of the Hero Twins, who is decapitated in the 
underworld. Thus he appears frequently with the Hero Twins in Late Classic vessel scenes 
featuring him traveling through the watery underworld (Taube 1985; Quenon and Le Fort 
1997). A remarkable vessel portrays his head growing from the trunk of a cacao tree, much 
like the Popol Vuh episode where the severed head of Hun Hunahpu is placed in a tree and 

Figure 6. Portrayals of the maize god as an ear of corn in Late Classic Mesoamerica: (a) maize 
god as ear of corn, Cacaxtla (drawing by author from Taube 1992b:Fig. 19e); (b) maize deity 
emerging from growing maize plant appearing on Calakmul bowl (drawing by author after 
Carrasco Vargas 2000:19); (c–d) maize god heads with growing maize, detail of carved jade 

plaque from Nebaj (drawings by author after Smith and Kidder 1951:Fig. 59b). 
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Figure 7. The Classic Maya maize god as a verdant tree: (a) Early Classic Maya portrayal of the 
maize deity as a cacao tree (drawing by author from Taube 2005b:Fig. 2f); (b) Late Classic depiction 

of the maize god on the trunk of a cacao tree (drawing by author from Taube 1985:Fig. 4c).
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becomes a gourd (Figure 7b). In addition, an elaborately incised Early Classic vessel now 
known as the “Berlin Vase” features a stylized head with maize foliation in a cacao tree 
personified by the maize god, again a probable reference to the maize god’s severed head 
(Figure 7a). Subsequent research has established a firm link between the maize god and 
cacao, surely in part because of the form of cacao pods, which resemble ears of corn (see 
Miller and Martin 2004; Martin 2006). In fact, the common Spanish term for a cacao pod is 
mazorca, which is the same as that for an ear of maize.

As it turns out, the Tonsured Maize God is essentially the culture hero of Classic Maya 
mythology and appears as the epitome of royal grace and beauty for both male and female 
elites; in fact, in subsequent years there has been a great deal of fruitful research concerning 
gender ambiguity in relation to the Maya maize deity (see Stone 1991; Bassie-Sweet 2000; 
Joyce 2001; Miller and Martin 2004:97). It is becoming increasingly clear that he is a dominant 
figure in Classic Maya creation episodes, as is discussed in Maya Cosmos (Friedel et al. 1993) 
and other studies (Quenon and Le Fort 1997; Miller and Martin 2004:56-62). Despite his 
prominence in Classic Maya art and myth, the Tonsured Maize God largely fell from view 
during the Terminal Classic Maya collapse, and the common Late Postclassic codical form 
is the Foliated Maize God appearing in the Dresden, Paris, and Madrid codices. In fact, this 
may constitute a deep conceptual change brought about by the collapse in the ninth century 
ad as regards the maize deity so closely related to Maya elite identity and physical appear-
ance. In other words, although the Maya maize god of fertile grain has roots in the Classic 
period and even before, he abruptly disappears with the advent of the Early Postclassic in 
the Maya area following the collapse, just as Long Count monuments were no longer erected 
with the exception of the “Short Count” texts in Postclassic Yucatan. For a good many years, 
archaeologists have created lists concerning some of the striking phenomena concerning the 
Maya collapse, such as the rapid depopulation of the Central Maya lowlands and a cessation 
of major monumental architecture and Long Count monuments. Given our more nuanced 
understanding of Classic Maya belief, I would suggest that the sudden disappearance of 
the Tonsured Maize God is also a major element to acknowledge and consider for further 
research. A tenoned stone sculpture from Mayapan portrays a very rare Late Postclassic ver-
sion of the Tonsured Maize God with the tabular erect form of cranial modification widely 
seen with the Classic Maya elite (Figure 8). So far as I am aware, there is only one other 
portrayal of this deity at Mayapan, in this case atop the back of a turtle (Figure 9c).

One of the most striking scenes of the Classic-period Tonsured Maize God is his 
emergence from a cleft turtle carapace (Figure 9b) (Taube 1985:174-175). Recent excavations 

Figure 8. Late Postclassic 
portrayal of the Tonsured 
Maize God from Mayapan 

(from Proskouriakoff 
1962a:Fig. 8g). 
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directed by William Saturno at San Bartolo, Guatemala, have revealed a much earlier, Late 
Preclassic version of this episode, here with the dancing maize god within a turtle denoting 
the earth flanked by two enthroned deities, one being Chahk, the god of rain and lightning, 
and the other the god of terrestrial water (Taube et al. 2010:77-80). An even more ancient 
version is a Middle Formative Olmec serpentine pectoral with the head of the infant Olmec 
maize god atop a turtle carapace (Figure 9a). Dating from roughly the sixth century bC, this 
constitutes one of the earliest mythic episodes known for the New World. At the other end of 
the temporal scale is a small stone sculpture discovered in a cave at Late Postclassic Mayapan 
during a project directed by Clifford Brown in 1994. The carving portrays the elongated 
head of the Tonsured Maize God atop a turtle, suggesting a continuity of at least 2000 years 
(Figure 9c). Although wearing a jade collar, the god’s eyes are shut, suggesting that he has 
been decapitated. Myths featuring a turtle supporting a corn deity continue to the present 
among the Tepehua, Popoluca, and other peoples of Veracruz, making a span from roughly 
the sixth century bC to the present day (Figure 9d).

In “The Classic Maya Maize God,” I noted that the turtle represents the sustaining 
earth from which the corn god sprouts and grows, and several years later I presented a 
more detailed argument that the turtle does indeed constitute the earth in “A Prehispanic 
Maya Katun Wheel” (Taube 1988a; see also Taube 2013) (Chapter 2). Among contemporary 
and ancient Maya, there are a number of metaphors to describe the earth’s surface. One 
model is the four-sided maize field, with the corners oriented to the intercardinal points 
and the sides representing east, north, west, and south framing the middle place. Clearly 

Figure 9. Portrayals of the maize deity atop turtles in ancient Mesoamerica: (a) Middle Formative 
Olmec plaque portraying maize deity atop turtle carapace (drawing by author from Taube 1996:Fig. 
22d); (b) Late Classic Maya depiction of maize god emerging from turtle shell (drawing by author 

from Taube 1993a:66); (c) head of maize god atop turtle, Late Postclassic Mayapan (drawing by 
author from photograph courtesy of Clifford Brown); (d) illustration of contemporary Tepehua 

myth of infant maize god atop turtle (drawing by author from Taube and Saturno 2008:Fig. 13b).
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this relates directly to humanly constructed space, 
including tables, houses, and temples as well as 
the milpa (see Taube 2013). In addition, there is 
the basic concept of the earth crocodile floating on 
the primordial sea, with its limbs pointing again 
to the intercardinal points. However, the ancient 
Maya had yet another metaphor, the domed back 
of a turtle also swimming atop the sea. Unlike the 
four-sided world or the extended limbs of an earth 
monster, the circular and domed model of the 
turtle best reflects the concept of centrality, much 
like a circular dartboard versus one that is square.

It was following my initial work on the 
maize god and the earth turtle that I came across 
a remarkable turtle sculpture published by Tatiana 

Figure 10. Turtle sculpture with thirteen 
scutes from the cornice of the House of 
the Turtles, Uxmal (drawing by author).

Proskouriakoff in her discussion of stone carvings from the Late Postclassic site of Mayapan. 
Perhaps because this was the last major enterprise in Maya archaeology engaged in by the 
Carnegie Institution of Washington, Proskouriakoff apparently had little interest in gleaning 
any meaning from Mayapan art and stone carving, as is reflected also in her 1955 paper 
entitled “The Death of a Civilization” in which she states in relation to Chen Mul effigy 
censers: 

From the censer images we get a clear impression of the credulous, inartistic and militant 
nature of this age, which contrasts sharply with the scope and serenity of earlier Maya 
traditions. (Proskouriakoff 1955:86)

Despite Proskouriakoff’s oddly negative view of the contact-period Maya of Yucatan, 
it is now clear that one of the finest screenfold books of ancient Mesoamerica, the Codex 
Dresden, dates to this very time, based on clear Late Postclassic Aztec conventions in the 
manuscript, including the sign for turquoise and elements pertaining to the wind god, 
Ehecatl-Quetzacoatl (Taube and Bade 1991). In her discussion of Mayapan sculpture, 
Proskouriakoff (1955:130, 1962b:331, Figs. 1-2) misidentifies old male deities in turtle shells 
as portrayals of Itzamnaaj or God D, despite the fact that Paul Schellhas (1904) classified 
such anthropomorphic turtle figures under the specific label of God N rather than God D 
(see also Taube 1992b:92-99).

For the Late Postclassic sculpture from Mayapan, Proskouriakoff briefly describes one 
turtle carving with thirteen Ajaw signs on the carapace rim. This immediately reminded me 
of the well-known “Short Count” of Postclassic Yucatan featuring thirteen Ajaw dates of 
every K’atun ending of twenty 360-day periods (or Tuns), equivalent roughly to 256 years. 
In other words, this simple monument constitutes a “Katun Wheel,” as first mentioned 
and illustrated by Diego de Landa in the mid-sixteenth century. It is important to note that 
turtle carapaces typically have thirteen scutes, much like the thirteen K’atuns of the Short 
Count. A sculpture from the House of the Turtles at Uxmal has precisely the same number of 
thirteen scutes on its back (Figure 10). In the case of the small turtle sculptures at Mayapan, 
including the example rimmed with thirteen Ajaw glyphs, many were found within the rear 
recessed areas of elite domiciles, or “palaces,” suggesting extremely private bloodletting 
events. 
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Like the small turtle altar with thirteen Ajaw signs, others at Mayapan often have a 
central pit atop the carapace. One example contained bloodletting lancets, indicating that 
the central cavity provided sustenance to the earth from precious human blood. However, 
this could also relate to concepts of conjuring and emergence, such as the maize god rising 
out of the turtle earth. A series of reliefs from the House of the Phalli in the Initial Series 
Group at Chichen Itza features not only penis perforation by aged God N figures but also 
the emergence of plumed serpents from offering bowls (see Schmidt 2007:Fig. 17). These 
scenes clearly pertain to the concept of the “Vision Serpent” discussed by Schele and Miller 
(1986:175-208) for Classic Maya bloodletting scenes. Although it is impossible to determine 
whether the Maya elites who engaged in penitential bloodletting were actually seeing ser-
pents, an early seventeenth-century account by Ruiz de Alarcón concerning Nahuatl rituals 
in highland Guerrero states that bloodletting did indeed produce visions: “They say that 
some fainted or fell asleep and in this ecstasy they either heard, or fancied that they heard, 
words which their idol spoke to them” (Coe and Whittaker 1982:81). Page 19 of the Codex 
Madrid features an elaborate scene of five gods engaged in penis perforation around a turtle 
image, quite clearly the same sort of turtle altar known for Mayapan and other sites of the 
northern Maya lowlands. Their pierced phalli are strung together by a single cord that also 
has a solar k’in sign attached to it, and it could well be that this scene illustrates the road of 
the sun and the dawning brought about through the release and offering of penitential blood.

Aside from the turtle altars from northern Yucatan, an excellent example was discovered 

Figure 11. Early Classic north facade of El Diablo temple from El Zotz; note 
bamboo scaffolding and footprint on lower frieze (drawing by Mary Clarke).
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at Yaxha close to the contemporary town of Flores, Guatemala. This Late Postclassic monu-
ment displays the central orifice and has a great deal of original paint still adhering to the 
limestone surface (see Finamore and Houston 2010:158-159). Although the top of the cara-
pace is divided into a series of elaborate triangles and dots, the limbs bear an undulating 
“net” of lines rendered in crisscross fashion with dots in the center of each quadrangle. This 
same “net” motif appears on Classic-period water lily pads and turtles, a basic metaphor 
for the earth floating atop the sustaining waters of the sea (see Miller and Taube 1993:184). 
As I recently noted (Taube 2010a), this Classic Maya motif can be seen on a toponymic sign 
from Cacaxtla and becomes widespread in Late Postclassic and early Colonial documents 
of highland Mexico. Remarkably, the “netted earth” motif seems to have continued in early 
nineteenth-century New Mexico in the religious paintings attributed to the santero painter 
Molleno (see Boyd 1974:364). How this striking convention may have been introduced 
into New Mexico remains unknown, although it could well have been brought by the 
Tlaxcaltecans who, as Spanish-sponsored mercenaries and colonists, began arriving in the 
American Southwest during the mid-sixteenth century (Simmons 1964).

In contrast to the small Mayapan sculpture, there are also Late Classic turtle altars of 
truly monumental scale, including Itsimte Altar 1. For this massive carving, the carapace 
was marked with prominent Kaban curls, the Kaban sign being a basic way to designate 
the earth, as can be seen on the sides of K’inich Janaab Pakal’s sarcophagus at Palenque (see 
Stone and Zender 2011:136-137). The central surface of the monument displays a prominent 
day name cartouche, almost surely referring to the twentieth day name Ajaw, meaning king 
or lord. Machaquila Altar A is yet another example, and although eroded the center probably 
portrays the local ruler as a personification of Ajaw (for rulers as embodiments of Ajaw, 
see Stuart 1996). At the end of the “Katun Wheel” study, I call attention to a rather obscure 
passage from Fray Andrés de Avendaño concerning the K’atun cycle:

These ages are thirteen in number; each has its separate idol and its priest, with a separate 
prophecy of its events. These thirteen ages are divided into thirteen parts which divide this 
kingdom of Yucathan and each age, with its idol, priest and prophesy, rules in one of these 
thirteen parts of the land, according as they have divided it. (Means 1917:141)

In this regard, it is important to note that the K’atun pages in the Codex Paris feature 
the coronation of each K’atun lord receiving a jeweled headdress ornament while seated 
on a raised throne, a scene notably similar to the “niche stela” accession scaffold scenes at 
Late Classic Piedras Negras (see Taube 1988b). However there are still earlier examples from 
the Late Preclassic West Wall mural at San Bartolo, in which the maize god and a possible 
historic figure receive forms of the Jester God jewel on either side of the earth turtle (Taube 
et al. 2010). For San Bartolo, the two enthroned figures bracket and face into the central 
quatrefoil turtle marked with fine diagonal lines denoting stone, much as if the central turtle 
is a carved stone altar directly pertaining to the two accession events. 

Recent excavations of the Diablo temple at El Zotz in the northwestern Peten of 
Guatemala have revealed an extraordinary series of stucco facades dating to the Early 
Classic period (see Taube and Houston 2015). The basal portion of the north facade features 
diagonal bamboo scaffolding as well as a central hanging sheet of paper or cloth bearing a 
prominent human footprint, providing an important link between the Late Preclassic scenes 
at San Bartolo and the Late Classic scaffold accession stelae at Piedras Negras (Figure 11).

In relation to enthronement and coronation, the Late Preclassic Mound Group B at Izapa, 
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Chiapas, features a stone throne backed by Stela 8, 
depicting the earth turtle with a quatrefoil body 
containing an enthroned figure, probably referring 
to the very throne behind which the stela is placed. 
Adjacent to and framing the throne are three stone 
spheres atop cylindrical columns, clearly relating to 
the three hearthstones in traditional Maya houses, 
the same stones mentioned for the creation date 4 
Ajaw 8 Kumk’u, or August 13, 3114 bC (see Freidel et 
al. 1993:65-71; Taube 1998c:433-446). In terms of the 
common Maya metaphor of the world as a house, 
these hearthstones denote the pivotal axis mundi. 
One of the most developed architectural programs 
devoted to directions and centrality in the Classic 
Maya region is Structure A-3 at Ceibal, which 
features a radial pyramid with four stairways, each 
side having a stela and altar at its base. In addition, 
a fifth stela stands in the central floor of the radial 

temple, which is unique in terms of known Classic Maya architectural arrangements. A cache 
under the central stela featured three large jadeite cobbles, clearly related to the concept of 
the three cosmic hearthstones denoting the cosmic center or axis mundi (Taube 1998c:441). 
The emblem glyph of Ceibal is a royal title stating that its kings are lords of the three-hearth-
stone place. Recent excavations by Takeshi Inomata and Daniela Triadan have uncovered an 
impressive series of Middle Formative Olmec-style celt caches, many of them oriented to the 
four directions and center. In addition, one contemporaneous cache dating to roughly 600 
bC featured a group of three large limestone spheres arranged in a triangle, surely alluding 
to the hearthstones (see Inomata and Triadan 2015:86, Fig. 32). This immediately recalls an 
Olmec-style greenstone plaque in the Dallas Museum of Art featuring a stepped mountain 
and world tree with four directional elements at its corners, clearly a form of the Olmec 
bar and four dot motif with the stepped form and tree constituting the central vertical bar 
(Figure 12). At the base there are three spheres that for some years have been identified as 
the three cosmic hearthstones, a program notably similar to the Mound B Group at Izapa (see 
Lowe et al. 1982:Fig. 9.1). The very recent find at Ceibal demonstrates that the concept of the 
three-stone hearth is indeed of great antiquity in ancient Mesoamerica.

A Late Classic panel text concerning the 4 Ajaw 8 Kumk’u event refers to a turtle, and 
although the three hearthstones are not mentioned, they are present in a good many other 
contexts (Freidel et al. 1993:65-66; Taube 1998c). Page 71a of the Codex Madrid features a 
turtle with the three hearthstones centered on its back. Although this has been identified as 
the constellation Orion, a simpler interpretation is that the scene portrays rain falling from 
a darkened sky upon the earth turtle sustaining the three hearthstones. The aforementioned 
account by Andrés de Avendaño describing specific communities of the thirteen K’atuns 
also recalls Altar de los Reyes in southern Campeche, a site named after Altar 3, a monument 
originally bearing the emblem glyphs of thirteen major Classic-period polities, including 
Tikal, Palenque, and Calakmul (see Grube 2003). A short text on the upper surface of this 
small, round altar refers to k’uhul kab or “sacred earth” followed by another glyphic com-
pound prefixed by the number thirteen, clearly a reference to the royal titles of major sites on 

Figure 12. Olmec greenstone plaque 
portraying cosmological themes of 
directional symbolism in relation to 

world tree atop mountain (drawing by 
author after Guthrie 1995:Fig. 191).
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the altar side. Much like the Avendaño account, this Late Classic altar pertains to the rulers 
of particular polities, although there is no specific reference to K’atun celebrations.

Calendrics and cosmology are also reflected in my study entitled “Itzam Cab Ain: 
Caimans, Cosmology, and Calendrics in Postclassic Yucatan” (Taube 1989b) (Chapter 3), 
which discusses the earth crocodile in relation to cosmic calendrical events. In the aforemen-
tioned K’atun cycle of roughly 264 years, the final K’atun ends on 13 Ajaw, with the next 
day being 1 Imix, a day name equating to Cipactli or crocodile in highland Mexico, the first 
day in the twenty-day series. In addition, 1 Imix or Cipactli marks the beginning of the 260-
day calendrical cycle related to creation and legendary beings in many Mesoamerican texts 
and monuments. As with the “Katun Wheel” paper discussing calendrical cycles and Ajaw 
period endings on the back of the earth turtle, this study examines them atop crocodiles, 
including a fascinating Late Postclassic mural from Coba, Quintana Roo, which although 
heavily damaged, features the series of day names in correct order beginning with Ben and 
then proceeding to Ix, Men, Kib, and Kaban. In more recent research, I have explored the 
relationship of the primordial flood crocodile with the beginning and end of the last Bak’tun 
cycle that began on August 13, 3114 bC and recently ended on December 21, 2012 (Taube 
2010c, 2012a). For two ceramic vessels explicitly denoting the beginning of the past cycle in 
3114 bC, gods convene in a dark room with the flood crocodile resting atop a temple devoted 
to God L, the aforementioned merchant deity.

Another topic that I explored during graduate studies led to the paper “Ritual Humor 
in Classic Maya Religion” (Taube 1989c) (Chapter 4). This was in large part inspired by 
Victoria Bricker’s (1973, 1981) important work with annual festivals among the Tzotzil of 
highland Chiapas, a theme also addressed by Evon Vogt (1976) in his extensive research 
concerning the Tzotzil community of Zinacantan. During the Festival of San Sebastian, ritual 
clowns dressed as forest beings call attention to social misdeeds during the past year by 
publicly announcing them, calling to mind the ritual clowning among Puebloan peoples of 
the American Southwest, which often pointedly addresses inappropriate behavior by spe-
cific members of the community (see Wright 1994). In contrast to most known Classic Maya 
monuments portraying rulers, images of ancient clowns appear on smaller and more private 
objects, such as painted vases and figurines, where they are often smoking, drinking, and 
cavorting with alcoholic enemas. But one noteworthy exception in scale is the monumental 
kneeling figures on the south side of Temple 11 at Copan, who shake rattles and have ser-
pents in their mouths and around their waists as a form of snake dance. A few years after this 
study was published, I happened to come across a contemporary wooden mask in the local 
market in Chichicastenango, Guatemala, that features an aged simian-appearing face biting 
a snake, remarkably similar to the pair of Late Classic monkey clowns at Copan. The same 
day, I eagerly took the mask to one of the two still-extant morerias in town, that is, the shops 
that rent traditional dance costumes for community festivals. I thought that this would be 
the perfect opportunity to ask the K’iche’-speaking owner the name of this being. He thought 
about it for a while and then told me “chipasi.” As I started writing this down, however, I 
realized that he was simply saying “chimpanzee.” Not particularly helpful. That noted, the 
mask does relate to contemporary highland Maya snake dances that I cite in this study.

In the same work, I suggest that festivities concerning ritual clowning may have been 
held at particular calendric events, such as during the Yukatek New Year ceremonies mark-
ing the end of the past year and the beginning of the present one. In the Dresden New Year 
pages, there are the four opossum god bearers, and these shambling beings could well be 
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ritual clowns, as opossum clowns do appear in Late Classic Maya art, including in vessel 
scenes and figurines. Among both the ancient and contemporary Maya, ritual clowns usu-
ally appear as anthropomorphized creatures of the wild, such as monkeys and jaguars as 
well as opossums. In state level societies, including the Classic Maya, ancient Mesopotamia, 
and Egypt as well as medieval Japan, animals behaving as people are often seen as humor-
ous, as it brings into question human mores and what is considered to be acceptable human 
behavior versus quite the opposite (Taube and Taube 2009). What is striking for Mesoamerica 
is that ritual clowns are frequently old, which might not only allude to their primordial state 
but also directly question the authority of more elderly, established members of society.

How maize was consumed as a basic staple by the ancient Maya is explored in “The 
Maize Tamale in Classic Maya Diet, Epigraphy, and Art” (Taube 1989d) (Chapter 5). In most 
of rural Mesoamerica today, a favorite food is the maize tortilla typically prepared on a 
comal griddle of metal, but in Prehispanic times these cooking surfaces were ceramic, and 
the known archaeological record challenges the concept of tortillas as the dietary base of the 
ancient Maya. As they are today, Prehispanic ceramic comales were fashioned from coarse, 
heavily tempered clay, and with their broad and very shallow shield-like form they would be 
an obvious find in any ceramic analysis. Although I published my paper many years ago, the 
general lack of actual comal sherds in archaeological reports and representations of tortillas 
in artwork still holds true. Among contemporary highland Guatemalan K’iche’ today, a far 
more popular maize food is paches, steamed tamales wrapped in leaves. In addition, contem-
porary Yukatek Maya create large tamales for certain ceremonies, such as the ch’a’ cháak rain 
rituals during the summer canicula (see Love 1989). Such ritual tamales express concepts of 
the cosmos, including at times a central cross that is filled with sikil, a savory paste of ground-
up squash seed (Figure 13). While there are virtually no Classic Maya representations of 
tortillas, there are abundant scenes of large tamales in ceramic bowls. In Late Classic Maya 
art, they often have a drippy darker substance on the upper portion, and quite possibly this 
denotes a sikil paste if not something sweeter, such as honey. The Classic Maya glyph for 
eating is a tamale sign inside a mouth, much as drinking is denoted by the sign for liquid 
also in a mouth; together they denote food and drink, or feasting (see Houston et al. 2006:Fig. 
3.5). In addition, Early Classic mural fragments in Maya style from the Tetitla compound at 
Teotihuacan also feature couplets of drink and tamales (see Taube 2017a).

Appearing frequently in Late Classic vessel scenes, tamales also occur in Preclassic 
Maya art. Thus the North Wall mural in Pinturas Sub-1A at San Bartolo features a young 
woman holding a basket filled with tamales, with the maize deity holding a water gourd, 
once again the basic pairing of food and drink (see Saturno et al. 2005). Along with display-
ing chevron markings recalling woven basketry, the base is gently rounded, a feature more 
typical of baskets than ceramics. In this regard, the mold of an actual basket base impressed 
in bajo mud was discovered in the fill of the Ixim superstructure at Pinturas, roughly coeval 
with the mural chamber below (Figure 14).

Aside from matters maize, I have long been fascinated by the great city of Teotihuacan 
located in the northeastern portion of the Valley of Mexico, which I first visited with my par-
ents when I was about age 5. That fascination led eventually to my 1992 paper “The Temple of 
Quetzalcoatl and the Cult of Sacred War at Teotihuacan” (Taube 1992c) (Chapter 7). In contrast 
to the Classic Maya with their strong influence from the earlier Olmec, Teotihuacan basically 
emerged ex nihilo in the Basin of Mexico during the first century bC. In terms of New World 
civilizations, Teotihuacan resembles in this regard the Moche culture of north coastal Peru, 
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Figure 13. Preparation of noh waah tamales during Yukatek ch’a’ 
cháak rain ceremony, 1985 (photo: Karl Taube).

Figure 14. Mold of the base of a Late Preclassic Maya basket from 
the Ixim Temple, San Bartolo (photo: Karl Taube).

which exhibits little influence 
from previous local cultures, 
such as Gallinazo. By the third 
century ad, Teotihuacan had 
fully flowered, and one of the 
most striking constructions at 
this early date is the Temple of 
Quetzalcoatl, also known by 
Teotihuacan specialists as the 
Feathered Serpent Pyramid 
(see Sugiyama 2005). Due to 
the placement of an adjoining 
structure on its western side in 
the mid-fifth century ad, the 
original sculptural program 
dating to a couple of centuries 
earlier remained largely intact. 
The west side of the Temple of 
Quetzalcoatl bears a remark-
able scene of plumed serpents 
swimming in a primordial sea 
marked with mollusk shells. 
As with Xochicalco and the 
later Toltec and Aztec, the 
serpents are rattlesnakes with 
quetzal plumes covering their 
entire bodies. This is in direct 
contrast to the Classic Maya, 
who depicted the plumed ser-
pent without a rattlesnake tail 
and simply a feathered crest 
on the head, much like that of 
the male quetzal (see Taube 
2003b, 2010a).

Along with the undu- 
lating plumed serpent swim-
ming in water on the sloping 
taluds of the original Temple 
of Quetzalcoatl, the tableros 
portray plumed serpents emerging from what appear to be massive blossoms (Taube 2004b). 
However, along with the serpent heads, there is another alternating image that for many 
years has been misidentified as Tlaloc, based largely on the pair of rings on the brow evoca-
tive of the “goggles” around Tlaloc’s eyes. However, there are clear serpent eyes directly 
below that have a similar back curl to those found with the feathered serpent heads. In 
terms of the “goggles,” rings made of shell were an important element of warrior dress at 
Teotihuacan (Taube 2000c). Not only would these protect much of the upper head, but they 
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would be quite intimidating, with the face of the warrior largely masked by this shell armor. 
Similar shell goggles can also be seen in the battle mural at Cacaxtla, with the victorious 
Olmeca-Xicalanca wearing them on their brows, in direct contrast to the defeated Maya (see 
Brittenham 2015:Figs. 165, 167, 168). The alternating images on the Temple of Quetzalcoatl 
are helmet masks.

For these helmet masks on the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, the head has a broad muzzle 
quite unlike the generally anthropomorphic face of the rain god. In addition, it is covered by 
a mosaic surface that I have compared to shell mosaic helmets known for Teotihuacan as well 
as Classic Maya portrayals, such as at Piedras Negras and Tikal. A clear example excavated 
at the highland Maya site of Nebaj, Guatemala, has shark teeth along with the shell platelet 
armor. In addition, another shell platelet helmet was found in the probable tomb of K’inich 
Yax K’uk’ Mo’ in the Hunal structure at Copan, Honduras (see Bell et al. 2004:133). Among 
the Classic Maya, this creature is clearly a serpent, with one of the most vivid and developed 
scenes appearing on Lintel 2 of Temple I at Tikal, and in view of its militaristic role as a 
helmet, I termed this being the “War Serpent.” Subsequent research determined that it was 
named Waxaklajuun Ubaah Kaan, or “Eighteen its Images Snake,” including on the same 
lintel at Tikal (Freidel et al. 1993:308-312). It is probably no coincidence that reconstructions 
of the west side of the Temple of Quetzalcoatl have eighteen heads of this being on both sides 
of the central stairway. Oddly, however, there is little indication that this creature was a snake 
at Teotihuacan, and it appears to have feline rather than serpent attributes (see Taube 2000c, 
2012b). Given the importance of butterfly imagery at Teotihuacan, it is conceivable that the 
“War Serpent” might have been based on the concept of a caterpillar (see Taube 2011, 2012b). 
In this regard, it is important to note that butterflies and caterpillars are entirely absent from 
Classic Maya art unless they pertain to the artistic canons of Teotihuacan.

Among the most striking artifacts known for Teotihuacan are iron pyrite mosaic mirrors, 
typically glued to a backing of slate or sandstone. These are explored in “The Iconography 
of Mirrors at Teotihuacan” (1992a) (Chapter 8). Although the original brilliant shining faces 
are usually oxidized to a dull sulfurous surface, they are remarkable examples of lapidary 
work, with the pyrite mosaics fitted perfectly onto the stone backing. The means by which 
these mirrors were fashioned has been examined recently by replicative lapidary work, 
and although the research is preliminary, the effort to cut, grind, and polish even a single 
pyrite tessera is clearly enormous (see Gallaga M. 2016). Using modern lapidary equipment, 
I recently fashioned one from a so-called “sun dollar,” a thin pyrite disk found naturally in 
slate beds in the vicinity of Sparta, Illinois. In sunlight, the mirror reflects a blinding light, 
and it is readily possible to see one’s face in its surface.

At Teotihuacan pyrite mirrors were an important component of military costume to be 
commonly worn on the small of the back, much like miniature shields to protect the kidneys. 
In the Temple of Quetzalcoatl excavations of mass burials, many of the individuals had these 
placed on their backs, and the two portrayals of Yax Nuun Ahiin on the sides of Stela 31 at 
Tikal feature both the front and back sides of a pyrite mirror worn on the lower back. As with 
circular glass mirrors among the contemporary Huichol of Jalisco, pyrite mirrors had a broad 
number of related meanings at Teotihuacan, including flowers, faces, cave-like portals, and 
surely the gleaming sun, although as yet no explicit solar sign has been identified at the site 
(see also Kindl 2016; Taube 2016). 

Pyrite back mirrors continued to the Early Postclassic, with massive examples portrayed 
on the famed Atlantean columns at Tula. These feature four turquoise Xiuhcoatl serpents 



on the rim, and actual examples of such mirrors are known from Chichen Itza in Yucatan 
and Paquime in northern Chihuahua as well as Tula (see Taube 2012c). In the case of the 
Toltec-style mirrors, much of the mosaic surface is turquoise, a material entirely absent from 
Early Classic Teotihuacan. By the Late Postclassic period of the Aztec and Mixtec of Oaxaca, 
pyrite mirrors appear to have been replaced by disks entirely covered by turquoise and shell 
mosaic, with some of the surviving examples displaying quite complex scenes (Taube 2016).

One of the most iconographically complex portable objects of the Aztec is the subject of 
“The Bilimek Pulque Vessel: Starlore, Calendrics, and Cosmology of Late Postclassic Central 
Mexico” (Taube 1993b) (Chapter 9). The entire surface of this stone vase pertains to alcohol, 
a prominent component of Aztec ritual behavior identified not only with festivities but also 
attendant danger and chaos. I note that the dominant image appears to be a three-dimensional 
representation of the day name Malinalli, the date 1 Malinalli being the thirteen-day trecena 
of the 260-day calendar dedicated to Mayahuel, the goddess of maguey from which the 
alcoholic beverage of pulque derives. In addition, the fleshless lower jaw probably alludes to 
alcohol as something rotting and fermented, as can be seen for the Classic Maya portrayals 
of their more ancient god of drink.

In a later groundbreaking study, Nikolai Grube (2004) identified the Maya god of 
alcohol and drunkenness, glyphically referred to as Akan, a name documented for early 
Colonial Yucatan. Following the Schellhas system of deity classification, Günter Zimmerman 
(1956:162-63) labeled him God A’, in other words an aspect of the codical death deity, God A. 
Indeed, this is an unwholesome and deathly being who frequently appears with the Ak’bal 
sign for darkness on his brow, a horizontal human femur in his hair, the cimi death sign 
on his cheek, and a fleshless mandible as his jaw. In addition, he smokes excessively and 
cuts off his own head with an axe. Who wouldn’t want to buy a six pack of that? There are 
probably a number of reasons why the god of drunkenness and alcohol appears to be such an 
unpleasant and morbid being. For one, excessive inebriation causes one to pass out, and the 
Yukatek term for fainting is sak kìimil or “false death.” In addition, drunkenness embraces the 
realm of the ancestors, as is solidly documented for the Tzotzil Maya of highland Chiapas, 
where inebriation is identified with dreams, wahy spirit beings, and the numinous realm of 
the dead. Robert Laughlin (1976:3) graphically describes the importance of dreaming among 
contemporary Maya of Zinacantan:

Dogs dream, and cats dream. Horses dream, and even pigs, say the Zinacantecs. No one 
knows why; but there is no question in the mind of a Zinacantec why men dream. They 
dream to live a full life. They dream to save their lives.

A number of Late Classic Maya vessel palace scenes feature rulers holding drinks while 
staring into mirrors, clearly participating in moments of self-reflection and visionary experi-
ence (see Blainey 2016; Taube 2016). 

Apart from the spiritual realm in which the liminal state of inebriation connects to gods, 
spirits, and ancestors is the consideration that alcohol is a beverage created by fermentation 
and decay. An Early Classic vessel lid portrays the Maya Akan with a bony mandible and an 
eyeball hanging from a femur in his hair (Figure 15a). In addition, he is smoking a cigar and 
a large tobacco leaf descends from the back of his headdress, an element also found with a 
still-earlier, Late Preclassic version at San Bartolo. Recent excavations in the Pinturas Sub-1A 
structure at San Bartolo revealed this deity in the East Wall mural program. In this case, he 
also has the femur ending with a bloody eyeball, and as with the Early Classic example he 
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has a large forelock of hair hanging in front of his face (Figure 15b). For the East Wall figure, 
the forelock as well as the profile, cheek, and upper lip are essentially identical to images 
of the maize god from the North and West Walls of Pinturas Sub-1A. A text from Lintel 
3 of Temple IV at Tikal features the glyphic name of Akan in a compound with the head 
of the maize god and a vertical celt (see Grube 2004:Fig. 15a). The lintel scene portrays a 
massive palanquin and platform with two central images of Akan on the stairway as well as 
maize gods emerging from the eyes of four Witz mountain heads, again merging the identity 
of these two beings (see Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Fig. 74). Given that one of the more 
popular alcoholic beverages among ancient and contemporary peoples of the New World is 
chicha or maize beer, Akan could well embody the dead, rotten, and fermented maize god 
as an alcoholic beverage. A remarkable ceramic vessel from Late Preclassic Izapa portrays a 
human head with a fleshless mandible, and as in the case of the Aztec Bilimek Vessel, this 
vessel was probably intended to contain alcohol and may have been a form of Akan (Figure 
15c). As in the case of the Bilimek vase, he displays a bony mandible. However, here his 
mouth is wide open—quite probably a graphic depiction from over two millennia ago of 
a god in gleeful drunken laughter. This is also the case with Akan from Pinturas Sub-1A at 
San Bartolo, this figure being the only one in the mural program with a broadly open mouth.

A Late Classic text appearing on Copan Altar U mentions Akan in relation to the drink-
ing of pulque, or chih, with the glyph for pulque being a skull with stalks of maguey, the plant 
which provides pulque’s fermented foamy sap (see Grube 2004:Fig. 7). Clearly fermentation 
and inebriation pertained to concepts of death and decay among the ancient Maya. In the 
case of the Aztec Bilimek vase, pulque is very much related to rottenness and death. In one 
of the most remarkable portrayals of alcohol known for the ancient New World, the back 
side of the stone vessel features a skeletal goddess with jaguar paws squirting two streams 

Figure 15. Early Maya portrayals of Akan, the ancient Maya deity of drink and inebriation: (a) lid 
of Early Classic cache vessel with Akan emerging out of open serpent mouth, note tobacco leaf 
hanging behind brow of serpent; (b) Late Preclassic portrayal of Akan from East Wall mural at 

San Bartolo with edge of tobacco leaf behind cheek; (c) Late Preclassic ceramic vessel from Izapa 
with probable version of Akan (drawings by author).

a
c

b



of pulque from her breasts into a tripod pulque 
vessel placed at her feet, clearly denoting this 
fearsome being as the immediate source of the 
beverage, perhaps somewhat akin to our mod-
ern alcohol labels and advertisements urging 
us to “drink responsibly,” but here on a far 
more cosmic level. For the Bilimek Vessel scene, 
the tripod pulque vase has more liquid—per-
haps pulque but also perhaps blood—coursing 
between the goddess’s legs and then turning 
sharply upward to the sides of her waist. At 
this upper crest, the fluid appears on both sides 
with heads of Xiuhcoatl fire serpents carrying 
burning bundles of the 52-year Aztec calendar 
round in their maws. The combination of the 
liquid with the burning wood bundles and the 
Xiuhcoatl serpents denotes the Aztec concept 
of war, or ātl tlachinolli.

For the Aztec Bilimek Vessel, one of the 
salient motifs is a cosmic battle between forces 
of the diurnal sun and primordial darkness. 
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Figure 16. Image of 
Tepozteco pulque god 

from shrine above 
Tepoztlan (drawing by 

author after original 
line drawing by Ángel 

González López).

Directly above the elaborate head of the day name Malinalli on the vessel front are paired 
images of the wind god Ehecatl and a pulque god menacing a partly darkened sun with 
stones and sticks, the Aztec disfrasismo for castigation, or in tetl in cuahuitl in Nahuatl. In this 
regard, it is important to note that such forms of punishment with sticks and stones was very 
commonly meted out to drunkards and adulterers in ancient Mesoamerica. Moreover, when 
one looks at the other side of the vessel it is clear that there is a much larger contingent of 
deities joining in the central solar battle. Thus along with Ehecatl and the pulque god, there 
are two other pulque gods wielding stones and sticks. All three pulque deities appear to 
have maguey stalks sprouting from the tops of their heads, much as if they are embodiments 
of the living plant. This is also true for a fragmentary Aztec monument from Tepozteco, a 
pyramid dedicated to this very pulque deity on a ridge overlooking Tepoztlan (Figure 16). 
Other gods join the battle on the Bilimek vase: Xiuhtecuhtli wielding a Xiuhcoatl fire serpent, 
Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli with his spearthrower, and a diminutive diving couple also armed 
for war. Aside from the obvious pulque deities, the series of gods closely resembles four-
directional year-bearer pages in the Codex Borgia (pages 49–52), which feature the four year 
bearers of the 52-year cycle beginning with Acatl (Reed) for the east, Tecpatl (Flint) for the 
north, Calli (House) for the west, and Tochtli (Rabbit) for the south. In addition, the middle 
right side of each directional page features a pair of small diving deities—beings virtually 
identical to the small pair below the Xiuhtecuhtli on the Bilimek Vessel.

The Codex Borgia year-bearer pages feature four supporting gods holding the night sky 
of the day name before the dawn of the new day, with page 49 being Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli, 
page 50 Xiuhtecuhtli, page 51 Ehecatl, and page 52 the god of death, Mictlantecuhtli. As 
noted by Thompson (1934) there were four sky bearers in Central Mexican thought who 
could descend as tzitzimimeh or star beings of darkness at critical junctures of astronomical 
or calendrical events, such as a solar eclipse or the drilling of new fire every 52 years at the 
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completion of a calendar round. As I noted in the Bilimek paper, it is very striking that the 
first three of these very gods in the Codex Borgia are depicted on the vase, along with the 
small diving figures pair. In this regard, I noted that the great death goddess creating pulque 
might well be a female equivalent of Mictlantecuhtli appearing on page 52 of the Codex Borgia 
with the year bearer Rabbit, rabbits being closely identified with pulque and drunkenness in 
Aztec thought (see Nicholson 1991).

In ancient Mesoamerica, one of the most intense interactions between the Basin of 
Mexico and the lowland Maya was during the Early Postclassic, that is, shortly after the 
fall of the great Classic Maya centers, including Copan, Palenque, Tikal, and Calakmul. For 
years, however, Maya archaeologists have acknowledged that at the same time to the north 
Chichen Itza exploded in terms of population, public monuments, and sculpture. The influ-
ence of Central Mexico at the end of the Classic Maya era is especially developed at Chichen 
Itza. Here quetzal-plumed rattlesnakes serving as flanking balustrades and columns are com-
mon, despite the fact that neither architectural device is known for earlier Teotihuacan, much 
less any Classic Maya site. Even more striking is that while quetzal-plumed rattlesnakes are 
prevalent in Central Mexican art since Early Classic Teotihuacan, they are virtually absent 
from Classic Maya art and architecture. In addition, certain ceramics of the Chichen Itza 
Sotuta complex, including Tohil plumbate ware and X Fine Orange, are virtually absent in 
Yucatan out of the immediate sphere of Chichen Itza but are found at Tula in Central Mexico. 
In my study “The Iconography of Toltec Period Chichen Itza” (Taube 1994b) (Chapter 10), 
I also point out that metal—especially copper and gold—is relatively common at Chichen 
Itza but notably rare at slightly earlier Late Classic Maya sites of the central and south-
ern Lowlands. In fact, it is widely recognized that metal does not become widespread in 
Mesoamerica until the Early Postclassic period, in other words during the apogee of Chichen 
Itza and Tula. This also holds true for turquoise. While absent from Classic Maya centers, 
it occurs in some abundance at the two sites and commonly appears in the iconography as 
body ornaments, especially butterfly pectorals and large back mirrors (Taube 2012c). It is 
noteworthy that despite the fact that my study was published over twenty years ago, both 
turquoise and metal remain virtually undocumented at Classic Maya sites of the central and 
southern lowlands (for recent discussions of turquoise in Mesoamerica and the American 
Southwest, see King et al. 2012).

Although there was strong and sustained contact between Tula and Chichen Itza dur-
ing the Early Postclassic, the nature of this exchange remains poorly understood. A major 
reason is that many archaeologists working in Yucatan consider Toltec influence at Chichen 
Itza to be negligible. This may well derive from an earlier simplistic view that there was a 
“Toltec Empire” that controlled Chichen Itza through military might. I doubt that there are 
many Mayanists or Toltec scholars who hold to this view today. Instead, the political and 
cultural relationships were surely more interesting and complex. In my own view, Chichen 
Itza reflects a major alliance between Tula and local Maya groups, and the remarkable art 
and architecture is a public celebration on a truly vast scale that was not replicated at other 
sites at this time in the northern Maya lowlands or even Tula. However, it is also clear that 
the development of Toltec imagery began in the Late Classic period in highland Mexico, that 
is, well before the Early Postclassic contact between Tula and Chichen Itza (Jordan 2016). 
In addition, the cultural exchange between the two sites was very much a two-way street, 
and a number of gods known for Postclassic Central Mexico may have derived from the 
Maya. In this and later studies I note that the Aztec sun god Tonatiuh may have come from 
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(Figure 18) (Taube et al. 2014). 
Recent excavations at Tula uncovered a carved panel of a diving bird with each wing 

bordered by a profile serpent head, a clear indication of avian deities in Late Preclassic and 
Classic Maya iconography, including aforementioned examples of Ehecatl from the Initial 
Series Group at Chichen Itza. Unfortunately, the tenoned head of the bird sculpture is 
missing, making it difficult to identify the specific nature of this Maya avian at distant Tula 
(Figure 19).

During the same year that the Chichen Itza study came out, I also published a piece 
concerning a remarkable four-sided Late Classic Maya vase, “The Birth Vase: Natal Imagery 
in Ancient Maya Myth and Ritual” (Taube 1994a). When the first images of this vessel were 
discussed, it was described as a “ceramic codex” due to the fact that the sides correspond 
quite closely to the dimensions of a codex page, especially the Codex Dresden. However, rather 
than a four-page codex, the vessel actually depicts a four-sided house, a basic metaphor for 
the world in ancient and contemporary Maya thought (see Taube 2013). Rim wear indicates 
that it originally had a lid, which would constitute the roof of a miniature house, as is the case 
with four-sided cache vessels from Guaytan and Quirigua, Guatemala. For the example from 
Guaytan, the doorway is carefully rendered while the one from Quirigua has a horizontal 
woven band denoting the thatched edge of the roof (see Stromsvik 1941). In terms of Maya 
houses, among the most symbolically charged rituals continuing to the present are those 
concerning birth, which in many cases today involves hanging a cord or hammock from the 
rafters to support the standing pregnant woman, who is commonly assisted by a partera or 
midwife who stands behind her and gently pressures the infant from the womb. Side 1 of 
the Birth Vase provides an explicit version of this birth event still performed on a daily basis 
among the contemporary Maya. In the scene, a young woman holds a pair of cords in the form 
of serpents in her upraised hands with an old woman embracing her from behind. Although 
corresponding to contemporary Maya birthing practices, this is clearly on the supernatu-
ral level of the gods, much like the birth of the triad of deities at Palenque. That noted, at 
Palenque there are only textual references to birth, which makes this image on the “Birth 

Figure 17. Early Postclassic Ehecatl dancing with 
rattle, Initial Series Group, Chichen Itza (drawing by 

author after Schmidt 2002:3:Fig. 31).

Early Postclassic concepts of a sun god 
from Chichen Itza, a being who wore 
the Jester God of Maya rulership and 
sat on a jaguar throne, another Maya 
trait. More recently, excavations in the 
Initial Series Group at Chichen Itza 
revealed remarkable facades of a duck-
billed deity that is clearly an ancestor 
of Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl (Figure 17). 
Rather than a being native to Central 
Mexico, the duck-billed wind god 
is of far greater antiquity in eastern 
Mesoamerica and appears in the art 
of the Classic and Late Preclassic 
Maya—including San Bartolo—as well 
as the Olmec, going back to a ceramic 
find dating to roughly 1200 bC in the 
Soconusco region of southern Chiapas 
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Vase” even more remarkable. 
A number of themes on 

the Birth Vase clearly allude 
to a cosmic realm rather than 
the birth of mortals and his-
toric Maya figures. For one, the 
youthful goddess is standing 
atop a mountain which exhales 
two serpents from the corners of 
its mouth. Whereas one serpent 
is a clear version of the Bearded 
Dragon so well known in Maya 
studies, the other is a jaguar 
serpent. Here as well as in 
subsequent studies I have noted 
that in Classic Mesoamerica the 
Bearded Dragon was identified 
with the diurnal east and the 
feline serpent with darkness and 

Figure 18. The temporal evolution 
of the duck-billed wind god, with 

Soconusco ceramic at base.

the west. Although I cite examples of jaguar serpents 
for the Classic Maya and roughly contemporaneous 
Cacaxtla, this convention continues to contact-period 
Aztec monumental sculpture. A finely carved Aztec 
sculpture from the Uhde collection in the Ethnological 
Museum of Berlin features a coiled serpent with jaguar 
pelage and a prominent smoking mirror on its head, 
clearly identifying it as an aspect of Tezcatlipoca, 
the archenemy of the plumed serpent Quetzalcoatl 
(Figure 20). Although it is impossible to determine at 
this point, this figure could well have been paired with 
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a coiled feathered serpent, which is a very a common motif in Aztec art. As of yet, this is the 
only example of a jaguar serpent sculpture known for the Aztec.

Corresponding to the sacred mountain and cosmic serpents, the aged woman behind 
the youthful maiden is clearly Goddess O in the Schellhas system of deity classification. As 
I mention in this and other publications, she is the goddess of curers and midwives (see also 
Taube 2010a:153-155). Among the contact-period Yukatek she was known as Ix Chel and 
was referred to as the “goddess of making children”—not as a fecund maiden but rather 
a post-menopausal woman who delivers the infant. Not surprisingly, there are numerous 
depictions of this goddess on the vase, with three examples alone on one side. However, 
there were probably four rather than three in ancient Maya thought, as a scene from the North 
Temple of the Great Ballcourt at Chichen Itza depicts four standing examples as evidenced 

Figure 19. Early Postclassic 
avian figure with Maya-
style serpent wings, Tula 
(drawing by author after 

Getino Granados 2007:58).

Figure 20. Aztec portrayal of jaguar serpent with 
smoking mirror of Tezcatlipoca (drawing by author 

after Solís 1992:66). 

by their advanced years and cross-boned 
skirts, as also worn by the same goddesses 
on the Birth Vase (see Wren and Schmidt 
1991:Fig. 9.7). The same textile design 
appears in the early Colonial Codex Tudela 
from Central Mexico in a scene portraying 
an aged woman with such a textile in her 
outstretched arms and the accompany-
ing gloss of vieja hechicera or “old witch.” 
Clearly Goddess O was as much a sorcer-
ess as a midwife and curer (see Taube 
2010a:Fig. 6c).

On the four-sided Birth Vase, the 
opposite side concerns not birth but 
sacrifice, with an upper scene featuring a 
maiden—almost surely the same woman 
giving birth—facing an aged deity com-
monly referred to as God N, who holds a 
bowl containing flint and obsidian blades. 
The same sacrificial bowl appears in the 
scene below with three other God N fig-
ures. In this case the central scene features 
a censer containing what appears to be a 
human heart. As I note in the Birth Vase 
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paper, this scene may relate to the Popol Vuh episode when Xquik substitutes copal in place 
of her heart to placate the gods of death. I relate this to contemporary Maya curing traditions 
of k’eex offerings, in which something is offered to malevolent spiritual forces in place of the 
intended victim. This sort of curing readily overlaps with curses and witchcraft, which must 
have been of great significance to the Classic Maya. Recent work by David Stuart (in press) 
notes the importance of wahy spirits in Classic Maya rituals of sorcery, with specific wahy 
associated with particular nobles and royal courts. A number of Codex Style vessel scenes 
feature a figure with an elaborate cape and broad-brimmed hat presenting an infant to an 
enthroned lord, and rather than a celebration of birth these scenes probably concern infants 
as sacrificial k’eex offerings (Figure 21a). In fact, the Diablo tomb at El Zotz, Guatemala, fea-
tured a number of infants placed in bowls, which Andrew Scherer (2015:145) has interpreted 
as k’eex sacrifices for the spiritual well-being of the deceased king. Tikal Altar 5 features male 
figures with sacrificial weapons in a scene concerning exhumation and “cutting” of a noble 
woman’s bones. One of the figures wears the same broad-brimmed hat, in this case marked 
with crossed bones (Figure 21b). Just as crossed-bone skirts may denote women sorcerers 
and curers, the large hat may refer to sorcerers pertaining to the “dark arts” of witchcraft 
or brujería. Sorcery and witchcraft, such as k’eex offerings, were surely major components of 
Classic Maya religion, but until recently there has been relatively little interest in this aspect 
of ancient Mesoamerican religion (see Coltman and Pohl in press).

Aside from Classic Maya iconography, a major interest of mine has been Olmec religion. 
Over the years, there has been great debate as to whether the Olmec constituted a “Mother 

Figure 21. Priestly figures wearing broad-brimmed 
hats with stacked bow ties denoting blood sacrifice: (a) 

kneeling figure holding infant as probable sacrificial 
offering (drawing by author after photograph K1200 
by Justin Kerr); (b) priestly figure wielding staff and 

sacrificial knife, note crossed bones on hat, Tikal Altar 
5 (drawing by author).

a

b
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Culture” in Mesoamerica. The importance of Olmec influence can be overstated, especially if 
extended to political hegemony over highland Mexican cultures. However, there are aspects 
of Olmec religion that profoundly influenced contemporaneous peoples of Mesoamerica, 
especially regarding agricultural abundance and items of wealth, including jade and quetzal 
plumes. Certain items of Olmec wealth are known through buried caches of jade and ser-
pentine, such as at La Venta and contemporary sites in the Maya region, including San Isidro 
in highland Chiapas and Cival and Ceibal in the Peten of Guatemala (see Drucker 1952; 
Drucker et al. 1959; Lowe 1981; Estrada-Belli 2006; Inomata and Triadan 2015). These buried 
offerings may partly account for the widespread concept that the major religious orientation 
of the Olmec was the earth and underworld rather than the sky, despite the fact that when 
Classic Maya caches are discovered they are rarely if ever considered by archaeologists as 
offerings to an “earth cult.” Similarly, although Olmec niche thrones at San Lorenzo and later 
La Venta have been interpreted as Olmec rulers emerging out of earthly caves, this is hardly 
secure, as there is abundant documentation of sky portals in ancient Mesoamerica, including 
sun gods emerging from solar disks (see Taube 2015). In the case of La Venta Altar 5, the 
emerging figure wears a bird headdress with flame-like feathers at his shoulders and back 
(Figure 22). Rather than portraying a cave, the feathered ring surrounding this being could 
well denote a floral, solar disk.

In “The Rainmakers: The Olmec and their Contribution to Mesoamerican Belief and 
Ritual” (Taube 1995), I address two distinct Olmec themes pertaining to the sky, the first 
being celestial symbolism and imagery and the other rain, a life-giving force falling from 
the sky. Just as with the later Classic Maya, the Olmec had skybands, at times segmented, 
with each section containing a related celestial motif. Although not mentioned in my 
“Rainmakers” study, there are also Olmec versions of star and sun signs going back to the 
Early Formative period of San Lorenzo. An Early Formative effigy vessel attributed to Las 
Bocas, Puebla, features a hunchback youth with a circular bowl on his side containing a 
four-lobed element closely resembling the later Maya k’in sun sign, which David Joralemon 
(1971:Motif 41, Fig. 135) has previously documented in Olmec iconography. This solar motif 
is superimposed over a four-pointed star sign, also found with the Olmec and the later Maya 
(Figure 23) (see Garton and Taube 2017). The celestial significance of both motifs is confirmed 
by the youth’s belt, which is a segmented skyband, resembling examples known for the 
Early Formative Olmec of San Lorenzo and even continuing to the early Colonial period in 

Figure 22. Olmec figure with avian headdress within feather-rimmed niche, 
La Venta Altar 4 (drawing by author).
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Central Mexico (see Houston et al. 2006:Fig. 4.20). The significance of this remarkable vessel 
remains unknown, but given the explicit sun and star and the skyband element, the figure 
may constitute the embodiment of the sky as a celestial deity. In Mesoamerican thought, the 
sky is often considered an inverted bowl (see Taube 2010c:213-214), and in this regard the 
ceramic figure is much like an anthropomorphized sky bowl containing the signs for stars 
and the sun as well as a skyband belt—in other words, this being may constitute an early 
Olmec “sky god.” Clearly enough, by the time of San Lorenzo there were already complex 
concepts and images concerning the sky.

Along with discussing skybands in the “Rainmakers” paper, I also defined a creature I 
termed the Avian Serpent, a celestial snake-like being with a feather crest, much like the afore-
mentioned crested serpents of the Classic Maya, and a probable early form of Quetzalcoatl. 
A mural from Juxtlahuaca features a plumed serpent with a quetzal head (see Grove 1970), 
and Monument 19 from La Venta also depicts a serpent with a feather crest and bird beak. 
In the case of Juxtlahuaca, the serpent is placed opposite another painting featuring a jaguar, 
perhaps as a very early denotation of the dualistic contrast between these two beings as 
appears much later in the Structure A murals at Cacaxtla and in Aztec art as well. It should 
be noted that not all crested saurian heads are necessarily Avian Serpents, and the ceramic 
figure from Atlihuayan, Morelos, wears a starry pelt of what appears to be a crocodile with 
a head of what could be regarded as the Avian Serpent (see Joralemon 1971:Fig. 90). There 
are also stone portrayals of crocodilians with the same crested head (see Guthrie 1995:208). 
In other words, without an accompanying body, it remains difficult to determine whether 
a crested head is a serpent or a crocodile. However, it is also conceivable that the crested 
head on crocodilians is intended to evoke the Avian Serpent and denote such crocodilians 

Figure 23. Early Formative Las Bocas-style 
effigy vessel with Olmec sky imagery: (a) 
right side of kneeling figure with sunken 

area marked by crosshatching; (b) probable 
Olmec form of later Maya solar k’in sign, 

which surmounts star sign on effigy vessel; 
(c) Olmec star sign below solar motif on 

effigy vessel; (d) view of left side of figure 
wearing skyband belt; (e) Early Formative 

Olmec portrayal of skyband (a–d, drawings 
by author after Galerie Mermoz 1990:31, 35; 
e, drawing by author after Cruz Lara Silva 

and Guevara Muñoz 2002:Fig. 36).

b

a

e

c

d
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as all-encompassing beings of both earth and sky.
The second portion of the “Rainmakers” 

paper concerns the Olmec rain god, follow-
ing the original insights provided by Miguel 
Covarrubias. His famous chart of the evolution 
of Mesoamerican rain gods, including Cocijo of 
the Zapotec, Tlaloc in Central Mexico, and the 
Maya Chahk is spot on, although he confused the 
Classic Maya form of Chahk with Witz heads, that 
is, zoomorphic mountains. In the “Rainmakers” 
study, I discuss and identify Classic Maya 
Chahks, building in part on an original glyphic 
decipherment by David Stuart based on the so-
called Codex Style “Cosmic Plate” (see Schele 
and Miller 1986:49, n. 55). In addition, I illustrate 
Late Preclassic examples of the Maya rain deity, 
thereby providing a temporal link between the 
Classic Maya and the far-earlier Formative 
Olmec. Izapa Stela 1 is an especially important 
monument for the identification of the Late 
Preclassic Maya rain god. The scene is dominated 
by a powerful image of Chahk fishing and raising 
a net containing a fish, with another atop a creel 
slung over his back. A number of carved bones 

Figure 24. Middle Formative serpentine 
statuette portraying the Olmec rain god, 

American Museum of Natural History, New 
York (drawing by author).

from Tikal Burial 116 also depict Chahk fishing, and a recently published Early Classic vessel 
portrays Chahk fishing with a net bound to a long pole (see Taube 2010c:Figs. 12-13). In 
Maya thought, fishing—the act of raising fish out of water—is a symbolic rain-making act. 
Thus streams of water fall from the net and creel on Izapa Stela 1. In addition, clouds and 
Chahk heads can also be discerned in the falling water, with two more in the basal band 
of water in which Chahk fishes. The rain god also wears another Chahk head on his brow, 
and for all of these examples, including the principal Chahk, the cranium is spiral. The two 
heads appearing in streams of falling water merge into cloud scrolls, much as if the head of 
Chahk is actually a rain cloud. Similar Chahk heads with cloud scrolls can also be seen at 
Kaminaljuyu, and I subsequently noticed another example, in this case inverted on Takalik 
Abaj Stela 3 (Taube 2009a:29). A recently excavated Late Preclassic stucco facade relief from 
El Mirador, Guatemala, depicts a series of Chahk heads as downwardly facing, personified 
S-shaped clouds, much like the S-shaped clouds known for Middle Formative Olmec-style 
art from Chalcatzingo, as well as the Late Postclassic Maya Codex Dresden. However, the 
Late Preclassic Chahk can also appear without the cloud scroll cranium, with an excellent 
example appearing in the West Wall mural at San Bartolo (see Taube et al. 2010).

Although not included in Covarrubias’s original chart, an Olmec serpentine statuette in 
the American Museum of Natural History in New York provides an important link between 
the Olmec and the Maya and Zapotec rain gods (Figure 24). Unquestionably Olmec, the 
figure’s bulging cranium also spirals, much like Late Preclassic examples of the Maya rain 
deity. In addition, his cheeks are marked with an upturned horizontal band with two vertical 
bands below, a facial trait found with early examples of the Zapotec rain god Cocijo. As for 
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the Olmec rain god, he typically has a snarling, fanged maw, a deeply furrowed brow, and 
slit or comma-shaped eyes that turn sharply downward at the outer corners. Although the 
earliest example supplied by Covarrubias dates to the Middle Formative, this being can be 
readily traced to the Early Formative, with examples including San Lorenzo Monument 10 
as well as contemporaneous ceramic figurines, in many cases ballplayers (see Taube 2009a). 
In light of these observations, I presented a revised version of Covarrubias’s evolutionary 
chart in Olmec Art at Dumbarton Oaks (Taube 2004c:Fig. 14), with the major change being the 
evolution of the Maya Chahk from the Late Preclassic period.

Following my interest in the Maya maize deity and Olmec iconography, in 1996 I pub-
lished “The Olmec Maize God: The Face of Corn in Formative Mesoamerica.” The Olmec 
maize god can be usually identified by maize motifs sprouting from his cleft cranium. 
Although this being was first identified by Michael Coe (1968:111) and David Joralemon 
(1971:159-166) decades before, there were few subsequent publications discussing Olmec 
maize symbolism, the one noteworthy exception being a study by Virginia Fields (1991), 
who compared Olmec maize imagery to a version of the Maya Jester God headband jewel of 
Classic Maya kingship. This work has been a very useful means to identify early maize gods 
of the Olmec and Maya (see Taube and Saturno 2008). Subsequent research has established 
that there are actually at least three distinct Jester Gods in the Classic, a foliated bird head and 
a piscine form as well as the corn god’s decapitated head, which can be either a simple trident 
form or personified as the Maya maize deity with a triple-pointed cranium (see Stuart 2012; 
Taube and Ishihara 2012:Fig. 81). Aside from the cranial maize elements, the Olmec maize 
god typically has an extended upper lip and eyes that slant centrally downwards to the nose. 
The face of this deity often appears on jade and serpentine celts, identifying these green axes 
as ears of corn. On a number of incised celts, the maize god is flanked by four elements at 
the corners, forming the bar and four dots motif of the intercardinal points and world center, 
a cosmogram with the maize god in the middle as the pivotal axis mundi. At times, the four 
corner elements are celts, recalling the elaborate celt caches of the Middle Formative Olmec, 
as found at La Venta, Cival, and Ceibal. In my view, the cleft element appearing on the head 
of the maize god and at times on incised depictions of celts refers to the enveloping bracts or 
husk of a maize ear. At times there is no projecting element in the cleft, and I consider this a 
reference to green, growing corn with the ear not yet developed. In addition, there appears to 
be a specific aspect of the Olmec maize god as green corn who often appears with a sharply 
back-turned cranium resembling a modern “hammer claw,” a convention probably referring 
to the pliant, bending nature of growing maize (Taube 2004c:94-99). In this regard, it is also 
noteworthy that Olmec maize leaves often end with a simple cleft, again alluding to green, 
growing maize.

In the “Olmec Maize God” study, I note that a central component of Olmec religion is 
wealth and agricultural abundance, which is personified by the Olmec maize god. Central 
components to this “cult of corn” were greenstone celts and feathered maize ear fetishes—
ears of corn bundled with a surrounding “husk” of feathers. Quite frequently, the maize ear 
projects out of the top of the feathered bundle, explicitly identifying it as corn. Moreover, 
serpentine portrayals of the object are simply tipped with the head of the maize god with the 
ear of corn projecting from his cranium. An especially massive, fragmentary jade example is 
in the collection of the Peabody Museum at Harvard University. Corresponding to the upper 
portion of a maize ear fetish, the central lower part bears the eroded face of the Olmec maize 
god, including a maize ear in the cleft cranium (see Taube 2004c:Fig. 13).
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In the same work, I trace the Olmec maize god to later corn deities of Mesoamerica, 
including Late Preclassic and Early Classic Gulf Coast peoples as well as the Zapotec and 
Classic Maya, much like Covarrubias did for the Olmec rain god. Like Covarrubias, I provide 
a chart tracing the evolution of these beings. However, it is noteworthy that the chart cov-
ers solely southeastern Mesoamerica, with Central Mexico not included. This is because the 
Early Classic maize deity of Teotihuacan derived squarely from the Maya maize god and 
not the Olmec. In other words, the Early Classic Teotihuacan “face of corn” was wholly 
Maya, including even the Maya-style modified cranium (Taube 2017a). More than likely 
this Teotihuacan being was the source of later maize gods of Late Classic and Postclassic 
highland Mexico, including the Aztec Cinteotl. In terms of the maize gods of the Red Temple 
at Cacaxtla, they are probably representations not only of the Maya maize god but the corn 
deity of Cacaxtla as well. In other words, just as in the case of Teotihuacan, the maize deity 
at Cacaxtla was an ethnically Maya being. It is noteworthy that in the abundant imagery of 
both Cacaxtla and Xochicalco, there are no clear examples of other maize deities, in contrast 
to the abundant corpus of Maya-style maize god figurines at Teotihuacan.

Given the strong cultural link between the Olmec and the neighboring Maya, the Late 
Preclassic period is critically important to document early Maya images of the corn deity. 
However, at the time that the “Olmec Maize God” was written, there were very few examples 
known. This limited corpus changed radically with the discovery of the murals in Pinturas 
Sub-1A at San Bartolo, with no less than six examples of the Maya maize god in the mural 
chamber (Saturno et al. 2005; Taube and Saturno 2008; Taube et al. 2010). In addition, other 
images of the Late Preclassic Maya corn god were subsequently discovered at Cival, also 
located in the northeastern Peten of Guatemala (see Estrada-Belli 2011:Figs. 5.22-5.24). Both 
the San Bartolo and Cival examples closely resemble the Olmec maize god, including the 
strongly protruding upper lip and slanted eyes. A still-earlier version of the Maya maize god 
was discovered in the Pinturas group at San Bartolo as a fragment from the structure known 
as Xbalanque, dating to the fourth century bC, that is, only slightly more than a hundred 
years after the Olmec demise, making this virtually the “missing link” in the evolution of the 
maize god from the Olmec to the early Maya (Taube and Saturno 2008). The facial features 
of this being are virtually identical to the examples of the Maya maize gods from Pinturas 
Sub-1A, which are also strongly Olmec in appearance. Thanks to the recent discoveries at 
San Bartolo, Cival, and other sites, the transition from the Olmec maize god to the Classic 
Maya deity is virtually seamless.

 Mention has been made of ancient jade caches oriented to four directions at many 
Maya sites, typically buried on the central axis of temple foundations. In “The Jade Hearth: 
Centrality, Rulership, and the Classic Maya Temple” (Taube 1998c), I focus on the symbolism 
of Maya temples, including concepts of the temple as a cosmogram embodying the world 
directions and cosmic center, and the temple as a house not only in the sense of being a 
domicile for deities but also a model of the world (see also Taube 2013). Widely known for 
contemporary Maya peoples, the cosmic house model is also documented for the Jiqaque in 
the Montaña de Flor region of central Honduras. For the Jiqaque, there are four house beams 
(horcones)—two in the east and two in the west—that support the world much like pillars 
holding up a roof (Chapman 1978:105). In addition, following original insights by Linda 
Schele (see Freidel et al. 1993), I call attention to the symbolic importance of the three-stone 
hearth in Maya epigraphy, art, and architecture, including the three jade boulders cached 
under the central stela of Structure A-3 at Ceibal. As has been mentioned, a set of three 
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stone spheres was recently discovered in a Middle Formative cache at the same site. One 
particular jaguar wahy spirit is known to be of the three-hearthstone place, and one depiction 
of this being in the act of swimming shows his pelage marked with a pattern of four corner 
markings and three smaller spots in the middle, a clear portrayal of the cosmogram of four 
intercardinal points and the central three hearthstones (see Taube 2013). In a number of epi-
graphic examples, rising fire or smoke indicates that the three forms are indeed hearthstones. 
Moreover, the West Wall mural at Late Preclassic San Bartolo features braziers with burning 
offerings atop hearthstones (see Taube et al. 2010). 

Along with serving as domiciles for the gods, temples were closely related to censers 
and fire offerings, with both urns and temple facades sharing much of the same iconographic 
format and imagery. As I note in “The Classic Maya Temple: Centrality, Cosmology, and 
Sacred Geography in Ancient Mesoamerica” (Taube 2013), there are four-sided cache ves-
sels that clearly evoke the concept of a miniature house or temple. One form of the jade 
Jester God, the foliated avian head, often appears in groups of three, with the rulers wearing 
this assemblage serving as the pivotal axis mundi (see “The Jade Hearth,” Taube 1998c). In 
addition, this series of three deity heads also appears on monumental architecture. Aside 
from a painted tomb at Río Azul and major stucco sculpture at Altun Ha discussed in the 
“Jade Hearth” study, recent excavations by Thomas Garrison at El Zotz have uncovered an 
impressive Early Classic program in stucco sculpture of the same three forms of the Jester 
God extending across an entire platform (Figure 25).

“The Turquoise Hearth: Fire, Self-Sacrifice, and the Central Mexican Cult of War” 
(Taube 2000c) concerns a very different topic, this being the symbolism of fire and warfare 
in ancient Central Mexico and in particular the Early Classic site of Teotihuacan. The title 
derives from an early Colonial account in the Florentine Codex describing the self-sacrifice of 
Nanahuatzin and Tecuciztecatl in a fiery pit at Teotihuacan and their transformation into the 
sun and moon. In this passage, the place of sacrifice is referred to as the xiuhtetzacualco, or 
“turquoise enclosure,” a site also mentioned in connection with the Late Postclassic god of 
fire Xiuhtecuhtli (“turquoise lord”) as the world navel or center. Although virtually absent at 
Teotihuacan, turquoise symbolism was prominent in Central Mexican thought, as in the con-
cept of the Xiuhcoatl—the meteoric turquoise fire serpent (see also Taube 2012c). Although 
it may seem strange to relate turquoise to fire, the blue color constitutes the heart of the 
flame. Despite the lack of turquoise at Teotihuacan, a great deal of related Late Postclassic 
fire and military symbolism can be found at this Early Classic site. Thus the ancestor of the 
Postclassic Xiuhcoatl fire serpent is the Teotihuacan being that I termed the War Serpent 
in my “Temple of Quetzalcoatl” paper (Taube 1992c). Oddly, although this being explicitly 
appears as a snake in Late Classic Maya iconography and is glyphically labeled “Eighteen Its 
Images Serpent,” it lacks a serpent body but still has a head resembling the Maya examples 

Figure 25. Early Classic platform at El Zotz with three avian Jester Gods sprouting foliation 
(drawing by Mary Clarke and Timothy Linden, courtesy of Thomas Garrison).
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(see also Taube 2011, 2012c). As has been noted, the Teotihuacan “War Serpent” appears to be 
more in the nature of a supernatural caterpillar, that is, a pupate being before its metamor-
phosis into a butterfly. In fact, Late Classic Maya depictions of the War Serpent incorporate 
butterfly attributes, including pairs of long, protruding nasal elements resembling antennae 
and, more importantly, a crenellated edging found with Classic and Postclassic portrayals of 
butterflies. At Teotihuacan, the War Serpent also has butterfly attributes, especially the large 
“feathered” eyes that are commonly found with this insect at Teotihuacan. 

In Nahuatl, xīhuitl means not only turquoise but also comet or meteor. In this regard, it 
is noteworthy that in Mesoamerican thought, caterpillars are widely identified with meteors 
and meteorites, including among the sixteenth-century Aztec and contemporary Nahua, 
Otomi, and Maya speakers, including Tojolabal and Mopan (see also Taube 2012c:130). 
During the Postclassic period, the Xiuhcoatl commonly appears with stars on its snout 
or body, as seen on an Early Postclassic wooden example from the Cenote of Sacrifice at 
Chichen Itza (Taube 2012c:Fig. 11b). The weapon of the Aztec tutelary god Huitzilopochtli, 
the Xiuhcoatl was a spearthrower that shot meteors as its flaming darts, and the Codex 
Borbonicus portrays Huitzilopochtli wielding a blue Xiuhcoatl spearthrower lined with stars, 
while Teotihuacan-style renderings of spearthrowers are marked with similar round forms, 
almost surely stars as well. Serpent spearthrowers are also known for the Classic period, 
including a War Serpent example from Bonampak and a Codex Style bowl illustrated in 
“The Turquoise Hearth.”

The Nahuatl xīhuitl also signifies both “herb” and “year,” and quite often the Xiuhcoatl 
has a plant bundle at the end of its tail, while similar vegetal bundles appear with Classic 
Maya portrayals of the War Serpent as well as fire offerings, frequently bound with a knot 
identical to the Postclassic Mixtec year sign. For the massive back mirrors portrayed on the 
Atlantean columns at Tula, the bodies of the Xiuhcoatl serpents appear to be formed of the 
same material, also ending with small, spherical elements—quite probably flowers. In the 
“Turquoise Hearth” study, I note that this same motif also appears with Tlaloc priests wear-
ing a year sign headdress in the Codex Borbonicus, and I suggest that the plant is yauhtli 
or sweet-scented marigold (Tagedes lucida). After this study was published, excavations 
at the Templo Mayor uncovered Offering 102, which contained a remarkably preserved 
Tlaloc priest costume which according to Leonardo López Luján (personal communication 
2010) featured actual bundles of yauhtli (for Offering 102, see Gallandro Paradí 2011). In the 
“Turquoise Hearth,” I illustrate an elaborately painted bowl featuring the same bundled 
plant motif with both the central War Serpent and Tlaloc heads on the rim, quite possibly a 
much earlier Late Classic reference to the same plant.

Clearly enough, peoples of ancient Mesoamerica were fully aware of the striking 
metamorphosis from caterpillar to moribund chrysalis to fully reborn butterfly, and as with 
the later Aztec, there is abundant evidence of the relationship of butterflies to warriors at 
Teotihuacan (Taube 2000c; Headrick 2007). The intervening period between Teotihuacan and 
the Aztec is the early Postclassic era of the Toltec. For the great Atlantean columns at Tula, 
in addition to the pupate Xiuhcoatl serpents on the rims of the back mirrors, the prominent 
breast pieces were turquoise mosaic plaques representing stylized butterflies (see Taube 
2012c:126). Moreover there are monumental portrayals of butterflies at both Tula and con-
temporaneous Chichen Itza. At Chichen Itza such insects can also have feathers, indicating 
that they are supernatural beings, and Aztec warrior souls were described as both precious 
birds and butterflies.
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As a final discussion in the “Turquoise 
Hearth” study, I offer a new analysis of the great 
Calendar Stone, among the most preeminent 
monuments known for the Aztec. I note that the 
format is quite similar to the Toltec turquoise 
back mirror, but in this instance there are only 
two Xiuhcoatl caterpillars on the rim, not four. 
In addition, I suggest that the central image is of 
the present sun Tonatiuh as Nahui Ollin emerg-
ing from the turquoise enclosure mythically 
attributed to Teotihuacan, and here as a newly 
reborn butterfly rising from the fiery hearth.

In “The Olmec Maize God” (Taube 1996), 
I provide preliminary observations concerning 
the nature and appearance of this deity, along 
with his relation to such sacred and precious 
objects as greenstone celts and feathered maize 
fetishes. In a subsequent study, “Lightning 
Celts and Corn Fetishes: The Formative Olmec 
and the Development of Maize Symbolism in 
Mesoamerica and the American Southwest” 
(Taube 2000a), I am less concerned with iden-
tifying the Olmec maize god and concentrate 
instead on his historic significance in the 
development of maize ritual and symbolism in 
Mesoamerica and the American Southwest. Far 
more than simply an important staple, maize 
embodied basic concepts concerning the nature 

of the cosmos, social identity, and human values. In this paper, I note that greenstone Olmec 
celts were an important component of a wealth economy strongly centered on maize, with 
these precious items embodying corn. In addition, as with later Mesoamerican peoples celts 
were probably also compared to lightning and by extension the four directions and inter-
cardinal points, since beings of rain and lightning of both Mesoamerica and the American 
Southwest are associated with world directions. In this study, I focus on the Olmec and other 
cultures as well, these being the ancient and contemporary Maya, Late Postclassic Central 
Mexico, and Puebloan peoples of the American Southwest, especially the Hopi. I note the 
close relationship of celts to maize not only for the Olmec, but also the Classic Maya and the 
Aztec, as can be seen in the Codex Borbonicus portrayals of Chicomecoatl, the maize god. In 
Mesoamerica, maize was also closely related to the precious plumes of the quetzal bird from 
Olmec times to the contact-period Aztec. For the Southwest I discuss two ritual items that 
bear striking resemblance to the celts and maize ear fetishes of the Olmec—the feathered 
maize ear tiponi and the hornblende celts known as chamahiya, which rather than being 
functional tools have deep symbolic meaning in Hopi ritual and symbolize maize, world 
directions, and lightning. I argue that both the tiponi and chamahiya are historically related to 
the far more ancient celts and maize ear fetishes of the Olmec; during the Formative period 
when maize became widespread in Mesoamerica and the Southwest, they were part of a 

Figure 26. Olmec celts portraying maize 
images as the central bar of the bar and four 
dots motif: (a) jadeite celt attributed to Río 
Pesquero with Olmec maize god in center 
as the central element of the bar and four 

dots motif (drawing by author from Taube 
2000a:Fig. 4b); (b) serpentine celt with maize 

ear fetish in center, Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art (drawing by author from 

Taube and Saturno 2008:Fig. 7d).

ba
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basic symbolic complex pertaining to corn. In other words, far more than a basic staple, corn 
was imbued with complex ritual and belief by at least the Middle Formative period.

A good many years after this work was published, I came across a then-unpublished 
incised Olmec celt at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (Figure 26b). As discussed in 
“Lightning Celts and Corn Fetishes” and elsewhere, a number of incised Olmec celts feature 
the Olmec maize god in the center of a quadripartite arrangement as an elaboration of the 
“bar and four dots” motif (Figure 26a). For the LACMA piece, a maize fetish substitutes for 
the maize deity, making it plain that these fetishes embody the Olmec spirit of corn, much 
like the tiponi of the American Southwest. In addition, there are serpentine carvings of maize 
ear fetishes that explicitly portray the head of the maize god with an ear of corn projecting 
from his cranium (see Taube 2000a:297).

In “The Breath of Life: The Symbolism of Wind in Mesoamerica and the American 
Southwest” (Taube 2001b), I again examine traditions shared between Mesoamerica and the 
American Southwest, in this case focusing on concepts pertaining to breath and wind. Rather 
than the negative winds that bring disease or powerful and destructive gales, the positive 
and life-giving aspects of wind, such as the breath spirit and cloud-carrying breezes, are the 
focus of this study. Much of this relates to the Flower World complex first defined by Jane 
Hill (1992) for Uto-Aztecan peoples of Mesoamerica and the American Southwest including 
the Aztec and Hopi. A great deal of this floral symbolism is conveyed by song, as can be seen 
for the Cantares mexicanos of Central Mexico (Bierhorst 1985), Yaqui deer songs (Evers and 
Molina 1987), and the katsina songs of the Hopi (Sekaquaptewa et al. 2015). The following 
Hopi katsina song recorded in 1903 exemplifies some of the major themes of Flower World, 
including blossoms, bright colors, and flying supernatural beings, as well as growth and 
abundance:

The yellow butterfly maidens and the blue/green butterfly maidens, they will be fluttering 
along here in the flowery expanse of mariposa lilies and blue asters. The butterfly maidens 
of various colors will be fluttering colorfully along the flowery expanse of watermelon 
plants. The butterfly maidens of various colors will be fluttering colorfully along the flow-
ery expanse of muskmelon plants. (Sekaquaptewa et al. 2015:68)

Along with blossoms, Flower World encompasses such concepts as the sun, colorful and 
shining objects, music, and an afterlife paradise of ancestral spirit beings. 

As with my previous study of maize in relation to celts and feathered maize fetishes, 
I begin “The Breath of Life” with the Olmec and one of the most ambitious portrayals of 
wind known in ancient Mesoamerica, Monument 1 at Chalcatzingo. In this case, a zoomor-
phic cave in profile exhales symmetrical breath volutes amidst a background of rain clouds 
and a field of growing corn, vividly portraying the exhalation of moist clouds into the sky. 
This theme clearly relates to the fact that Monument 1 is below the main runoff channel on 
the mountain, with cupules to collect water directly under the relief (see Schaafsma and 
Taube 2006:Fig. 3b). Although depicted in profile, the Chalcatzingo cave is a quatrefoil, as 
can be readily seen in a face-on rendering (Figure 27a). In addition, a Late Postclassic Aztec 
relief from Huitzuco features a zoomorphic mountain cave exhaling a pair of blossoms 
from the corners of its mouth, with similar flowers in a portrayal of the ancestral mountain 
Culhuacan immediately below (Figure 27c). As for Chalcatzingo, the three known examples 
of the zoomorphic cave have blossoming plants at the sides of the face, surely relating to the 
widespread concept of Flower Mountain in Mesoamerica and the American Southwest. In 
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addition, the early Colonial Codex Kingsborough depicts the community of Tepetlaoztoc, a 
zoomorphic hill displaying a quatrefoil maw first known in Middle Formative Olmec-style 
art from Chalcatzingo (Figure 27b).

Close to Monument 1 at Chalcatzingo, there are two other petroglyphs portraying 
the earth crocodile exhaling bifurcated breath scrolls with rain clouds, explicit portrayals 
of the earth breathing rain into the sky. In the study, I call attention to a similar scene from 
Tecaltzinco, Puebla, on a boulder relief adjacent to a pond at the base of a hill, recalling the 
Olmec site of El Manatí, a pool immediately below a hill with a constant spring of fresh 
water. There is another crocodilian relief at Ticuman, Puebla, also next to a pond, and in this 
case the creature appears to simply exhale a bifurcated, beaded stream of water, a theme that 
also appears with an Olmec maize deity Jester God on the Middle Formative Shook Panel 
from Guatemala (Figure 28). Clearly enough, concepts of wind, breath, and rainmaking were 
already highly developed by at least Middle Formative times in ancient Mesoamerica.

For the Olmec, flowers can also emit a symmetrical pair of outcurling elements, in this 
case alluding to the aroma or “breath” of the flower, a Mesoamerican theme also found with 
blossoms continuing to the sixteenth century. In “The Breath of Life” study, I first identify 
an anthropomorphic Maya wind god, who appears epigraphically as the day name Wind 
or Ik’, as the personified form of the number three, and as the patron of the Maya month 
Mak. In glyphic form, he typically appears with a prominent blossom on his brow emitting 
breath scrolls of aroma and with a wind sign either on his cheek or rendered as his earspool 
in profile (Figure 29). In many respects he seems to be closely related to or even an aspect 
of the maize god. Thus for one Early Classic example, his upper head ends in a tight curl, a 
well-known trait of the Maya maize god during the Early Classic (Figure 29a). In addition, 
a sculpted stucco glyph from Palenque portrays him with the nal maize sign atop his brow 
(Figure 29b). As of yet, the overlapping meanings of the two deities remain little studied, but 

Figure 27. Ancient 
Mesoamerican portrayals 
of zoomorphic mountains 

with quatrefoil cave 
maws: (a) Middle 

Formative Olmec-style 
portrayal of zoomorphic 

mountain with cave 
maw, Chalcatzingo 
(drawing by author 

from Taube 2010:Fig. 
5.5b); (b) Early Colonial 
portrayal of mountain 
with fanged cave maw, 

Codex Kingsborough 
(drawing by author from 
Taube 2010:Fig. 5.5a); (c) 

Late Postclassic Aztec 
monument from Huitzuco 

portraying zoomorphic 
mountain cave and the 
ancestral mountain of 
Culhuacan (from Seler 

1902-1923:2:757).
b

a

c
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it could well be that as a sustaining embodiment of life and well-being the maize god and 
his symbolic complex overlaps with the personification of vital breath. Since the focus of 
the volume in which “The Breath of Life” was published primarily concerned contacts and 
exchange between highland Mexico and the Greater Southwest, it was not possible to include 
a more detailed account relating the Maya wind god to flowers, music, and the breath soul, 
but the general outlines are clear. Despite the great distance between the Maya region and 
the Southwest as well as striking differences in artistic style, many aspects of the ancient 
Maya complex pertaining to breath, wind, and flowers are remarkably similar to Puebloan 
belief and ritual (see Taube 2010b). 

In Late Postclassic Central Mexico, there were two distinct deities pertaining to 
wind, one being Quetzalcoatl, a rattlesnake with quetzal plumes covering its body, and 
the other Ehecatl, a duck-billed deity. It is noteworthy that although early contact-period 
texts describe them as aspects of the same being, they only partially overlap in Prehispanic 
imagery. Thus, there are virtually no depictions of a plumed rattlesnake with the head of 
Ehecatl. In Central Mexico, Quetzalcoatl can be readily traced to the third century ad with 
the Temple of Quetzalcoatl at Teotihuacan, but Ehecatl does not appear widely in the region 
until the Late Postclassic period, with no known examples in Epiclassic Xochicalco, Cacaxtla, 
or Early Postclassic Tula. Rather than deriving from Central Mexico, Ehecatl originated in 
southeastern Mesoamerica, with versions commonly appearing in Classic Maya scenes as 
well as Late Preclassic art, such as the Tuxtla Statuette. This duck-billed being is also found 
in Formative Olmec art and even on a pre-Olmec Early Formative Mokaya vessel, dating to 
roughly the fourteenth century bC.

Among the Classic Maya, the anthropomorphic wind god is also the god of music, and 
in Central Mexico Ehecatl was also closely identified with music and musical instruments. 
In the “Breath of Life,” I note that pages 35 to 38 of the Codex Borgia concern the origin of 

Figure 28. Portrayals of beaded breath elements in Middle Formative Olmec-style art: (a) crocodilian with 
bifurcated breath motif emerging from snout, petroglyph from Ticoman, Morelos (drawing by author 
after Córdova Tello 2008:Fig. 4); (b–c) maize deity “Jester God” brow piece with pendant bifurcated 
breath element, details of “Shook Panel” (drawing by author from Taube and Saturno 2008:Fig. 3b).
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Figure 29. Classic Maya glyphic portrayals 
of the wind god: (a) Early Classic wind god 

displaying cranium of Maya maize deity, 
detail of painted vessel (drawing by author 

after photograph courtesy of Stephen 
Houston); (b) Late Classic stucco glyph of 
wind deity, Palenque (drawing by author 

after Miller and Martin 2004:Pl. 116).
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music based on two early Colonial accounts describing a priest of Tezcatlipoca or the wind 
journeying to the house of the sun, which appears on Borgia page 35 with Tezcatlipoca taking 
a bundle from a deity who is quite probably Tlalchitonatiuh, “Sun Earth,” a moribund aspect 
of the sun deity closely identified with the underworld. On the following page 36, this same 
bundle opens as a great spiral containing articles of music and dance—such as drums and 
flutes—as well as basic motifs of the Flower World complex, these being flowers, butterflies, 
and precious birds. On page 38, it can be seen that the entire spiral is personified by Ehecatl 
whose massive head terminates the stream of music. However, an especially important detail 
is page 37, where the god of music Xochipilli plays the flute and drum found atop the music 
bundle on page 36.

Along with the middle pages episode in the Codex Borgia, a Late Postclassic mural from 
the Zapotec site of Mitla also features the duck-billed wind god as the bringer of music 
(Figure 30). In the scene, the canine deity Xolotl stands before a wind temple, identifiable not 
only by the thatched conical roof but also by a prominent serpent with the head of Ehecatl. 
The serpent bears two conches on its body, almost surely conch trumpets, the instrument 
par excellence of Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl. In one Aztec creation account, Quetzalcoatl bests 
the god of the underworld by sounding a conch, and in so doing is allowed to escape and 
create the current race of humans on the earth’s surface. As in the Borgia middle pages, the 
Ehecatl-headed serpent in the Zapotec mural is probably portrayed as the bringer of music. 
The prominent presence of Xolotl at Mitla is also noteworthy, as he appears no less than four 
times in the origins of music seen on pages 35 to 38 of the Borgia, including with the bundle 
emitting music on page 36 and enthroned in the conical wind temple on page 47. Although 
not mentioned in the two known Aztec accounts concerning the mythic origins of music, 
Xolotl plays a major part in the version appearing in the Borgia.

According to Diego Durán (1971:134), the round temple of the wind god Ehecatl at the 
Aztec capital was in the form of a giant resounding drum: 

This drum was so big that its hoarse sound was heard throughout the city. Having heard 
it, the city was plunged into such silence that one would have thought it uninhabited. The 
markets were dismantled; the people went home. Everything remained in such quiet and 
peace that it was a wondrous thing. The signal for withdrawal was like the ringing of the 
curfew bell in cities so that the people will retire. Thus, when the Indians heard the sound 
of the drum, they said, “Let us retire, for Yecatl has sounded.”

It is quite likely that this structure featured one or more massive foot drums, which 
are known for ancient and contemporary ceremonial structures of the Greater Southwest, 

Figure 30. Late Postclassic 
portrayal of Xolotl in front 

of wind temple with serpent 
Ehecatl carrying conch trumpets 

on back, detail of mural from 
Mitla, Oaxaca (from Seler 1902-

1923:2:347).
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including the tukipa temple of the contempo-
rary Huichol as well as ancient kivas of the 
American Southwest (see Jáuregui 2008:94).

A Late Postclassic ceramic flute in the 
regional museum in Tapachula, Chiapas, 
features Ehecatl riding on the back of a fly-
ing bird (Figure 31). The distal bulbous end 
where the music would exit is marked by 
symmetrical scrolls, clearly denoting music 
in physical form. It is noteworthy that flying 
figures also appear on musical instruments 
as early as the Late Preclassic, with an espe-
cially striking example appearing on a Late 
Preclassic Zapotec bone flute from Yugüe in 
coastal Oaxaca (Figure 32a). In this carving, a 
supernatural skeletal being flies along the sur-
face of the flute and emits a prominent breath 
or music scroll containing a buccal-masked 
deity head that could well be a version of 
the duck-billed wind god of southeastern 
Mesoamerica. Along with the deity head, the 
Zapotec flute volute has a pair of stepped elements that closely resemble the Ik’ sign for 
breath and wind known for the ancient Maya as early as the Late Preclassic period (Figure 
32b). A Late Classic stela from the Puuc site of Huntichmul portrays a ruler with a breath 
scroll clearly marked with Ik’ signs (Figure 32c). Although of slightly different form, it is 

Figure 32. Breath or speech volutes in ancient Zapotec and 
Maya art: (a) Late Preclassic, skeletal flying figure on carved 

bone flute (from Barber and Olvera Sánchez 2012:Fig. 10); 
(b) detail of breath volute from skeletal figure with possible 
versions of Ik’ sign marked in black (drawing by author); (c) 

Late Classic portrayal of ruler with speech or breath scroll 
marked with Ik’ signs, detail of Huntichmul Stela 1 (drawing 

by author after Ringle et al. 2009:Fig. 2); (d) Early Classic 
mammal with breath volute marked with possible Ik’ signs, 

Acanceh (drawing by author after Miller 1991:Pl. 4).

b
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c
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Figure 31. Late 
Postclassic ceramic flute 
portraying Ehecatl atop 
bird, Museo Regional 
de Tapachula, Mexico 
(drawing by author).
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likely that the stepped elements appearing on speech volutes from Early Classic Acanceh are 
also Ik’ elements (Figure 32d).

In terms of the American Southwest, breath also closely relates to the Flower World 
complex, including music, flowers, and ancestral souls, especially the katsinam rain spirits. 
Among the Hopi, breath or hikwsi is often denoted by a short cotton cord tipped with a 
small, downy feather. It often appears in the mouths of masked katsinam as well as emerging 
from effigy flowers held by katsinam dancers, denoting the breath-like aroma of the blossom. 
In addition, similar breath cords emerge from the sacred Hopi floral flutes of the summer 
Flute and Antelope Societies, thereby merging the concepts of breath, music, and flowers. In 
these summer ceremonies, both the theme of emergence and the flute-blowing Cicada figure 
prominently. Of course, cicadas are natural “musicians” who create a buzzing, throbbing 
hum when they emerge from the earth to propagate. In addition, as noted by Malotki (2000), 
the cicada’s prominent proboscis does indeed resemble a flute. In his nineteenth-century 
account of the Hopi Flute Society rites at Walpi, Fewkes illustrates a pair of tiles depict-
ing Cicada blowing a flute before a vertical reed rising out of Sichomo, or Flower Mound, 
as a scene of the emergence (Figure 33a). Among the Navajo, Cicada is a major figure in 
the emergence, and in creation accounts cited in this paper the reed of emergence clearly 
overlaps with the flute, including one account even describing a cotton cord conduit within 
the reed. Aside from the two cited tiles from Walpi, a seventeenth-century bowl excavated 
at Mishongnovi depicts Cicada playing a flute before a vertical element with a wind spiral, 
quite probably the reed of emergence (Figure 33b). Far earlier, a Mimbres bowl dating to 
roughly 1100 ad depicts Cicada next to another thin, vertical element, surely the reed of 
emergence (Figure 33c). The reed also supports a spider near the top, Spider Grandmother 
being a major figure in Southwestern emergence mythology. In addition, Spider Woman is 
the patroness of the Blue Flute Society at Oraibi (Parsons 1939:1:193). Directly adjacent to the 
reed is a flying cicada, in this case carrying a youth atop its shoulders. The young male holds 
what may be a flute or bone whistle before his face, and clearly this scene depicts Cicada and 
music at the reed of emergence. As I note in this study “the reed of emergence is a great flute, 
and its music is the breath wind of the ancestors.”

Figure 33. Portrayals of the 
flute-playing Cicada, or 

Kokopelli in Puebloan art 
of the American Southwest: 

(a) Cicada blowing flute 
before reed of emergence, 
detail of painted Hopi tile 

from Flute ceremony, Walpi; 
(b) Cicada with flute before 
probable reed of emergence 
portrayed on seventeenth-

century Hopi bowl 
excavated at Mishongnovi; 

(c) Mimbres scene of Cicada 
carrying figure before 

possible reed of emergence, 
note spider on reed 

(drawings by author from 
Taube 2010:Fig. 5.27).b

a

c
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In “Maws of Heaven and Hell: The Symbolism of the Centipede and Serpent in Classic 
Maya Religion” (Taube 2003b), I discuss serpent and centipede symbolism in Classic Maya 
art and epigraphy. One of the stranger motifs in Classic Maya iconography is what appears 
to be a “skeletal snake” with a fleshless head and a segmented body resembling a column 
of vertebrae with bony ribs. Based on a Late Classic polychrome vessel, Nikolai Grube and 
Werner Nahm (1994) noted that the term for this repulsive creature is chapat, the Maya 
word for centipede. Not only is the centipede widespread in Classic Maya art, it can also 
be traced to the Early Formative Olmec. In addition, centipede imagery is also common in 
the Late Postclassic Borgia Group of highland Mexico. Given its proclivity to dark places, it 
is not surprising that the centipede is widely identified with death and the underworld. As 
noted in this study, the entrance to the underworld is commonly portrayed as a centipede 
maw in Classic Maya iconography, with one of the most noteworthy examples being the 
Sarcophagus Lid from the Temple of the Inscriptions at Palenque. The maw recalls the com-
mon Borgia Group motif of the widely open mouth of Cipactli, the earth crocodile, serving 
as a cosmic cave entrance, although the centipede maw seems to bear more sinister connota-
tions of death and decay. The meaning remains obscure, but Classic Maya artists are closely 
identified with the centipede and can even appear in its maw. In addition, the monkey scribe 
patron of artists can have a centipede tail (Figure 34). A recently excavated Early Classic royal 
tomb at El Zotz, Guatemala, contained a finely carved effigy vessel of the monkey scribe with 
a centipede tail emerging out of the beak of a bird, quite possibly an owl (see Newman et al. 
2015:Fig. 3.6).

In contrast to the centipede with its strong relationship to death and the underworld, 
Classic Maya serpents are symbols of life, connected to the diurnal sky, rebirth, and the 
symbolism of breath and wind. Partly based on my previous work in the “Breath of Life” 
paper, in “Maws of Heaven and Hell” I discuss some of the basic conventions of breath in 
Classic Maya art, an important but little discussed theme in Maya iconographic research. I 
note that in Early Classic Maya art, heads of serpents can serve as more elaborate versions 
of breath beads appearing in front of faces. As the embodiment of breath, such serpents are 
strikingly similar to the plumed serpent Quetzalcoatl, a Central Mexican god of breath and 
wind. In addition, Classic Maya serpents can appear emerging out of conch shells, the conch 
being a basic symbol of wind in Central Mexico that appears as the pectoral of the wind 
god Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl (for conchs and serpents, see also Houston and Taube 2011). In 

Figure 34. Late Classic 
Maya portrayal of maize 
god scribe with centipede 

tail (drawing by Simon 
Martin).
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my “Breath of Life” paper, I mention examples of conch 
serpents, including one from Late Classic Veracruz 
that has the coiled body of the serpent rimmed with 
spikes to denote a conch (Figure 35c). This theme is of 
great antiquity and can be seen on an Early Formative 
ceramic seal excavated at Tlatilco in the Basin of Mexico 
(Figure 35a). It is also present among the Classic Maya 
and appears on a Tepeu 1 bowl from Belize (Figure 35b). 
In this case, the serpent exhales a bifurcated breath ele-
ment, and the spiraling forms in front of the Veracruz 
example are surely breath as well (Figure 35c). The sym-
bolic overlap between serpents and conchs continues in 
Late Postclassic Central Mexico, including an example 
from the Vaticanus B (Figure 35d). I suspect that along 
with being symbols of wind, conchs were inextricably 
linked to trumpets as a basic sign of music. When intact, 
these exotic coastal objects were almost invariably used 
as trumpets. The serpents appearing with conchs are 
not only wind but also the embodiment and vehicle of 
sound and music, much like the aforementioned Ehecatl 
serpents in the Borgia and the mural from Mitla.

In Classic Maya art, human faces with breath ele-
ments are typically rendered in profile, but when shown 
frontally they occur at the corners of the mouth. Although 
for human faces they are typically scrolls, they are far 
more elaborate for zoomorphic Witz heads, where they 
appear as a pair of breath serpents that extend out from 
the sides of the face and even pass through the flanking 
earspools. In other words, the Witz heads are portrayed 
as exhaling breath and wind, much like the Olmec-style, 
Middle Formative Monument 1 from Chalcatzingo. By 
far the most elaborate example of Witz heads exhaling 
breath serpents occurs on a recently excavated frieze 
at Holmul, with a pair of feathered serpents extending 
across almost the entire width of the cornice (Figure 36). 
Far from being mere ornamental embellishments, such 
serpents denote the dynamically vital and living aspect 
of sacred buildings, which is also true of zoomorphic 
temple doorways and flowers. 

Beginning with the Carnegie Institution excava-
tions of Mounds A and B at Kaminaljuyu in highland 
Guatemala, it has become increasingly evident that 
Teotihuacan was in strong and direct contact with the 
Early Classic Maya (see Kidder et al. 1946). This was 
further corroborated by the University of Pennsylvania 
excavations at Tikal, including the discovery of Stela 

Figure 35. Portrayals of serpent 
and conch composites in ancient 

Mesoamerica: (a) Early Formative 
ceramic seal from Tlatilco depicting 
coiled serpent rimmed with spires 

of conch; (b) coiled serpent as conch, 
Tepeu 1 style bowl probably from 
Belize (from Houston and Taube 
2011:Fig. 5e); (c) Classic-period 

Veracruz portrayal from painted bowl 
of serpent as cross-sectioned conch 

(from Houston and Taube 2011:Fig. 5f); 
(d) Late Postclassic serpent conflated 

with conch, Vaticanus B page 66 
(drawings by author).
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31, which we now know concerns a Teotihuacan “entrada” to Tikal in ad 378 (Stuart 2000). 
However, although we currently have ample documentation of Teotihuacan influence in 
the Maya area, there has been little study of any Maya cultural presence at Teotihuacan. 
Thus Sigvald Linné (1934) excavated early Classic Maya sherds in his excavations in the 
Tlamimilolpa complex along with two-cylinder tripod vases with portrayals of Maya-style 
serpents in profile. The two vessels have been often used to illustrate Teotihuacan-style 
ceramics, despite the obvious fact that the serpent heads in profile are entirely Maya, with 
the lids topped by quetzal birds, creatures entirely foreign to Central Mexico. In fact, these 
vessels may well denote the quetzals “perching” atop the Maya realm marked by the serpent 
heads below. Subsequent research by Evelyn Rattray (1987, 1989) near Tlamimilolpa uncov-
ered the Merchant’s Barrio, with Early Classic ceramics from both the Gulf Coast and the 
Maya Lowlands and round houses similar to domestic architecture from Central Veracruz 
and entirely unlike the apartment compounds of Teotihuacan.

In 1952, Agustín Villagra (1954) discovered a major corpus of mural fragments at the 
apartment compound of Tetitla, which he readily realized were in strong Maya style (Figure 
37). These are discussed in my “Tetitla and the Maya Presence at Teotihuacan” (Taube 2003c). 
Although Villagra’s was a remarkably important discovery, Marta Foncerrada de Molina 
(1980) was one of the few scholars to subsequently discuss and illustrate some of the pieces. 
Based on her publication, I was able to note in my initial identification of the Classic Maya 
maize god that one fragment clearly showed this being (Taube 1985:Fig. 2a). Years later, I 
re-read her study, and I was struck that another mural fragment appeared to be a Maya text 
related to a then-recent decipherment of a glyphic clause naming specific deities (Houston 
and Stuart 1996, 1998; Taube 2003c). I realized that the fragment was a “reverse” text from 
what would have been the right side of the corridor as one enters. This is a convention 
known for Classic Maya structures, in which the texts from both sides of the chamber would 
face toward the viewer, with those on the right side opposite to the usual orientation (see 
Houston 1998:342).

Until recently, there have been less than fifty mural fragments of the Realistic Paintings 
available for study, but this has increased exponentially with the discovery in England of 
roughly one thousand watercolor renderings by Villagra (Staines Cicero and Helmke 2017). 
As it happens, many fragments portray the maize god, although it remains obscure at this 
point whether these scenes concern a local Teotihuacan version of this being, a Maya bor-
rowing, or (more probably) both. That is, these scenes may well relate to both local and 
Maya conceptions of the maize deity. One of the more salient themes is the maize god fishing 

Figure 36. Late Classic Holmul frieze portraying serpents emerging as breath from mouth of 
zoomorphic Witz head (drawing by Alexandre Tokovinine, courtesy of Francisco Estrada-Belli).
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for marine shells, an event that obviously would be more fitting for the coastal Maya area 
than highland Mexico (Taube 2017a). Recent excavations at the Plaza of the Columns at 
Teotihuacan have uncovered other mural fragments in Maya style. The quality of execu-
tion seems to be finer than the Realistic Paintings, and they may well have been painted by 
courtly Maya artists (see Sugiyama et al. 2016).

Aside from the Realistic Paintings fragments from Tetitla, I also discussed Maya motifs 
appearing in the Teotihuacan ceramic record. In addition to Linné’s 1934 publication of 
clearly Maya sherds from the Early Classic and two plano-relief vessels that show Maya-
style serpent heads in profile, Eduard Seler (1902-1923:5:440, Fig. 36) many years earlier 
published a Teotihuacan ceramic almena of what basically amounts to a miniature rendering 
of an Early Classic Maya stucco facade featuring the face of a king (see also Michelet 2011:No. 
308). Furthermore, the two vessels excavated by Linné at Tlamimilolpa are not Maya imports 
but locally made, and these are not the only examples. In “Tetitla and the Maya Presence at 
Teotihuacan,” I identify a good many other locally made plano-relief vessels with Maya ser-
pent heads in two other distinct styles. In addition, Maya-style molded serpent heads were 
also applied to ceramic censers, with one such mold in the personal collection of Hasso von 
Winning, who over the years collected many figurines and ceramic sherds at Teotihuacan 
(Figure 38) (see von Winning 1987). Clearly the Maya presence at Teotihuacan is a major 
topic of investigation and promises to be of increasing importance as other discoveries are 
made at the site.

In “Ancient and Contemporary Maya Conceptions about Field and Forest” (Taube 
2003a), I discuss how the cultivated maize field is contrasted with the forest wilds in Maya 
thought. This is one of my more ethnographic studies and discusses contemporary Maya 
belief and conceptions concerning the forest—a source of valuable products but also a dan-
gerous and threatening place. Unruly beings of drunkenness, disease, and chaos, the wahy 

Figure 37. Aerial view of Tetitla compound, Teotihuacan (photo: Karl Taube).
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beings are spiritual embodiments of this strange, foreign place (for a recent discussion of 
wahy beings, see Stuart in press). As Andrea Stone (1995b) aptly noted, the symbolic realm 
of the forest overlaps considerably with that of caves, both being dangerous dark places 
with twisted paths and passages. In addition, both are logical places to engage in the “dark 
arts” of sorcery, which continues to be practiced in such locations to this day. In contrast, 
the four-sided maize field is fully open to receive the nourishing strength of the diurnal sun 
and provides broad vistas to repel potentially destructive forest creatures and spirits. On a 
symbolic level, it is also socially created human space and a basic metaphor for the created 
world, thematically related to tables, houses, and communities (see Taube 2013). In Yukatek, 
the term toh not only signifies “straight” but also relates to concepts of moral rectitude, with 
similar meanings in other Mayan languages. Laboriously cut out of the forest wilds with 
well-defined sides and corners, maize fields are quintessentially human spaces.

Although one of the most sensationalized aspects of Aztec religion is the institution of 
human sacrifice, there is relatively little public understanding of the motivations and beliefs 
concerning this practice. In “Aztec Religion: Creation, Sacrifice, and Renewal” (Taube 2004a), 
I note that among the Aztec, sacrifice was strongly rooted in creation mythology and cosmol-
ogy. Much as the Maya create the ordered space of houses, communities, and fields through 
concerted effort, the Aztec believed that the present world originated through a creative 
act of sacrifice, this being the dismemberment of the primordial earth monster to create the 
heavens and earth, recalling the Itzam Kab Ahiin myth of the Yukatek Maya. A similar theme 
appears on page 1 of the Codex Fejérváry-Mayer, where the bloody, dismembered body of 
Tezcatlipoca is cast literally to the four corners of the world. Along with the calendar, this 
page also illustrates directional world trees, and the relationship of trees to sacrifice appears 
as early as the Maya Late Preclassic murals at San Bartolo, which feature youths letting blood 
before four cosmic trees (see Taube et al. 2010). In addition, on pages 49 to 53 of the Late 
Postclassic Codex Borgia, directional world trees grow out of the skeletal bodies of supine 
earth goddesses, denoting their sacrificed bodies as sources of fertility and sustenance (for a 
recent discussion of tree symbolism, see Taube 2017b). A Maya scene from the roughly con-
temporaneous Codex Dresden depicts an obviously sacrificed male with a tree growing from 

Figure 38. Ceramic 
mold of Maya-style 

serpent head in profile, 
formerly in collection 
of Hasso von Winning 

(drawing by author from 
photograph courtesy of 

Charles Kolb).
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his widely slit-open abdomen (Figure 39a). At Late Postclassic Chichen Itza, a nominal glyph 
features a supine skeletal figure with vegetation sprouting out of its body, much as if it were 
a sprouting seed (Figure 39b). A still-earlier scene from Late Classic El Tajin depicts a supine 
skeleton with a great tree emerging from its torso, in a pose notably similar to the Borgia earth 
goddesses (Figure 39c). Not only do these cited examples concern the concept of the planting 
and nurturing of world trees, but also the creational act of foundation, whether it be cosmic 
directions, communities, or specific structures (for caching practices and symbolism see also 
Mock 1998; Taube 2010a).

The slaying of the primordial earth monster Cipactli is seen as a mythic battle resulting 
in a cosmogonic act of sacrifice. The myth of the five suns describes four previous worlds 
or creations previous to the present world of Nahui Ollin, the fifth sun, in terms of a cosmic 
battle between adversaries, Tezcatlipoca and Quetzalcoatl. The present sun was created 
through sacrifice, this being the self-immolation of a pair of competing deities to become 
the sun and moon at Teotihuacan. The theme of sacrifice does not stop there. In order for 
the newly born sun, Tonatiuh, to follow his path through the sky, the gods were sacrificed 
at Teotihuacan, with their hearts offered to the sun. In other words, heart sacrifice was a 
nourishing act, giving strength to the sun as well as other deities, and there are graphic Aztec 
portrayals of the sun drinking the blood of sacrificial victims, frequently through a dart or 
spearthrower as through a straw (Figure 40) (see Taube 2015). One of the important sacrificial 
vessels of the Aztec was the cuāuhxīcalli, which figured prominently in the spring solar rites 
of Tlacaxipehualiztli. The several surviving stone examples of these bowls contain a central 
image of Nahui Ollin, the calendric name of Tonatiuh, who is to be nourished by sacrificial 
hearts and blood. It appears that such a vessel constituted the symbolic womb of the earth 
deity, Tlaltecuhtli, as the birth conduit for the dawning sun. Similar symbolism is known for 
sacrificial vessels of the contemporary Huichol and Classic Maya (see also Taube 2009c). The 
Aztec cuāuhxīcalli can be readily traced to Late Postclassic Toltec iconography of Tula and 
Chichen Itza, where it strongly resembles an open blossom (Figure 41). This allusion was 
surely intentional, with gods and revenant ancestors symbolically compared to birds and 

Figure 39. Trees growing out 
of supine corpses in ancient 

Mesoamerica: (a) world tree growing 
out of slit abdomen of victim, Codex 
Dresden, p. 3a; (b) plant sprouting 
from skeletal figure, glyph from 

Lower Temple of the Jaguars, 
Chichen Itza; (c) Late Classic tree 

growing out of supine skeleton, El 
Tajin, Veracruz (drawings by author 

from Taube 2017b:Fig. 11).
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Figure 40. The Late Postclassic Tonatiuh as a blood 
drinker: (a) sun god Tonatiuh with spearthrower “straw” 
above sacrificial scaffold, detail of carved and gilt atlatl; 

(b) Tonatiuh in starry night sky drinking sacrificial blood 
through reed dart, detail of bone rasp; (c) partly effaced 

Tonatiuh in night sky drinking blood, detail of bone rasp 
(drawings by author from Taube 2015:Fig. 5.20).

butterflies sucking the life “nectar” of these sacrificial bowls (Taube 2009c, 2015).
Aside from blood offerings, music and dance were other means to communicate with 

the numinous realm of gods and ancestors. In my “Breath of Life” paper I note that pages 
35 to 38 of the Codex Borgia concern an Aztec myth pertaining to the origins of music. This is 
further corroborated by the spiraling band of wind emerging from the flute bundle on page 
36. In the stream, Quetzalcoatl is shown flying with eyes shut as if dead or in a trance, and I 
note that this is very similar to a figure appearing on an Aztec drum, including even the shell 
necklace. In addition, other drums also portray flying figures, including a wooden teponāztli 
discussed in the study, as well as others (see Saville 1925:Pl. 33b-c). Moreover, a number of 
Late Postclassic drums have bands of connected flowers encircling both ends, and in Mixtec 
carved bones these same “daisy chains” contain the heads of supernatural beings, again 
denoting a floral road of music and revenant ancestors (see Taube 2010a). In subsequent 
work, I note that in Early Classic Maya art, the maize god is often shown dancing with avian 
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Figure 41. Early Postclassic cuāuhxīcalli at Tula and Chichen Itza: (a) cuāuhxīcalli bowl containing 
hearts and darts, panel from the Palacio Quemado, Tula; (b) sun god apparently touching 

cuāuhxīcalli containing human hearts with spearthrower, detail of wooden lintel from Upper 
Temple of the Jaguars, Chichen Itza (drawings by author from Taube 2015:Fig. 5.19b-c).

attributes, including wings and a feathered tail, much as if he were in symbolic flight (Taube 
2009b). Still earlier, the West Wall mural at San Bartolo portrays the duck-billed wind deity 
singing and dancing to the accompaniment of flying and singing birds. Yet another example 
of this musical complex in early Mesoamerica is the aforementioned Zapotec flute with the 
skeletal flying and singing figure (Figure 32a). 

In 1995, I was invited by Ricardo Agurcia Fasquelle and Barbara Fash to participate in 
the reconstruction of Temple 16 at Copan, which had a major effect on my life and academic 
career. Not only was I involved in the study of one of the site’s most important structures, 
but this is where I met my future wife Rhonda in 1996. Temple 16 is the last of a series of six 
superimposed temples beginning with Hunal, which contains a royal tomb believed to be 
that of the founder of the Copan dynasty, K’inich Yax K’uk’ Mo’ (see Bell et al. 2004). This 
remarkable series of temple constructions is fittingly referred to as the Copan Axis since it 
constitutes the central, pivotal architecture of the Acropolis. The third temple construction 
known as Margarita bore massive stucco representations of the name of K’inich Yax K’uk’ 
Mo’ and in addition contained the probable tomb of his royal wife. Dating to the mid-sixth 
century, the best-preserved building in the sequence is Rosalila, a virtually intact temple 
covered in elaborate stucco friezes, including massive images of winged sun gods (see 
Agurcia Fasquelle 2004; Agurcia et al. 2016). The lower walls of the temple featured other 
supernatural birds, here again bearing the face of the sun deity. While examining these in 
1995, I realized the significance of the fact that the sun god wears a quetzal headdress, the 
sun deity (K’inich) and the quetzal (k’uk’) being major components of the name of K’inich 
Yax K’uk’ Mo’. I then looked for any trace of the macaw (or mo’) on these avian figures, and 
sure enough it is present as massive pairs of open macaw beaks on the wings.

During the 1995 season, our primary goal with the architectural sculpture of Temple 
16 was to bring the structure’s massive stairway sculptures into the new sculpture museum 
for reassembly and installation. One of the most striking sculptural programs on Temple 16 
is Stairway Block 1 which has a series of massive human skulls, some of which were still 
on the stairway and others nearby on the plaza below. In view of their pierced foramens, 
they were assumed to have represented a tzompāntli, a wall of human skulls known for the 
contact-period Aztec. However, there was a detail that was hard to account for, as two of 
the skulls were matched with a device consisting of a K’an cross and a globular, pearl-like 
element immediately below (Figure 42a). When we brought the entire corpus of skull blocks 
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Figure 42. The 1995 assembly of Stairway Block 1 of Temple 16, Copan: (a) skull sculpture stacked 
on site before assembly, note two blocks with oval K’an crosses (photo: Karl Taube); (b) skull 
Tlaloc mask as center of skull assembly of Stairway Block 1, Temple 16 (photo: Barbara Fash).

b

a
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into the museum we faced another 
immediate dilemma: there were simply 
not enough skulls to fill the known 
dimensions of Stairway Block 1. I asked 
Barbara Fash if there was anything to 
fill the vacant space, and she pointed 
out a massive Tlaloc skull (Figure 42b). 
As it turns out, the dimensions matched 
perfectly, and Barb soon noticed that the 
mysterious K’an cross and pendant balls 
were simply the earpieces of this great 
and fearsome mask. When we were 
assembling the facade, I casually men-
tioned to the museum workers that this 
was the Central Mexican god of rain and 
lightning, and literally within half an 
hour we experienced the most powerful 
lightning storm of the season.

In 1995, Barb and I also worked 
on the next sculptural facade above, 
Stairway Block 2, much of which she 
had reconstructed previously. This fea-
tured a massive rectangular feathered 
shield with skeletal centipede heads at 
the corners. In the center was a human 
figure of the sun deity, K’inich Ajaw. 
While moving the sculpture pieces look-
ing for the upper part of his headdress, 
I found a reasonably good fit in terms 

of proportions and then it dawned on me that it was a quetzal-macaw headdress having 
a quetzal crest and beaded macaw eyes; in other words, this solar figure was none other 
than K’inich Yax K’uk’ Mo’ (Figure 43). Rather than being simply the sun god, this was the 
founder apotheosized as a local aspect of this being, a theme appearing still earlier on the 
Early Classic facades of Rosalila and clearly related to his remains buried in the Hunal tomb. 
Simply put, the series of temples on the Copan Axis are a centuries-old sequence directly 
referring to the founder. In my mind, the closest parallel to this in ancient Mesoamerica is 
the great Templo Mayor of the Aztec, which from its earliest stage to Spanish contact in the 
sixteenth century entailed a dual temple structure devoted to Tlaloc and Huitzilopochtli (see 
Matos Moctezuma 1988).

In my paper on Temple 16 and the Copan Axis, “Structure 10L-16 and Its Early Classic 
Antecedents: Fire and the Evocation and Resurrection of K’inich Yax K’uk’ Mo’” (Taube 
2004d), I note that one of the salient themes is fire, a theme partly based on my earlier 
“Turquoise Hearth” paper, in which I discuss the transformative quality of fire in sacrificial 
and funerary ceremonies at Teotihuacan and in later Central Mexico. Thus in Aztec funer-
ary ceremonies, the moribund mortuary bundle metamorphizes into a butterfly through 
the transformational agency of fire. In addition, as noted in “An Archaeology of the Senses: 

Figure 43. The 1995 fitting of the quetzal 
macaw headdress onto the head of K’inich Yax 

K’uk’ Mo’ as solar deity, Stairway Block 2 of 
Temple 16 (photo: Karl Taube).
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Perception and Cultural Expression in Ancient Mesoamerica” (Houston and Taube 2000), 
aroma is closely related to the ethereal soul, a concept that can readily relate to fire offerings. 

In terms of the Copan Axis, one of the most vivid portrayals of the importance of fire 
is the so-called “Dazzler” vessel from the Margarita royal tomb, which features an anthro-
pomorphic temple with a fiery roof, quite probably a reference to the Hunal platform and 
its temple superstructure. In addition, the Rosalila temple has vertical slits flanking the 
sculptured stucco faces on three sides of the structure that not only served as windows but 
also virtual chimneys for fire offerings emanating from the interior, which bears a great deal 
of evidence of burning. The smoke emanating from the vents would have constituted the 
symbolic breath of K’inich Yax K’uk’ Mo’, making Rosalila a giant, architectonic censer. 
The aroma of the smoke would permeate Copan as the breath soul of the founder buried 
deep in the foundations below. As for Temple 16, at the base of its stairway Altar Q’s central 
pivotal scene portrays K’inich Yax K’uk’ Mo’ sharing fire by means of a burning dart with 
the sixteenth Copan king, Yax Pasaj Chan Yopaat, who holds a torch bundle. The text above 
refers to a structure designated glyphically by a pair of crossed bundles, which I interpreted 
as bound faggots of firewood. Both David Stuart (2004) and I (Taube 2004d) identified this 
glyph as a specific reference to Temple 16 at Copan, and Stuart provided the reading of wite’ 
naah for the sign. Subsequent research has further enhanced its significance in relation to fire, 
Temple 16, and Teotihuacan, including the very real possibility that the designation Wite’ 
Naah also refers to a specific building at this great metropolis, perhaps the Temple of the Sun 
with its Adosada platform (Fash et al. 2009).

Along with the Maya maize god paper published in 1985, I consider “Flower Mountain: 
Concepts of Life, Beauty and Paradise Among the Classic Maya” (Taube 2004b) to be one 
of my more important works. It directly derives from past research beginning with the 
“Archaeology of the Senses” paper published with Steve Houston (Houston and Taube 2000), 
a study that we first agreed to work on over tapas in a plaza in Santiago de Compostela, 
Spain. For some reason, I immediately became focused on breath and speech, and how read-
ily they become enmeshed with flowers, sweet aroma, music, and the breath soul, the last 
aspect encompassing all of these, although not a conventionally classified “sense” at all. 
Synesthesia became readily apparent, with floral flutes and trumpets emitting music as their 
sweet aroma. For the contact-period Maya, ceremonies pertaining to dying and deceased 
kings concerned such items as precious jade and aromatic flowers. The breath soul was 
captured through precious stones or anointing the corpse with sweet-smelling unguents, 
as in this account of the corpse of a Pokom Maya king: “They bathed it and purified it with 
decoctions of aromatic herbs and flowers” (Miles 1957:749). Although this strongly suggests 
the paradisical Flower World complex defined by Jane Hill (1992), research pertaining to 
Classic Maya studies of the afterlife has been dominated by the dark and unwholesome 
realm of Xibalba, the “place of fright.” In large part, this is probably due to Mike Coe’s bril-
liant insights concerning death and the afterlife beginning with The Maya Scribe and His World 
(1973). However, since this monumental work, we have been slowly unpeeling the nuances 
of death imagery, including our understanding of the wahy spirits as malignant aspects of 
human souls and sorcery rather than denizens of the underworld.

In the “Flower Mountain” paper, I argue that in common with other Mesoamerican 
cultures, including the Aztec, the Classic Maya had very developed concepts of paradise, 
and in no way was the dark, unwholesome underworld the afterlife realm of Maya nobles—
as if a soon-departing Maya king would say, “Thanks so much, now I am going down the 
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toilet.” This is hardly a rousing legacy and contrary to what we are increasingly learning of 
royal ancestor worship and veneration. Classic Maya royal burials are affirmations of the 
riches and beauty of paradise, including the floating precious jewels painted on the wall of 
Burial 48 at Early Classic Tikal or on the Sarcophagus Lid of K’inich Janaab Pakal. Similarly, 
the Mixtec Codex Bodley depicts the mummy bundle of Lord 8 Deer in his tomb with three 
aromatic flowers on the wall. In addition, Mixtec art is filled with portrayals of flowers, birds, 
and butterflies, themes clearly pertaining to the afterlife realm of paradise.

For the Classic Maya, paradise was closely related to the sun deity, K’inich Ajaw, recall-
ing the floral afterlife realm of Aztec nobles and heroic warriors who follow the path of the 
sun from dawn to its zenith at noon. Scenes from Palenque and Yaxchilan show noble ances-
tors in solar cartouches, and Maya rulers can appear as apotheosized aspects of the sun deity, 
including Yax Nuun Ahiin on Tikal Stela 31 and K’inich Yax K’uk’ Mo’ at Copan. However, 
ancestral Maya kings can also appear as the maize god, as in the case of Chak Tok Ich’aak at 
Tikal, Yax Pasaj Chan Yopaat at Copan, and K’inich Janaab Pakal at Palenque. Oddly enough, 
the greatest king of Ek Balam, Ukit Kan Lehk Took’, appears apotheosized as an enthroned 
sun god on Ek Balam Stela 1 and also the maize god on his tomb capstone (see Grube et 
al. 2003:26, 36). The sun, maize god, and ancestral souls are all closely related to Flower 
Mountain, a symbol of the celestial paradise realm of gods and ancestors. This supernatural 
realm is usually portrayed as a zoomorphic Witz head marked with a prominent blossom on 
the brow, a place that appears not only on Maya vessels but also monumental architecture, 
including Chenes and Puuc structures. In the Chenes region, temples appear as personi-
fied Witz heads with their open maws denoting a cave while also serving as the doorway 
(see also Taube 2013). Although the brow region spanning the door is often destroyed, in 
a number of intact examples it has a prominent blossom. In addition, the temple from Ek 
Balam containing the tomb of Ukit Kan Lehk Took’ features a series of flowers across the 
Witz facade, clearly identifying it as Flower Mountain (Coe and Houston 2015:194-195). 

As I first noted in a presentation at the British Museum (Taube 2002a), portrayals of 
Flower Mountain are especially common in the Puuc region of Yucatan, where they com-
monly occur on the corners and main facades of buildings, marking such stone structures as 
“mountain houses.” However, many researchers still prefer to see these heads as portrayals 
of Chahk, despite the fact that contemporaneous Puuc depictions of this being portray him 
with a short muzzle-like snout, quite like Classic Maya examples from the Central Maya 
lowlands but not at all like the masks seen on Puuc buildings, which far more resemble 
Classic Maya Witz heads—that is, mountains.

Almost ten years after my “Flower Mountain” paper was published, Bill Saturno exca-
vated the North Wall mural at San Bartolo, featuring an elaborate scene of Flower Mountain 
dating to the first century bC (Saturno et al. 2005). The flowering mountain is covered with 
creatures of the wild and exhales a massive plumed serpent—immediately recalling the pairs 
of breath serpents seen on Early Classic Maya frontal depictions of zoomorphic mountains, 
such as the recently excavated facade at Holmul (Figure 36). The central figure in this scene 
is the Maya maize god, who commonly appears with Flower Mountain in Classic Maya 
art. The North Wall scene probably concerns a version of the aforementioned origin myth 
of Mesoamerica and the American Southwest in which people emerge out of the earth to 
populate the present world. In the case of the North Wall mural the maize god and his assis-
tants are conveying food and water out of Flower Mountain. The San Bartolo mountain is 
inhabited by wild animals, including an iguana, a jaguar, snakes, and birds. The jaguar and 
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one of the snakes appear to be attacking and devouring the birds, behaving in stark contrast 
to the calm and methodical behavior of the human figures below. 

For the contact-period peoples of Central Mexico, the place of emergence was known as 
Chicomoztoc, or “seven caves.” According to a sixteenth-century account by Chimalpahin, 
this place teems with wild animals, strikingly similar to the far more ancient San Bartolo 
scene:

And the reason why this place is so frightful, there where it is named Chicomoztoc, is that 
there are not a few beasts that guard and inhabit this place, the jaguars, the serpents as well 
as many other varieties of little known beasts, well there are many that there guard the 
Chicomoztoc. (Chimalpain Cuauhtlehuanitzin 1991:27, 29, my translation)

 Some of the most elaborate scenes pertaining to the emergence appear in the early 
Colonial, Central Mexican Historia tolteca-chichimeca (see Kirchhoff et al. 1976:Folios 5-r, 
16-r). In the two scenes, the ancestral Chichimec emerge out of the seven-lobed cave of 
Chicomoztoc portrayed within the curving mountain of Culhuacan, signifying the “place of 
those who have ancestors.” The two mountains are covered with flowering cacti and other 
blossoming plants of the Gran Chichimeca to denote Flower Mountain. The aforementioned 
monument from Huitzuco indicates that the allusion to flowers is clearly intentional (Figure 
27c). Aside from the frontally facing mountain cave exhaling a pair of breath blossoms, the 
lower portion depicts the curving mountain of Culhuacan with six blossoms, clearly indicat-
ing it as Flower Mountain. As has been mentioned, the Middle Formative Chalcatzingo 
mountain cave is probably also an early version of Flower Mountain, with blossoming plants 
at the corners of the cave maw, more than likely an explicit reference to Cerro Chalcatzingo 
itself (Figure 27a).

As I mentioned in the beginning of this introduction, I have always been drawn to 
beautiful objects of the material world, including jade. Since high school in the San Francisco 
Bay Area, I have been taking regular trips to Big Sur, where I look for nephrite jade at Jade 
Cove and Willow Creek. While directing tours to Quirigua and Copan in the 1990s, I often 
traveled through the Middle Motagua Valley in areas that I knew were sources of jadeite, 
but I had no idea where they were or how the jade was being procured. My perspective 
changed radically during a time at Copan when David Stuart mentioned that he knew an 
associate at Harvard, Russell Seitz, who had actually been to an “Olmec blue” jade outcrop, 
or yacimiento, in the Sierra de la Minas, recently discovered by a local jadero or jade prospector 
after the devastating landslides and flooding of Hurricane Mitch in 1998. Soon after, I visited 
this source with Russell and Virginia Sisson, and it was readily apparent that its jadeite was 
entirely like pieces known to the ancient Olmec (see Seitz et al. 2001; Taube et al. 2004). In 2004, 
I initiated a project with my former student Zachary Hruby and Guatemalan archaeologist 
Luis Romero documenting jadeite sources and ancient workshops on the opposite side of the 
Motagua, in the Río El Tambor drainage system (Taube et al. 2011). As it turns out, this area 
was probably the major source of translucent Olmec-style jadeite in the Middle Motagua 
Valley, although the sites that we documented appear to be Classic lithic reduction areas for 
preparing celt preforms, with virtually no evidence of Olmec occupation (Figure 44).

Along with documenting jadeite sources in Guatemala, I am also interested in jade sym-
bolism in ancient Mesoamerica. Although much of my earlier work focused on the Olmec, in 
2005 I published “The Symbolism of Jade in Classic Maya Religion” (Taube 2005b), a study 
concerning Classic Maya jade symbolism, a topic that I also discuss in subsequent research 
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Figure 44. Río Motagua in background, with Río El Tambor, source of Olmec blue 
jade, in foreground (photo: Karl Taube).

(Taube 2012b; Taube and Ishihara 2012). Among the Classic Maya this precious stone was 
closely related to concepts of abundance and life, including its very close relationship to the 
maize god, a tradition that can be readily traced back to the Middle Formative Olmec. For 
both the Olmec and Classic Maya, jade and the maize god are closely related to concepts 
of centrality, and for the Classic Maya a relatively common jade motif is the maize god in a 
contortionist position to denote the world tree as the axis mundi. In addition, as I mentioned 
in my “Jade Hearth” study, the head of the Principal Bird Deity merges with the cosmic tree, 
as seen in the recent excavation of the massive Early Classic facade at El Zotz portraying 
three heads of the Foliated Jester God (Figure 25). In terms of jade carvings, the most impres-
sive example is the jade head from Altun Ha, which remains the largest jade carving known 
for the Classic Maya.

Aside from being related to maize, centrality, and world trees, Classic Maya jade also 
symbolized breath, and in the case of the Maya wind god, a prominent Ik’ sign can appear on 
the cheek or as an earspool rendered in profile, clearly indicating jade’s significance as a sign 
of wind (Figure 29). In addition there are Ik’ sign pectorals, which are portrayed not only in 
Classic Maya art but also known archaeologically as jadeite artifacts. Along with examples 
found in the Sacred Cenote at Chichen Itza, a remarkable Ik’ sign pectoral was recently exca-
vated at Nimli Punit, Belize (Prager and Braswell 2016). This jade is noteworthy in terms of 
its size and the lengthy inscription on its back, and for the fact that it is probably portrayed 
on Stelae 2 and 15 at the same site, indicating that important carved jades were publicly rec-
ognized in Classic Maya courts. This is also true for the piscine Jester God appearing on the 
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Oval Palace Tablet at Palenque in a scene portraying the accession of K’inich Janaab Pakal. A 
virtually identical jade was discovered in Pakal’s royal sarcophagus, almost surely the same 
jewel. In view of early Colonial documents of Central Mexico, this is hardly surprising, as 
the Codex Kingsborough carefully lists, illustrates, and labels specific gold jewelry, including 
jeweled crosses, taken by the Spanish in the town of Tepetlaoztoc. 

In terms of Maya jade jewelry, I believe that the most symbolically charged aspect of 
personal adornment was earspools. The sheer effort of coring, drilling, and polishing these 
items is virtually unparalleled in Mesoamerican lapidary, with the one possible exception 
being the remarkable obsidian and rock crystal earspools from Postclassic Michoacan. 
However, as someone who has worked with all three materials, I can state that jadeite is by 
far the most exacting, being approximately 6.7 on the Mohs scale of hardness, versus vol-
canic glass at 6. During the Early Classic period, Maya kings proudly wore massive chains 
of earspools hanging as pendant assemblages or collars as signs of wealth, as measured not 
only in terms of the precious stone but also the sheer amount of human effort in carving it 
(e.g., Tikal Stelae 1, 2, 31). Although this striking exhibition of wealth largely disappeared in 
the Late Classic, one noteworthy exception is at Coba in Quintana Roo, where a massive jade 
collar appears on such a number of Late Classic stelae that one wonders if it is the same item 
of regalia. 

In ancient Maya art, breath serpents often appear emerging from earspools. Although 
there may well be actual jadeite examples of such earspool serpents, they have yet to be 
documented in the archaeological record. A number of such serpent heads are impossibly 
long and are clearly symbolic in nature. The convention of earspools with projecting serpent 
heads continues in Late Postclassic Mexico as worn by Quetzalcoatl and Tlaloc, deities 
closely identified with wind and rain. An Aztec oversize greenstone earspool in the Frida 
Kahlo Museum in Mexico City depicts a plumed serpent emerging from the center of the 
disk, a convention also appearing in depictions of Quetzalcoatl (Taube 2005b:Fig. 19b, f). In 
the beginning of “The Symbolism of Jade in Classic Maya Religion” (Taube 2005b), I note 
that in Classic Maya art, prisoners are frequently shown with paper pulled through their 
ears, probably to denote their tenuous, fleeting, and even “valueless” status as war captives. 
However, the placement of earspools and other items through the ears is far more developed 
than this. Thus in Late Classic Maya art, individuals wearing trappings of Teotihuacan iden-
tity can have earspools with a curious hooked element projecting from the center (see Taube 
2005b:Fig 11b-c, e). A recently excavated stone panel from Temple XIX at Palenque clearly 
demonstrates that this curving device is an obsidian sacrificial blade dripping blood, which 
provides a whole new perspective on humans and gods wearing such elements on the sides 
of the face as a sign of their basic identity (Figure 45a). In addition, at Teotihuacan, Tlaloc can 
have water falling from his earspools to indicate that he embodies rain (see Taube 2005b:Fig. 
11a). The focus on ears and earspools to denote the inherent nature of beings continues in 
Late Postclassic Central Mexico. Thus while Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl typically wears the central 
spire of conch as his earpiece, the death god Mictlantecuhtli usually has a severed hand, cut 
femur, or eyeball pulled through his ear. This dualistic contrast of life and death appears in 
very graphic form on pages 56 and 73 of the Codex Borgia where the two gods are portrayed 
back to back. Thus while the wind god wears the conch spire earpiece of breath and life, 
Mictlantecuhtli’s ear has a severed hand to denote death and sacrifice. Similarly, the Classic 
Maya death god can appear with extruded eyeballs strung though the ears, as seen in the 
elaborate stucco scene from Tonina (Figure 45c). For the Classic Maya, spider monkeys 
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at the Museo Nacional de Antropología in Mexico City (Taube 2012b). During the same year, 
my former graduate student Reiko Ishihara-Brito and I co-authored a chapter concerning 
Maya jade craftsmanship and symbolism for the catalog Maya Art at Dumbarton Oaks (Taube 
and Ishihara-Brito 2012).

Along with the use of jadeite among the Classic Maya, I recently addressed the symbol-
ism of turquoise, especially in terms of the Early Postclassic Toltec and later contact-period 
Aztec, in “The Symbolism of Turquoise in Postclassic Mexico” (Taube 2012c). For the Early 
Postclassic Toltec, there was essentially a “cult of turquoise,” where it frequently appears 
in mosaic form on back mirrors, butterfly pectorals, and the pointed xiuhuitzolli turquoise 
crown known for later Aztec royalty. It appears that the later Aztec closely related turquoise 
to the Toltec as a precious stone embodying ancient traditions of heroic warriors and nobility. 

For the Toltec, the preeminent turquoise object seems to have been the back mirror 
formed of a central pyrite mosaic disk rimmed by a broad and elaborate turquoise mosaic 
band portraying four Xiuhcoatl fire serpents. On actual examples of such mosaics from 
Tula and Chichen Itza, the serpents have prominent forelimbs and in this regard resemble 
frontal depictions of the Classic-period War Serpent, which I have argued is the immediate 

Figure 45. Earspool and related elements in Late Classic 
Maya iconography: (a) figure with dripping obsidian blade 

element projecting from earspool, detail of carved panel, 
Temple XIX, Palenque; (b) monkey with cacao pod earpiece, 
detail of Codex Style vase (after Coe 1982:58); (c) death god 

with eyeball strung through ear, detail of Tonina stucco 
facade; (d) K’inich Janaab Pakal with tobacco leaf in earspool, 

detail of Dumbarton Oaks Panel (drawings by author).
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are often depicted with cacao pods 
hanging from their ears, indicating 
cacao as an essential part of their 
nature (Figure 45b). In the case of 
the Dumbarton Oaks Panel, K’inich 
Janaab Pakal has a tobacco leaf 
protruding from his earspool, the 
meaning of which remains obscure 
(Figure 45d).

Given the fact that earspools 
have intense significance in Maya 
art, what does the virtually ubiqui-
tous projecting bar and bead element 
signify? Aside from “preciousness,” 
it surely indicated more, including 
esteemed thought and speech. In 
addition, the jade bar and bead 
element may allude to concepts 
of value in relation to truth and 
permanence, much like medieval 
European concepts of gold. As will 
be recalled, Classic Maya captives 
have only paper in place of the jade 
finery worn by Maya kings who in 
their many stone monuments pro-
claim their lasting legacies.

In a study published in 2012, I 
contributed to a volume concerning 
Maya and Chinese jade that coin-
cided with an exhibit of this material 
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Figure 46. War Serpent imagery appearing on Late Classic 
Cola de Palma Stela 3: (a) upper portion of Cola de Palma 

Stela 3 portraying two War Serpent creatures in profile 
separated by descending meteoric War Serpent; (b) detail of 
War Serpent, Cola de Palma Stela 3; (c) detail of Xiuhcoatl 

appearing on Toltec-style turquoise tezcacuitlapilli back 
mirror (a–b, drawing by author after Urcid 2015:Fig. 6.15; c, 

drawing by Andrew Turner from Turner 2017:Fig. 7c).

b

a
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antecedent to the Xiuhcoatl (Taube 
1992c, 2000c, 2012c). For the Toltec-
style turquoise mosaic examples, 
the serpents have a feather crest 
atop their heads (Figure 46c). 
However, rather than simply 
depicting a single crest in the 
center of the brow, it is more than 
likely that these allude to a pair of 
feather crests that would be above 
the eyes of the creature, much like 
roughly contemporaneous frontal 
portrayals of the War Serpent at 
Chichen Itza and Tula, as well 
as Classic-period forms of this 
being. Dating to roughly the ninth 
century ad, a stela from Cola de 
Palma in western coastal Oaxaca 
depicts a pair of War Serpents split 
by a third descending from a starry 
sky (Figure 46a–b). Although Javier 
Urcid (2011:134) suggests that the 
diving snake represents a comet, 
I would argue that it is actually 
a meteor, that is, a shooting star. 
Joined together, the two profile War 
Serpents constitute a frontal por-
trayal of the same creature, much 
like Early Postclassic depictions of 
this being with clawed forelimbs at 
Tula and Chichen Itza. In addition, 
with their upturned snouts, feathered crests, and forelimbs, the profile images are essentially 
identical to the Xiuhcoatl serpents on Early Postclassic back mirrors (Figure 46c).

In “The Symbolism of Turquoise,” I revisit my previous argument in “The Turquoise 
Hearth” (Taube 2000c) that the turquoise fire serpent, or Xiuhcoatl, is based on the concept of a 
meteoric supernatural caterpillar. In the early Colonial Codex Cozcatzin, the Xiuhcoatl appears 
as a personal name glyph with the Nahuatl gloss xīhuitl temōc, which can be translated as 
“(the) meteor descended” (Figure 47b). The body of this Xiuhcoatl is essentially identical to 
glyphic signs for caterpillars in the Codex Mendoza (Figure 47a). The Xiuhcoatl is the weapon 
par excellence of Huitzilopochtli, the tutelary god of the Aztec who slays Coyolxauhqui with 
his meteoric spearthrower. A fragmentary version of the circular Coyolxauhqui monument 
of the Templo Mayor (Coyolxauhqui 5) features a Xiuhcoatl serpent piercing the chest of 
the goddess (Figure 47d), clearly the mythic charter for the actual acts of heart sacrifice per-
formed atop the Templo Mayor (Taube 1993a:50). In fact, I have recently noted that one of the 
most celebrated images of the Xiuhcoatl, a stone sculpture in the British Museum, depicts the 
serpent atop a prismatic sacrificial stone, quite like the actual example from the early Phase II 
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Huitzilopochtli temple of the Templo Mayor (Figure 48) (Taube 2017c). The British Museum 
monument depicts the Xiuhcoatl descending or diving down the sacrificial stone, much like 
a falling star. In a scene from the Codex Azcatitlan featuring Huitzilopochtli atop the Templo 
Mayor, there is a smaller platform with a descending Xiuhcoatl, with an accompanying text 
stating that the Xiuhcoatl “descended there” (Figure 47c). For the Aztec veintena month of 
Panquetzalli, a burning Xiuhcoatl effigy descended the Templo Mayor, reenacting the victory 
of Huitzilopochtli over Coyolxauhqui and his other siblings (see Sahagún 1950-1982:Book 
2:147).

In other work I have explored human sacrifice and blood symbolism. A study of 
Mesoamerican sacrificial bowls, “The Womb of the World: The Cuauhxicalli and Other 
Offering Bowls in Ancient and Contemporary Mesoamerica” (Taube 2009c), concerns the 
Aztec cuāuhxīcalli vessels for human hearts, the ritual offering bowls of the contemporary 
Huichol and Cora, and those of the Classic Maya. In “The Huastec Sun God: Portrayals of 
Solar Imagery, Sacrifice, and War in Postclassic Huastec Iconography” (Taube 2015), I note 
that such bowls are intended to feed the gods, especially the sun, who is a preeminent con-
sumer of sacrificial blood in Postclassic Central Mexican thought, a theme also present among 
the Postclassic Huastec. As in the case of the Aztec sun god Tonatiuh, the Huastec sun deity 
can appear sipping sacrificial blood with his spearthrower, a theme that can be readily traced 

Figure 47. Caterpillars and the Aztec Xiuhcoatl: (a) glyphic signs for caterpillar, Codex Mendoza, pp. 65 
recto, 10 verso; (b) glyphic sign of Xiuhcoatl with accompanying gloss xiquitltemoc (i.e., xīhuitl temōc), 
or “(the) meteor descended,” Codex Cozcatzin, fol. 4 verso; (c) Xiuhcoatl descending temple stairway 
with accompanying gloss xiuhcohuatl oncatemoc (i.e., xīuhcōātl oncā[n] temōc), or “Xiuhcoatl descended 
there,” Codex Azcatitlan; (d) fragmentary Aztec monument portraying Xiuhcoatl penetrating chest of 

Coyolxauhqui (drawing by author from Taube 1983:50).
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Figure 48. Aztec sculpture portraying Xiuhcoatl atop prismatic sacrificial stone, British 
Museum (photo: Karl Taube).
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to Early Postclassic Chichen Itza, where the 
sun deity and the souls of warriors can be 
seen drinking blood from their weapons 
dipped into floral cuāuhxīcalli vessels, much 
like butterflies and birds sucking the nectar 
of open flowers (Taube 2005a).

In a co-authored study with Marc 
Zender, we discuss boxing in ancient 
Mesoamerica and note that as with the 
rubber ballgame it had a ritual component 
concerning human sacrifice and blood 
(Taube and Zender 2009). However, rather 
than the act of decapitation common to 
the ballgame, sacrificial blood in this case 
pertains to that shed in ritual combat, with 
the blood corresponding to fertile rain. More 
recently, in “The Ballgame, Boxing and 
Ritual Bloodsport in Ancient Mesoamerica” 
(Taube 2018), I return to the topic of ritual 
boxing and blood symbolism and also con-
sider ballcourts. The ritual flooding of these 
courts also relates to sacrificial blood, as 
these places were also arenas for decapita-
tion and human sacrifice.

Teotihuacan remains a major area 
of interest for me, including Teotihuacan 

Figure 49. Vestigial text on center line of 
Teotihuacan monument (photo: Karl Taube).

concepts of souls and paradise in relation to Flower Mountain, which was very much present 
in Teotihuacan thought (see Taube 2005a, 2006). In addition, I have reexamined the pres-
ence of writing at Teotihuacan and on Teotihuacan-related monuments outside the Valley of 
Mexico in “Teotihuacan and the Development of Writing in Early Classic Central Mexico” 
(Taube 2011). In this study, I note that the largest Teotihuacan monument known, the unfin-
ished sculpture at the entrance of the Museo Nacional de Antropología in Mexico City, bears 
a vestigial text in the center of the body, probably representing day names with a horizontal 
bar denoting the number 5 (Figure 49). More recently, I have been involved in a collaborative 
project concerning recently discovered watercolor renderings of the mural fragments from 
the Realistic Paintings of the Tetitla compound at Teotihuacan (Taube 2017a). I discuss the 
presence of the Maya maize god not only in the Realistic Paintings but Teotihuacan as a whole 
and note that one of the most common figurine types at the site depicts the maize deity, who 
is portrayed as ethnically Maya. At Teotihuacan the maize god can appear decapitated as 
well as fishing for marine shells, themes also present in Classic Maya portrayals of this being.

In my recent work, I continue to explore ancient Mesoamerican concepts of the soul and 
paradise, especially in relation to flowers. In a study published in Guatemala, I discuss the 
motif of Flower Mountain in Early Classic censers from the Escuintla region (Taube 2005a). 
A number of censer lids portray human butterfly figures in front of a hill ornamented with 
blossoms, clearly the souls of the dead in front of Flower Mountain. It is probably no coinci-
dence that Escuintla is very close to the department of Suchitepequez, Guatemala. Derived 



from the Nahuatl term Xochitepec, meaning “Flower Mountain,” this place name is docu-
mented in the region since the contact-period sixteenth century (see Universidad Francisco 
Marroquín 2007:49, no. 30). Although Flower Mountain symbolism is well documented for 
the ancient Maya, the Early Classic ceramics of Escuintla have stronger affinities with more 
distant Teotihuacan. In another study I discuss Flower Mountain at Teotihuacan and note 
that the Temple of Quetzalcoatl was the preeminent “Flower Mountain” at the site, a concept 
probably relating to the many sacrificed individuals buried in the foundation of the structure, 
that is, heroic warriors who would reside in the floral paradise (Taube 2006). The presence 
of quetzal birds in Teotihuacan portrayals of Flower Mountain suggests that this paradise 
realm pertains to the east, the place of the dawning sun and the Maya area. 

In a subsequent work, “At Dawn’s Edge: Tulúm, Santa Rita, and Floral Symbolism 
in the International Style of Late Postclassic Mesoamerica” (Taube 2010a), I discuss floral 
symbolism in Late Postclassic Mesoamerica, especially its relation to souls, paradise, and the 
eastern Maya region. In contact-period highland Mexico, this paradisical realm of ancestors 
is frequently depicted on a small scale, including finely carved bones, painted vessels, and 
jewelry, with flowers, birds, and butterflies frequently portrayed. This fascination with flow-
ers, birds, and butterflies continued into Colonial and contemporary art in Mesoamerica. 
An excellent sixteenth-century example occurs on a carved stone arch in the Parroquia 
de San José in the city of Tlaxcala (Figure 50). The carving portrays two entwined water 
birds with butterfly wings, a supernatural merging of two creatures closely identified with 
the Prehispanic Flower World, but here on a Colonial, Moorish-style arch. It is quite likely 
that these two birds refer to two of the four barrios of Tlaxcala, these being Tizatlan and 
Ocotelulco, which are rendered in the two extant copies of the Lienzo de Tlaxcala as a pair of 
aquatic birds with large beaks, resembling herons. 

In terms of floral symbolism, broad vistas of research open out in Mesoamerican stud-
ies. I am confident that for many years to come, I will be studying Mesomerican concepts of 
the soul and paradise including their close relation to aesthetics, that is, the cult of life as the 
cult of beauty.

Figure 50. Early Colonial portrayal of 
water birds with butterfly wings and floral 

tails, arch in the Parroquia de San José, 
Tlaxcala (drawing by author).
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Introduction

Academic interest in the Classic Maya maize god has undergone three general phases of 
growth and decay. The most vigorous period of research occurred during the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries. Due to contributions by Seler (1902-1923, 1963, 1976), Schellhas 
(1897, 1904), Spinden (1913), and others (e.g., Dieseldorff 1922; Goodman 1897), Classic and 
Postclassic forms of the maize god were delineated and analyzed. Hieroglyphs pertaining 
to maize and the agricultural cycle were also identified, commonly with the use of early 
post-Conquest colonial sources. Frequent and often fruitful comparisons were made with 
agricultural deities and rituals of Central Mexico. This was clearly the time in which most of 
the iconographic data concerned with maize was discovered and described.

During the following period of study, extending from the early 1920’s to the mid-1960’s, 
there was comparatively little concern with semantic particulars. Identifications of the deity 
seem often to have been based less on symbolic features than on general good looks. The 
Classic deity was used as a subjective means of supporting the then current assumptions 
concerning Classic Maya society and culture. His presence suggested the importance of 
slash-and-burn maize agriculture. The god’s refined features and graceful bearing evoked 
the Apollonian qualities for which the Maya were so admired. Passivity, generosity, and self-
sacrifice were traits which could be seen both for the maize god and the supposedly peaceful 
Classic Maya. His continual death and rebirth reinforced the famed Maya concept of cyclical 
time, which was devoid of personal interests or linear historical development. In short, until 
recently the maize god has served as a convenient symbol for perceiving the Classic Maya. 

In the third and present period of study, the maize god has been virtually ignored. 
There is now something essentially dated about the entity, as if he embodies the previous 
assumptions discarded over the last several decades. Recent studies concerned with Classic 

TheClassic MayaMaizeGod:
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Maya subsistence have demonstrated that the Maya were not simply slash-and-burn 
agriculturalists, but also engaged in such intensive farming methods as soil improvement, 
terracing, irrigation canals, and raised fields. Instead of being incorporated into the new 
data concerned with intensive agriculture, the maize god seems to have died with the 
supposed preeminence of swidden farming. Beginning with the epigraphic work of Berlin 
(1958), Proskouriakoff (1960, 1961), and Kelley (1962b), it has become increasingly apparent 
that such historic details as dynastic descent, accession to office, and intersite marriage and 
warfare formed the central subject of Classic Maya inscriptions. It has been found that the 
principal figures carved upon monuments are neither gods nor temple priests but rulers in 
positions of personal aggrandizement. In consequence, most recent iconographic work has 
been far more concerned with political sanctification than with agricultural fertility and the 
seasonal cycle. The recognition of widespread warfare and sacrifice has set a far more violent 
tone for the Classic Maya, one in which the refined and even somewhat effeminate maize 
god seems to no longer belong. In the following study it will be argued that the Classic 
maize god is not an outmoded concept. The deity’s present unimportance is due to a lack of 
subsequent study, not because he has nothing more to reveal.

The Tonsured Maize God

In his description of the codical God E, Schellhas (1897, 1904:24-25) was the first to isolate 
the attributes and nominal glyph of the Postclassic maize god. Schellhas correctly identified 
the god as male, although his fine features first caused Förstemann (1906:60) to consider him 
female. The Postclassic deity is usually portrayed with maize foliation emerging from the 
top of his head; Schellhas noted that this foliation converts the youthful head into a maize 
cob. The Kan glyph, previously identified by Thomas (1882:80) as a maize grain, is frequently 
infixed into the foliated head. Seler (1902-1923:3:593) first noted that the nominal glyph of 
God E is markedly similar to the Classic numeral eight head variant identified by Goodman 
(1897:46). Seler mentioned that both the Classic head variant and the Postclassic nominal 
glyphs have a forehead spiral and a maize cob curling down from the back of the head.1 
Because of these parallels, Seler stated that the numeral eight head variant also represents 
the maize god.

A number of Classic maize deity identifications were made by Spinden (1913). Following 
Schellhas and Seler, Spinden based his identifications primarily on cranial foliation. Among 
his examples are the vegetal figures upon the Tablet of the Foliated Cross at Palenque, the 
so-called “singing girls” from Copan Structure 22, and the four males emerging from basal 
Cauac heads upon Lintel 3 of Temple IV at Tikal. In addition, Spinden (1913:Fig. 123a, f) 
illustrates several figures which differ slightly from his other Classic maize god examples. 
These two variants, found upon the side of Quirigua Stela H and the western subterranean 
vault of the Palenque Palace, have distinct types of coiffured heads. For both, hair has been 

 1 The Classic and Postclassic forehead spirals are not entirely the same. Whereas the Postclassic 
form is an integral part of the foliation curling off the head, the Classic feature is a separate element 
affixed to the brow. In the present study, it will be seen that this Classic curl represents maize grain, 
not foliation.



Figure 1. The head of the tonsured young lord: (a) Central Mexican representation of corn as 
anthropomorphic head, note corn silk hair and backcurving tassel (after Codex Borgia, p. 24). 
Figures b, c, f, and g have saurian headpiece; all but d have backcurving tassel. Examples e, f, 

and g have capping, beaded head ornament. (b, after Robicsek and Hales 1981:Vessel 69; c, after 
Coe 1973:Vase 25; d, after Lothrop 1936:Pl. 1a; e, Stela 1, Bonampak; f, after Robicsek and Hales 

1981:Vessel 117; g, after Coe 1978:Vase 14.)
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removed, either by shaving or plucking, to accentuate the extremely flattened and elongated 
skull. The coiffure of the Quirigua figure is created by completely removing the brow hair; 
only the uppermost cranial hair is allowed to grow (Figure 1b, f). The Palenque example has 
a less developed but more diagnostic form of tonsure. A horizontal strip of hair is left on the 
lower brow, thereby accentuating the hairless portion of the head (Figure 1c–e, g). Although 
Spinden mistakenly interprets the capping tassel of the Palenque archway figure as maize 
leaves, neither of these examples have the cranial foliation of God E. In a discussion of the 
archway figure, Seler (1976:69) stated that its tonsured and elongated head is characteristic of 
the maize god. Seler (1902-1923:3:595) also identified several identical tonsured individuals 
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upon a Chama vase as the maize deity, and equated them with the number eight head vari-
ant. Dieseldorff (1922:48-49) subsequently identified other Classic examples of the youthful 
entity as the maize god.

In November of 1982, Nicolas Hellmuth gave a presentation in the Department of Art 
History at Yale University. Entitled “The Young Lord in Maya Art,” it involved the identifica-
tion of a mythical character found frequently on Classic Maya ceramic vessels. Hellmuth 
noted that this entity is entirely distinct from the Headband Twins, possible Classic coun-
terparts of the Popol Vuh Xbalanque and Hunahpu. According to Hellmuth, the character is 
portrayed as a youthful male having an especially elongated and flattened head. The hair is 
usually separated into a brow fringe and capping tuft by a tonsured horizontal zone, giving 
the head a “double-domed” appearance. The entity wears a series of distinctive costume 
elements, among them: a frequent tassel projecting from the back of the head, a long-snouted 
brow piece resembling the Palencano Jester God, and above, at the top of the head, another 
long-nosed face commonly supplied with beaded elements (Figure 1). Hellmuth also noted 
that the young lord often wears a complex beaded belt assemblage. The belt is usually 
composed of a series of vertical tubular beads with a Xoc Monster and spondylus medal-
lion placed above the hanging loincloth assemblage (e.g., Coe 1973:Vase 21). Other beaded 
elements commonly depend from other areas of the belt.

In his talk, Hellmuth convincingly demonstrated that the Holmul Dancer is the same 
young lord supplied with an elaborate back-rack (e.g., Coe 1978:Vases 14, 15). Hellmuth also 
noted that the character appears in a number of other contexts. He is frequently found in 
canoe scenes, such as the incised bones of Tikal Burial 116. The figure also occurs with nude 
young women in standing bodies of water (e.g., Coe 1973:Vase 25). In yet another scene, 
the young lord rises out of a turtle carapace (Figure 6a). The “double-domed” and youthful 
entity, which Hellmuth has termed the Principal Young Lord, is the same tonsured figure 
identified as the maize god by Spinden, Seler, and Dieseldorff. In light of new epigraphic and 
iconographic data, it appears that their early assertions are in fact correct.

The most striking physical attribute of the youthful entity is the extremely elongated 
head (Figure 1). The “double-domed,” or tonsured coiffure, seen in Figures 1c, d, e, and g, 
is especially suggestive of the maize cob, as the lower hair resembles the pulled-back husk, 
and the capping tuft, the maize silk.2 Two other Classic deities, God K and God D, com-
monly have the tonsured coiffure. It has been noted by Schellhas (1904) and Seler (1963:1:67) 
that God D and the maize god are frequently paired in the Postclassic codices. It will be 
subsequently demonstrated that among the Classic Maya, God K was also identified with 
maize. In the Central Mexican Codex Borgia, maize cobs are at times represented as a head 
in profile, complete with eyes, teeth, and corn silk hair (Figure 1a). The Mexican cob shares 

 2 The Aztecs compared a type of tonsured head to a maize cob. Duran (1971:82) describes a Nahuatl 
term for certain Aztec youths:

These youths who lived in seclusion were called elocuatecomame. When this name is explained in our 
language, it almost sounds nonsensical [since it refers to] the tecomate, which is smooth and was used 
in referring to their shaved heads. And to indicate that their heads were tonsured, the word elotl [“ear 
of corn”] was employed. People called this tonsure “a smooth head like a gourd with a round rim 
like that of an ear of corn.”
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Figure 2. Forms of maize grain found with tonsured young lord: (a) Early Classic example of 
tonsured deity from Tetitla, Teotihuacan, two corn curl grains on head, one sprouting maize foliage 

(after Foncerrada de Molina 1980:Fig. 20); (b) young lord with corn seed infix in back of head 
(after Coe 1978:Vase 2); (c) head of young lord with corn grain (after Hellmuth 1978a:Frontispiece); 

(d) examples of glyph G9 of Supplementary Series showing substitution of T86 with T135 (left, 
Hieroglyphic Stairway, Naranjo; right, Stela E, Quirigua); (e) affix T86; (f) affix T135; (g) examples of 

corn curls sprouting maize foliation, Copan Stela B.
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another feature with many of the Classic youthful heads—the element curling off the back of 
the head. For the Mexican example, it is the pollen-filled maize tassel affixed to the cob. The 
Maya form may also represent the maize tassel.

Small circular elements are occasionally placed against, or infixed into, the young lord’s 
head. On one fragmentary Teotihuacan mural, an Early Classic form of the Maya entity has 
two spiraling elements upon his head, one of which sprouts maize foliage (Figure 2a). The 
numeral eight head variant commonly has the same curling element upon the forehead. 
Termed the “maize spiral” by Thompson (1971:280) and “corn curl” by Schele (1976:21), the 
device probably represents a corn grain, as maize foliation commonly emerges from the curl 
(Figure 2g). On one Late Classic sherd from Lubaantun, the element is seen being ground 
upon a metate (Hammond 1975:Fig. 116c). Another circular device also occurs with the deity 
head; rather than spiraling, it has a symmetric “U”-shaped feature at one side (Figure 2c). 
At times, this element is equivalent to the corn curl. In G9 of the Supplementary Series, affix 
T86, the glyphic form of the foliated corn curl, occurs in free variation with the symmetric 
globular device, affix T135 (Figure 2d–f). It is probable that both circular elements represent 
maize seed.
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The usual nominal glyph accompanying 
the tonsured young lord is a youthful male 
head having a corn curl infixed to the back of 
the cranium (Figure 3a–c). In a discussion of 
the calendrics of Bonampak Sculptured Stone 1, 
Mathews (1980:71-72) suggested that the glyphs 
at C2a and D1a are variants of the personified 
numeral eight glyph, that is, the foliated maize 
head. The Sculptured Stone 1 variant is identical 
to the young lord nominal glyph, being a corn 
curl-infixed head (Figure 3d). The use of the 
corn curl-infixed head as a numeral eight head 
variant is not limited to Bonampak. Thompson 
(1971:Fig. 24) illustrates two examples from 
Quirigua and Copan; neither glyph has explicit 
cranial foliation (Figure 3e). Stephen Houston 
(pers. comm.) has mentioned an interesting 
substitution for one of the hieroglyphs in the 
Primary Standard Sequence. Termed the Young 
Lord by Coe (1973:21), its conventional form is 
the youthful corn curl head preceded by a ti or 
ta locative (Figure 3f). Houston noted that the 
main sign may be substituted by another youth-
ful head, this one having a maize cob curling 
down the back (Figure 3g–h). The foliated vari-
ant closely resembles both the God E nominal 
glyph and the conventional personified glyph 
of the number eight. Because of the direct 
substitutions in the numeral eight head variant 
and the Primary Standard glyph, it is probable 
that the foliated and corn curl heads represent a 
similar entity, a maize-headed young lord.

The maize-headed tonsured deity is usu-
ally found as a richly costumed dancer. Even in 
canoeing scenes, where dancing is impossible, 
he holds his arms in dancing pose. The codical 
God E is also a dancer, as can be seen on pages 
20 of the Codex Paris and 33 of the Madrid. The 
Classic deity is usually covered by an abundant 
array of jade beads, pendants, and diadems; the 
precious stone may refer to the green and vital 
qualities of the living plant. The most elaborate 
costume worn by the young lord is that of the 
Holmul Dancer. On one vase (Coe 1978:Vase 
14), the Holmul Dancer is glyphically named 
by the corn curl–infixed head in each of the 

Figure 3. The nominal glyph of the tonsured 
young lord: (a) glyph supplied with foliation, 

from rim of Late Classic plate representing 
young lord as a scribe (after Robicsek and 
Hales 1981:Vessel 72); (b) nominal glyph 

from plate depicting tonsured young lord, 
note corn curl grains in front of face (after 

Arts Club of Chicago 1982:Pl. 46); (c) nominal 
glyph of young lord occurring in tortoise shell 
resurrection scene (after Robicsek and Hales 

1981:Vessel 117); (d) examples of nominal 
glyph upon Bonampak Sculptured Stone 1; 

according to Mathews, glyphs serve as variants 
of the numeral eight personified glyph; (e) 

examples of numeral eight head variant 
illustrated by Thompson 1971, note corn curl 

infixed in parietal region of head (left, Quirigua 
Stela J; right, Copan Temple 11); (f–h) forms of 
Young Lord Primary Standard glyph (f, Coe 
1973:Vase 42; g, Coe 1973:Vase 53; h, Kidder 

and Samayoa Chinchilla 1959:Pl. 24).
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 3 Hellmuth (pers. comm.) notes that the Stela H backrack is not entirely identical to the Holmul 
Dancer type. Thus, there is no known Holmul Dancer having the Quadripartite Badge or the sun god 
head burden. However, this does not discount the fact that 18-Jog is dressed as the tonsured young 
lord. This deity occurs with other dancing apparel; the Uaxactun Dancer is such an example. Of the 
various representations of the deity with a backrack, that upon Copan Stela H is most similar to the 
Holmul Dancer.
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supplementary texts. Coe (1978:96) mentions that the following glyph refers to the particular 
figure carried in each of the three backracks. Although the main sign varies according to 
the particular burden, the superfix, the T86 maize affix, is constant. Coe (1978:95) notes the 
following features of the Holmul dancer backrack: a serpent-winged bird at top; a sky band 
niche containing the principal burden, a quadruped of some sort seated upon a Cauac throne; 
and finally, a complex pendant train. In his November talk, Hellmuth noted that along with 
the beaded belt and the Xoc Monster and spondylus medallion, the Principal Young Lord 
can also wear a beaded skirt. Anne Dowd has pointed out to me that upon the back of Copan 
Stela H there is a face-on view of a backrack notably similar to that of the Holmul Dancer 
(Maudslay 1889-1902:1:Pl. 56). Here the serpent-winged bird stands upon a sky band niche 
containing the burden, in this case a skeletal head of the sun god capped by the Quadripartite 
Badge (ibid.:Pl. 61).3 Below, in the hanging train, there is a small, rotund individual wearing 
a large loincloth. I suspect he is a Copanec version of the Holmul Dancer’s dwarf assistant. 
The entire back assemblage is surrounded by a panoply of feathers, a feature also found on 
the Holmul Dancer.

The sides of Stela H contain four individuals with cranial maize foliation (Maudslay 
1889-1902:1:Pl. 59), who Spinden (1913:89) identified as maize gods. Eighteen-Jog is clearly 
identified with these flanking individuals, as maize sprouts from the top of his headdress. 
Spinden (1913:90) also called attention to two carved slabs excavated by Gordon (1896:2) 
east of the Great Plaza at Copan. Both carvings portray a youthful dancing figure wearing 
the beaded belt, here with pendant Yax signs, and the Xoc Monster–spondylus medallion 
(Figure 9a). The flanges projecting from the sides of the hips are also found with the Holmul 
Dancer (e.g., Coe 1978:Vases 14, 15). Because of the explicit foliage growing from the top of 
the crania, Spinden identified the carvings as representations of the maize god. Thus, upon 
both Stela H and the carved slabs, dancers with cranial maize foliation are dressed in the 
costume of the tonsured young lord.

During his presentation, Hellmuth mentioned that upon the Palenque Tablet of the 
Foliated Cross, Chan-Bahlum is dressed in much of the costume of the Principal Young Lord. 
Thus he has the beaded belt, pendant elements, and the Xoc Monster–spondylus medallion; 
in addition, he wears the beaded skirt. It appears that here Chan-Bahlum personifies the 
sprouting maize, as he stands upon corn growing out of a cleft Cauac head. In the basal 
register of Bonampak Stela 1, an individual can be seen in the cleft of a Cauac Monster (see 
Mathews 1980:Fig. 3). The figure is clearly Hellmuth’s Principal Young Lord, complete with 
the tonsured, elongated head, backcurving tassel, and the capping, beaded saurian creature 
(Figure 1e). The human profiles present in the corn curl foliation at the sides of the Cauac 
head are probably representations of the same youthful entity.

In a second variation of the emergence theme, the tonsured youth rises out of a cracked 
tortoise carapace (Figure 6a). On one codex-style plate, the Headband Twin with jaguar skin 
markings holds a downturned jug over the emergent youth (Robicsek and Hales 1981:Vessel 
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117). Robicsek and Hales (ibid.:150) note that the Headband Twin appears to be watering 
the rising figure. In another carapace scene (ibid.:Fig. 59), three deity boatmen hold articles 
suggesting successive stages in the maize agricultural cycle. The figure farthest from the 
emergent lord wields a pointed paddle notably similar to the koa (digging stick). The middle 
boatman holds the aforementioned jug, possibly representing the watering of the planted 
maize. The bestial form of GI, the boatman closest to the carapace, holds an eccentric flint as 
if to strike the neck of the young lord. The consequence of this act would be the decapitation 
of the elongated maize cob head, that is, the harvest.

If the tortoise shell emergence scene concerns the growth of maize, one would expect 
the carapace to represent the enclosing earth. Although Itsimté Altar 1 is badly battered, it is 
possible to reconstruct its original form (see Morley 1937-1938:5:Pl. 156; Robicsek 1978:Fig. 
81a). The upper surface was a great tortoise shell having figures emerging from either end. 
God K, who is found frequently in one of the carapace openings, lies within the right side of 
the shell. In the better preserved portion of the monument, it can be seen that the carapace 
was marked with large Caban curls, a well known symbol of the earth.

The examples of the tortoise shell emergence theme, discussed above, have all been 
from the Guatemalan Peten. However, similar scenes can be found in Yucatan. On the carved 
columns of Chamber E, adjoining the Great Ball Court at Chichen-Itza, there is an impor-
tant variant form (see Seler 1902-1923:5:317). Three individuals can be seen within a large, 
monstrous head marked with crossed bands. In the Maya codices, crossed bands are used as 
Cauac markings, and it is probable that the head is that of a Cauac Monster. However, in all 
of the column examples, the two lower figures appear to lie in the fore and aft openings of 
the carapace. Although squash sprouts from their heads, the head of the central, rising young 
lord contains unequivocal representations of corn.

In the most recent and thorough discussion of the carapace emergence theme, Robicsek 
and Hales (1981:150) state that in the past, it would be interpreted as the youthful maize 
god rising out of the earth. However, they dismiss this possibility on the basis of the corn 
curl–infixed nominal glyph. Instead of considering it as a reference to maize, they regard it as 
a personified Ahau glyph. Because the nominal glyph can occur with the coefficient of one, 
they interpret it as 1 Ahau, or in Quiche, Hun-Hunahpu, the Popol Vuh father of the Hero 
Twins. However, the head of the spotted Headband Twin serves as the conventional personi-
fied Ahau glyph, not the youthful corn curl glyph (Thompson 1971:Fig. 11). Moreover, in the 
canoe scenes of Tikal Burial 116 (Trik 1963:Figs. 3, 4), the corn curl head is supplied with the 
coefficient of six rather than one. Although the deity does not appear to have been named as 
Hun-Hunahpu, he probably is a Classic form of the Quichean character.

In the Popol Vuh, Hun-Hunahpu is described as the father of Hunbatz and Hunchouen, 
the singers and artisans who were turned into monkeys by their half-brothers, Hunahpu and 
Xbalanque (Recinos 1950:108-109). Coe (1977) has demonstrated that the monkey brothers 
occur as Howler Monkey scribes in Classic Maya iconography. As well as being a dancer, 
the tonsured young lord is commonly portrayed as a scribe and artisan (e.g., Robicsek and 
Hales 1981:Vessels 60, 61, 62, 69, 71, 72). Coe (1977:328) notes that the Central Mexican 
monkey day sign Ozomatli, equivalent to the Quichean day of Batz, was presided over 
by Xochipilli, the Flower Prince. A god of dance, music, and the arts, Xochipilli was also 
identified with maize. On page 35 of the Codex Magliabechiano, Xochipilli is carried in a 
maize-covered litter. Xochipilli is closely related to the corn god Centeotl, a deity born on ce 
xochitl (Sahagún 1950-1982:Book 2:212), equivalent to the Quichean date of Hun-Hunahpu. 



Nicholson (1971:416-419) placed the two gods under a single category in his Centeotl-
Xochipilli Complex, “the cult which revolved around the cultivation of the staple food plant, 
maize.” On pages 47 and 48 of the Magliabechiano, it is stated that major festivals dedicated 
to Xochipilli were held on 1 Xochitl and 7 Xochitl. These dates correspond to the Quichean 
calendric names of Hun-Hunahpu and his brother, Vucub-Hunahpu.

Both Hun-Hunahpu and the tonsured young lord suffer the act of decapitation. On one 
vessel in the Museo Popol Vuh, the young lord’s head is in a cacao tree (Figure 4c), much like 
the Popol Vuh incident when Hun-Hunahpu’s head is placed in a gourd tree. It is probable 
that the specific species of tree mentioned in the Popol Vuh is a product of the Quichean 
language as it functions through punning to connect two parallel episodes in the Popol Vuh. 
Just as Xquic, or Blood Girl, goes to the lone gourd tree in the underworld, upon arriving on 
the earth’s surface she visits another single standing plant, a corn stalk. By pulling off the 
silk from the single cob, she magically produces a great load of corn. In so doing, she proves 
to be the spouse of Hun-Hunahpu. Whereas the Quichean word for gourd tree is tzimah, that 
for corn silk is tzimiy (Edmonson 1965:134-135). Such a word play, tzimah to tzimiy, serves to 
link the head of Hun-Hunahpu to the lone maize cob.

Among certain contemporary Maya groups, the cobs of maize specifically used for 
planting seed are placed in actual or symbolic trees. In Yucatan, there is the granary termed 
the cuumche, or vase tree.4 A tree with three branches emerging equidistant from the trunk 
is cut and trimmed. Vine is wrapped around the upper limb section, making a sort of large 
basket. The cobs used for planting are placed within the raised container. Among Highland 
Maya groups, cobs saved for planting seed are usually placed in the house rafters. However, 
once the seed has been removed, the Tzotzil Zinacantecos place the spent cobs in the forks of 
trees (Vogt 1969:45). Girard (1962:109, 311) has recorded several Chorti ceremonies involving 
the consecration of the planting seed. In this case an altar is densely covered with vegetation 

 4 I am grateful to Rufino Vargiez of Telchaquillo, Yucatan, for describing the structure to me.

Figure 4. Disembodied heads with foliation: (a) tonsured head in center of foliage (after Robicsek 1978:Pl. 
191); (b) inverted head with maize foliation, from Zoomorph P, note facial markings and cartouche 

containing corn curl grains and inverted Ahau (from Spinden 1913:Fig. 33); (c) head of tonsured lord 
placed in flowering cacao tree, drawn from vessel in Museo Popol Vuh, Guatemala City.

a cb
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Figure 5. Severed heads of the Postclassic God E and Classic vessels depicting the disembodied 
head of the tonsured lord, note Kan crosses on plate rims: (a) severed head of God E surrounded 

by red pool of blood, note necklace (after Codex Madrid, p. 35b); (b) head of God E on Caban 
earth sign, has bell-shaped nose piece (after Codex Dresden, p. 34a); (c) head with corn curl infix 

in center of bowl, repetitive series of nominal glyphs and maize grains inside two Kan crosses 
(after Arts Club of Chicago 1982:Pl. 46); (d) disembodied head with backcurving tassel (after Coe 

1982:No. 48); (e) head with corn curl infix (after Coe 1973:No. 11).
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that suggests, according to Girard, a great tree laden with fruit. The corn and fruit hanging 
from the ceiling are to be used in the planting. Girard (1962:109, 219) suggests that the ver-
dant, fruit-laden altar is a Chorti ritual form of the tree containing the head of Hun-Hunahpu.

Following a suggestion by Dr. Pearlman, Coe (1978:83, 1982:92) has mentioned that 
the disembodied head frequently found in the center of Late Classic plates may represent 
the severed head of Hun-Hunahpu. The head is undoubtedly that of the tonsured young 
lord. At times, it has the corn curl infixed to the back of the skull (Figure 5c, e). All three of 
the plates shown in Figure 5 have Kan Cross rims. The Kan Cross can be greatly varying 



length; that of Figure 5e encircles over half of the rim. The frequency of the Kan Cross upon 
these plates is surely not coincidental. Stephen Houston (pers. comm.) has noted that the 
Chama Vase (Coe 1978:Vase 9:Al, El, J1) provides direct substitutional evidence that the 
Kan Cross carried the phonetic value of kan in the Classic script. Thompson (1971:75) notes 
that in contemporary Maya languages, forms of this word denote yellow, ripeness, and by 
extension, maize.

Severed heads of God E are present on pages 34a of the Codex Dresden and 35b of 
the Madrid (Figure 5a, b). Both are clearly dead; the Madrid example is surrounded by a 
pool of blood, and the eyes of the Dresden head are shut. These Postclassic examples of 
the maize god share specific features with the tonsured head found in the center of Late 
Classic plates. Terming it the Disembodied Head, Coe (1978:83) notes that the Classic entity 
usually has a necklace at the base of the neck and a bell-shaped nose ornament. Whereas the 
beaded necklace is prominent at the base of the Madrid head, the Dresden example has the 
nose ornament. Although none of the Classic plates illustrated have the bell-shaped nose 
ornament, it can be seen in other depictions of the disembodied head (Figure 4a–c). Coe 
(ibid.) also mentions that the Late Classic head frequently has red swirling facial paint (Figure 
5c, d). Each of the inverted severed heads upon Quirigua Zoomorph P has similar facial 
patterning and the bell-shaped nose ornament (Figure 4b). At the base of the neck are beaded 
swirls, probably a reference to blood. Two streams of foliation grow from the cranium; one 
contains a corn curl cartouche, denoting it as a maize cob. The foliated severed heads clearly 
symbolize the cob cut from the stalk. It is probable that the disembodied, tonsured head also 

Figure 6. Depictions of maize sacks and 
grains: (a) detail of vessel representing 
carapace emergence theme, tonsured 

lord holds maize-filled sack, detail at left 
(after Robicsek and Hales 1981:Fig. 59); (b) 
representation of maize-filled sack upon 

Chenes capstone from Xnucbec, Campeche, 
drawn from exhibited piece in Museo de 

Antropologia, Merida; (c) detail of capstone 
depicting God K pouring maize grain from 

sack, from Dzibilnocac, Campeche (after 
Bolz 1975a:Pl. 36); (d) hieroglyphs of maize 
grain with the T86 affix (left, Stela 26, Tikal; 
center, Stela 31, Tikal; right, Stela 10, Copan).
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represents the harvested maize.
Hellmuth (pers. comm.) has mentioned that the Uaxactun Dancer is the full figure 

counterpart of the disembodied head found on Classic vessels. As with the Holmul Dancer, 
the Uaxactun Dancer is named after the first reported site from which vessels bearing his 
form were found. Occurring in dance form in the center of Late Classic bowls and plates, he is 

Figure 7. Hieroglyphs on Late Classic 
bundles: (a) bundle-sack carried by spotted 
Headband Twin, note glyphic compound 
with Spotted Kan main sign, same as on 
examples d, e, and f (after Robicsek and 
Hales 1981:Vessel 186); (b) Spotted Kan 

compound from Temple of the Inscriptions, 
Palenque; (c) stucco compound from 

Palenque; (d) bundle with Spotted Kan 
compound placed on throne behind God 

L (after Coe 1973:Vase 49); (e) bundle with 
Spotted Kan compound, Yaxchilan Lintel 1; 
(f) bundle with partially obscured glyphic 

compound, Yaxchilan Lintel 5.
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undoubtedly the same tonsured individual known 
as the Holmul Dancer and the Disembodied Head. 
Globular maize grains are frequently depicted on 
the interior of Uaxactun Dancer plates (see Smith 
1955:Fig. 73a; Coe 1982:No. 44). Kan Cross rims 
are also common on Uaxactun Dancer vessels 
(e.g., Coggins 1975:Figs. 88a, 106d). The simple 
reason why so many Late Classic plates and shal-
low bowls contain severed maize heads, the danc-
ing young lord, Kan Crosses, and maize grains, is 
that such plates most likely contained corn. Maize 
grain is frequently seen placed in similar bowls in 
Late Classic vessel scenes (e.g., Adams 1971:Figs. 
77-80; Coe 1973:Vases 13, 30; Coe 1978:Vase 7).

The tonsured young lord frequently carries a 
large sack across his shoulder; the article is prob-
ably a grain sack containing maize. In one vessel 
scene, his sack is shown in a cutaway view, expos-
ing the grain inside (Figure 6a). On one Chenes 
painted capstone from Xnucbec, Campeche, God 
K stands in front of a sack represented with a simi-
lar “X-ray” view (Figure 6b). In a Chenes capstone 
from Dzibilnocac, God K pours maize grain out of 
a woven sack (Figure 6c).5 Masses of maize grain 
can also be found in the Classic script, complete 
with the T86 maize affix (Figure 6d).

The Headband Twins, frequently found 
with the tonsured young lord, at times also carry 
the maize sack. In one vessel scene, the twins are 
seen seated behind the young lord (Coe 1973:Vase 
43). One of the twins (Coe 1973:Vase 43, Figure 2) 
holds the sack with both hands. In a vase scene 
showing the young lord receiving or bestowing 
his regalia, the spotted Headband Twin holds 
the sack (Robicsek and Hales 1981:Vessel 82). In 

 5 Karl Herbert Meyer (pers. comm.) kindly provided 
me with information regarding the provenience of the 
two capstones.



yet another scene depicting the tonsured young lord with the 
Headband Twins, the twin with the jaguar pelt markings holds 
a great bowl or basket containing the young lord’s jewelry; the 
other twin holds the sack (ibid.:Vessel 186). Although the bag has 
the typical cloth strap, it is also supplied with the bundle topknot 
and a glyphic compound (Figure 7a) composed of a Spotted 
Kan main sign (T507), affixed by T679a and T25, Landa’s i and 
ca. The same compound is found in the inscriptions at Palenque 
and upon Classic bundles. Examples of such bundles occur upon 
Classic vases and several Yaxchilan lintels (Figure 7d–f). The 
meaning of this compound is unknown, save that it appears, at 
least tangentially, to concern maize. This is in part suggested by 
the Spotted Kan, which in form is simply a Kan sign supplied 
with a series of dots. However, the bundle’s iconographic con-
text presently supplies the strongest evidence for maize. Thus, 
in the aforementioned vase scene, the bundle is conflated with 
the young lord’s grain sack. Moreover, bundles marked with 
simple Kan signs are also found in Classic iconography (e.g., Coe 
1973:No. 32; Parsons 1980:Pl. 312; Robicsek 1978:Pl. 137).

I am not suggesting that bundles found in dynastic scenes 
simply contained maize. Maize was probably used as a metaphor 
for other valued substances, such as jade and blood. From the 
Early Classic to the Late Postclassic, maize and bloodletting 
were closely identified among the Maya (Figure 8). Jeffrey Miller 
(1974:154) noted that the Xoc Monster and spondylus belt serve as 
symbols of women; however, this assemblage is also commonly 
worn by the tonsured young lord. Schele (1979:46) interprets 
its presence on males as a reference to bloodletting; much like 
suckling a child, the rulers nourish the gods with their blood. In 
support of this interpretation, Schele cites the Popol Vuh episode 
when men were created to nourish the gods. It should be noted 
that this was the race of men fashioned from maize (Recinos 
1950:167). The tonsured young lord at times has a decidedly 
feminine caste, which parallels the female, life-giving quality 
of maize. Among Highland Maya groups, corn is commonly 
identified with the blood of parturition. Ximénez recorded that 
the seventeenth century Pokomam cut the child’s umbilical cord 
over a corn cob; the bloodied seed was saved for the planting 
(cited in Edmonson 1971:108). A similar custom continues among 
contemporary Tzotzil. The small crop, termed the “child’s 
blood,” is shared within the family (Guiteras Holmes 1960:6). 
Vogt (1969:63) mentions that among the Zinacanteco Tzotzil, two 
maize cobs are placed on the woman’s abdomen immediately 
after birth.

Figure 8. Depictions of 
maize in association with 
bloodletters: (a) figure at 

base of Yaxha Stela 2, Early 
Classic, note maize cob 
in forehead and shining 
lancet in mouth; (b) Late 

Classic Foliated Maize God 
holding bloodletter, Copan 

Stela H; (c) Postclassic 
representation of bowl 

containing Kan sign grains 
and stone and stingray 

spine perforators, Codex 
Madrid, p. 37.
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Figure 9. Classic iconography and hieroglyphs pertaining to 
maize and women: (a) one of two carved slabs found east of Great 

Plaza at Copan, Foliated Maize God in dancing position; note 
beaded belt and Xoc Monster–spondylus medallion (drawn from 
photograph, courtesy of Peabody Museum, Harvard University); 
(b–d) three forms of female parentage indicator glyph, identified 
by Schele, Mathews, and Lounsbury; (e) inverted Ahau placed in 
corn curl cartouche, from Quirigua Zoomorph P (see Figure 4b); 

(f) inverted Ahau and corn curl grain on opposite sides of ear 
spool, from sarcophagus lid, Temple of the Inscriptions, Palenque; 

(g) Postclassic codical form of affix T84.
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It is possible that three of the Classic female parentage statement glyphs identified by 
Schele, Mathews, and Lounsbury (1977) represent hand-held maize grain (Figure 9b–d). One 
of the hieroglyphs is a hand holding the corn curl grain. The hand can also hold a Ben sign; 
in his study of the ahpo affix, Lounsbury (1973) provided the phonetic value of ah for the Ben 
sign. In a number of Highland Maya languages, ah is a term for maize (Lounsbury, pers. 
comm.). For the third variant under discussion, an inverted Ahau is held. It is possible that 
the inverted Ahau is purely phonetic, and signifies al, a term for mother’s child in a number 
of Maya languages. However, the inverted Ahau is often paired with the corn curl in Classic 
iconography (Figure 9e, f). Moreover, a similar element forms the seed of affix T84 (Figure 
9g), an affix identified as representing maize (Knorozov 1967:83).

During a recent Princeton conference devoted to early Maya art, David Stuart (1982) 
presented a paper concerning the Classic symbolism of dynastic blood. He mentioned that the 
Tikal Rowers appear to be closely identified with dynastic bloodletting. The rowers are best 
known from a number of the carved bones found in Burial 116 at Tikal. The principal passenger 
in these scenes is the tonsured young lord (see Trik 1963:Figs. 3, 4, and 5). It is interesting that 
although Kelley (1976:236) does not interpret the tonsured deity as a maize god, he suggests, 
on the basis of the animal passengers, that these scenes concern the mythical theft of corn. On 
an Early Classic Tikal ceramic vessel, the rowers emerge from the heads of a bicephalic serpent 
(see Coe 1965b). The head of the central figure holding the serpent has a corn seed cartouche 
sprouting maize foliage (Figure 10a). The beard is found in other Early Classic examples of the 
young lord (Figure 10b–d). Example b, from the Pomona Flare, has been previously identified 
by John Justeson (pers. comm.) as a representation of the maize god.

An identifying feature of Classic emblem glyphs is the so-called water group prefix 

a



(Figure 11a). Both Seler (1902-1923:3:649) and Barthel (1968:168) have mentioned that the 
prefix may represent blood; Barthel favored lineage blood in particular. Stuart (1982) also 
considers the water group to be a reference to dynastic blood. He compares the prefix to 
similar streams found issuing from the hands of Yaxchilan rulers (Figure 11d). Stuart notes 
that the perforator god, identified by Joralemon (1974), usually hangs inverted next to the 
ruler’s groin. The spondylus shell, another probable reference to bloodletting (Schele 1979), 
commonly depends below the perforator. Stuart notes that cartouches found in the Yaxchilan 

Figure 10. Early Classic examples of bearded, maize-headed figures: 
(a) detail of Tikal incised vessel representing bearded male holding 
serpent from which Tikal Rowers emerge, note maize foliation and 
corn grain cartouche in headdress; (b–d) glyphic examples of Early 
Classic maize-headed youths with beards (b, Pomona Flare; c, after 

Coe 1973:No. 50; d, after Bolz 1975a:Pl. 52).a

cb d
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Figure 11. Glyphic 
and iconographic 

imagery concerned 
with bloodletting and 
maize: (a) Classic and 
Postclassic examples 

of water group prefix; 
(b) representations 

of corn upon Temple 
of the Foliated Cross, 
Palenque; (c) detail of 
inverted maize cob, 
from East Jamb of 

Temple of the Foliated 
Cross, Palenque; 

(d) detail of Stela 1, 
Yaxchilan, beaded 

stream falls from hand 
of ruler, contains Kan 
cross, Yax sign, and 

corn grain cartouches; 
detail of grain 

cartouche at lower left.

T36 T37 T38 T40 T14 T39

a

cb d
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streams also occur in the water group affixes. Thus the Yax and Kan signs present in the Stela 
1 bloodstream are also found in water group affixes T36 and T37. The Stela 1 stream has yet 
another cartouche, this one containing a cluster of maize grains (Figure 11d). Both the Yax 
sign, a sign for green, and the aforementioned Kan Cross also appear to refer to maize. The 
other water group signs allude to previously discussed maize imagery. Thus the spondylus 
of T38 is commonly worn by the tonsured young lord. It has been suggested that the inverted 
Ahau, present in T40, refers to maize grain. Finally, affixes T14 and T39 contain the globular 
and corn curl grain elements (Figure 11a). Barthel (1968:165-166) notes that these function as 
water group affixes in the Postclassic codices.

The beaded streams found in the Yaxchilan bloodletting depictions and the water group 
prefix are notably similar to Classic representations of maize. The corn plants carved upon 
the Palenque Tablet of the Foliated Cross contain lines of seed very much like the beaded 
edges of the water group (Figure 11b). In Tzotzil, the words for hanging seed corn are čohi 
or čohol; the term for the dripping down of juice or blood is čohlahet (Laughlin 1975:122). 
Fought (1972:498) has recorded a modern Chorti account explicitly identifying maize seed 
with blood:

People when they are dying, save their corn which has beautiful grains. They look for those 
with beautiful white grains, with black corn, with red corn. Because they say that that is the 
blood of Jesus Christ.

I suspect that blood was considered as dynastic seed, the vital material which linked the 
generations of the living and the dead.

The Classic act of phallus perforation parallels a basic Mesoamerican agricultural 
practice, the dehusking of the cob. Steggerda (1941:Pl. 21d) has illustrated a number of 
husking pins collected among contemporary Yucatec Maya. Made of antler, sharpened 
bone, and wood, they are used to pierce and separate the husk, thus exposing the seed. If 
these instruments were found in the context of a Classic elite tomb, they would probably 
be identified as bloodletters, such as were used in rites of penis perforation. Boos (1968:2, 
3) has illustrated two examples of a rare type of Zapotec urn. Following Caso and Bernal 
(1952:99), Boos (1968:7) noted that the urn figure has a corn cob phallus and a vaginal plaque 
upon the waist. However, neither Boos nor Caso and Bernal mention the significance of the 
large twisted cord held in both hands and passing under the phallus. In Mesoamerica, such 
cords were commonly passed through the wounds inflicted during penitential bloodletting 
(e.g., Yaxchilan Lintels 15, 17, and 24; Codex Madrid: pp. 19, 82). The figure thus appears to 
be an individual wearing a female symbol on his waist as he engages in bloodletting from 
his cob phallus. In this sense, the Zapotec entity closely resembles the tonsured young lord, 
who is identified both with maize and blood and wears the female Xoc Monster–spondylus 
medallion upon his waist.

It has been mentioned that the young lord’s elongated and tonsured head is commonly 
found with the Classic God K, a deity closely identified with elite lineages and dynastic 
descent (Schele 1979). At times, the young lord can be found with the forehead torch of God 
K, such as upon Copan Stela 11 (Maudslay 1889-1902:1:Pl. 112) and a Late Classic incised ves-
sel (Smith 1952). Kelley (1965:108) has demonstrated that the Palenque Tablet of the Foliated 
Cross concerns the birth of God K, or GII, on 1 Ahau 13 Mac. In the Temple of the Foliated 
Cross, representations of maize and bloodletting are explicit. On one side of the tablet, Pacal 



holds the perforator while standing upon a maize plant; on the flanking door jambs, both 
Chan-Bahlum and Pacal hold bloodletters (Joralemon 1974). Considering his strong associa-
tion with both blood and dynastic descent, it is possible that the tonsured young lord was 
considered as the founding mythical ancestor of the Maya elite. The Popol Vuh states that 
mankind originated from maize, a material personified as the Classic tonsured young lord.

Conclusions
The entity isolated and identified by Hellmuth as the Principal Young Lord appears to be 
a Classic god of maize. His elongated, tonsured head mimics the long tasseled cob. Maize 
grain, at times infixed into his head, is an identifying feature of his personified nominal glyph. 
His jade ornaments evoke verdant, precious qualities of the living plant. The god’s delicate 
features and Xoc Monster–spondylus medallion suggest the feminine nurturing qualities of 
corn; among contemporary Mam Maya, maize is termed “Our Mother” (Valladares 1957:196). 
The sack which he carries appears to contain maize grain. He is frequently found in canoes 
or wading in standing bodies of water among fish and water lilies, all of which suggest 
Puleston’s (1977) iconography of raised field agriculture.

In many respects, the long-headed tonsured deity overlaps with the Classic individual 
having cranial maize foliation. At Copan, this latter figure occurs in dancing posture wear-
ing the beaded belt and Xoc Monster–spondylus medallion. Both the tonsured and foliated 
figures can appear as disembodied heads, a probable reference to harvesting the cob. Much 
like the Bonampak Stela 1 depiction of the tonsured deity, the foliated figure is also found 
emerging from Cauac heads (e.g., Lintel 3, Temple IV, Tikal). Most importantly, with the 
Young Lord glyph of the primary Standard Sequence and the personified glyph of the 
number eight, there are cases of direct substitution between the foliated maize head and 
the tonsured lord nominal glyph. However, although the tonsured and foliated characters 
are perhaps aspects of the same entity, it is doubtful that they are entirely equivalent. The 
glyphic substitutions, although noteworthy, are rare. Moreover, whereas the tonsured lord 
is one of the principal characters depicted on Late Classic vessels, there is apparently no 
representation of the foliated character in any of the ceramic scenes. It is possible to discuss 
something of the mythology surrounding the tonsured lord. For example, one can note the 
canoe journey, his watery exchange with nude young women, the emergence from the cara-
pace, and also the particular characters he is involved with, such as the Headband Twins, the 
howler monkey artisans, and the Tikal Rowers. In contrast, the foliated entity is represented 
in a far less narrative manner; he usually appears in isolation, without the rich contextual 
associations found with the tonsured character. Although the foliated figure continued into 
the Postclassic as God E, the tonsured entity seems to have largely ended with the Classic 
collapse. An interesting exception occurs on page 36b of the Codex Dresden. Here God B 
canoes a tonsured individual supplied with a horizontal strip of dark hair; the verbal com-
pound at Al contains the nominal glyph of God E. There are Kin and Akbal glyphs at A2, 
signs frequently paired with the Tikal Rowers. It is noteworthy that in this scene, which so 
strongly suggests the Classic canoe episode, the passenger is not the conventional God E, but 
a rare Postclassic form of the tonsured lord. Because they are not entirely equivalent, the two 
Classic entities should have separate names. Suitable terms would be the Tonsured Maize 
God (TMG) and the Foliated Maize God (FMG). It will take considerably more research to 
determine how and to what degree these two categories are distinct.
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A Prehispanic Maya Katun Wheel

From the beginnings of the Classic period to the mid-eighteenth century, a span of some 
twelve hundred years, the Katun has been one of the basic time units of the Maya. Composed 
of twenty Tuns of 360 days, the Katun is almost twenty years, to be precise, 7,200 days. In 
Classic period inscriptions it is but the fourth of five time units composing a continual count 
of days from a mythical event in 3114 bC. But the Katun is a great deal more than a dull cog 
of Maya calendrics; it constitutes an essential element of traditional Maya history and reli-
gion. The great majority of Classic Maya monuments commemorate the ending of the Katun 
period. Classic Maya lords proclaimed the number of Katun endings experienced during 
their lifetimes as a sort of title. In Postclassic and colonial Yucatan, invasions, droughts, and 
even the creation and destruction of the world were recorded and foretold in terms of the 
Katun cycle. But although the progress and completion of the Katun is expressed repeatedly 
in prehispanic and colonial Maya accounts, we have little understanding about how the 
passage of the Katun periods was actually perceived. The focus of this study is upon the 
succession of Katuns of Postclassic and colonial Yucatan. I will demonstrate that the turtle 
was an important means of describing the Katun cycle. In both the Classic and Postclassic 
periods, this creature was explicitly identified with period ending dates. Moreover, the 
Postclassic data provide strong evidence for the importance of penitential bloodletting at 
period ending ceremonies. Finally, I will argue that, among the Classic and Postclassic Maya, 
the turtle served as a model of the circular world.1

The Katun Round of Postclassic Yucatan
The end of the Classic period (ad 300–900) ushered in an abrupt change in Maya calendrical 
ceremonialism. Not only were monuments with Long Count dates no longer fashioned, but, 
among the Postclassic Quiché, Tzotzil, and other Mayan groups of the southern highlands, 
the passage of the Katun was no longer observed, much less celebrated. This was not the 
case for the Yucatecan-speaking peoples of the northern Maya lowlands, who continued to 
erect monuments in commemoration of the Katun (see Morley 1920:574-577). However, the 
Postclassic Yucatecan method of recording Katun dates was different from the Classic Long 
Count. The count of the Katun, or u kahlay katunoob, was a continuous succession of thirteen 
Katuns covering a span of slightly over 256 years. Each of the thirteen Katuns was named by 
the 260-day Tzolkin calendar, more specifically, by the Tzolkin day sign and coefficient with 
which the Katun ends. Because the 7,200 days constituting a Katun are evenly divisible by 
twenty (the number of day signs), the Katun was always named Ahau. However, the number 
of coefficients accompanying the day names does not evenly divide a Katun, as 7,200 divided 
by thirteen leaves a remainder of eleven. Thus each Katun is two coefficients less than the 
previous one. Beginning with 11 Ahau, the numbered sequence runs as follows: 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 

CHAPTER 2

 1 This paper was originally presented at the 1987 Annual Meeting of the American Society for 
Ethnohistory, Oakland, California, November 6, 1987.
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1, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, and 13, with 13 Ahau being the final Katun of the round.
The circular Katun wheel is an elegant means of expressing the u kahlay katunoob, or 

cycle of thirteen Katuns (Figure 1). The sixteenth-century work of Diego de Landa, the 
Relación de las cosas de Yucatan, contains the earliest of the seven calendar wheels known 
for the colonial Yucatec (Glass 1975:77).2 Although Landa (Tozzer 1941:168) states that the 
prehispanic Yucatec used such circular diagrams for computations, all other cited examples 
derive from seventeenth- and eighteenth-century documents. Pages 2–12 of the damaged 
prehispanic Paris Codex represent eleven of the thirteen Katuns constituting a Katun round. 
However, in this page-by-page sequence, no hint is given of a circular system of organiza-
tion.3 Pages 75 and 76 of the Codex Madrid offer some indication of a circular plan, although 
the diagram most closely resembles the strongly quadrangular organization appearing on 
page 1 of the Mexican Fejervary-Mayer. Moreover, the Codex Madrid is entirely concerned 
with orienting the Tzolkin to the four directions and has no direct bearing on the succession 
of Katuns. Writing some fifty years ago, Ralph Roys (cited in Tozzer 1941:167, n. 878) states 
that “no known pre-Spanish representation of a katun wheel or any other circular chrono-
logical diagram has yet been found.” This statement would still hold true today, were it not 
for the discovery of a small and superficially insignificant carving in the ruins of Mayapan.

Figure 1. Examples of colonial Yucatec Katun wheels: (a) sixteenth-century Katun wheel 
provided by Landa (from Tozzer 1941:167); (b) Katun wheel from the Chilam Balam of 
Kaua, the thirteen Katuns and twenty day names are oriented to the four directions at 

edge of wheel (from Bowditch 1910:Fig. 64).

a b

 2 Colonial Yucatec calendar wheels concern not only the Katun cycle because year bearers and the 
twenty days are also represented. Wheels dealing exclusively with the Katun are to be found in Landa’s 
Relación (Tozzer 1941:167) and the Chilam Balam of Chumayel (Bowditch 1910:Fig. 63; Roys 1933:132).
 3 In the colonial Chilam Balam books, one period ending term, wudz, appears only with the comple-
tion of Katuns (J.E.S. Thompson 1950:189). In Yucatec, wudz specifically means “to fold.” Thompson 
notes that the entire Katun round is at times referred to as oxlahun wudz katun, which he translates as 
“thirteen foldings of the Katun.” I suspect that rather than referring to the Katun wheel, the literary 
term wudz derives from the page-by-page sequencing of the prehispanic Katun pages, such as appears 
in the Paris Codex. Each Katun page corresponds to a fold (wudz) in the prehispanic screenfold.



During the Late Postclassic period, Mayapan was the center of a vast hegemony extend-
ing over much of northern Yucatan. According to the chronicles, Mayapan was founded in a 
Katun 13 Ahau and destroyed in Katun 8 Ahau (Roys 1962). It is widely believed that these 
dates correspond to the later part of the thirteenth century and the middle of the fifteenth 
century. Under the directorship of Harry D. Pollock, the Carnegie Institution of Washington 
undertook extensive excavations at Mayapan from 1951 to 1955. Among the more common 
sculptures uncovered by the Carnegie excavations were small, simply carved stone turtles. 
At least twenty whole or fragmentary examples were discovered, ranging from 12.5 to 42 
cm in length.4 At times the turtles are anthropomorphic, bearing the face of a wizened old 
man. In her analysis of the Mayapan sculptures, Proskouriakoff (1962b:331) identifies the 
anthropomorphic figures as God D. However, the figures are clearly God N, or Pauahtun, 
who is frequently found wearing a turtle carapace in Classic and Postclassic Maya art. In 
Mayapan Structure H-17, four God N turtle sculptures were found, recalling the strongly 
quadripartite aspect of God N (D.E. Thompson 1955:282). Parenthetically, it is possible that 
the pair of Early Classic God N sculptures formerly in the collection of Jay C. Leff constituted 
part of a similar set of four God N figures (see Easby 1966:Pls. 446-447).

The great majority of Mayapan stone turtles were found in close association with 
the interior shrine altars of either ceremonial structures or large houses near the center of 
Mayapan (Proskouriakoff 1962b:331). For example, an especially large sculpture was found 
in Structure Q-81, a colonnaded hall located in the ceremonial center of Mayapan. Also found 
in the area of this shrine were a great many incensario figures, among the finest examples 
known for Mayapan (Winters 1955). Structure Q-244b, on the other hand, was not a public 
building but a residence located on the south side of a patio courtyard (Smith and Ruppert 
1956). Excavated in 1955, Q-244b was an unusually elaborate household structure containing 
six rooms (Figure 2b). The shrine, Room 3, is located on the central axis, furthest back from 

Figure 2. The stone turtle of Structure Q-244b: (a) profile of stone turtle, showing six of thirteen Ahaus 
carved on carapace rim (after Proskouriakoff 1962b:Fig. 1g); (b) plan of Structure Q-244b, turtle was 

discovered in central shrine room at back of building (after Smith and Ruppert 1956:Fig. 3).

a

b

 4 Diane Chase (1985:228) mentions that three stone turtles were excavated at Santa Rita in associa-
tion with Structures 8, 25, and 77. Gann (1928:132) describes three fragmentary stucco-modeled turtle 
sculptures in a small shrine south of Tulum. Another limestone turtle, almost identical to examples 
from Mayapan, was exhibited at the Dallas Museum of Fine Arts (Stendahl 1950). 
 In-the-round turtle sculptures are also known for prehispanic highland Mexico. Piña-Chan 
(1960:Photo 11) illustrates a stone turtle from the Late Classic site of Piedra Labrada, Guerrero. Still 
another example was discovered in an Aztec cache of sculptures excavated in Mexico City (Moedano 
Köer 1951:Photograph 5).
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the main room and entrance. Among the items found in the shrine room were broken cen-
sers, a crouching anthropomorphic sculpture, another fragmentary figure, and a stone turtle.

Carved of limestone, the turtle is of average size, being approximately 23 cm in length 
(Figure 2a). In the center of the back is carved a vertical pit or chamber, a feature found 
on four other Mayapan turtles (Proskouriakoff 1962b:333). The most interesting trait of 
this particular sculpture is the series of Ahau glyphs lightly incised around the rim of the 
carapace. Proskouriakoff (1962b:Fig. 1g, legend) states that thirteen Ahau signs are carved 
on the shell, but makes no mention of the importance of this number. Of course, thirteen 
is a highly significant number, as the thirteen Ahaus ringing the shell constitute a Katun 
wheel, a complete round of thirteen Katun Ahaus, although here without the coefficients. 
Viewed in this light, the Katun wheels illustrated by Landa and other sources bear a striking 
resemblance to a turtle carapace. The identification of the Katun round with the turtle may be 
based on an actual biological trait. Bruce Love (personal communication) recently mentioned 
to me that, according to one Yucatec informant, a turtle shell is divided into thirteen parts. 
Although not all turtles have thirteen principal carapace shields, an especially common pat-
tern is composed of five vertebral shields and eight flanking carapace shields, making a total 
of thirteen (see Stebbins 1954). In Yucatan, both the marine green turtle (Chelonia mydas) and 
the terrestrial Mexican box turtle (Terrapene mexicana) have the pattern of thirteen principal 
plates. This pattern is plainly visible on an almost intact Mexican box turtle shell excavated 
at Mayapan; the thirteen scutes form the central dome of the shell (Proskouriakoff 1962b:Fig. 
41s).

Although the turtle sculpture from Structure Q-244b is the only Mayapan example 
that has a series of thirteen Ahau signs, it is possible that a similar tortoise from Structure 
R-87 was originally supplied with a Katun round, either painted or modeled in stucco over 
the series of shell disks (see Proskouriakoff 1962b:Fig. 1d). Like Structure Q-244b, Structure 
R-87 was an impressive and complex residential unit. The turtle was discovered carefully 
placed above a looted hole at the base of the central raised altar (Proskouriakoff and Temple 
1955:300). Unfortunately, neither the excavation report nor the discussion of Mayapan 
sculpture by Proskouriakoff (1962b) mentions the specific number of medallions on the 
carapace rim. Fragments of another stone turtle were found in the debris overlying Structure 
R-87. This example bears on its back a coefficient of ten followed by a clear date of 8 Ahau 
(Figure 3a). The original inscription may have been 10 Ahau, 8 Ahau, that is, Katun 10 Ahau 
with the immediately following Katun 8 Ahau, or possibly the date Tun 10 in Katun 8 Ahau 
(Proskouriakoff and Temple 1955:298). Yet another Mayapan turtle, found in association with 
the round temple H-18, bears a hieroglyphic text upon the rim (Chowning 1956:450, Fig. 2i). 
Although the text is highly eroded, Proskouriakoff (1962b:332) suggests that the initial sign 
may be an Ahau glyph with a high coefficient.

The identification of turtles with Ahau period ending dates is by no means limited to 
Late Postclassic Mayapan. At the Usumacinta site of Piedras Negras, a massive cliff carv-
ing bears a Late Classic representation of a tortoise shell emblazoned by an Ahau with a 
coefficient of five or possibly seven (Figure 3b). Deity heads project from both openings 
of the shell, a common Classic convention. Whereas the right head is clearly God K, the 
crosshatching occurring with the left figure suggests the aforementioned God N, who often 
wears a crosshatched headdress. Itsimte Altar 1 is another Late Classic tortoise with a central 
day sign cartouche (Figure 4). Although damaged, the sign is probably Ahau, as this is the 



Figure 4. Itsimte Altar 1, a Late Classic turtle 
altar: (a) drawing by Morley showing day sign 
cartouche in center of shell (from Morley 1937-
1938:5:Pl. 43g); (b) detail of right half of shell 

showing God K in opening, note Caban curls on 
carapace rim (after Morley 1937-1938:5:Pl. 156b).

Figure 3. Postclassic and Classic examples of 
Ahau dates on turtle sculptures: (a) fragment of 
turtle sculpture from Mayapan Structure R-87, 
text inverted; intact date was probably Katun 
10 Ahau, Katun 8 Ahau, or, possibly, Tun 10 of 
Katun 8 Ahau (after Proskouriakoff 1962b:Fig. 

1f); (b) Classic period rock sculpture from 
cliff face at Piedras Negras, Guatemala; Ahau 
sign with coefficient in center of shell, right 

figure God K, left figure probably God N (after 
photographs courtesy of Mary E. Miller and 

Flora Clancy).

a

b

a

b

only giant day sign appearing on Classic altars. 
Standing on four leglike supports, Machaquila 
Altar A presents an almost in-the-round view 
of the tortoise shell (Figure 5). The openings of 
both carapace ends are plainly visible on the 
altar sides. Viewed from above, one can discern 
two figures filling both openings and the central, 
almost circular shell. As with the Piedras Negras 
carving and Itsimte Altar 1, the right figure is 
clearly God K. The opposing entity is probably 
the Uinal Toad, here with a bound waterlily pad 
headdress. Instead of an Ahau sign, the center of 
the carapace contains a seated lord accompanied 
by a hieroglyphic text. Like Mayapan examples, 
a ring of glyphs like radiating skutes covers the 
carapace rim. Because of extensive surface ero-
sion, neither these glyphs nor the extensive texts 
on the sides can be readily interpreted.

The recently discovered cave of Dzibih 
Actun, in northern Yucatan, contains a remark-
able series of paintings extending from the Late 
Postclassic period to the twentieth century.5 
In one portion of the cave is an unusual series 
of pinwheel-like figures (Figure 6a). Andrea 
Stone (personal communication 1986) has noted 
that the central portion of these figures closely 
resembles the rectangular version of the Ahau 
sign found in colonial Yucatec manuscripts. 
However, the strange appendages remain to be 
explained. The figure farthest to the viewer’s left 
is supplied with a curious birdlike head. In pre-
hispanic Maya art, sea turtles are depicted with 
similar beaked faces (Figures 6b, 6c). The Dzibih 
Actun figures may thus be representations of 
Katun turtles swimming with outstretched fins. 

 5 In the fall of 1983, residents of the Yucatec com-
munity of San Juan de Dios, Quintana Roo, informed 
me of a painted cave near their former town of Yalcoba, 
located in northeast Yucatan. Known as Dzibih Actun, 
the cave was said to contain figures engaged in 
various activities, such as hunting and playing instru-
ments. In the spring of 1986, I told Andrea Stone what 
I had heard concerning the cave. During the summer 
of 1986, Stone located and mapped the site, recording 
with photographs and drawings the many figures 
appearing upon the walls.
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Although the Dzibih Actun turtles may well be Late Postclassic in date, it is also possible that 
they are early post-Conquest paintings.

The Turtle as Locus for Blood Offerings

In a recent study, David Stuart (1988) has established that Classic period endings were often 
commemorated with penitential bloodletting. Stuart notes that a sign frequently appearing 
with Classic period ending events, the hand scattering glyph, denotes the act of offering 
blood. Curiously, there has been little evidence for bloodletting in Postclassic Katun ending 
celebrations. However, given the strong identification of the Katun with the tortoise altars at 
Mayapan, a reasonable case can now be made. Along with the Katun wheel turtle, the shrine 
of Structure Q-244b also contained two flint nodules, three flint chips, and an obsidian blade 
(Smith and Ruppert 1956:500). Either as worked blades or sharp flakes, flint and obsidian 
commonly served as bloodletting lancets. In fact, in Yucatec tok signifies both “flint” and “to 
let blood” (Barrera Vásquez 1980:805). The receptacle carved in the back of the Katun wheel 
tortoise may have contained bloodletting instruments, if not blood itself. A similar chamber 
appears on a large tortoise uncovered at the altar of Structure Q-151, a major colonnaded 
hall near the center of the site. At the time of discovery, the pit was capped with a stone disk 
sealed with plaster. When opened, it was found to contain fragments of stingray spines, the 

Figure 5. Machaquila Altar A: (a) profile view of altar, showing carapace openings and 
placement of hieroglyphic text (after Graham 1967:Fig. 71); (b) top of Altar A, note Uinal Toad 

and God K figures at either end of round carapace (after Graham 1967:Fig 73).

a

b



Maya lancet par excellence, and two obsidian flake blades (Shook and Irving 1955:144). In 
addition, a number of the ceramic turtle effigy vessels found at Mayapan contained bloodlet-
ting instruments.6 A single large obsidian flake blade was found in both of the two turtle 
effigy vessels cached in association with Structure R90, a small shrine located in a residential 
compound (Proskouriakoff and Temple 1955:329).

In addition to the material remains at Mayapan, Postclassic Maya iconography provides 
explicit evidence for the identification of turtles with self-inflicted bloodletting. On page 81 of 
the Codex Madrid, a seated figure wields a stingray spine directly above a turtle (Figure 7b). 
On page 19 of the same codex is an even clearer portrayal, with no less than five gods strung 
together by a rope passing through their penises (Figure 7c). In the upper center of the scene, 
the presiding deity, God D, sits upon a turtle. A recently discovered Postclassic cache from 
Structure 213 at Santa Rita contained twenty-five ceramic figurines. Four of the figurines are 
of aged men engaged in penis perforation (Chase and Chase 1986). Of special interest is that 
all four men stand upon turtles (Figure 7a). The scenes provided in the Postclassic imagery 
are idealized portrayals of the bloodletting act, offerings performed by live gods and, pos-
sibly, upon real turtles. However, in the actual rites of Postclassic Yucatan, turtles of stone 
and stucco were the locus of the bloodletting act. The imagery suggests that the participants 
situated themselves over the turtles so as to let blood directly upon the carapace. The blood 
may have been contained or burned within the receptacle frequently occurring in the center 
of the shell.

The Round World

The significance of the Mayapan turtles remains to be discussed. Proskouriakoff (1962b:331-
332) tentatively suggests that the turtles represent an important Mayapan totem, with the 
aged deity being a form of idealized ancestor. However, no evidence exists in prehispanic, 
colonial, or contemporary Maya belief that the turtle is a totemic ancestor. It will be recalled 

Figure 6. Late representations of Katun Ahau turtles from northeastern Yucatan: (a) Katun Ahau turtles 
painted on cave wall at Dzibih Actun, Yucatan (drawn from photograph courtesy of Andrea Stone); (b) 
sea turtle with long birdlike beak and neck, compare with far left Dzibih Actun turtle in a (after Codex 

Madrid, p. 72b); (c) sea turtle from Paris Codex, note claws on extended flippers (after Paris Codex, p. 24).

a

b
c

 6 A small ceramic turtle effigy vessel was found at Tancah on the surface directly in front of Structure 
44 (Miller 1982:6-7, Fig. 6). Miller states that the vessel is a form of censer, although it is very similar to 
the effigy vessels found at Mayapan.
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that, in Postclassic iconography, turtles frequently serve as supports for the bloodletting 
act.7 Caves in the vicinity of Palenque have yielded terminal Classic incensario supports 
representing full figures standing upon turtles (Rands et al. 1979:Figs. 3-5). Like the Classic 
turtles serving as supporting platforms for individuals, the Mayapan sculptures are usually 
placed at the foot of altars, occupying the base or foundation of the ritual space. Scenes in 
Classic Maya iconography provide graphic evidence that the turtle served as a symbol of 
the earth. A common iconographic theme is the youthful male rising out of a turtle carapace 
(Figure 8b). I have identified this young male as the Tonsured Maize God, a Classic prototype 
of Hun Hunahpu of the Quichean Popol Vuh; the cleft carapace scenes depict maize rising out 
of the earth (Taube 1985, 1986).8 The columns in the Lower Temple of the Jaguars at Chichen 
Itza contain an interesting variant of this scene; here the maize god rises out of a monstrous 
head, an apparent blend of Cauac Monster and tortoise (Figure 8a). The aforementioned 
Itsimte Altar 1 presents explicit evidence that the carapace symbolized the earth, as the shell 
is marked with Caban curls that clearly denote it as the earth (see Figure 4b).

 7 The striking similarity of the Mayapan turtles to Machaquila Altar A and Itsimte Altar 1 suggests 
that these Classic Peten sculptures may have served as platforms or supports for individuals engaged 
in bloodletting. Clancy (1974) advocates that Maya altars should actually be considered as pedestal 
stones, as they correlate closely with the basal register of Classic stelae, that is, the ground or platform 
upon which the ruler stands.
 8 A fragmentary jade from the Sacred Cenote of Chichen Itza represents the Tonsured Maize God 
with a turtle carapace on his back (see Proskouriakoff 1974:103, Pl. 58b1). Although Proskouriakoff 
suggests that the shell and human figure are unrelated and were possibly carved at separate times, the 
scenes in Classic iconography strongly suggest that the shell and figure do constitute a single scene, a 
representation of the Tonsured Maize God and the earth. Three other Cenote jades contain representa-
tions of turtle shells, two in the round and one in relief (see Proskouriakoff 1974:Pls. 50b3-4, 65a2).

Figure 7. Postclassic representations of figures 
bloodletting upon turtles: (a) one of four 

bloodletting figurines from cache in Structure 213, 
Santa Rita (drawn after photograph in Chase and 

Chase 1986); (b) seated figure holding stingray 
spine above turtle (from Codex Madrid, p. 81c); 

(c) group of five deities pulling cord through 
penises; principal figure, God D, sits upon turtle 

at upper center (after Codex Madrid, p. 19b).
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The concept of the earth as a rounded carapace is in striking contrast to the usual 
cosmological model presented for the Maya. According to J. Eric S. Thompson (1970b:195-
196), one of the great deans of ancient Maya thought, the Maya regarded the world “as 
a flat square block with skies above and underworlds beneath.” Contemporary, colonial, 
and prehispanic Maya lore provides widespread evidence of the square model, often with 
the world metaphorically expressed as a rectangular house or milpa. However, there is no 
reason why only one model of the world should have existed. In prehispanic Central Mexico, 
the earth could be conceived as a monstrous caiman, a quadrangular surface, or a great disk 
surrounded by water (Seler 1902-1923:4:3-16; Nicholson 1971:403-404). The protohistoric 
Yucatec had at least these same three models for perceiving the world. But although the earth 
crocodile (Itzam Cab Ain) and the quadrangular world are well known, the circular model 
has been generally ignored.

Colonial Yucatec manuscripts provide explicit evidence that the world was considered 
as a round mass. On page 26 of the Chilam Balam of Chumayel, a circular diagram depicts the 
passage of the sun. In the center of this device lies a smaller circle labeled “tierra,” in other 
words, the earth (Figure 9c). The accompanying Yucatec text describes this disk as a petel, 
translated as “annulus” by Roys (1933:87). In Yucatec, pet means “circular” or “round.” In 
the early colonial dictionaries, forms of the phrase u pepetecil cah are glossed as “roundness 
of the world” or “roundness of the community” (Barrera Vásquez 1980:648). And then there 
is the term peten. In the colonial dictionaries, it is translated as “island,” “district,” “region,” 
or “province” (Barrera Vásquez 1980:648). The word derives from the term for round (pet), 
as peten che signifies wooden wheel. The colonial circular maps of Mani and Sotuta are surely 
related to the circular conception of a region or district (see, e.g., Roys 1943:Fig. 18). In colo-
nial Yucatec, such circular maps were known as pepet dzibil (Barrera Vásquez 1980:184). The 
Chilam Balam of Chumayel contains an extremely schematic form of a circular map crossed 

Figure 8. Maya representations of maize god
rising out of earth: (a) scene at top of column

from the Lower Temple of the Jaguars, Chichen
Itza, figure with maize leaves and cobs emerges

from cleft in form resembling both a Cauac 
Monster and the turtle carapace in profile (from 

Seler 1902-1923:5:317); (b) scene from interior 
of Late Classic lac bowl showing Tonsured 

Maize God rising out of carapace earth, note 
two figures in openings of shell: at left, the Uinal 

Toad; at right, the God of the Number 13 (after 
Robicsek and Hales 1981:Vessel 117).

a

b
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by directional lines (Figure 9e). The Yucatec text describes the disk, encompassing much 
of northern Yucatan, as peten, translated by Roys (1933:125) as “the land.“9 In the colonial 
Yucatec documents, peten often refers to something more than a regional polity; in many 
cases it signifies the world. Thus the Chilam Balam of Kaua account of Katun 1 Ahau contains 
the couplet pecnom can, pecnom peten, which Gates (1931:14) translates as “[t]here shall shake 
the heavens, there shall shake the earth-circle.” Like the circular maps, the colonial Katun 
wheels are representations of the circular world. The center of the Chilam Balam of Kaua 
Katun wheel contains a disk crossed by lines oriented to the cardinal points, as well as 
longer intercardinal lines radiating out to the edges of the Katun wheel (Figure 9d). The 
central disk is clearly glossed as “Mundo,” or world, but it appears that the entire wheel is a 
representation of the world, with the Katuns oriented to the cardinal points. Both the Kaua 
and Chumayel Katun wheels have the cardinal points placed at the edges of the circular 
diagrams. One passage in the Chumayel provides a list of towns at which particular Katuns 
were celebrated in successive order (Roys 1933:142-143). The Fray Andrés de Avendaño 
account of the late seventeenth-century Itza contains an important description of the Katun 
cycle:

 9 The Maya text accompanying the Chumayel map describes the disk as a type of animal: “Mani is 
at the base of the land. Campeche is the tip of the wing of the land. Itzmal is the middle of the wing of 
the land. Zaci is the tip of the wing of the land. Conkal is the head of the land” (Roys 1933:126). Given 
this translation, the disk appears to be considered as a sort of bird, although it is not remotely avian in 
appearance. However, xik not only means wing, but also a fin for swimming. In the Vienna Dictionary,
xik is glossed as “ala con que vuela el ave o nada el peje” (Barrera Vásquez 1980:94). It is thus possible 
that the Chumayel is not referring to a bird, but a sea turtle. However, nothing in the Mayan account 
explicitly identifies the land as a turtle.

Figure 9. Representations of turtles and the circular world: (a) one of three medallions containing turtles, 
on Early Classic vessel, Kaminaljuyu (from Kidder et al. 1946:Fig. 71a); (b) stone turtle marked with cross, 
Mayapan Structure H-15 (after Proskouriakoff 1962b:Fig. 1b); (c) Chilam Balam of Chumayel diagram of the 

passage of the sun, note earth disk in center (from Roys 1933:Fig. 7); (d) center of Chilam Balam of Kaua 
Katun wheel (detail from Bowditch 1910:Fig. 64); (e) schematic circular map from Chilam Balam of Chumayel 

(from Roys 1933:Fig. 27); (f) diagram of Chorti sacred copal ball, Chiquimula (from Girard 1966:136); (g) 
diagram of contemporary Yucatec noh wah tamale (drawing from photograph by author).
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These ages are thirteen in number; each has its separate idol and its priest, with a separate 
prophecy of its events. These thirteen ages are divided into thirteen parts which divide this 
kingdom of Yucathan and each age, with its idol, priest, and prophecy, rules in one of these 
thirteen parts of the land, according as they have divided it. (Means 1917:141)

In view of this account, it is clear that the Katun wheel is actually a form of map placing the 
Katuns in the circular Yucalpeten, the world of the Katun.

In the colonial Yucatec circular diagrams, the earth is presented as a flat disk. Although 
the world may have been conceived in this sense, like a flat mirror, indications exist that it 
was also perceived as a rounded domelike form. In contemporary and colonial Maya lore, the 
world is represented at times as a circular semirounded mass. Girard (1966:136) illustrates 
a sacred ball of copal marked with seven dots and four lines constituting a cross (Figure 9f). 
According to the contemporary Chorti residents of Chiquimula, this ball represents the earth 
(Girard 1966:138). In the question and answer section of the colonial Yucatec Chilam Balam of 
Chumayel, the earth is twice referred to as a large layered tamale, or noh uah. The following is 
from one of the Chumayel passages: “that which stops the hole in the sky and the dew, the 
nine layers of the whole earth. It is a very large maize tamale” (Roys 1933:128). In contempo-
rary Yucatec ceremonies, the rounded ceremonial tamales, noh wah, are marked with a cross, 
probably denoting the four directions (Figure 9g). The entire design is strikingly similar to 
the Chorti copal ball. The modern Lacandon, closely akin to the Yucatec Maya, consider the 
world to be like a rounded mass of ground maize: “Nohochakyum made a round ball like 
masa for making tortillas. That is our world and the house of Sukukyum, who lives in the 
middle of it” (Cline 1944:108). In another Lacandon account, the earth is described as an 
inverted gourd bowl: “Nobody knows how long it took to make this world. This one is like 
a jícara [gourd cup] which has been turned over, so it is round on top where we are” (Cline 
1944:110). Balls of copal or ground maize and an overturned jícara, these are forms resem-
bling the rounded dome of a turtle carapace. The identification of the rounded earth with 
the earth turtle possibly extends back to the Early Classic Esperanza phase of Kaminaljuyu. 
A burnished cream bowl from Tomb A-VI bears three medallions with modeled turtles as 
the central motif (Kidder et al. 1946:185). Like contemporary and colonial representations 
of the circular world, the round carapace is marked with a cross or axis, thereby dividing 
the round shell into quarters (Figure 9a). At Mayapan, a stone turtle from Structure H-15 is 
similarly divided into four quadrants by a central cross (Figure 9b). Although the Mayapan 
and Kaminaljuyu examples are schematic, with no indication of directional glyphs, both may 
refer to the world and the four quarters.

Conclusions

Stone images of turtles were an important component in period ending celebrations at Late 
Postclassic Mayapan. Along with several Classic examples, a number of the turtles bear the 
Ahau glyph, the specific day sign of Uinal, Tun, and Katun period endings. One sculpture 
in particular, that discovered in Structure Q-244b, contains a series of thirteen Ahau signs, 
thus constituting a prehispanic form of the Katun wheel. The turtle from Structure R-87 may 
be yet another example, although this requires further verification. The identification of one 
or both of these sculptures as Katun wheels is no small matter, because, at the present time, 
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these constitute the only material evidence that the prehispanic Maya conceived of calendri-
cal cycles as circular wheels.10 When discovered in their original context, the Mayapan turtles 
were at the base of altars in the interior shrines of ceremonial structures and residences. 
Postclassic representations and the actual remains of lancets indicate that these turtles were 
the locus of self-inflicted bloodletting, frequently through the penis. The turtles found in 
Structure Q-244b, Structure R-87, and other residential buildings indicate that period ending 
ceremonies were performed not only in the ceremonial center, but also in the houses of the 
Mayapan elite. The placement of the shrines in the farthest rear portions of ceremonial and 
residential buildings indicates that these particular bloodletting events were fairly private 
affairs, by no means public festivals. The blood was evidently deposited on the surface of the 
stone turtle, which served as a symbol of the circular earth. It is possible that the receptacle 
in the center of the shell constituted a sort of cave similar to the Pueblo sipapu, a means of 
offering blood to the underworld. Like the Mayapan example, the colonial Katun wheels 
are representations of the circular earth, a form apparently conceptualized as a great turtle 
surrounded by the sustaining sea.

 10 However, the Mayapan sculpture is not the only prehispanic calendar wheel known for prehis-
panic Mesoamerica. The famous Aztec Calendar Stone is another example. It is noteworthy that in 
both Central Mexico and the Maya region, the prehispanic calendar wheels are only known in stone 
sculpture, not in painted manuscripts.
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ItzamCabAin:Caimans,Cosmology,
andCalendrics inPostclassicYucatán

For the peoples of ancient Mesoamerica, cosmology and calendrics were by no means sepa-
rate fields of concern. Both subjects were part of an integrated whole, a complex system of 
world view that encompassed both space and the dynamic passage of time. In the prehispanic 
codices, this integration is frequently expressed with day signs oriented to particular gods, 
trees, and houses of the world directions. Such a series may run in a page-by-page sequence, 
such as on pages 25 to 28 of the Dresden Codex or pages 49 to 53 of the Borgia (Seler 1904a; 
Thompson 1934). However, the integration of time and space may also be represented in a 
single mandala-like plan. Famous examples of this type appear on page 1 of the Fejervary-
Mayer Codex, and pages 75 and 76 of the Madrid Codex (Seler 1901).

The placement of calendric periods of time in space is by no means limited to the 
codices. However, it is obvious that in such instances, no page-by-page sequencing is pos-
sible. Instead, the depictions are generally of the “cosmogram” type, in which the temporal 
periods are represented simultaneously in a single scene. Perhaps the most famous example 
of this type is the great Aztec “Calendar Stone.” In a recent study, I identify a calendric 
sculpture of the cosmogram type at the Late Postclassic Maya site of Mayapán (Taube 1988a). 
In that example, the cycle of 13 katuns forms a ring on the back of a turtle; in other words, the 
sculpture is a prehispanic “katun wheel.” In that study, I provide evidence that to the ancient 
Maya the turtle was an important symbol of the circular earth. However, I also stress that the 
Maya and other inhabitants of ancient Mesoamerica had a number of different models for 
perceiving the world. Among the Maya, the turtle was but one zoomorphic metaphor for the 
earth; another was the caiman. In this study, I will focus on the caiman metaphor, known in 
Yucatec as Itzam Cab Ain. Along with identifying depictions of this beast, I will also cite three 
instances in which calendrical periods are placed in relation to the earth caiman body as a 
form of calendrical cosmogram.

CHAPTER 3
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Itzam Cab Ain

Among the inhabitants of Late Postclassic Central Mexico, the caiman was a widespread 
symbol or metaphor for the earth (Seler 1902-1923:4:646-653). In the Borgia Group of codices, 
the rough and spiny back of the caiman is frequently used to denote the surface of the earth 
(eg. Borgia 27, 39–40, 42, 53; Vaticanus B 69; Fejervary-Mayer 28). Moreover, in the Early 
Colonial Period Historia de los Mexicanos por sus pinturas account of creation, the caiman is 
explicitly identified as the earth (Garibay 1965:26). For the Late Postclassic Maya of Yucatán, 
the evidence is similarly direct. The 1579 Relación de la Ciudad de Mérida describes a fire-
walking ceremony which began with the preparation of a caiman (lagarto) to represent the 
flood and the earth:

También tuvieron noticia de la caida de Lucifer del Diluvio, y que el mundo se había de acabar por 
fuego, y en significación de esto, hacien una ceremonia y pintaban un lagarto que significaba el 
diluvio y la tierra (de la Garza ed. 1983:1:72).

This ceremony was evidently a reenactment of the cosmogonic flood episode described 
in the Colonial Yucatec “Chilam Balam” books of Chumayel (Roys 1933:98-101), Maní 
(Craine and Reindorp 1979:118) and Tizimin (Edmonson 1982:40-41). In these accounts, there 
is mention of a creature known as Itzam Cab Ain, or “Itzam earth caiman.”1 Noting that the 
term itzam signifies “whale” in contemporary Yucatec, Martínez Hernández (1913:165-166) 
compares this caiman creature to the great Cipactli earth caiman mentioned in the Historia 
de los Mexicanos por sus pinturas. Thus in the Central Mexican account, Cipactli is described 
as un peje grande, or “a large fish” (Garibay 1965:26). Seler (1902-1923:4:649) notes that in the 
prehispanic Central Mexican codices, the caiman is often depicted with a fish tail. This is by 
no means an exclusively Central Mexican trait. The famous caiman on Copan Altar T is also 
provided with a fish tail, and there are other examples in Classic Maya iconography (see 
Hellmuth 1987a:Figs. 230-240).

There are indications that among the Classic Maya the caiman also represented the 
earth. On the Early Classic Yaxha Stelae 6 and 10, an open-mouthed caiman serves as the 
basal register, or earth, of the standing lord. A caiman also occupies the lower register of Step 
3 of Yaxchilan Hieroglyphic Stairway 3 (Graham 1982:169). The Maya and Central Mexican 
concept of caiman world trees probably also relates to the earth caiman. In representations 
of caiman trees, the saurian head and body occupy the lower trunk of the tree, as if the 
earth caiman were pulled up by the tail to support the heavens. Frequently with the Classic 
Maya examples, the head and upper limbs of the caiman are horizontal, with only the lower 
portion of the body rising to form the tree. On Izapa Stela 22, the earliest known depiction 
of the caiman tree, a human figure actually stands on the horizontal snout of the caiman (see 
Norman 1973:Pl. 41).

We have seen that for the Protohistoric period in Yucatán, there is firm evidence that the 
caiman was a symbol of the earth, and this appears to be true for the Classic Maya as well. 
However, the term “Itzam” of Itzam Cab Ain, remains to be discussed. It has been noted 
that according to Martínez Hernández, the term means “whale.” In fact, the entire phrase 
itzam cab ain is glossed ballena, or “whale” in colonial Yucatec dictionaries (Barrera Vásquez 

 1 In the Chumayel manuscript, the creature is actually referred to as itzam kab ain, which Roys (1933: 
101, n. 4) translates as “the whale with the feet of a crocodile.”



1980:272). On the other hand, Thompson (1970b:212) notes that the Vienna Dictionary 
glosses itzam as “largartos como iguanas de tierra y agua,” and for this reason translates itzam as 
“iguana.” However, Barrera Vásquez (1980:272) disagrees, noting that itzam is not a Mayan 
word for lizard. According to him, the Vienna Dictionary entry actually alludes to Itzam 
Cab Ain, a terrestrial aspect of the great god Itzamna. For the same reason, I believe that the 
whale significance of Itzam Cab Ain is secondary to the primary meaning—Itzamna as the 
caiman earth.

In an influential study, Thompson (1970b:209-233) argued that Itzamna, or “Iguana 
House,” was the paramount god of the Classic and Postclassic Maya. However, it is now 
clear that many of the Classic saurian examples of Itzamna cited by Thompson are, instead, 
distinct entities and have no direct relation to this god. Nonetheless, for the Postclassic 
Maya of Yucatán, it is clear that Itzamna was a major god. In the early colonial accounts, 
Itzamna is repeatedly described as the paramount deity (eg. de la Garza ed. 1983:2:323; 
Saville 1921:211; Tozzer 1941:145-146). Recent work by Hellmuth (1987a) has shown that 
Itzamna was also a major god of the Classic Maya pantheon. Many vessel scenes of the 
period represent God D seated on a throne and facing subsidiary deities, such as God 
N (see Coggins 1975:Fig. 127b). In these scenes, God D is portrayed as a lord receiving 
lesser divinities. However, although the Classic Maya imagery supports the contention that 
Itzamna was a major Classic god, there is no Classic example of God D in the form of a 
caiman or iguana. Rather, Hellmuth (1987a:364-367) notes that that Classic God D merges 
with the Principal Bird Deity.2

In his initial identification of the codical God D as Itzamna, Seler (1887, 1902-1923:1:379-
381) stated that this deity was an aged creator god of sustenance equivalent to Tonacatecuhtli 
of Central Mexico:

For as the Mexican Tonacatecuhtli, the lord of generation, is supposed to be in the topmost 
thirteenth heaven, and at the same time also he (or his feminine companion) appears as 
lord of the earth, so also the ideas of heaven and earth, below and above, seem to me 
present also in this Yucatec god (translation from Seler 1939:69).

In Central Mexico, Tonacatecuhtli is closely identified with the caiman.3 Thus 
Tonacatecuhtli is not only the regent of Cipactli, meaning caiman, the first of the twenty day 
names, but also presides over the trecena 1-Cipactli (Caso 1971:337-338). Seler (1963:2:28, 41) 
cites a number of instances in the Borgia Codex in which Tonacatecuhtli wears the spiny 
skin of the caiman. For the Postclassic Maya, there are similar representations of Itzamna in 
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 2 The association of God D and the Principal Bird Deity continued into the Late Postclassic. On 
page 11 of the Paris Codex, a rare Postclassic form of the Principal Bird Deity appears in the scene 
corresponding to Katun 10 Ahau, a katun concerning God D (Taube 1987).
 3 Both Tonacatecuhtli and Itzamna are also identified with sacred trees, at times even appearing as 
personified trees. In the Borgia and Vaticanus B Codices, Tonacatecuhtli can appear with a flowering 
tree sprouting out of the top of the head (Seler 1963:1:64). Itzamna is similarly identified with trees. At 
Tayasal, Avendaño describes a stone column called the Yax Cheel Cab, or “first tree of the world” (Means 
1917:135-136). The column is said to bear the image of Yax Cocay Mut (ibid.), recognized to be an aspect 
of Itzamna (Tozzer 1941:145, n. 695). The head of God D appears as the base of a stone tree on Madrid 
96a and, possibly, 11c. On Dresden 41b, a God D head serves as the lower trunk of a tree. In the Classic 
Period, God D commonly appears with sacred world trees (see W. Coe 1967:100; M. Coe 1973:No. 20, 
1978:No. 8, 1982:10; Robicsek and Hales 1982:Vessel 108).
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the guise of a caiman. Seler (1902-1923:4:650) notes that on pages 4b and 5b of the Dresden 
Codex, Itzamna appears in the jaws of a caiman (Figure 1a). Seler also identifies this scene 
as a representation of the earth caiman Itzam Cab Ain, and compares it to Cipactli of Central 
Mexico. Along with noting the Dresden scene, Thompson (1970b:215) suggests that a num-
ber of the cached figurines excavated by Thomas Gann at Santa Rita also represent the earth 
caiman aspect of Itzamna. Two of the Santa Rita figures illustrated by Gann (1900:Pl. 34) 
are bicephalic caimans with human faces emerging from their open mouths (Figure 1b). In 
at least one case, the figure is clearly aged, and quite likely these figurines constitute three 
dimensional versions of the Dresden scene.

Although not mentioned by Thompson, there is another excellent caiman representa-
tion at Santa Rita. In the famous Mound 1 murals, a series of anthropomorphic gods are posi-
tioned above a horizontal band which in turn lies over an area containing fish and marine 
shells. On close inspection, it can be seen that the band itself is a caiman body, with the same 
back crest, vertical bands, and scales found with the aforementioned Dresden example of 
Itzam Cab Ain (Figure 2a). In other words, the human figures are positioned over the cai-
man earth floating on the sea. The head of the creature appears on both sides of the central 
doorway, with the widely open jaws flanking the door.4 Although incompletely drawn by 
Gann, the caiman was provided with forelimbs and long claws (Figure 2b). The headdress 
of this creature provides an especially interesting detail. It contains a vertical paper or cloth 
element pierced with a stingray or bone perforator. A virtually identical headdress element, 
again with the same perforator, is worn by an explicit depiction of God D in the same mural 
scene at Santa Rita (Figure 2c). Clearly, this is no ordinary caiman. Instead, as Itzam Cab Ain, 
the caiman wears priestly accoutrements of Itzamna.5

 4 George Stuart (personal communication 1987) notes that with the flanking open jaws, the Santa 
Rita doorway is very similar to the saurian-mouthed doorways of the Late Classic Chenes region. The 
identification of forelegs upon the Santa Rita caiman doorway lends support to Stuart’s comparison, 
since a number of Chenes style examples are also supplied with forelimbs (eg. Gendrop 1983:125-127).
 5 The tall cylindrical headdress worn by God D at Santa Rita is also frequently found with God D in 
the Madrid Codex. There, God D appears at least 14 times with the cloth or paper element. This device 
is probably the priestly “miter” mentioned in the Relación de Valladolid (de la Garza ed. 1983:2:39). 
During the Late Postclassic Period, God D is frequently represented as an Ah Kin, or paramount priest 
(see Taube 1988d:73-74).

Figure 1. Postclassic representations of Itzam Cab Ain: (a) Dresden 4b–5b (drawing by author); (b) Santa 
Rita Corozal ceramic figurine, Late Postclassic (drawing by author after Gann 1900:Pl. 33).
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Caimans and Calendrical Cycles
The central theme of the Mound 1 murals at Santa Rita concerns the passage of time. The 
anthropomorphic figures above the prone caiman are accompanied by dates, represented by 
Ahau signs with numerical coefficients. Ahau is the particular sign of the 20-day sequence 
in which the uinal, tun, katun, and larger Long Count periods end. In Postclassic and colonial 
Yucatán, the 360-day tun and the katun of 20 tuns were named for the particular numbered 
Ahau on which they ended. For the sequence of tuns, the Ahau coefficients (1 to 13) decrease 
by four with the passage of each tun. For example, in an “11 Ahau” katun, the tuns run as 
follows: 7 Ahau, 3 Ahau, 12 Ahau, 8 Ahau, and so on, until 11 Ahau, the 20th tun, is reached. 
Since the coefficients accompanying the Ahau signs at Santa Rita are each separated by a 
difference of four, it is likely that the Ahau dates refer to a succession of tuns (Thompson 
1950:198). Thus in the Santa Rita murals, the particular god accompanying an Ahau date 
appears to be the patron or augury of the particular tun.

The placement of a succession of tuns and their accompanying gods on a cosmological 
model of the earth recalls a small turtle sculpture from Mayapán. In this instance, a “wheel” 
of thirteen katuns is placed on the back of a turtle, a model for the circular concept of the 
world (Taube 1988a). There is another Late Postclassic Mayapán stone sculpture that depicts 
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Figure 2. The representation of Itzam Cab Ain in the Santa Rita murals: (a) Santa Rita Corozal Mound 
1 structure, exterior west wall, mural, note scutes, vertical bands, and back crest (drawing by author 

after Gann 1900:Pl. 31); (b) Santa Rita Corozal Mound 1 structure, exterior north wall, mural, one 
of two caiman faces flanking doorway; compare clawed forelimb to example in Figures 1a and 

4b (drawing by author after Gann 1900:Pl. 29); (c) Santa Rita Corozal Mound 1 structure, mural, 
headdress worn by God D (drawing by author after Gann 1900:Pl. 30).
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the caiman model of the earth (Figure 3). Although 
Proskouriakoff (1962b:334) states that the sculpture 
represents “a reptilian grotesque of uncertain genus,” 
it is clearly the caiman. Thus it displays the same 
scale markings and narrow vertical bands appearing 
in the Dresden scene and in the murals at Santa Rita. 
Unfortunately, the object is badly damaged, and it is 
difficult to determine whether a human head may 
originally have appeared in the open jaws. However, 
it is clear that a human figure lies upon the back of 
the creature. This individual is marked with a promi-
nent day sign, 1 Ahau, and the back of the caiman 
is supplied with two other dates, 4 Ahau, and 13 
Ahau. Although the significance of these three dates 
is unknown, the Mayapán sculpture appears to be 
another example of period ending dates distributed 
upon the earth caiman.6

A mural in Tancah Structure 44 depicts another 
caiman figure marked with calendrical signs (Figure 
4a). In the midsection of the caiman torso, there are 
day signs for Edznab and Ahau, the 18th and 20th 
days of the series of 20. The caiman appears as a head-
dress and back element worn by a striding human. 
As in many Postclassic caiman representations, the 
creature displays a prominent crested ridge upon 
the back. Another example of the back crest can be 
seen on one of the Early Postclassic gold disks from 
the Sacred Cenote at Chichén Itzá (Figure 4b). Lying 
on its back, the caiman occupies the basal register 
of a battle scene. Although the creature possesses a 

 6 It is intriguing that the episode of Itzam Cab Ain in the Tizimin and Maní accounts was said to 
occur in 13 Ahau, with 1 Ahau also mentioned in the Tizimin (Craine and Reindorp 1979:117-119). 
However, the third date upon the caiman, 4 Ahau, is not mentioned in the Chilam Balam episode.

a

b

c

strange scroll-like snout, Lothrop (1952:46) notes that it is a representation of the caiman 
earth monster.

Yet another example of the earth caiman appears within Structure 2 of the Pinturas 
Group at Cobá (Figure 5). Although quite damaged, the Late Postclassic mural clearly once 
showed human figures standing upon the crested and scaly body of a caiman, as if it were 
the earth (see Lombardo de Ruíz coord. 1987:Pl. 52). With its scales and back scutes, the 
caiman body is similar to the Itzamna caiman in the Dresden Codex. A series of day signs run 
along the caiman body. In the published fragments, it is possible to see the signs Men, Cib, 
and Caban. George Stuart, who was present when the Cobá murals were being excavated, 
notes that the day signs Ben and Ix were once present, and that all ran in order from north to 
south at the base of the east wall (personal communication, 1987; also see Lombardo de Ruiz  
coord. 1987:Figs. 49-52). It thus appears that the Structure 2 caiman contained many if not all 

Figure 3. Calendrical periods on a 
caiman body from Mayapán: (a–c) 

Mayapán Structure R-88, sculptured altar, 
three views (drawings by author after 

Proskouriakoff 1962b:Fig. 4e).



of the 20 day signs along its body.
The Cobá mural is notably similar to Borgia pages 39 and 40 (Figure 

6a). Here the aged god Tonacatecuhtli appears as a great open-mouthed 
caiman. Whereas the head and forelimbs appear on page 39, the remains 
of the diminutive lower limbs can be discerned at the base of the scene on 
page 40. Seler (1963:2:41) notes that page 40 depicts an underworld event 
enclosed by the caiman earth. But although the earth creature is supplied 
with a caiman mouth, the head is that of Tonacatecuhtli, with a sharply 
pointed chin, white hair, and a feathered headdress found with other 
representations of the creator god (Figure 6b). Moreover, the colored bar 
on the cheek of the caiman mouth—an emblem of Xochipilli—is a charac-
teristic also found with Tonacatecuhtli. A series of day signs pass along the 
body of the Tonacatecuhtli caiman. Seler (1963:2:42) points out that to the 
right side of the caiman head, the mouth of the second day sign, Ehecatl, 
is visible. The day signs then pass in consecutive order to the third day, 
Calli, the fourth, Cuetzpalin, the fifth, Coatl, and so on, all the way down 
the right side of the caiman body to end with Malinalli at the rear of the 
creature. Another distinct pattern of day signs continues from the rear up 
the left side of the creature to end near the head. Although not noted by 
Seler, it is probable that the great Tonacatecuhtli caiman head serves as the 
first day sign, Cipactli, with the partially obscured Ehecatl head constitut-
ing the second day of the count. In concept, the placement of a consecutive 
series of day signs along the body of the earth caiman is identical to the 
Pinturas Group mural at Cobá.
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Figure 4. Representations of caimans in Late Postclassic 
Yucatán: (a) Tancah Structure 44, Room 1, Mural 1 
(drawing by author after A. Miller 1982:Pl. 8); (b) 

Chichén Itzá Sacred Cenote, embossed gold disk and 
detail of same (view of whole from Lothrop 1952:Fig. 31; 

detail drawn by author after same source). 

a

b
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Conclusions

In view of the Cobá painting and other Maya scenes, it is clear that the Postclassic Yucatec 
perception of the earth caiman was very similar to that of highland Mexico. In both regions, 
the caiman was closely identified with an aged god of creation and sustenance. Although the 
caiman earth metaphor cannot be traced to before the Postclassic in Central Mexico, there are 
strong indications that it was present among the Classic Maya. However, the identification of 

Figure 5. A caiman body with day signs at 
Cobá: (a) Cobá Structure 2 of Las Pinturas 

Group, interior east and south walls, 
fragmentary mural (drawing by George Stuart 
is a composite based on author’s drawing after 
Lombardo de Ruiz coord. 1987:Figs. 50-52 and 

unpublished 1:1 tracings of the murals made in 
1975 by Gene S. Stuart); (b) Cobá Structure 2 of 
Las Pinturas Group, reconstruction of facade 

and plan showing location of mural in a, scale 
1:100 (drawing by George E. Stuart based on 

his 1975 field measurements).

a

b

Vertical line marks southeast corner of room

Approximate floor line
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Itzamna with the caiman in the form of Itzam Cab Ain is primarily a Postclassic Maya trait. 
Quite likely, the Yucatec use of itzam to designate a whale or caiman derives from the late 
identification of Itzamna with the cosmological caiman.

In the three cited examples from the Late Postclassic—Santa Rita, Mayapán, and 
Cobá—particular day signs are placed on the body of the earth caiman. In the Santa Rita 
and Mayapán examples, the days are period ending dates, while at Cobá they form a series 
of the twenty day names. The placement of day signs on zoömorphic or anthropomorphic 
figures is common in the Borgia Group of Late Postclassic codices as, for example, on Borgia 
17, 39–40, 53, and 73; Vaticanus B 75, 85, 86, and 96; and Laud 2. The three Late Postclassic 
Maya examples can be considered as part of the same tradition. However, in the case of 
the three Maya representations cited, the caiman seems to have had a particular calendrical 
as well as cosmological significance. According to the Chilam Balam books of Tizimin and 
Maní, the cosmogonic Itzam Cab Ain flood event occurred in Katun 13 Ahau, the last katun 
of the 13-katun series. It is surely no coincidence that the world trees subsequently placed in 
commemoration of the flood were termed imix che. The trees are named after Imix, the day 
immediately following Ahau, and thus the first day of the next katun cycle. As the primor-
dial beast from which the earth is both destroyed and fashioned, Itzam Cab Ain embodies 
the concept of completion and renewal appearing in both Maya cosmology and calendrics.
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a

b

Figure 6. Late Postclassic 
representations of 

Tonacatecuhtli: (a) Borgia 
39, detail, Tonacatecuhtli 
as the caiman earth; note 

day signs on caiman body 
(drawing by author, after Seler 

1963); (b) Borgia 61, detail, 
Tonacatecuhtli in birth-giving 
position (drawing by author 

after Seler 1963).
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Ritual Humor inClassic MayaReligion

Our understanding of Classic Maya society and religion has changed radically over the last 
several decades. Due to the epigraphic insights of Tatiana Proskouriakoff and others, it is 
now known that the individuals depicted on Maya monuments are not calendar priests, but 
kings. It is becoming increasingly evident that the monumental texts record dynastic history, 
the achievements of particular rulers, and the structure and organization of regional polities. 
In this extremely exciting and fruitful time of glyphic and iconographic research, there has 
been a primary orientation toward the monuments and their accompanying texts. However, 
this has given a somewhat limited view of Classic Maya religion and society. The scenes pro-
vided by this public art are highly idealized portrayals of rulership. Almost invariably kings 
are presented in the prime of youth, despite the fact that they are frequently mentioned in the 
texts as being of advanced years. Were all Maya kings handsome, young and trim? Probably 
not. Important figures captured from other sites are depicted with wrinkles, lumpy noses, 
withered limbs, and sagging bellies (e.g., Piedras Negras Stelae 8 and 12). The recurrent 
themes in Classic monumental scenes appear to be warfare and the humiliation of captives, 
ancestor worship, and blood sacrifice. However, there was surely more to Classic ceremonial 
life than this. Scenes portrayed on portable objects, notably ceramic vessels and figurines, 
reveal a complex array of festival events and characters, many of which can be related to 
ceremonial performances of the Colonial and contemporary periods.

In an important work, Victoria Bricker (1973) discussed ritual humor of the post-
Conquest Maya. Although focusing principally upon the Tzotzil Maya of highland Chiapas, 
Bricker discussed highland Guatemala and Yucatan, as well as ceremonial clowning of high-
land Mexico, the Gulf Coast, and the American Southwest (1973:166-218). More recently, 
René Acuña (1978) has summarized the ethnohistorical material pertaining to ritual jest-
ing and dances of protohistorical Yucatan. Despite the extensive background provided by 
these and other works, there has been no detailed study of ceremonial clowns and jesting 
in pre-Hispanic Maya art. In view of the abundant imagery of death, mutilation, and sac-
rifice, humor may seem quite out of place in the art not only of the Maya but also ancient 

CHAPTER 4
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Mesoamerica as a whole.1 However, ritual clowns, spoofs, and excessive drinking were also 
an important part of ancient Maya ceremonialism. Although festival humor seems to have 
frequently satirized established authority, it had a decidedly sacred role. Ritual clowning 
seems to have marked key periods of transition in the succession of calendrical periods, such 
as that of the vague year, the katun, and the agricultural year. 

Evidence of pre-Hispanic Maya clowning is widespread and takes many forms. One of 
the most compelling examples occurs in the New Year pages of the Dresden Codex. Here, 
a specific clown character, the opossum mam, can be compared to data in dictionaries, the 
Chilam Balam books, and other early Colonial accounts. The same character may be found 
in the Classic Maya period, along with a host of other festival entertainers. One particular 
Maya deity, known as God N or Pauahtun, is a central figure in the pre-Hispanic clown-
ing complex. This deity appears to be generally equivalent to the Mam of contemporary 
Maya groups, an aged thunder god of the earth and the Underworld. For the Classic period, 
figurines are an especially rich source of information on ritual humor. Due to the presence of 
dancing fans and rattles, many figures previously identified as gods or animals can now be 
identified as festival performers. One particular Classic clown appears on Classic figurines, 
two-part effigy vessels, painted vessel scenes, and as a particular glyph in Maya script, the 
personified pa (T1023). Along with the Pauahtun Mam, this simian entity appears in two 
related Classic performances either coupled with a woman or in a dance featuring serpents 
as well as a pretty woman. Both themes are found in ritual humor of the contemporary 
Maya, which appears to differ little from that of the pre-Hispanic past.

The Yucatec New Year Festival
The Uayeb New Year festival of Postclassic Yucatan is an excellent example of the seasonal 
rites of passage described by Arnold van Gennep (1960:178-182). According to Gennep, there 
are three distinct phases in ceremonies marking the transition from one state to another: 
separation, transition, and incorporation. In terms of this general schema, the period of 
separation would correspond to the death of the year—that is, the end of Cumku, the last 
20-day Maya month. The time of transition is the 5-day Uayeb period, and the period of 
incorporation, the first of Pop, or the beginning of the year. Of most interest is the time of 
transition, or the liminal period. It has been noted in a number of studies (e.g., Turner 1969; 
Ortiz 1972; Vogt 1976) that there is frequently a repudiation or even mocking of established 
authority during the liminal period. Forms of symbolic inversion are especially common; 
chaos and flux pervade. Turner (1969) noted that this “antistructure” often results in a nega-
tion of social differentiation, creating—at least temporarily—an experience of solidarity 
within the community.

In the Colonial Yucatec Cantares de Dzitbalché (Barrera Vásquez 1965), there are two 
remarkable songs that provide explicit Maya conceptions of the New Year festival. In one, 
the Uayeb period is mentioned as a time of danger and chaos: 

 1 An important exception is the smiling figure complex of Classic Veracruz. Many of the Nopiloa 
style smiling figures are probably entertainers, for they hold rattles and appear to be dancing. It is 
recognized that Nopiloa figurines have close affinities to Classic figurines of the western Maya region, 
especially Jaina (cf. McBride 1971:28-29). One of the striking shared features is the “world-bearer” 
dancing position, with the elbows out and upward from the sides and the hands either at or above head 
level.



chakaab cizin  Cisin is unbound 
heekaab mitnal  the underworld is open. (1965:34)2

The text then mentions that the sins (keban) of everyone, young and old, rich and poor, are 
accounted for at this time, and that eventually, the Uayeb will constitute the destruction 
of the world. In a lighter tone, Song 12 describes a night ceremony concerning the end of 
Uayeb. At dusk, the ceremonial performers convene in the central square: 

dzu kuchul h’pax kayoob  Arrived are the musicians
h’paal dzamoob h’okotoob  comedians, dancers,
h’ualak zut ziithoob    contortionists, jumpers,
bey ppuz     hunchback
yetel nac yaob    and spectators. (1965:71)

It is uncertain on what day this night celebration occurred, but an account in the Relación de 
la Villa de Valladolid suggests that it was the night preceding 1 Pop, the day of the New Year 
bearer; “the first day of the year before dawn, everyone and the Alquin watch and wait for the 
sun, making a grand festival that day” (de la Garza ed. 1983:2:237, my translation). 
 The comedians, or ah paal dzamoob, mentioned in the installation of Pop are probably 
much like those described by Fray Cogolludo: 

They are clever in their mottoes and jokes, that they say to their mayors and judges: if they 
are too rigorous, ambitious, or greedy, they portray the events that occurred and even what 
concerns the official’s own duties, these are said in front of him, and at times with a single 
word. ... They call these buffoons Balzam. (López de Cogolludo [1688]1954:339, my translation)

The jokes of the baldzam were often burlesque, and in the Motul dictionary there are the 
expressions baldzam ach and baldzam pel, referring to the male and female genitalia, respec-
tively (Acuña 1978:32). In fact, a general Yucatec term for comedy or farce was tah or taah, 
with ta being the term for excrement (Barrera Vásquez 1980:748, 752-753). In the Pío Pérez 
dictionary, taʔah is glossed as ‘regir el vientre, evacuar en algo, ensuciarlo con excremento’ (Barrera 
Vásquez 1980:752). This same term is used in the Motul dictionary to describe the events of 
a year, u taʔah haʔab: “lo que sucede, trabajos, hambres, muertes, pestilencias, dentro de un año” 
(Barrera Vásquez 1980:753). As social commentators, or “muckrakers,” the baldzam exposed 
scandals and misdeeds through their dramas. The end of the year seems to have been a 
particular time for this ceremonial jesting.

The Pre-Hispanic New Year Pages
For over a hundred years, it has been known that the sixteenth-century Yucatec New Year 
ceremonies described by Fray Diego de Landa appear in the pre-Hispanic Maya codices. 
Cyrus Thomas (1882) first noted the New Year themes on the Madrid Codex pages 34 to 
37 and the Dresden Codex pages 25 to 28, and it was subsequently pointed out that the 

 2 In the English transcriptions of the Cantares de Dzitbalché, I am relying heavily on the Spanish 
translation by Barrera Vásquez (1965), although at times my choice of words differs slightly. 
 Save for phonetic values and terms cited for contemporary Yucatec, I will use Colonial Yucatec 
orthography. Terminology and transcriptions from other Maya languages will retain the original 
orthography of the authors cited.
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Paris Codex pages 19 and 20 also concern the installation of the year. Bruce Love (1986) has 
recently suggested that the Madrid New Year pages describe the ceremonies on or following 
the first of Pop, and not the Uayeb period. Although possessing only New Year “year bearer” 
dates, Paris pages 19 and 20 may concern the Uayeb period as well.3 In the page 20 scene 
corresponding to the year bearer Akbal, there is a jaguar and another clawed mammal; and 
on page 19, a jaguar attacks a human figure. Cogolludo mentions that one of the primary 
fears experienced during the Uayeb period was that of being bitten by snakes or wild beasts 
(animales fieros) (López de Cogolludo [1688]1954:336-337). It is clear the Dresden pages concern 
both the Uayeb and the first of Pop, since each year bearer is provided with its preceding day. 
Thus, whereas the four year bearers are repeated thirteen times at the lower left of each page, 
the upper left contains a repetitive series of the previous day. The sequence runs as follows: 
Eb/Ben, Caban/Etz’nab, Ik/Akbal, and Manik/Lamat. The previous days, Eb, Caban, Ik, 
and Manik correspond to 0 Pop, the last day of the Old Year. Although not a year bearer, this 
last day corresponds closely to the Old Year, since it is oriented to the same direction as the 
Old Year bearer. For example, the day sign Eb, occurring just before Ben, is situated to the 
south, the same direction as its year bearer Lamat. It may be that this last day is a concentrated 
embodiment of the associations and events of the Old Year, the climax of the Uayeb. 

On each of the four Dresden New Year pages, directly to the right of the last days of 
the Old Year, there is a curious anthropomorphic animal (see Figure 5d). Due to its black 
eye markings, whiskers, conical teeth, and especially the long hairless tail, this creature has 
long been identified as an opossum. In every case, he carries an image in a sack or bag slung 
across his back. Although Thompson (1934:227) initially suggested that the opossums carry 
the gods of the “dying year,” he later stated that they are bringing in the gods of the New 
Year (1970a:483, 1972:90); his original interpretation appears to be correct. Peter Mathews 
(1976) has noted that, in each of the four accompanying texts directly above, the hieroglyphic 
sign corresponding to the opossum is marked with a particular color. Although the glyphs 
are effaced on pages 25 and 27, it can be seen on page 28 that the color is red and on 29, black. 
These colors do not relate to the day sign and direction of the New Year bearer below, but to 
the first and last day of the Old Year. David Kelley (1962a:286) noted that the following com-
pound on all four pages can be phonetically read u mam. Both Cogolludo (López de Cogolludo 
[1688]1954:343) and Pío Pérez (Tozzer 1941:139) mention that the god of the Uayeb period was 
termed Mam, meaning ‘maternal grandfather.’ Kelley identified the opossum with the aged 
Mam. Noting that uch is a common Mayan word for opossum, Kelley (1962a:286) pointed 
out that the equivalents of the Cakchiquel month Nabei Mam and Rucab Mam are known as 
Alauch and Mucuch in Tzeltal. In support of Kelley, it may be noted that in Chamula Tzotzil, 
the Tzeltal Mucuch is known as hʔuč, or mol hʔuč, the latter term meaning ‘old man opossum.’ 
In addition, the previous month is occasionally called me’el uč  ‘old woman opossum’ (Gossen 

 3 The Maya calendar was composed of two combined cycles, a 260-day divinatory calendar and 
a vague year of 365 days. The 260-day calendar was formed of twenty day names counted through a 
thirteen-day permutating cycle. The twenty day names partially overlap the 365-day cycle, since the 
vague year was formed of eighteen twenty-day months and a five-day remaining period, the Uayeb. 
Thus, the New Year and each of the twenty-day months began on the same day. Because of the Uayeb, 
the day names count forward five days each year, creating a succession of four day names over a 
period of four years. These four day names, the “year bearers,” were Ben, Etz’nab, Akbal, and Lamat 
throughout much of the Classic and Postclassic periods, although in the region of the Puuc, the year 
bearers shifted one day ahead, to Ix, Cauac, Kan, and Muluc.



1974a:237). In Yucatan, the opossum may have been also identified with the quality of age; 
whereas the word for opossum in Yucatec is och, the term for old is uch.

Aside from its general attribute of age, little is known of Maya conceptions of the 
opossum.4 The Yucatec were well aware of the creature’s tendency of “playing possum,” for 
according to the Pío Pérez dictionary a hypocrite or crafty fellow was referred to as a cimen 
och, or “dead opossum” (Barrera Vásquez 1980:318). The Yucatec identification of opossums 
with buffoons or entertainers has been often cited. In the Tizimin tun prophesies, the tolil 
och appears in the years 11 Cauac, 2 Cauac, and 5 Ix (cf. Edmonson 1982:90, 99, 104). In the 
Motul dictionary, ix tol is glossed as ‘truan, moharrache,’ meaning buffoon or jokester. The 
Motul also describes the tah ix tolil as an ‘entremes,’ or one-act farce. In the aforementioned 
Tizimin passages of 11 and 2 Cauac, the tolil och is mentioned in relation to Ah Can Tzicnal. 
For 11 Cauac, Ah Can Tzicnal is described as the ‘masked Bacab,’ ah koh bacab (cf. Roys 
1949:172, 181). As noted by Thompson (1970a:471) and others, the Motul dictionary glosses 
bacab as ‘representante’ or actor. The white Bacab of the north, Ah Can Tzicnal, plays an 
important part in the New Year account of Landa.

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, there was a special dance per-
formed during Carnival in northern Yucatan. Termed the Xtol, it has been suggested that this 
burlesque festival performance may derive from the pre-Hispanic ix tol dance (cf. Makemson 
1951:101; Acuña 1978:53, n. 57). In 1901, Starr (1902:80-82) witnessed a Xtol dance in Merida 
and mentioned that it consisted of fourteen individuals, presumedly all males, with seven 
dressed as women with exaggerated breasts. Starr noted that during the dance there was “a 
good deal of indecent suggestion” and that the songs were sung in Mayan. Although Starr 
did not record the words, one version may be found in a romanticized description of the Xtol 
by Rejón García (1905:97-98). The final lines concern the payment of taxes or tribute:

A Kateexan bool patan   Do you all also want to pay tribute?

The chorus answers:

Matan, Matan, Matan, tat   No way, no way, no way, sir.

The refusal to pay tribute, an open denial of civic responsibility, recalls the socially charged 
humor of the seventeenth-century baldzam.

Although Thompson provided ethnohistorical evidence that the opossums on Dresden 
pages 25 to 28 are mummer entertainers, little attention has been paid to their dress and 
accouterments. The opossums on pages 26 and 27 both have belts with pendant conical shells. 
In the art of Postclassic Mexico, these shells frequently fringe the costume of dancers and 
other entertainers (cf. Codex Vaticanus B, p. 52; Codex Borgia, p. 64; Codex Nuttall, p. 38). 
Each of the Dresden opossums carries a fan and a strange staff topped with a human hand. 
Virtually identical staffs occur in Central Mexican codices, where they have been interpreted 
as chicahuaztli rattle staffs. According to Seler (1963:2:106) the chicahuaztli was associated 
with gods of the earth and fertility. Ichon (1973:427) noted that because the Postclassic staff 
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 4 Among the Pedrano Tzotzil, the opossum is believed to be the owner of fire (Guiteras Holmes 
1961:196-197). A similar belief is recorded for the Nahuat of Huitzilan in the northern Sierra de Puebla. 
In one Huitzilan tale, the opossum steals fire to warm Christ, and in so doing burns the hair off his tail 
(Taggart 1983:103-104).
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frequently ends with a serpent—a widespread symbol of lightning—the instrument prob-
ably represents thunder.5 The fans carried by the Dresden opossums may also have been 
important articles of spoofs and dances. In Classic Maya vessel scenes, dancers and animal 
impersonators are frequently found with fans (cf. Robiscek and Hales 1981:Fig. 23a; Schele 
and M. E. Miller 1986:Pl. 71). Ciudad Real mentioned that during a dance at Kantunil in 1588, 
one performer held rattles in one hand and a feather fan in the other (Noyes 1932:327). Writing 
on the early seventeenth-century Pokoman Maya, Thomas Gage (Thompson 1958:244) noted 
that the toncontin dancers wielded feather fans. During the 1901 Xtol dance in Merida, certain 
of the comedians carried feathered fans as well as rattles (Starr 1902:81-82). Both accounts 
mention that the fans were flourished with particular movements and gestures.  

Representations of opossum entertainers are not limited to the Postclassic Dresden 
Codex. In one Late Classic Maya vessel scene, a procession of three seedy opossums dance 
in file (Figure 1). Although they are anthropomorphic and lack tails, all three have the long 
snout, conical teeth, and whiskers characteristic of opossums. In addition, they seem to be old; 
one has a wrinkled face as well as the sagging belly. Each carries a large instrument, appar-
ently a gourd rasp, stroked by a stick in the right hand.6 The same opossum figure, complete 
with musical instrument, appears on a Late Classic pottery mold from Guatemala (Figure 2).

 5 The contemporary masked clown of the Huichol rain ceremony holds a rattle staff composed of 
a rattan stick to which a dried gut rattle is tied (Zingg 1938:200). Zingg (1938:200, 324) states that this 
object represents the staff of Grandmother Growth, fashioned from “the point of a cloud.”
 According to Ichon (1973:423) in the Pastores dance of the Sierra Totonac there are two dance staffs 
known as bastones-truenos, or “thunder staffs.”
 6 This particular instrument—a rasp attached to a hollow sounding chamber—appears to be of 
great antiquity in Mesoamerica. Parsons (1980:No. 14) illustrates an Early Formative example possibly 
from Las Bocas, Puebla. Modeled in clay, the piece represents a rasp attached to a sounding chamber of 
gourd and armadillo shell.

Figure 1. Procession of three opossum entertainers with gourd rasps; rollout scene from Late Classic 
polychrome (drawing by Diane Griffiths Peck, reproduced courtesy of Dr. Michael D. Coe).



Pauahtuns, Bacabs, and the Opossum Mam
There has been a great deal of discussion, and confusion, over the identity of God N, one of 
the major deities of the pre-Hispanic Maya pantheon. Since the early work of Förstemann 
(1901:189-192) and Schellhas (1904:37, 38), it has been widely thought that God N was the god 
of the 5-day Uayeb period. In a discussion of the Classic personification of the number five, 
Thompson (1950:133-134) stated that this aged face represents God N as the Mam, the god 
of the Uayeb, and that the contemporary Kekchi and Pokomchi regard the Mam as an aged 
and powerful earth deity. Thompson (1950:133-134) also mentioned that like the Yucatec 
worship of the Uayeb Mam, in contemporary Kekchi Easter ceremonies, an image of Mam is 
buried during an “unlucky” five-day period. Thompson (1970a:473) later recanted this view 
and stated that God N was not the feared god of the Old Year, but rather the quadripartite 
Bacab that supports the heavens: “it is abundantly clear that Mam, the dressed up piece 
of wood with his five day rule and contemptuous end, had nothing in common with the 
four Bacabs.” Disregarding the u mam reading proposed by Kelley, Thompson viewed the 
Dresden opossums as Bacab entertainers. Thompson was a staunch skeptic of phoneticism 
in the Maya script, and had previously discounted the mam reading (Thompson 1963:125). 
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Figure 2. Late Classic mold with modern cast representing opossum musician 
with drum or rasp (photograph by William Sacco, reproduced with permission of 

Peabody Museum of Natural History, Yale University).
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However, in the light of more recent epigraphic work, there is every reason to regard the 
mam reading as correct (e.g., Lounsbury 1985:48).

Michael Coe (1973:15) was the first to note that the conventional nominal glyph of God 
N can be phonetically read as pawahtun. The Pauahtuns mentioned in Landa’s description 
of the New Year ceremonies are equated with the Bacabs and the Xib Chacs, all of these 
being oriented to the four directions with their appropriate color (cf. Tozzer 1941:137). Landa 
may actually be correct; the terms Bacab and Mam are probably aspects or simply epithets 
of Pauahtun. According to Landa (Tozzer 1941:135), the Bacabs support the sky. However, 
the only pre-Hispanic deity which holds such a position is God N, named phonetically as 
Pauahtun. Whereas Thompson viewed God N as the Bacab sky bearer, Coe (1973, 1978) 
has considered him as the supporter of the earth, not the heavens. However, I know of no 
explicit example of God N sustaining the earth, and in a number of instances, he appears 
to hold up the sky. Thus, the two Pauahtuns flanking the doorway of Copan Structure 22 
have been interpreted as sky bearers (Schele and M. E. Miller 1986:122). According to these 
authors (1986:122), the Bacabs are young aspects of the Pauahtuns. In another case, a pair of 
aged God N figures serve as supports of a sky-band throne (cf. Robicsek and Hales 1981:Fig. 
9a). Among the Zinacanteco Tzotzil, there are the vašak men, who as the gods of the four 
corners hold up the earth and apparently the sky as well (cf. Vogt 1976:15-16). Similarly, 
the Chamula earth bearers are supporters of the “universe” (Gossen 1974b:22). Rather than 
making a sharp distinction between earth and sky bearers, it may be more appropriate to 
consider the Pauahtuns as sustainers of the world.

The four Dresden opossums are labeled as Mams, who seem to be the same as the 
Pauahtun—the aged god of the Old Year. Although the close relation between the opossum 
and God N has not been previously documented, there is direct evidence for the Pauahtun 
identity of the opossum Mam in Classic Maya iconography. On one remarkable Early Classic 
effigy vessel, God N is modeled within his conch (cf. Coe 1982:No. 33). The tip of the spiral-
ing shell is covered with a single glyph. On close inspection, it is found to be the head of an 
opossum, complete with short round ears, bearded cheek, and conical teeth (Figure 3a). An 
Akbal marking, a symbol of darkness, is placed over the eye to represent the black facial 
marking of the opossum. A crosshatched or netted element caps the head, probably referring 
to the characteristic cloth headdress of God N. In a Late Classic vessel scene, God N holds 
his netted cloth headdress before him (Figure 3d). Although generally human, he has the 
black eye marking, conical teeth, and snout whiskers of the Dresden opossums. There are 
also Late Classic anthropomorphic opossums wearing the God N headdress (Figure 3c). In 
the illustrated example, the upper eye region is again marked with the Akbal sign. Although 
the opossums on Dresden pages 25 to 28 do not wear the God N headdress, opossum glyphs 
frequently appear with this headdress in Dresden texts (Figure 3b). The Dresden opossum 
Mams are almost surely an aspect of God N.

The Pauahtun Mam: Aged God of Thunder

Many of the overt characteristics of God N have been widely noted, such as his aged bearing, 
costume, and frequent appearance in conch or tortoise shells, but there has been little interest 
in the relation of this deity to the natural world. It is becoming increasingly evident that the 
agricultural cycle was of great importance in Classic Maya religion, and deities of maize, 
rain, and lightning are commonplace. In particular, one deity, known either as the Rain Beast 



or as the bestial form of G 1, is now known to be a Classic form of Chac, the Postclassic 
Yucatec god of rain and lightning (cf. Coe 1978:76-77; David Stuart, cited in Schele and M. 
E. Miller 1986:60, n. 55). God N is frequently found with Chac in Classic Maya scenes. The 
Early Classic vessel naming God N as the opossum Mam has on its opposite side a complex 
rendering of Chac within his Cauac-marked cave (see Figure 15b). The figure is very much 
like a series of Early Postclassic Chacs at Chichen Itza, where in each case they wield a simi-
lar burning serpent-footed lightning axe (see Figure 15c). One Late Classic vessel represents 
a veritable orgy of music and drink, with four God N’s being accompanied with young 
women and four Chacs within a cave (Coe 1978:Vase 11). The identification of God N with 
Chac continues in the Postclassic period. On page 41b of the Dresden Codex, there are two 
separate scenes of God N and Chac, each deity surrounded by beads of water, probably rain. 
In the texts immediately above, both are described as pawahtun chac.

The association of God N with Chac is entirely consistent with contemporary Maya 
conceptions of the Mam. Thompson (1930:57) noted that in the village of San Antonio, Belize, 
the Mams are merged with the Chacs and the gods of wind. Four in number, their domain 
is the mountains and the Underworld: “The Mams are gods of the mountains, of the plains, 
of the underground, of thunder and lightning, and, by extension, of the rain” (Thompson 
1930:57). The contemporary Chol also consider the aged lak mam as lightning, or chajk (Cruz 
Guzmán et al. 1986). However, the sons of lak mam are stronger, and whereas these youths 
frequently throw lightning, lak mam is best known for his thunder (Cruz Guzmán et al. 
1986:42). Both the San Antonio Maya and the Chiapas Chol consider the principal Mam to 
be extremely old, and this belief is also found with the Kekchi, in the intermediate region of 
Alta Verapaz. Dieseldorff (1926a) posited that the Kekchi have two distinct sets of gods in 
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Figure 3. The opossum God N in Classic and Postclassic Maya art: (a) opossum glyph on Early 
Classic God N effigy vessel, crosshatched element on forehead probably headdress (after Coe 

1982:No. 33); (b) Postclassic examples of opossum heads with God N headdress, Dresden Codex, 
pp. 55b, 56a; (c) Late Classic opossum with God N headdress, compare Akbal eye marking with 
a (after Coe 1975a:No. 9); (d) God N with opossum attributes, note black eye, nose whiskers, and 

conical teeth; detail from Late Classic vessel (after Robicsek and Hales 1981:Vessel 7).
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complementary opposition, one being the Tzultacaj, the young gods of lightning, and the 
other, the aged Mam. The Kekchi Mam is essentially malevolent and dangerous, and the 
thundering at the onset of the rains is thought to be Mam trying to escape his bonds in the 
Underworld. Mendelson (1959) has made a similar case for the Tzutuhil of Santiago Atitlan. 
There, the young benevolent god of rain and lightning is San Martín, and the aged god is 
known as Mam or Maximon. As with the Kekchi, the Maximon Mam idol is worshipped for 
five days of Holy Week. This widespread concept of young and old gods of lightning and 
thunder may be pre-Hispanic. Whereas Chac is the young axe-wielding god of lightning, 
the Pauahtun Mam is an aged thunder deity. But although the Chacs and Pauahtuns may 
thematically overlap, there is no evidence that they are simply young and old aspects of 
the same god. The Pauahtuns, rather than the Chacs, are inevitably depicted as the world 
bearers. 

It has been noted that the Huastec Maya of Veracruz also have a widespread belief in 
the Mamlab, aged and malevolent gods of thunder. Stresser-Péan (1952) stated that there are 
actually two forms of Mamlab, young and robust forms and old, degenerate types known as 
Oçel. Alcorn (1984:58-59) mentioned that in the Huastec community of Teenek Tsabal, the 
principal Mam is Muxi’, who undergoes a process of aging over the solar year:

Muxi’ miraculously becomes a newborn baby at the beginning of the year when the sun 
once again “moves” away from the South. During the year he ages and by year’s end he is 
an old man as the sun reaches the winter solstice.

According to Stresser-Péan (1952), the Mamlab greatly love dance, drink, and music and have 
great parties in mountain caves with their female frog consorts.7 Even when floating down 
rivers as spent Oçel, they drum upon the bloated stomachs of drowned beasts. Stresser-Péan 
recorded that the Mamlab are the souls of ancestors drowned in the last creation. This is 
interesting in light of the description by Alcorn (1984:57) of four drowned men who sup-
port the earth; as they age and break, they are replaced by another four at the New Year. 
These drowned men eventually go to the eastern realm of Muxi’ (Alcorn 1984:57). Among 
the neighboring Sierra Totonac, there is a similar aged thunder god known as San Juan, or 
Aktsini’. As with the Huastec Mam, he is an aged god associated with mountains, thunder, 
and drowned humans. Moreover, he is the most important of the four thunder gods who 
support the world (Ichon 1973:45, 123, 130, 137).8

The cited ethnographic material from Veracruz is strikingly similar to contemporary 
and ancient lore of the Maya region. In both regions, there is an old and often malevolent 
mountain god, a quadripartite supporter of the world identified with thunder, music, 

 7 The contemporary Chol similarly believe that the wife of Lak Mam is a large toad (Cruz Guzmán 
et al. 1986:42). 
 8 A similar concept is recorded for the contemporary Chorti Maya of Guatemala. There, it is believed 
that four ʔan’hel, beings of rain and lightning, hold the corner posts sustaining the world. These same 
ʔan’hel were credited with destroying the last world by causing their burden to shake and fall into the 
sea (cf. Fought 1972:377-379). This event is almost identical to the famous Bacab episode of page 43 of 
the Chumayel: “There would be a sudden rush of water when the theft of the insignia of Oxlahun-ti-ku 
occurred. Then the sky would fall, it would fall down upon the earth, when the four gods, the four 
Bacabs, were set up, who brought about the destruction of the world” (Roys 1933:99-100).



drunkenness, and the Old Year.9 The Huastec even call him Mam, the same name used for 
the deity in Guatemala, Belize, and Yucatan. This god appears to be of considerable antiquity. 
Michael Coe (personal communication, 1984) has noted that Kaminaljuyu Stela 17 appears 
to be a Late Preclassic rendering of God N (Figure 4a). An old bearded man bent over his 
serpentine walking stick, the figure wears the diagnostic rolled cloth headdress of God N. 
In addition, the rear part of the headdress contains a bulbous netted element resembling 
the “spangled turban” frequently found at the base of Classic God N headdresses (e.g., Coe 
1973:Nos. 17, 70). Although I know of no example of God N carrying a staff in Classic Maya 
art, there is an interesting Late Classic relief from El Tajín, Veracruz. A detail from a cylindri-
cal bas-relief column, the scene represents an aged male holding a staff. With his wrapped 
cloth headdress, he is almost identical to Classic Maya representations of God N (Figure 4b). 

The El Tajín figure seems to be an early form of an important genre of Postclassic 
Huastec sculpture—an aged male leaning over his walking stick (Figure 4c). Stresser-Péan 
(1971:596) identified this common sculptural type as the Mam, “the old god of the earth and 
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Figure 4. The aged Mam, comparison of stone sculpture from Guatemala and the Gulf Coast: (a) 
Stela 17, Kaminaljuyu, a Late Preclassic representation of God N, note bound cloth headdress and 

undulating staff in right hand; (b) detail of Late Classic scene from mound of the Building Columns, El 
Tajín, aged figure with staff and rolled cloth headdress of Maya God N (after Kampen 1972:Fig. 34c); (c) 
Postclassic Huastec sculpture of Mam bent over serpent lightning staff (after de la Fuente and Gutiérrez 

Solana 1980:Pl. 237); (d) version of Huastec Mam figure with serpent lightning staff; face of Mam 
replaced with that of Tlaloc, the Central Mexican god of rain and lightning (after Anton 1969:Pl. 182).
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 9 Klein (1980) has argued that the Bacabs, Pauahtuns, and Mams are functionally related to Tlaloc, 
the Central Mexican god of rain, lightning, and thunder. Moreover, Klein posited that lightning had an 
important symbolic role in period-ending ceremonies, such as the end of the 365-day year and also the 
52-year cycle.
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of thunder, lord of the year, ancestor of the Huastec.” In direct support of this interpretation, 
one example has the wrinkled face of Tlaloc, the Central Mexican god of rain and lightning 
(Figure 4d). A recent account of the chief Huastec Mam could serve as a vivid description 
of the pre-Hispanic sculptures: “Muxi is generally thought of as a dangerous, powerful old 
man bent over his walking stick of ak’ ” (Alcorn 1984:59). The stick held by the pre-Hispanic 
Mam figures can either be a simple shaft or a serpent. The latter variety probably alludes to a 
thunderbolt, the snake being a widespread symbol of lightning in Mesoamerica and even the 
American Southwest. Although somewhat eroded, it is quite possible that the undulating 
staff carried by the Kaminaljuyu figure is also a serpent. The opossum Mam of the Dresden 
New Year pages may also be wielding chicahuaztli thunder staffs.

The Social Environment of God N

In order to understand God N and his role in Classic Maya religion, it is necessary to examine 
how he is socially defined in the ancient art. He is frequently found in palace scenes, and 
although God N may be seated upon a throne or dais, he is also often placed in a subservient 

Figure 5. Comparison of Early Postclassic representations of God N at Chichen Itza with depictions of 
entertainers in pre-Hispanic codices: (a) God N atlantean figure wearing oyohualli pendant, from the 

Castillo, Chichen Itza (after Seler 1902-1923:5:292); (b) dancer accompanying Huehueteotl, Vaticanus B, 
page 52 (detail), compare arm positioning to God N figure and pre-Hispanic depictions of spider monkeys 
(cf. Figure 6); (c) representation of God N on painted column from the Temple of the Chac Mool, Chichen 
Itza, figure holds chicahuaztli staff and fan (after Morris et al. 1931:2:Pl. 37); (d) opossum Mam from New 

Year pages of Dresden Codex holding fan and chicahuaztli staff, compare conical shell tinklers on belt with 
examples on necklace of b and wrists of c; Dresden Codex, p. 27.
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position to a principal lord (cf. Coggins 1975:Fig. 127b). Although the crosshatched rolled 
cloth headdress is an important attribute of God N, it appears to be also a general article of 
court dress. Rolled cloth headdresses, whether crosshatched or plain, are frequently worn by 
individuals in what appear to be actual palace scenes (Coggins 1975:Figs. 122-126, 140-142). 
The cloth headdress is often affixed by the “Jester God” plaque, identified by Schele as a Classic 
Maya symbol of rulership (Schele 1979; Schele and M. E. Miller 1986). God N may also occasion-
ally be found wearing the Jester God (cf. Haberland 1971:197). But in contrast to the panoply of 
Classic ceremonial dress, God N wears the casual garb of daily court life. It is noteworthy that 
he is almost the antithesis of a proper Maya ruler. Whereas Maya lords are usually depicted 
in war or engaged in penitential sacrifice, in Classic scenes God N is never found wielding 
weapons or participating in penitential bloodletting. Instead, his favorite pastimes appear to 
be drinking, the taking of intoxicating enemas, and dallying with nubile women.10 Perhaps 
due to his excesses, he is aged and physically puny, quite unlike the youthful rulers found on 
Classic monuments. This is a striking contradiction; although extremely powerful—a god of 
thunder and bearer of the world—there is little about this deity which could command respect. 
He appears to be almost the embodiment of the vanities and corruption which accrue with 
excessive power and wealth.

In Classic and Postclassic scenes, God N is a god not only of drinking and debauchery 
but also of dance as well. One Late Classic vessel depicts God N holding a rectangular fan 
as he dances with a young woman (see Figure 12a). On an Early Postclassic column from 
the Temple of the Warriors at Chichen Itza, God N is found carrying the same dance articles 
as the Dresden opossum Mam, a fan and the chicahuaztli staff (Figure 5c). In addition, the 
figure wears the same conical shell tinklers, in this case as bracelets. On the basis of costume 
elements, Seler (1902-1923:5:284-285, Illus. 131) identified the God N atlantean figures of 
Chichen Itza as dance gods. He noted that they often wear loincloths with knobbed ends 
and the oyohualli symbol of cut shell, costume elements almost identical to the dancing figure 
on page 52 of the Vaticanus B (Figure 5b). This scene is presided over by Huehuecoyotl, the 
aged coyote god of dance. A Postclassic symbol of sensuality and pleasure, the oyohualli 
shell pendant is frequently worn by spider monkeys, widely considered as droll entertainers 
in ancient and contemporary Mesoamerica. In fact, the Vaticanus B dancer has the large 
round eye markings and forward-sweeping hair commonly found with depictions of spider 
monkeys. His stance is also striking, as the raised arms and outward-turned hands duplicate 
the world-bearer position of God N. Running spider monkeys hold their arms similarly, and 
are thus depicted in many regions of ancient Mesoamerica (Figure 6). In one Late Classic 
vessel scene, a dancing God N in quadruped stance bears the facial markings of the spider 
monkey (Figure 6e). The ambivalent nature of God N does resemble that of the monkey, a 
creature associated with drunkenness and sexual transgression as well as dance, fertility, 
and pleasure (cf. Seler 1902-1923:4:456-464).

The Personified pa Glyph: A Classic Maya Clown
The personified pa glyph (T1023) frequently appears in Classic Maya texts. Although of vary-
ing form, the sign is usually composed of a crosshatched anthropomorphic face. Michael 
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 10 For discussions of enema use and intoxication in Classic Maya art, see Furst and Coe (1977), de 
Smet (1985), Barrera Rubio and Taube (1987).
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Coe (cited in Mathews and Schele 1974:64) first 
suggested that the head is an aspect of God N. At 
Palenque, the glyph is often identical to the aged 
face of God N, save for the curious crosshatch-
ing (Figure 7a). In Classic script, this marking 
is infixed in the simple cartouches of T586 and 
T602, both signs providing the phonetic value of 
pa. The crosshatching in T1023 could be simply 
interpreted as a device to provide the pa reading 
save for the careful fashion with which it is delin-
eated. Rather than covering the entire face, the 
crosshatching ends at lines arching widely around 
the eye and mouth. The general effect suggests a 
coarse cloth mask cut around the mouth and eyes. 
The facial patterning duplicates that of the spider 
monkey, with the fabric corresponding to areas of 
hair. A number of full-figure forms of the personi-
fied pa appear at Copan (Figure 7j, k). Although 
lacking masks, they are covered in crosshatched 
or knotted suits, apparently of coarse cloth or 
grass. Eduard Seler (1902-1923:4:459) mentioned 
that in Postclassic Central Mexico, monkeys are 
depicted wearing suits of malinalli grass:

It is a very peculiar characteristic that 
frequently green malinalli grass takes the 
place of the hair coat of the monkey. ... 
The malinalli grass was to the Mexicans 
the symbol and mark of transitoriness and 
revival, and is, therefore, represented in 
the list of the regents of the day signs by 
the pulque gods. The twofold nature of 
the pulque gods ... who are the producers 
of vegetation and the representations of 
the blessing of the harvest but at the same 
time are also the embodiment of intoxica-
tion, drinking-bouts and sexual excesses, 
is expressed I think, in this disguise. 
(Translation in Seler 1939:4:2) 

The Classic Maya suit had many of the same asso-
ciations; however, the personified pa character is 
not simply a monkey, but a ceremonial buffoon 
with its own specific attributes and symbolic 
domain. 

Although commonly misinterpreted as 
monkeys, full-figure representations of the 
personified pa occur on a number of two-part 
effigy vessels. During the La Finca Esperanza 
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Figure 6. Representations of spider monkeys 
and God N: (a) spider monkey in “world 

bearer” posture, detail of Copador style vessel, 
Copan (after Longyear 1952:Fig. 14b); (b) one 

of four spider monkeys on Copador style 
bowl, Late Classic period (after Bray 1970:Pl. 

24); (c) ceramic sello representing spider 
monkey, Late Postclassic Central Mexico 

(after Field 1974:Fig. 28); (d) anthropomorphic 
spider monkey wearing headdress of God 

N, from Late Classic polychrome bowl (after 
Andre Emmerich and Perls Galleries 1984a:No. 
21); (e) dancing God N with facial markings of 

spider monkey (after Coe 1981b:Fig. 2).

d

e



excavations at Kaminaljuyu, a remarkable two-part effigy vessel was discovered in Tomb 
A-II (Figure 8a). Kidder, Jennings, and Shook (1946:188-190) noted that this figure, modeled in 
“sardonically rendered ugliness,” is largely covered with the impressions of “a harsh check-
erboard weave fabric.” It should be noted that this cloth marking ends sharply at the wrists 
and mouth. The hands and huge bulging lips are smoothly finished, thus giving the distinct 
impression of actual skin protruding from a coarse cloth suit. Whereas the Kaminaljuyu 
piece was described as a “human effigy” (Kidder et al. 1946:188), Smith (1955:85-86, Fig. 
11j, k) interpreted a similar jar excavated at Uaxactun as a “monkey.” This figure also has 
a large “Roman nose” and bulging lips as well as probable cuffs on the wrists. As with the 
Kaminaljuyu example, there is no sign of any tail. The Uaxactun effigy is a uniform brownish 
black and bears no evidence of textile patterning, but there are two other examples from 
Uaxactun that clearly wear the coarsely woven suit (Smith 1955:Fig. 5e, h, i, j). Here, the 
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Figure 7. Examples of the personified pa in Classic Maya epigraphy: (a) comparison of personified pa 
with glyphs of God N and spider monkey, all examples from Palenque; (b) personified pa in “tupah” 

period ending expression, Tikal Stela 12, D2; (c) pa head with large nose and curving tooth, forming part 
of phonetic spelling of pacal, Palace Tablet, G7, Palenque; (d) personified pa head in compound read chac 
patan (S. Houston, personal communication, 1982) from incised conch (after Robicsek 1978:Fig. 155); (e) 

personified pa in pat period ending expression, Yaxchilan Lintel 44, A4; (f) pat period ending expression, 
Stela 1, Ojos de Agua, A9; (g) pat period ending expression, Machaquila, carved stone from Structure 4; (h) 
pat period ending expression, Bonampak Stela 1, N1; (i) pat expression occurring in hieroglyphic cornice of 

Structure 1, Quirigua; (j) full-figure pat period ending expression, Oblong Altar, Copan; (k) full-figure pa 
forming part of name glyph of Madrugada, carved hieroglyphic bench, Copan; (l) form of personified pa 

with long sicklelike nose, forming part of “tupah” period ending expression, Copan Stela D, B5.
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figures are clearly human, not monkeys. 
Similar but unprovenanced two-piece effigy vessels are also in private collections. In 

the Barbachano Collection of Merida, Yucatan, there is a standing two-piece vessel having 
the facial characteristics of the Kaminaljuyu example (cf. Cantú and Carballo 1969:No. 1). 
The fibrous suit is represented by a checkered pattern of broad crosshatched lines, a conven-
tion found with certain of the personified pa glyphs as well as one of the aforementioned 
vessels from Uaxactun (Smith 1955:Fig. 5h, k). In the Land Collection, there is the upper half 
of a two-piece jar (Figure 8b). The figure wears a coarsely woven suit and mask as well as an 
Ahau headband, conventionally appearing on T1000, the personified form of the day sign 
Ahau. Nicholson (Nicholson and Cordy-Collins 1979:No. 130) has compared this example 
to the black effigy described by Smith (1955:85-86), noting that neither appears to depict a 
monkey, but rather a figure with monkey attributes.

The vessels that have been discussed date largely to the later part of the Early Classic 
period, at approximately ad 500 to 600. The roughly contemporaneous incised peccary skull 
from Tomb 1 of Copan contains an excellent example of the suited character (Figure 9c). He 
has been generally interpreted as a monkey, although once again the sleeve cuffs are quite 
visible. Moreover, as in all of the discussed examples, the simian tail is lacking. Although not 
an actual spider monkey, the figure exhibits many monkey attributes. Projecting above the 
top of the Ahau headband is a forward-sweeping crest of hair, a common attribute of the spi-
der monkey in ancient Mesoamerican art. The suited figure and its epigraphic counterpart, 

Figure 8. Representations of the personified pa character on effigy vessels: (a) left: two-part effigy vessel 
from Kaminaljuyu, Esperanza phase, Early Classic period, figure dressed in coarse cloth suit; note 

exposed skin of hands and lips (from Kidder et al. 1946:Fig. 190d); (b) right: upper half of two-piece 
effigy vessel, figure wears coarse cloth suit and mask; note Ahau headband, disk on chest possibly of cut 
shell; compare with pendants of Figures 11a and 11b (from Nicholson and Cordy-Collins 1979:No. 130).



T1023, tend to have hanks of cloth or unspun cotton pulled through the ears. Spider monkeys 
are not only found with similar earpieces in Classic art of the Maya, but also Veracruz (cf. 
Hammer 1971:No. 56). In Classic Veracruz, the pendant ear elements also occur with the 
smiling figurines of Nopiloa and Remojadas, generally interpreted as dancers or entertainers 
(e.g., McBride 1971).

The Copan peccary-skull figure is paired with a jaguar, and whereas the personified 
pa shakes a rattle, the feline holds a gourd enema in his outstretched paw. This same the-
matic scene is frequently found on Late Classic Maya polychromes, where the pa character 
appears with jaguars and other characters (Figure 9). These scenes give every impression of 
being festival performances. The figures frequently hold rattles and are placed in a position 
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Figure 9. Classic Maya scenes of personified pa clown: (a) personified pa wearing suit of rags and mask 
in act of vomiting (after Robicsek 1978:Fig. 146); (b) pa character with mask, knotted suit, and God N 

headdress, compare suit with that of Figure 7k (after Robicsek 1978:Figs. 146, 147); (c) pa clown paired with 
jaguar character, pa figure with Ahau headband and rattle; jaguar holds gourd enema, accompanying text 
reads k‘an pa; from carved peccary skull, Copan Tomb 1 (after Graham 1971:No. 10); (d) smoking pa clown 

with Ahau headband and jaguar impersonator facing vessel, possibly containing balche (after Hellmuth 
1978b:210); (e) dancing pa clown with rattle and object in mouth, jaguar holds two urns, both probably 

containing alcohol, detail of Late Classic Tepeu 1 vessel (drawn from photograph courtesy of Justin Kerr, 
photo no. 505); (f) rollout scene on Tepeu 1 vase; at far left, God N wearing knotted pa suit, accompanied 
by two jaguars, one drinking, and hairy-suited figure wielding a knife; all may be interpreted as demon 
clowns (drawn from slides in F.L.A.A.R. Maya Ceramic Archive, Dumbarton Oaks, cat. # LC cb2 237).

a b

c d

e

f
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 11 During the Merida Xtol performance witnessed by Starr (1902:81), the performers appear to have 
worn masks similar to the pa figure: “All were masked, mostly with old bits of brown cloth, with eye 
perforations and with nose and chin pinched up and developed by tying.”

of dance. In many regions of ancient and contemporary 
Mesoamerica, the rattle is an extremely important instru-
ment in dances and spoofs. Moreover, there is widespread 
evidence of alcohol, which can be seen in large urns, either 
to be consumed orally with cups or via the cut-gourd 
enema. Rather than being purely supernatural scenes, it is 
probable these vases portray actual ceremonies in which 
people impersonate particular gods and demons. As Stone 
(1986) has recently pointed out, during the ritual event, 
the impersonator became the mythical being. Thus, in the 
vessel scenes, the artisan was not restricted by the physical 
realities of the actual festival performance; demons and 
beasts commonly replace the human actors. However, it is 
also true that the costumes are often indicated, with human 
hands, feet, and even faces emerging out of the suits and 
masks.

In Late Classic Maya art, the suited pa figure is 
occasionally replaced by the supernatural entity. Here, 
he appears as a fantastically ugly, aged, and wrinkled 
were-monkey, an organic blending of simian and human 
physiognomy (see Figures 11b, 12c, 13c). The kneeling 
figures upon the Western Court Reviewing Stand at Copan 
are probable examples of the mythical being (see Figure 
16c). Old and simian, they wear the pendant ear cloth 
and hold rattles, an instrument commonly found with 
the personified pa. In the Late Classic ceremonial dump 
excavated by Susanna Ekholm at Lagartero, there are a 
number of ceramic pendants and figurine fragments that 

Figure 10. Detail of Chama Vase, 
pa character wearing black paint in 
place of suit. Compare nominal text 
with figure on Copan peccary skull 

(Fig. 9c) (after Coe 1978:No. 9).

represent the pa character either masked by rough cloth or in its supernatural simian form 
(cf. Ekholm 1979:Fig. 10-5). The Jaina-style figurines of Campeche represent the pa figure 
both as a festival performer and as a mythical being. Thus, in one instance, he wears a coarse 
woven suit with a mask pinched together in the region of the nose and chin. The pocked 
brow region and the crosshatching upon the nose reveal that the mask is woven either 
of coarse cloth or even wicker (see Figure 11a). The greatly exaggerated nose-bridge and 
pointed chin, also found with examples of T1023, are perfectly suited to a cloth medium, 
since they could be simply made by either folding or sewing together the rough material.11 
The Regional Museum of Campeche contains a similar figure with the sharply pointed 
chin, although there the wrinkled face is not woven but fleshed (see Figure 11b). A slightly 
more simian figurine is in the National Museum of New Delhi (cf. Morley 1968:21). Like the 
Campeche Museum piece, this example is heavily wrinkled and holds a rattle. Moreover, in 
the published photograph it appears that there has been some breakage at the tip of the chin, 
suggesting that this figurine also had the sharply pointed chin element, probably a goatee.



Figure 11. Representations 
of pa character on Jaina-style 
figurines: (a) personified pa 

wearing suit and mask, compare 
face with Figure 6d (drawn 

from photograph courtesy of 
David Joralemon); (b) pa clown 
with rattle and shell pendant, 

figurine on display in the Museo 
Regional de Campeche.
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 12 Although it is beyond the scope of the present study, a case 
could be made that many of the creatures identified either as 
“military orders” or uay form changers by Roys (1933:Appendix 
F, 1954:14) are actually clown characters. In the Tizimin account 
of katun 7 Ahau there is the description of people dressed and 
masked as the jaguar, deer, and rabbit in a clear context of humor: 
“They shall be masked representatives; they shall put on the skin 
of another, a jaguar, the mask of a deer. The rabbit is their genius. 
Laughing shall be their faces in the town, in the district” (Roys 
1954:38).

The phonetic element pa or pat seems to be an impor-
tant part of the Classic Maya character. On the Copan pec-
cary skull, the pa figure is acccompanied by a hieroglyphic 
text that can be read as k’an pa (Figure 9c). A similar text 
may be found on the Chama Vase, which depicts six males 
with features exaggerated to the point of caricature (cf. 
Coe 1978:Vase 9). One of the principal protagonists is the 
personified pa. Instead of wearing the rag or woven suit, 
he is painted entirely black save for around the mouth and 
eyes (Figure 10). In his accompanying nominal phrase, the 
crosshatched personified pa glyph mirrors the painted facial 
pattern. Like the Copan peccary-skull text, the pa glyph is 
preceded by a Kan Cross compound probably read k’an. The 
main sign T281 is prefixed by the T116 ne sign, but in other of 
the nominal texts, it follows a k’a or k’an. It is likely that the 
T245 ta preceding the T1023 is also in reversed order, since 
the personified pa appears frequently in compounds read pat 
(Figure 7). The entire compound can be read as k’an pat.

Although T1023 clearly has the value pa in Classic Maya 
script, the term pat seems to more closely correspond to the 
suited performer. For one, in the katun 5 Ahau passage on 
Chumayel page 91 (Roys 1933) there is an entity termed ah 
xaclam pat, who is paired both with the comedian opossum 
(tolil och) as well as an opossum Batab.12 Like the tolil och, 
ah xaclam pat may be a specific character of Yucatec festival 
performances. In a number of Mayan languages the phonetic 
value pat can signify ‘to imitate or jeer,’ ‘cover in cloth,’ and 
‘end or terminate.’ The coarse cloth suit of the pa character 
recalls one meaning of pat in many Mayan languages. In 
Chol, Cholti, and Tzeltal, pat signifies ‘bark’ or ‘covering’ 
(Schele and J. H. Miller 1983:Table 5). Moreover, the root pat 
can also refer to ‘woven cloth.’ Thus, in Yucatec, there was 
a special type of tribute cloth called pati; and in Chol, we pat 
can refer to a ‘cloth, towel, veil,’ or ‘rebozo’ (Schele and J. H. 
Miller 1983:85). The term pat is frequently found as a Classic 
period ending expression, usually referring to a completion 
of a katun. Schele (1982:148) has noted that this may mean 
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‘the end of something.’ Thus, in Tzotzil, ta patil signifies ‘at the end,’ and patebal, the ‘moment 
before finishing being made’ (Laughlin 1975:268). Not only does the personified pa appear in 
pat period ending expressions but the character is also found in scenes with period-ending 
Ahau dates. Thus in the center of the carved Copan peccary skull, there is the date 1 Ahau, 
8 Sac, probably corresponding to the Tun ending of 9.7.8.0.0 (cf. Graham 1971:No. 10). In 
Yucatec, pat signifies ‘to make up, pretend’ or ‘to insult,’ and a number of Yucatec dictionaries 
gloss ah pat t’an as ‘trovador,’ with connotations of liar or gossip (Barrera Vásquez 1980:632-
634).13 The early Colonial Vienna dictionary contains the curious phrase pat-hal ti ahaulil, 
meaning ‘to make oneself king, pretending to be one.’14 It will be recalled that both T1023 and 
the full-figure character frequently wear the Ahau headband. Stephen Houston (personal 
communication, 1983) called my attention to an extremely strange full-figure form of the 
personified pa at B5 on Copan Stela D (Figure 71). In this case, the nose turns out in a huge, 
sharply curving sicklelike form. The same character occurs on a Late Classic vase where he 
wears the Jester God plaque, another sign of rulership (see Figure 13a).

The Old Man and Young Woman Theme

A common theme of Classic Maya figurines is the coupling of a young and attractive woman 
with a usually aged and ugly male. The pairs are definitely amorous, for the man frequently 
either touches the woman’s breast or is in the act of lifting her skirt. Figurines of this type are 
widely distributed in the Maya region. Although best known for Jaina, other examples have 
been reported for Tonina (Becquelin and Baudez 1979-1982:3:Fig. 258c) and the Rio Chixoy 
(cf. Wilkerson 1985:539). The paired figures have been interpreted as depictions of the moon 
deity, Goddess I, with her many paramours (e.g., Miller 1975; Benson 1979). Both authors 
note that Goddess I appears in a comparable context in the Dresden Codex, there paired with 
a whole series of deities (cf. Dresden pp. 21c–23c). However, aside from being sexually active 
females, the Classic women bear no specific attributes of Goddess I or the moon, although 
at times the companion of the woman is a rabbit, a well-known moon symbol (e.g., Miller 
1975:Fig. 9; Anton 1970:Pl. 211). However, not every rabbit in Maya art can be interpreted as 
the moon. In some vessel scenes, the rabbit is found with other animals playing music and 
dancing (e.g., Clarkson 1978:Fig. 13; Coe 1978:No. 17). Although the paired figures may well 
have a mythical analogue, they allude as much to festival performers as to specific deities.

In a number of instances, the figurine pairs wield fans (cf. Figures 12b–c, 13b). As with 
rattles, these fans provide an important thematic message, for they tell us we are watching 
performances, not just the mythical deeds of demons and gods. Rather than being special 
attributes of particular deities, these articles were basic accessories for dancers, actors, and 
buffoons. Gestures provide yet another clue to dramatic performance since many seem to 
allude to the dance. An especially common dancing position is one hand up against the chest 
with palm outward (cf. Anton 1970:Pl. 190). The same gesture occurs with a woman coupled 
with the simian pa figure; the pair are clearly dancing (Figure 13c).

 13 In Yucatec, the word for nickname is pat k’aba’, k’aba’ being the term for name. These nicknames 
are generally not complimentary, and individuals are commonly called by the name of a particular 
creature they are believed to resemble. Examples I am familiar with are ch’o ‘rat,’ and much ‘toad.’
 14 This phrase recalls a similar expression ma’ax ahaw, which Barrera Vásquez (1980:511) glosses as 
‘mono sustituto del señor o rey.’



In the vessel scenes and 
figurine groups, the companions 
of the woman are of three basic 
types: an old man, usually God 
N, anthropomorphic animals, 
and forms of the personified pa. 
In many cases, the male appears 
to be the aged God N wearing a 
rolled turban headdress as well 
as sporting a small goatee. The 
long-nosed vessel figure wears 
the cloth headdress, and he may 
be either a form of God N or 
the personified pa. One recently 
exhibited Jaina-style figurine 
depicts the simian form of the 
personified pa with a young and 
beautiful woman (Figure 13c). 
The contrast is striking: one 
face wrinkled and hideous; the 
other, serene with full, rounded 
cheeks. In the aforementioned 
vessel scene depicting the 
sickle-nosed personified pa with 
the Jester God plaque, the figure 
caresses the breast of a full-bod-
ied young woman (Figure 13a). 
Far from resisting this repulsive 
figure’s advances, the woman 
holds one hand up against his 
chin. At times, animal charac-
ters are paired with the woman; 
along with the rabbit, the spider 
monkey occasionally appears. 
A well-known example occurs 
on the rim of a Uaxactun plate, 
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Figure 12. Old man and young woman couples dancing 
with fans: (a) God N dancing with young woman, detail 

of Late Classic polychrome vessel (after Bolz 1975a:Pl. 
59); (b) figurine representing God N with young woman, 
note fan and probable rattle held in arm of God N (after 

photograph in Robicsek and Hales 1981:Fig. 67); (c) form of 
personified pa character dancing with young woman, figurine 
reportedly discovered near banks of Rio Chixoy (drawn from 

photograph courtesy of Dr. George Stuart).

The ugly old man and young woman theme is not limited to figurines. Virtually identi-
cal scenes may be found on Late Classic vessels. Thus, the aforementioned depiction of God 
N dancing with a young woman is thematically identical to many figurine groups, where 
the aged male seems to be God N (Figure 12). In one remarkable vessel scene, a male with an 
obscenely extended nose dances with a young woman (Figure 14). Lines running diagonally 
across the nose reveal it to be false—probably wrapped cloth over a stiff armature—and it 
is likely that the entire face is a mask. Not only does the figure wield a fan and rattle but he 
is also accompanied by two other musicians, one with a gourd rasp and the other, a small 
ceramic drum. This scene is clearly a detailed rendering of a dance or spoof accompanied by 
music.

a

b c
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where a monkey fondles the breast of the semi-reclining woman (cf. Anton 1970:Pl. 70). The 
two cited rabbit figures and the monkey all wear a prominent circular chest pendant, evidently 
of cut shell. A great many of the discussed Classic clowns wear a similar device (e.g., Figures 8b, 
11a, 14). This device is perhaps analogous to the oyohualli pleasure sign (Figure 5a) of Central 
Mexico, and it may mark the office of entertainers, such as musicians, dancers, and buffoons. 

The significance of the young woman and old man theme remains largely unknown. 
It is quite possible that the woman is the moon goddess, although at present, the evidence 
is weak. However, mythological meaning aside, it is clear that these scenes refer to actual 
performances involving the courtship and perhaps even simulated copulation of the woman 
with extremely unlikely mates. It will be seen that the coupling of lecherous old men or 
animals with young women is a favorite theme of contemporary Maya humor. However, 
ethnographic lore aside, it is difficult to conceive how an amorous dance featuring an old, 
very ugly, and probably drunk man and a pretty young woman could not be presented in a 
humorous light.

The Classic Maya Snake Dance
In contemporary highland Guatemala, there are a number of humorous dances that feature 
the association of aged and ugly men with a pretty young woman, all in the context of rain 
and fertility. According to Edmonson (1965:86), the term patz-kar in Quiche means ‘masked,’ 
with patz-karin signifying ‘a comic dance.’ This performance is probably a version of the 
modern Patzca described by Mace (1970). Performed in Rabinal with the music of a Tun 
drum, the dance consists of a group of males wearing rags and masks of aged men afflicted 
with goiter. Carrying rattles and twisted canes carved with lightning serpents, they dance 
and moan around a single male dressed and masked as a pretty woman. This humorous 
dance is a petition for rain performed during the spring celebrations of Corpus Christi. Mace 
(1970) has noted the similarity of the dance to the Quichean Patzaj, commonly referred to 
as the Baile de Culebra, or Baile de los Gracejos. The Patzaj is a popular dance in the Quiche 

Figure 13. Versions of personified pa figures with young women: (a) sickle-nosed form of 
personified pa touching woman’s breast, note Ahau headband and Jester God plaque, detail of Late 

Classic Maya polychrome (after Robicsek and Hales 1981:Fig. 68); (b) simian personified pa and 
young woman holding fan (from Anton 1970:Pl. 214); (c) simian pa dancing with woman, pointed 

chin element probably a goatee (from Krichman and Grudin 1981:Pl. 73).

a b c



region and varies according to each community; nonetheless, it tends to feature a group of 
performers dressed as aged men in old, worn-out clothes and one man costumed as a woman 
(cf. Lothrop 1929; Termer 1930; Schultze Jena 1946). Gourd rattles are again an important 
accessory of the comical performance, although the most striking feature is the presence of 
live serpents, kept in jars until the dance. The snakes may be flourished, hung around the 
neck, and passed through the clothes until they fall to the floor. In some communities, there 
is a simulated copulation in which the woman lies with each of the males in turn. After the 
performance, the snakes are released.

The Quichean Patzaj has been compared to the contemporary snake dance of the Ameri-
can Southwest, and the swallowing of snakes during the Aztec festival of Atamalcualiztli 
(Lothrop 1929; Termer 1930). In the Hopi snake dance, the serpents are explicitly identi-
fied with lightning and on their release are supplicated to bring rain (cf. Stephen 1936:704, 
715, 747). The Aztec ceremony also concerned rain and lightning, with the snakes in a pool 
directly in front of Tlaloc (Sahagún 1950-1982:Book 2:177-178). There is strong evidence for 
a Classic Maya snake dance, in this case also involving lightning. In the two previously 
described Classic representations of Chac, the lightning god has snakes emerging from the 
mouth and holds a serpent lightning axe (Figure 15). The dancing ruler on the Dumbarton 
Oaks panel is portrayed as a Chac impersonator, and wields a burning serpent lightning 
axe. In his other hand, he holds a jar and a single serpent. But although the figure is dancing, 
this scene is clearly in the genre of Classic historical monuments. Two important Palencano 
rulers, Pacal and Kan-Xul, are mentioned in the text, and there is nothing even remotely 
suggestive of clowning or humor. However, there are a number of unusual monuments 
from the northern Yucatan Peninsula that seem to describe a serpent dance far more like 
the Patzaj. A complex silhouette carving at the site of Telantunich, near Peto, contains one 
figure with a serpent wrapped around the neck, the head and tail held aloft in either hand 
(Figure 16b). Andrews (1939:74) noted that there originally were five figures around this 

Figure 14. Dancing scene on Late Classic Maya polychrome. At center, man with absurdly long 
nose dances with woman; note rattle and fan held in hands of male. Dancing couple flanked by 

musicians; one plays small pottery drum, the other holds either gourd rasp or drum (drawn from 
photograph by Justin Kerr published in Coe et al. 1986:138-139).
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individual. Although one of the lower figures is missing and the other fragmentary, the 
two immediately above have their hands on their enlarged phalluses. The description of the 
facial features of the six individuals is especially interesting:

They bear no slightest resemblance to what we know as Maya sculpture, either in subject 
matter or in execution. The faces have large bulging foreheads, flat noses with excavated 
alae, and thick, highly everted lips. (Andrews 1939:74)

Andrews (1939:74) compared this sculpture to a stone figure at Kabah which has identical 
features and holds a serpent draped around the neck (Figure 16a). Of course, the facial char-
acteristics are simian, and recall the illustrated dancer figurines of Campeche and, especially, 
the two flanking figures of the Copan Reviewing Stand (Figure 16c). The Copan figures not 

Figure 15. Classic and Early Postclassic Chac figures with serpent lightning axes: (a) Palencano 
ruler, either Pacal or Kan-Xul, impersonating Chac; with one foot raised in dancing position, figure 
holds a serpent and Akbal jar in one hand and a burning lightning axe in the other; limestone panel 
in collection of Dumbarton Oaks (detail from Schele and Miller 1986:Fig. 7.3); (b) back side of Early 
Classic effigy vessel of God N, Chac holds burning serpent lightning axe in right hand, smoke or 
flames emanate from blade and serpent mouth; note snake emerging from mouth of Chac (from 

Robicsek 1978:Fig. 181); (c) Early PostcIassic form of Chac impersonator from Temple of the Warriors, 
Chichen Itza, figure wears Chac mask with serpent rising out of mouth and wields flaming, multi-

bladed serpent axe in right hand (after Morris et al. 1931:2:Pl. 133).
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Figure 16. Simian snake-dancers in ancient Maya 
art: (a) Kabah figure with monkey attributes 

holding serpent draped over shoulder (drawn 
after photograph in Andrews 1939:Pl. 2a); (b) 

Telantunich Monument 3, figure in center with 
snake around neck, flanking figures at upper right 

and left hold one hand on phallus (genitalia of 
right figure not visible in photograph) (drawn after 
photograph in Andrews 1939:Pl. 1e); (c) one of two 
personified pa figures on Reviewing Stand, Copan, 
Late Classic period, dancing figure holds tasseled 

rattle and grasps small snake in teeth; another, 
larger serpent is at waist with flames curling out of 

mouth (after photograph in Anton 1970:Pl. 33).

Figure 17. A possible symbolic correlate of the snake dance/copulation performance. God 
N rises out of Bearded Dragon serpent wrapped around upper torso of young woman. 
With one hand on her breast, he duplicates the position frequently adopted by the old 
man and young woman couples. The end of the serpent’s tail is capped by God K, thus 

converting the Bearded Dragon into a Manikin Scepter lightning axe; note beaded sparks 
on serpent’s body (after Robicsek and Hales 1981:Vessel 12a).
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only hold rattles but also have snakes in their mouths. Moreover, each has a snake with fiery 
breath at the waist, almost surely an allusion to a burning lightning serpent.15

In the account by Schultze-Jena (1946), the earth lord (juyup-tik’aj) is supplicated before 
and after the snake dance since serpents are his special charge. Among the Kekchi, snakes 
are the servants of the Tzultacaj, or “trueno” (Thompson 1970b:274).16 According to the 
Tzotzil Chamula, certain snakes are considered as transformations of the earth lord, the god 
of thunder and lightning (Gossen 1974b:86). A number of Late Classic vessel scenes depict 
God N emerging out of the mouth of a large serpent commonly referred to as the Bearded 
Dragon (Robicsek and Hales 1981:Vessels  6, 7, 8, 12).17 In two of the cited examples, God N is 
confronting a young and beautiful woman wrapped in the serpent’s coils. One of the scenes 
actually shows God N leaning over and touching the breast of the lady (Figure 17), themati-
cally almost identical to the Jaina-style figurines of God N fondling young ladies. Just as the 
old man and young woman figurines have a direct analogue in ritual dance, the God N 
serpent and woman may represent the snake dance and its mimed copulation.

Demon Characters in Classic and Contemporary Maya Festivals
There is fairly extensive evidence that the pre-Hispanic God N is an antecedent of the aged 
thunder god known under such epithets as Angel, Mam, Yahval Balamil, Tzultacaj, and 
Trueno in the contemporary Maya region. Rather than entirely benevolent, this powerful 
being can kill with lightning, or be the source of sickness and famine as well as prosperity. 
His behavior could hardly be called responsible, and both the Chamula and Zinacanteco 
Tzotzil consider him as an unpleasant, greedy, and wealthy Hispanic (cf. Gossen 1974b:86-87; 
Vogt 1969:302). The Kekchi believe that floods are the sign of great feasts in the Underworld 
regions of the Tzultacaj (Thompson 1970b:274). Throughout the Maya area, caves are anoma-
lous places, filled with riches but also the regions of demons and disease.

The Classic period identification of God N with the spider monkey is in accord with 
contemporary conceptions of the Earth Lord. The licentious character of the Mam is most 
clearly seen in the Tzutuhil Maximon. Dually sexed, he may copulate with both men and 
women, and lives in an underground sweat bath with a harem of women (Mendelson 
1965:132; Tarn and Prechtel 1981). Tarn and Prechtel mentioned that he is occasionally 

 15 Just behind the two serpent dancers, there is a series of three large conch. During the preparation 
of one form of the Quichean serpent dance, trumpets and conches are blown to announce the dancers 
(Mace 1970:107). Along with the tortoise shell and tun drum, this instrument may have served as an 
imitation of thunder, an entity personified as God N. 
 16 Thompson (1930:60) disagreed with the Mam/Tzultacaj dichotomy proposed by Dieseldorff 
(1926a). According to Thompson, the contrast was overstated, and the Mam and Tzultacaj were one 
and the same.
 17 Michael Coe (1978:28), who first coined the term “Bearded Dragon,” has compared this serpen-
tine entity to the similar-appearing Xiuhcoatl fire serpent of Central Mexico. The Xiuhcoatl serpent 
has often been interpreted as lightning (cf. Seler 1963:2:34; Krickeberg 1949:1:193-194; Taube 1986). 
The serpent axe wielded by the Palencano Chac impersonator is actually the Bearded Dragon (Figure 
15a). Moreover, in the cited vessel scene, the serpent’s tail is capped by God K, in effect turning the 
entire snake into a God K scepter. Coggins (1979:259) has interpreted the God K “Manikin Scepter” as 
a lightning symbol. The illustrated Chac figures on the Early Classic vessel and the Chichen Itza mural 
painting both wield forms of the serpent-footed Manikin Scepter lightning axe (Figure 15b, c). In short, 
I believe that there are excellent grounds for identifying the Bearded Dragon with lightning.



associated with spider monkeys. Moreover, whereas the exterior of the Maximon idol is 
of rags and cornhusks, the core is reputed to be of pito wood (Mendelson 1959:57). In the 
Popol Vuh, this is the same material (Erythrina flabelliformis) from which the race of wooden 
men was made, those turned into monkeys by the flood (Recinos 1950:88). And then there 
is the name Maximon. During Holy Week in the Pokomam community of Chinautla, 
there is a similar effigy that until recently was fed a liqueur and forced to dance. Made 
of banana leaves with a monkey mask, it is termed Mash Simon, mash meaning “spider 
monkey” (Reina 1966:161). In the Colonial Yucatec Motul dictionary, maax katun or maax 
kin are glossed as ‘refino bellaco,’ meaning ‘clever rogue’ (Martínez Hernández ed. 1929:621). 
Gossen (1974a:241) has noted that the last month of the Tzotzil Chamula calendar is muš, 
an adjective meaning ‘bad’ or ‘evil,’ possibly alluding to the monkey: “Muš may also be an 
archaic form of maš, meaning ‘monkey.’” It will be recalled that among the Huastec, the 
principal Mam is termed Muxi’.

The Colonial Cantares de Dzitbalché describes the Yucatec Uayeb as a dangerous, threat-
ening period that eventually will mark the end of the world. The account by Cogolludo 
mentions wild beasts, and the pre-Hispanic Paris Codex Year Bearer pages are filled with 
jaguars and other creatures.18 Several researchers have compared the Uayeb period to con-
temporary Tzotzil Carnival, during which demon entertainers come from the peripheries of 
the social world to take control for a period of five days (Bricker 1973; Gossen 1979; Ochiai 
1984). In Chamula, the similarity is especially close; the calendrical equivalent of the Yucatec 
Uayeb, the five day č’ay k’in, is believed to fall either on or close to the actual days of Carnival 
(Bricker 1973:8; Gossen 1979:229-230). The theme of Chamula carnival is also world destruc-
tion, in that the demon characters represented as Monkeys (mašetik), enact the Passion, the 
killing of the solar-identified Christ: 

The opposite of order is symbolized by the cold darkness in which the demons, jews, and 
monkeys lived before the forced ascension of the sun into the sky. (Gossen 1974b:37)

At San Pedro Chenalho, the many demon entertainers are believed to come out of the earth 
at Carnival (Bricker 1973:9). The coming of the Chenalho demons is ritually announced the 
month before: 

. . . The Monkeys are coming;
The Turks are coming;
The fiesta is coming;
Everything will come.
Animals, jaguars.
Don’t sin too much!
Danger will come;
Evil will come; 
         (Bricker 1973:127-128)

As in the Cantares de Dzitbalché description of the Uayeb, the coming of the demons out of the 
Underworld is tantamount to world destruction. Again, antisocial behavior, the “sins” of the 

 18 On page 20 of the Paris Codex, the scene corresponding to the year bearer Etz’nab contains a 
figure holding a staff of some sort, possibly either a spear or digging stick. The entity is covered by thin 
parallel lines transected by thick black bands. The thin lines strongly resemble grass or reeds, and it is 
quite possible that this figure represents a Postclassic form of the personified pa.
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community, is a dominant theme of the festival event.
Bricker (1973:9) has summarized the nature and tone of contemporary Tzotzil Carnival 

in Chamula, Chenalho, and Zinacantan:

This period is characterized by drunkenness, license, and obscenity. For five days any man 
in the community can assume the identity of a Monkey, Blackman, or woman, ignore the 
normative code which usually guides his behavior, and release his inhibitions in an orgy 
of drinking and obscene behavior.

Bricker (1973:9) noted that in Zinacantan, the primary ceremony of this type is not Carnival, 
but the January Festival of Saint Sebastian. Here the demon impersonators enact not the 
death of Christ, but the execution of Saint Sebastian. Two sets of entertainers are involved, 
one being a pair of Spanish Gentlemen with their wives and special attendants, the other, 
a series of strange spooks, Lacandon (kaʔbenal), Jaguars (bolom), Plumed Serpents (k’uk’ul 
čon), Spanish Moss Wearers (¢on teʔ), and the aforementioned Blackmen (hʔik’al). An evil 
cave-inhabiting demon, the Blackman is frequently mentioned in Tzotzil lore. In Zinacantan, 
Larrainzar, and Chamula the Blackman merges with the monkey (Bricker 1973:93; Blaffer 
1972:77). In the Festival of Saint Sebastian, the hʔik’al may be either black or wear a cloth mask 
cut widely around the mouth and eyes (cf. Bricker 1973:Pl. 9). This mask not only resembles 
the facial features of spider monkeys but also the personified pa mask found at nearby 
Palenque and other Classic Maya sites. Moreover, during the Festival of Saint Sebastian, the 
Blackmen are paired with the jaguar impersonators, vividly recalling the frequent scenes 
of jaguars and personified pa performers in Classic Maya art. The drunken processions of 
jaguars, pa characters, and other demons described on Late Classic Maya vessels could be 
quite at home in the cited festivals of contemporary highland Chiapas.

The old lecherous man and young woman theme in Late Classic Maya art has been 
compared to the Patzca and Patzaj dances of the contemporary Quiche. Among the principal 
subjects of Tzotzil ritual humor is the courtship or mock copulation of demon characters with 
men dressed as women. Thus, during Chamula Carnival, a Monkey tries to court and take 
the individual impersonating Nana Maria Cocorina, a character of loose reputation overly 
fond of candies and other luxuries (Bricker 1973:118-120). The Blackmen and Jaguars of the 
Festival of Saint Sebastian call attention to particular cargo-holders accused of ignoring their 
duties. The misdeeds are blamed on excessive sexual desire for their wives, causing them 
to spend money on jewelry and ribbons rather than on their civic duties (Bricker 1973:50). 
This theme is reiterated with the Spanish Gentlemen, who although described as old and 
pockmarked, have an inordinate interest in their young wives; “the rings, necklaces, and 
mirrors worn by the Spanish Lady symbolize her vanity, the wealth of her husband, and her 
preference for wealth over love in marriage” (Bricker 1973:64). Similarly, the Late Classic old 
man and young woman pairs may also allude to the more unpleasant, antisocial aspects of 
human sexuality—selfish greed as well as excessive lust.

It has been noted that both God N and the personified pa are often depicted in the 
context of political offices, the latter frequently found with the Ahau headband of ruler-
ship. The identification of respected offices with disreputable characters is in harmony 
with contemporary Maya humor, which frequently mocks political positions as well as 
individuals. This clowning is especially important during change-of-office ceremonies—that 
is, rites of passage into a new social status. During the New Year change of office at Santiago 
Chimaltenango, Guatemala, a pair of clowns whip and jeer the incumbent officials (Wagley 



 19 Bricker (1973:206) noted that among the contemporary Tarascan of Michoacan, change-of-office 
ceremonies are often ridiculed by clowns portrayed as old men. In the town of Ihuatzio, the clowning 
is especially similar to the Zinacanteco festival. A particular cargo-holder of the past year, the Ureti 
becomes an old decrepit man. He goes through the community ringing a bell and stamping a staff 
loudly on the ground (van Zantwijk 1967:150-151).

1949:90). At Chenalho Carnival, there are masked clowns named after particular offices, such 
as “regidor” and “capitan” (Bricker 1973:130, 135-136). During actual change-of-office ceremo-
nies performed at Carnival, the masked clowns engage in mock copulation and other absurd 
acts. The Zinacanteco Festival of Saint Sebastian has a decidedly political message since it 
concerns the transfer of Zinacanteco cargo positions. Whereas the new incumbent officials 
are portrayed as young, serious, and responsible, the important officials of the past year 
are those that impersonate the demon clowns (Vogt 1976).19 Like the young and old gods of 
lightning and thunder, youth is again contrasted with corrupt and malevolent old age.

Conclusions
With careful attention to dance positions, costume, and paraphernalia, especially fans, 
rattles, and staffs, it is possible to isolate specific characters of Classic Maya ritual dramas. 
However, to identify certain of these characters as clowns is quite another matter. Humor 
is a subtle thing, all the more when one interprets the ancient art of a foreign culture. The 
Classic characters may be interpreted through the direct historical approach—that is, com-
paring them to known festival clowns and performances of the protohistorical, Colonial, and 
contemporary periods. The correspondence between these later spoofs and Classic scenes is 
striking; examples are the snake dance and the old ugly man and pretty woman theme. The 
identification of certain of the Classic characters with spider monkeys also provides evidence 
of clowning, for these droll creatures are widely identified with humor in ancient and con-
temporary Mesoamerica. The Classic Maya were no exception, in that spider monkeys are 
frequently found wildly dancing, drinking, and even copulating in Late Classic vessel scenes 
(cf. Hellmuth 1978b:183; Robicsek 1978:Pl. 137).

The case for Classic ritual humor is far stronger when one views the suggested clowns 
in the broader context of Classic Maya art—most notably, monumental carving. The criteria 
for identifying Classic clowns are many. Among the most important are ugliness, old age, 
drunkenness, wanton sexuality, animal impersonation, and shabbiness. These traits provide 
a striking contrast to Classic Maya representations of rulership. Although anthropomor-
phic, Classic clowns are often grotesquely ugly, at times almost diametrically opposed to 
the canons of Classic Maya beauty. The characters are also frequently old and wrinkled, in 
contrast to the rulers portrayed on Classic monuments. In many instances, the buffoons are 
depicted with alcohol, either vomiting on themselves or taking draughts by cup or enema. 
Although this could perhaps be interpreted as a general practice of elite Maya life, depictions 
of drinking are extremely rare in Classic monumental art. The same could be said of sexual-
ity; the old man and young woman couples represented as figurines and on vases are among 
the most explicit sexual scenes known in Classic Maya art. Classic Maya clowns frequently 
impersonate particular animals; usually this is not simply donning an animal headdress, 
but wearing a mask and suit—in effect, becoming the beast. In terms of shabbiness, the suit 
and mask of the personified pa is especially coarse, and seems to be usually made of simple 
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grass, rough cloth, or tied rags. Aside from the masks and body suits, the dress of Classic 
clowns is very simple, quite unlike the elaborate feathers, beads, and complex iconographic 
assemblages of elite ritual dress.

The ritual buffoons of Mesoamerica have been frequently compared to the Pueblo 
clowns of the contemporary American Southwest (cf. Steward 1931; Parsons and Beals 1934; 
Bricker 1973). Ortiz (1972:147) has noted that the Pueblo clowns are especially important 
during rites of passage, either seasonal or of social states. According to Ortiz (1972:147), the 
absurd nature of Pueblo clowns provides vivid insights into native social perceptions and 
cosmology:

Of burlesque and caricature generally, it can be said that they best permit insights into 
Pueblo modes of conception since they reveal what the Pueblos find serious or absurd, 
baffling or wrong, fearful or comical about life and about other people.

The same could be said of Classic Maya clowns; through inversion and antisocial behavior, 
these characters sharply define what is correct and what is not. Like the contrast of light and 
shadow, the clowns provide definition and depth to important social values and behavior. 
Together with the monumental portrayals of rulers, they serve as a foil for understanding 
Classic Maya conceptions of rulership and authority. Simply put, whereas the monuments 
illustrate how a public figure should behave, the clowns demonstrate how one should not. 
This contrast is only in the sense of the ideal, not the real. Like the early Colonial Baldzam 
and the characters of contemporary Tzotzil festivals, the ancient clowns may have called 
attention to actual vices found with positions of authority.

It has been noted that the ancient Maya clowns were identified with calendrical period 
endings, and seem to correlate with the cross-cultural phenomena of clowning during rites 
of passage. Festival humor may have defined structural categories and also served as social 
commentary, perhaps even as a sort of cathartic “ritual rebellion” (cf. Gluckman 1954). 
However, to the ancient Maya, the presence of these sacred clowns may have had a powerful 
rejuvenating effect. In many cases, the Maya clowns seem to come from and embody the 
chaotic time, or timelessness, of creation. The Quichean Patzca clowns emerged out of the 
Underworld just before the first dawning; and similarly, the characters of Tzotzil Carnival 
are frequently identified with the primordial period before the sun. The Tzutuhil Maximon 
effigy is believed to have been created “in the beginning of the world” (Mendelson 1959:58). 
According to Mendelson (1959:59) sterile women traditionally drank the water used in 
washing the clothes of Maximon. The Chic, or pisote clown of contemporary Yucatan, has a 
prominent role in the setting up of the yaš cheʔ ceiba, the sacred axis mundi within the town 
plaza (Redfield 1936). In Colonial Yucatan, the Bacab actors credited with supporting the 
sky are believed to have escaped the flood ending the last creation. The pre-Hispanic God N, 
the Classic period world bearer, had a particularly important role with festival clowns and 
period endings. His copulation with a young woman, the suggested underlying theme of the 
serpent dance, may have had an intensely fertile significance. It is this god, more than any 
other, that seems to embody the sacred, liminal time of ending and renewal.
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TheMaizeTamaleinClassicMaya
Diet,Epigraphy,andArt

In the past decade of Classic Maya research, the study of iconography and epigraphy has 
not played a major role in the formulation of archaeological research designs. Site excavation 
and settlement reconnaissance strategies tend to focus on gathering information relevant to 
topics such as relative and absolute chronology, settlement patterns, technology, subsistence, 
and exchange. Most recent epigraphic and iconographic work has focused upon less-material 
aspects of culture, including calendrics, the compilation of king lists, war events, and the 
delineation of particular ceremonies and gods. The differences are an expected consequence 
of increased specialization, but they should by no means be considered as constituting a hard 
and fast dichotomy. Some of the most exciting and important work results from exchange 
between the two general disciplines; the calendar correlation problem is an obvious example. 
Yet another is Dennis Puleston’s (1977) work on the iconography of raised field agriculture. 
According to Puleston, the abundant representation of water lilies, fish, aquatic birds, and 
caimans in Classic Maya art graphically depicts a distinct environmental niche—the artifi-
cially created raised fields.

A considerable body of data now exists on Maya raised fields, but little subsequent work 
has been published on the iconography of raised fields or even Classic Maya agriculture. In 
part, this may relate to Puleston’s failure to define the entire agricultural complex. Although 
acknowledging that maize probably was the principal crop, he made no mention of maize 
imagery in his cluster of symbolic traits. In a recent article (Taube 1985), I have noted that one 
of the principal figures depicted on Classic Maya vessel scenes is the maize god. The deity 
is found with water lilies, fish, aquatic fowl, and frequently stands in waist-deep water; in 
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short, he constitutes a pivotal feature in Puleston’s suggested agricultural complex. Because 
of his distinctive coiffure, I have lableled him the Tonsured Maize God. Most relevant to 
the present study is his name glyph, a youthful head with a curling element infixed in the 
parietal region of the skull (Figure la). I identified this globular device, or corn curl, as a 
maize grain (Figure la–e, h); however, it appears to have had a different meaning. I will 
demonstrate that the corn curl is one of a number of Classic elements that represent the 
tamale, a cooked, vegetal-wrapped mass of maize dough. In addition, the present study 
provides glyphic and iconographic evidence that the tamale was known widely as wa or wah 
among the Classic Maya and that it, rather than the tortilla, constituted the primary maize 
product in the Classic Maya diet.

The Tortilla and Tamale in Prehispanic Maya Diet
The dietary basis of contemporary Maya peoples is the tortilla, a disk of baked maize dough 
usually prepared on the flat comal griddle. It thus may come as a surprise to those familiar 
with modern Maya groups that there is very little evidence for tortilla consumption among 
the Classic Maya. Half a century ago, Thompson (1938:597) cited archaeological and ethno-
historic evidence for the relatively recent introduction of the tortilla in the Lowland Maya 
area. Thompson noted that the ceramic comal virtually is absent at Lowland Maya sites, both 
in the Peten and in the northern Yucatan Peninsula. Subsequent excavation has supported 
Thompson’s early observation. Smith (1955:100) noted that none were found in the extensive 
excavations at Uaxactun, and cites only one instance of the comal in the entire Peten. Borhegyi 

Figure 1. Examples of notched-ball and corn-curl tamales in Classic Maya epigraphy: (a) 
name glyph of Tonsured Maize God, note curl in back of head (from Taube 1985:Fig. 3c); (b) 
number six head variant with forehead curl (after Thompson 1971:Fig. 57j); (c) head variant 

of number eight with characteristic brow curl (after Thompson 1971:Fig. 24-43); (d) affix T130, 
the tamale with leaf wrapper; above, Postclassic form, below, Late Classic forms (examples 
after Thompson 1962:447); (e) affix T86, the foliated corn curl (after Thompson 1962:446); 

(f) affix T135, a series of notched-ball tamales (after Thompson 1962:447); (g) T506, the Kan 
sign, constituent elements below: notched globular form and leaf wrapper (after Thompson 
1971:Fig. 6-54); (h) T574 or T575, calligraphic example from rim of Tepeu 2 Uaxactun dish, 
turned 90 degrees for comparison, constituent elements of sign below: spiral globular form 

and leaf wrapper (after Smith 1955:Fig. 73a-l).
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(1959) later demonstrated that these examples, excavated at the site of San Jose by Thompson 
(1939), actually were the covers of composite incense burners.

Following a decade of intensive excavation by the Tikal Project, Harrison (1970:289) 
noted that no comales were found at Tikal. In his comprehensive study of Prehispanic Yucatan 
ceramics, Brainerd (1958:81, Figs. 66, 97) stated that the comal is “exceedingly scarce,” and 
mentioned but two possible sherds, both from Chichen Itza. Smith (1971:84) later noted the 
limited presence of comales at the Late Postclassic site of Mayapan, but suggested that these 
examples also may have been used to roast cacao and other seeds. In highland Guatemala, 
ceramic vessels of comal form occur during the Esperanza phase at Kaminaljuyu (Kidder et 
al. 1946:208, Fig. 200g, h). However, Borhegyi (1965:55) has suggested that not until the pro-
tohistoric period was the comal widely introduced in highland Guatemala, presumably from 
Central Mexico. In contrast to the Maya area, the comal has a long tradition in the Basin of 
Mexico, and has been found at Teotihuacan (Linné 1942:130, Figs. 225, 229), Tula (Chadwick 
1971:237), and at many Late Postclassic sites in the Valley of Mexico (Tolstoy 1958:63-64).

Thompson (1938:597) also noted that descriptions of the tortilla and comal curiously are 
absent in a number of early ethnohistoric accounts. Thus Landa states that the Yucatec Maya 
prepared “good and healthful bread of different kinds,” but mentions neither the tortilla 
nor the comal (see Tozzer 1941:90). In the Peten, tortillas appear to have been absent until 
colonial contact. According to the Dominican friars, it was necessary to teach the Manche 
Chol how to manufacture tortillas (Thompson 1938:597). Whereas Thompson discussed only 
the Lowland Maya area, Carmack (1981:108) has made a like case for the Protohistoric period 
highland Quiché: “Maize in form of the tamale was the staple, and was eaten with boiled 
beans, squashes, and chile sauce.”

Previous studies on the antiquity of the Maya tortilla have omitted an important body 
of data—Prehispanic representations of maize foods. Whereas the tamale is depicted widely 
in ancient Maya art, tortillas and tortilla making rarely occur. I know of no evidence for the 
tortilla in the Postclassic codices, and Classic depictions of the tortilla and comal are rare. 
Female ceramic figurines in the coastal Campeche style of Jaina occasionally are represented 
with tortillas and even comales. However, because the vast majority of Jaina-style figurines 
lack provenience, the few tortilla-bearing figurines may not derive from the Campeche 
region or may not even be authentic.

Some of the earliest representations of maize foods in the Maya area appear in the Early 
Classic Esperanza phase of Kaminaljuyu. One Tajín-style mirror back bears a scene of two 
males facing a bowl of large rounded elements (Figure 2a). The balls clearly are offerings, quite 
probably tamales, as a stalk of maize sprouts from the top of the mounded mass. However, 
as a probable Gulf Coast import, the mirror back does not relate to food preparation at Early 
Classic Kaminaljuyu. Another Esperanza phase piece, a locally made basal-flange bowl, 
depicts four individuals carrying bowls containing either deer haunches or fish. Between 
each of them are two bowls, one containing tamales, the other stacked tortillas (Figure 2b). 
Although on a Maya vessel, the scene is depicted in pure Teotihuacan style. It has been noted 
that actual comales are known both for Teotihuacan and Esperanza-phase Kaminaljuyu. 
The presence of the comal and tortilla preparation at Early Classic Kaminaljuyu may be yet 
another example of Teotihuacan influence.

Although of local manufacture, the Esperanza-phase bowl is not a reliable indicator 
of Maya food preparation. It could be argued that the scene relates to Central Mexican food 
preparation, and reveals no more on native Maya diet than does the Veracruz mirror back. 
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In this light, both the tamale and tortilla could be viewed as foreign foods that sporadically 
occurred in the Maya area. Maya epigraphy supplies the most convincing evidence that 
the tamale constituted the principal maize food of the Classic Maya. It will be seen that 
tamales represented in Classic period texts and iconographic scenes were known widely by 
the Mayan term wa or wah, a word also signifying food or sustenance in a number of Mayan 
languages, while the tortilla was primarily a Central Mexican product introduced during 
times of strong Mexican influence.

The Phonetic Value wa in Classic Maya Script
In his study of the “ben ich” compound, Lounsbury (1973:138) suggested that affix T130 has 
the phonetic value of wa (cf. Figure ld). Noting the occasional presence of affix T130 in the 
“ben ich” symbolic Ahau compound, which he proved should be read ahaw, Lounsbury sug-
gested that the T130 postfix serves as a phonetic marker for the word final w. As supporting 
evidence, Lounsbury cited page 91a of the Codex Madrid, where T130 serves as final w in 
a compound read as ca-ca-w(a), the Yucatec term for cacao. Fox and Justeson (1980:212-213) 
mentioned other readings of T130 in relation to three recorded Maya month names, kasew, 
uniw, and mwan. In these cited cases T130 appears as wa or word final w(a). More recently, 
Mathews and Justeson (1984:205) have noted that in the codices, T130 is affixed to the Kan 
sign (T506) to provide a reading of wah, the Yucatec term for tortilla.

The reading of T130 as wa now is accepted widely, but little mention has been made 
of the formal significance of the sign. Both Knorozov (1967:81) and Kelley (1976:126) have 
identified T130 as a young ear of corn, presumably because of the leaf-like codical form. Affix 
T130 actually is composed of two parts, a globular element as well as the curving leaf form 
(Figure 1d). The round object is represented either curled or as a ball with a small infix or 
notch in the uppermost center. The two variants are present in affixes T86 and T135 (Figure 
1e, f). These two affixes, one containing the corn curl, the other the notched ball, occur in 
free variation in G9 of the Supplementary Series (Taube 1985:173). In view of their shared 
occurrence in T130 and the substitution between affixes T86 and T135, it is clear that the 
two globular forms have similar if not identical meanings. The curving device constituting 

Figure 2. Early Classic representations of maize foods, Esperanza-phase Kaminaljuyu: (a) detail of slate 
mirror back in El Tajín style, bowl containing tamales placed on platform between two young males; note 
maize foliation affixed to top of balls (after Kidder et al. 1946:Fig. 156); (b) detail of stuccoed basal flange 

bowl painted in Teotihuacan style, figure holds bowl containing deer haunch; two other bowls nearby, one 
mounded with tamales and the other, stacked tortillas (after Kidder et al. 1946:Fig. 207).

a b
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the other half of T130 usually is transected by a broad band identical to the bracket element 
contained in the day signs Cib, Ben, and Kan. Broken into its constituent parts, the Kan sign 
is found to be composed of the same elements that form T130, the globular device as well 
as the curving element (Figure 1g). This is not coincidental; both the Kan sign and T130 are 
recognized maize signs (Kelley 1976:126; Thompson 1971:75).

The primary element of T130 is not the curving leaf but the round ball. At times, the 
ball alone can provide the phonetic wa value. On Dresden pages 30c to 41c there is the repeti-
tive compound T667:130 prefixed either by the phonetic T1 u or the T229 ah. However, on 
page 33c, T130 is twice replaced by a single large corn curl, although in the second case the 
compound is prefixed by the T238 ah rather than T229 (Figure 3).

The corn curl also occurs as a forehead element affixed to the Classic head variant of 
the number eight (Figure lc). In his identification of the numeral head variants, Goodman 
(1897:46, 51) noted that this spiral is a diagnostic element of the number eight head variant 
and its jawboned counterpart serving to represent the number 18. Seler (1902-1923:3:593) was 
the first to identify the foliated head as the maize god, and also stressed the importance of 
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Figure 3. Substitution 
of the corn curl for 

T130, Codex Dresden 
(p. 33c): (a) T667:130 
prefixed by T1 u; (b) 

similar compound with 
corn curl substituted 

for T130 affix; (c) 
compound identical to 
example (b) save that 
prefixed by T238 ah 

rather than T1 u.

the brow curl. The maize curl is associated with the number eight 
in a number of other ways. At times, the curl-infixed head of the 
Tonsured Maize God substitutes for the usual foliated form of the 
personified number eight (Taube 1985:173). On Copan Stela I, the 
maize-curl affix T85 lies immediately above a cartouche contain-
ing the conventional sign of eight, a bar and three dots (Maudslay 
1889-1902:1:Pl. 65). Another maize affix occurs above a number 
eight cartouche on Dresden page 67a, though in this case the affix 
contains not the spiral but the notched globe of T130.

The pervasive identification of maize with eight does not 
derive from any obvious numerical quality of the plant, such as 
the number of cobs, leaves, or time of development. Thompson 
(1971:99) suggested that the personified numerals 1 to 13 corre-
spond to the day signs Caban to Muluc, with eight being the coef-
ficient for Kan. However, it appears that the head coefficients have 
a phonetic component as well. On one of the stucco glyph blocks 
excavated from the Olvidado Temple at Palenque, the corn curl 
is affixed not to the brow of the number eight head variant, but 
to that of the number six (Figure 1b). In Yucatec, the word for six 
is wak, and eight, wašak; clear cognates occur in all other recorded 
Mayan languages, including Huastec. Of equal interest, wa or wah 
is an almost pan-Mayan term signifying tortilla, tamale, or general 
sustenance (Table 1). As a maize symbol, the globular spiral serves 
as a phonetic marker wa for the reading of wašak, and at times, wak.

The Postclassic codical glyph of God N usually is a tun sign, 
T528 or T548, topped by a crosshatched superfix (Figure 4a, b). Coe 
(1973:15) noted that the crosshatched device is a version of T586, a 
glyph read as pa (Justeson 1984:346). Because T528 and T548 both 
can be read tun (Justeson 1984:340, 342), Coe (1973:15) suggested 
that the nominal glyph of God N be read pawahtun, the name of a 
protohistoric and colonial Yucatec deity. The proposed reading is 
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apt, but one problem remains. Given the suggested phonetic values, the compound should be 
read patun, although Landa and the Yucatec sources write the name Pauah Tun or Pauahtun. 
Coe (1973:15) called attention to an “eye-like element” lying in the center of the suggested pa 
superfix. This is the globular element forming one-half of T130, in this case the notched-ball 
counterpart of the corn curl. In several Dresden scenes of God N, maize foliage sprouts from 
the top of the device (Figure 4d). With the maize wah sign, the Postclassic God N compounds 
are phonetically transparent as pa-wah-tun. The corn curl substitutes for the notched ball 
in Classic glyphs of God N (Figure 4b). When God N is represented ideographically in the 
Classic script, the curl frequently is infixed upon the cheek, probably again to supply the wah 
reading (Figure 4c). In both the Classic and Postclassic periods God N was known as pawah 
or pawahtun.

The globular elements of T130 also occur in two codical forms of the water-group prefix 
(Figure 4e). The stream of beaded dots, or “water,” falls from both the notched ball (T14) 
and the corn curl (T39). Classic forms of the water group constitute an important part of the 
emblem glyph compound identified by Berlin (1958), typically composed of a water-group 
prefix, a “ben ich” ahaw superfix, and the main sign which varies according to the particular 
site or region. A number of researchers (e.g., Barthel 1968:168; Seler 1902-1923:3:649; Stuart 
1982) have identified the water group with blood. Although I agree in general, I find that as 
a sign for blood, the water group also was identified with maize, hence the green yax and 
yellow k’an signs commonly occurring within the affix (Taube 1985:180). The aforementioned 
codical water-group affixes probably also refer to both blood and maize.

The Yucatec Pío Pérez Dictionary provides the following entry for wah: “chorrear, salirse 
el grano o líquido por la hendidura o rotura” (Barrera Vásquez 1980:906). This could be para-
phrased in English as “to spout, for the grain or liquid to leave by the cut or fracture.” This 

Table 1. Terms for six, eight, tortilla, tamale, and sustenance in ten Mayan languages.1

Six

Eight

Tortilla
Tamale

Sustenance

Chorti
(Girard 1949)

wak

wahik

pa
pak at’pa

pa

Chol
(Beekman and

Beekman
1953)

wλc

waxλc

waj

waj

Tzeltal
(Slocum and
Gerdel 1965)

waqueb

waxaqueb

waj
nolbil waj

Tzotzil
(Laughlin 1975)

vak

vašak

vah
pisil vah
šohem vah

Tojolabal
(Jackson and 

Supple
1952)

huaque’

huaxaque’

huaj

hua’el

 1 The voiced bilabial spirant w has been transcribed variously in Mayan orthographies. In sources cited in 
the present study, it is written w, u, or v. The situation is slightly complex, as in Tzotzil the voiced labiodental 
spirant v replaced w save in loan words and words medially, where w may be present when followed by a (see 
Laughlin 1975:22). Rather than ignore such phonetic distinctions, I have left the original transcriptions intact. 
For the purposes of this study, w, u, and v should be considered as phonemically equivalent. In my own use 
of Mayan terms, I will be using the orthographic system adopted by Barrera Vásquez (1980) for Yucatec.
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closely compares to the Classic act of bloodletting, where the liquid commonly is seen falling 
as a stream from the loins or mouth. The root wah carries a similar meaning in Zinacanteco 
Tzotzil, where vahahet means “sprinkling,” vahluh “sudden splashing,” and vahel “sowing” 
(Laughlin 1975:361-362). The term waj in Tzeltal denotes the act of sprinkling or scattering 
(Slocum 1953:68). In Quiché, vah signifies “overflow,” valih “wet, dampen, give water to,” 
and avah “sow” (Edmonson 1965:10, 140-141). The notched ball and corn curl found in the 
two codical water-group prefixes again provide a wah reading, here to describe the action of 
showering liquid or seed.

In the context of blood offerings, the term wah may have had a meaning aside from 
sprinkling or scattering. In a number of Maya languages, forms of the term wah can signify 
food in general (see Table 1). By extension, wah signifies not only sustenance but life itself. 
Thus in the colonial Yucatec Motul Dictionary, wah is glossed as “la vida en cierta manera” 
(Barrera Vásquez 1980:905). The term wa’l in Quiché refers to vital bodily fluids, such as 
blood, breast milk, tears, semen, and vaginal fluid (Tedlock 1988). In Postclassic Mesoamerica, 

Jacalteca
(Church and

Church
1955)

wajeb

waxajeb

waj

Quiché
(Edmonson

1965)

vaq

vahäxak

va
va

va

Pokomchi
(Fernández

1937)

uakip
uakim
uaxakil
uaxajim

ua

Yucatec
(Barrera Vásquez

1980)

wak

waxak

wah
tuti wah
yahau wah

Huastec
(Alejandre 1890;

Larsen 1955)

acac

huaxic

bacan
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cuatsam

Figure 4. The phonetic value wa in 
Maya epigraphy and iconography: 

(a) Postclassic name glyph of God N, 
note notched-ball tamale variant in 
center of netted element, compound 
read pa-wah-tun, Codex Dresden (p. 

47); (b) Classic period example of God 
N nominal glyph, corn-curl tamale in 

center of netted superfix (after Coe 
1978:Vase 11); (c) Classic glyph of God 
N, note netted headdress and corn curl 
on cheek, Palenque Tablet of the Sun; 
(d) Postclassic codical representation 

of God N, tamale with maize foliation 
in center of headdress, Codex Dresden 
(p. 41b); (e) codical examples of water 
group with T130 tamale signs, prefixes 
probably read wah: left, T14, right, T39 

(after Thompson 1962:445).
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blood offerings widely were considered as maize food for the gods. In an Aztec speech 
attributed to Tlacaelel, the sacrificial victims to Huitzilopochtli were compared to tortillas: 
“They will be in his sight like maize cakes hot from the griddle ready for him who wishes to 
eat” (Durán 1964:140). Schele (1976:46) has suggested that Classic Maya bloodletting was to 
provide sustenance to the gods and ancestors. In support, Schele cited the Quichean Popol 
Vuh, where the offering of sacrifice is compared to “suckling” the gods. The individuals 
created to nourish the Popol Vuh gods were the men of maize. A more direct association of 
blood with food is expressed in the widely reported sixteenth-century cases of Yucatec Maya 
placing sacrificial blood upon the mouths of deity images so as if to feed them (e.g., Tozzer 
1941:118).

Although there is little documentation of penitential blood sacrifice among contempo-
rary Maya peoples, offerings continue to be considered as maize food for the gods and ances-
tors. In the Mam community of Chimaltenango, the chiman soothsayer and prayer maker is 
believed to feed the divine through prayer and offerings of candles and incense: “Each year 
when the chiman renews his power with God, or with Christ . . . he prays, ‘Open your stomach 
God,’ to accept the tortillas of next year” (Wagley 1949:69). According to one Mam chiman, 
God is dependent upon religious observations for sustenance: “Without the chimanes God 
would have no tortillas, he would starve” (Wagley 1949:69). The contemporary Zinacanteco 
Tzotzil make offerings in the form of white wax candles to their deified ancestors, the totil 
me’iletik. Vogt (1976:50) states that because candles symbolically are identified with human 
beings in Zinacanteco ritual, they are sacrificial offerings of the self: “The candles, firmly 
planted and standing up straight before mountain shrines and saints, appear to symbolize 
an offering of human life.” The act of offering candles to the ancestors resembles the Classic 
pattern of bloodletting and ancestor worship, but the similarities go further. The candles 
are considered as food for the ancestors. They specifically are referred to as “tortillas” (Vogt 
1976:50), which in Tzotzil is vah (see Table 1).

The corn curl appears as the main sign of an unusual Classic emblem glyph (Figure 5). 
A striking feature is the T86 maize superfix, the foliated corn curl, which probably serves 
as a semantic determinant for maize. At times, a “ben ich” ahaw superfix is placed above 
T86. On the Altar de Sacrificios vase, the main sign is the simple corn curl, which can carry 
the phonetic value of wa or wah (Figure 5a). However, the corn curl also can be supported 
upon a pair of standing human legs (Figure 5b, c). Aside from the corn curl and foliated 
superfix, the two forms at first appear to have little in common. However, in many Mayan 

Figure 5. The wah emblem glyph, a possible emblem glyph for supernatural beings: (a) example 
from Altar de Sacrificios Vase, corn-curl tamale as main sign (after Adams 1971:Fig. 94); (b) 

standing corn-curl variant from unprovenienced Late Classic vessel (after Robicsek 1978:Fig. 37); 
(c) standing corn-curl variant from Tablet of the Foliated Cross, Palenque; (d) Late Postclassic 

example of legged emblem glyph with maize superfix (T84), accompanied by 1 Ahau, from now-
destroyed murals of Santa Rita, Belize (after Gann 1900:Pl. 29).
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languages, the root wa signifies “to stand.” Attinasi (1973:332) gives this value for wa in Chol. 
The Quiché terms va or val mean “stand up,” valah “rise, arise,” and vakat “walk along” 
(Edmonson 1965:140). In Tzotzil, the words va’an, va’can ba, and va’i all signify “to stand” 
(Laughlin 1975:513). Another example comes from Yucatec, where wa’an and wa’t denote 
standing, and wa’laha’an denotes standing or placed upright (Barrera Vásquez 1980:910, 912, 
913). The human legs placed beneath the corn curl serve to reinforce the wa or wah reading.

An interesting feature of the corn-curl emblem glyph is that it cannot be identified with 
any of the presently known emblem glyphs associated with specific archaeological sites or 
geographic regions. Furthermore, it frequently appears in Classic vessel scenes in association 
with supernatural figures (e.g., Robicsek 1978:Plate 176; Robicsek and Hales 1981:Vessel 95, 
Fig. 22a). The example from the Altar de Sacrificios Vase (Figure 5a) accompanies a death 
deity which has been identified as a Classic form of Schellhas’s God A’ (Kevin Johnston, 
personal communication 1985). The second example also serves as the emblem glyph of a 
death deity, in this case the skeletal God A (Figure 5b). On Classic period monuments, the 
sign also is identified with gods. Appropriately enough, this emblem glyph is carved on the 
Palenque Tablet of the Foliated Cross, a monument rich in allusions to maize and the mythi-
cal past (Figure 5c). The sign is preceded by two glyphic compounds at L16 and M16. Floyd 
Lounsbury (personal communication 1985) has mentioned that the first compound, the 6-Sky 
expression, is identified with the first creator G I of the Palenque Triad. The following glyph 
is the bestial form of G I, in this case affixed with the numerical coefficients three and nine.

Use of the wa or wah emblem glyph continued into the Late Postclassic period, and it 
appears in one of the mural scenes from the northern Belize site of Santa Rita (Figure 5d). 
Again the main sign is a standing lower human torso supporting a maize element, in this 
case T84. As in Classic emblem glyphs, a clear water group is prefixed to the main sign. The 
procession of gods in the Santa Rita scenes are identified with specific Tun ending dates. The 
date associated with the emblem glyph is 1 Ahau. In the context of the Palenque Tablet of the 
Foliated Cross, this tzolkin date has special import, as it marks the birth of God K, also known 
as G II of the Palenque Triad. God K is identified closely with the Tonsured Maize God, 
who appears to have been the Classic counterpart of the Popol Vuh Hun Hunahpu (Taube 
1985). Of course, the Quichean name Hun Hunahpu is equivalent to the Yucatec calendric 
date 1 Ahau, hun meaning “one” in both languages. In protohistoric Yucatan, 1 Ahau clearly 
was identified with the underworld. Landa describes Hun Ahau as the ruler of hell: “They 
maintained that there was in this place [Metnal] a devil, the prince of all the devils, whom 
all obeyed, and they call him in their language Hunhau” (Tozzer 1941:132). In the colonial 
Yucatec Ritual of the Bacabs (Roys 1965:9) the opening to the underworld is identified with Ix 
Hun Ahau and Uaxac Yol Kauil. Roys suggests that the latter term is a name for the maize 
god. Immediately below and to the left of the Santa Rita glyph is a representation of the aged 
God L, a well-known underworld god.

It is noteworthy that the emblem glyph at Santa Rita, the only example known for the 
Postclassic period, does not appear to be tied into historic events. Rather, like the Classic 
examples, it appears to refer to a mythical region independent of the actual events which 
led to the Classic collapse and disappearance of historic emblem glyphs. Just where this 
place may be is unknown, but given the prevalence of death-related and chthonic gods, it is 
possibly the underworld. At present, however, the emblem glyph should be considered best 
as simply a place identified with supernatural beings.
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Representations of the Tamale in Classic Maya Epigraphy and Art
It has been noted that the globular elements within affix T130 can independently carry the 
phonetic value wa or wah. In colonial and contemporary Maya languages where wah or wa 
signify sustenance, a phonetically similar or equivalent term usually designates a cooked 
maize product, usually the tortilla, but often the tamale as well (Table 1). The classificatory 
distinction between the tamale and tortilla in colonial and contemporary Mayan lexicons 
tends to diminish on close inspection. In Quiché, va can refer to the tortilla, tamale, or food 
in general (Edmonson 1965:140). According to the colonial Yucatec Motul Dictionary, wah 
is the specific term for tortilla (Barrera Vásquez 1980:905). However, one type of Yucatec 
ceremonial tamale is termed noh wah (Villa Rojas 1945:109); noh in Yucatec means “great” or 
“large,” and the ritual food thus may be paraphrased as “great wah.” Although such tamales 
often have been labeled as “breads” or “cakes” in the ethnographic literature, they cannot 
be described as tortillas. Among the Zinacanteco Tzotzil, the two women who prepare the 
bean wedding tamales are called hpat vah, hpat being an agentive noun signifying “maker 
of” (Laughlin 1975:269). In other words, the Zinacanteco women who fashion the ceremonial 
tamales are termed “the makers of vah.”

Iconographic evidence demonstrates that the T130 balls portray a maize product, this 
being the tamale, not the tortilla (see Figures 6 and 7). A remarkable Late Classic polychrome 
sherd from Lubaantun depicts a woman grinding maize upon a metate. The lumps of ground 
dough are almost identical to the T130 corn curl (Figure 6a). A number of sixteenth-century 
Aztec sources depict the tamale as a spiral ball. Thus on page 68 of the Codex Mendoza, spiral 
balls identical to the corn curl are glossed in Spanish as “tamales que es pan” (Figure 6c). 
Broad, shallow bowls containing tamales commonly are represented in Late Classic Maya 
art, especially in palace scenes (Figures 6b, 7). In profile, the Classic tamale vessels virtually 
are identical to actual ceramic bowls and plates having the Tonsured Maize God depicted in 
their interiors (e.g., Coe l973:No. 11; Coggins l975:Figs. 72b, 74a, 86c, 88a, 90a; Smith 1955:Fig. 
73). The iconography found within these ceramic vessels provides a clue to function. Like 
their counterparts depicted in palaces, such dishes probably were used as serving vessels for 

Figure 6. The corn curl as a ground maize product: (a) Late Classic polychrome sherd 
excavated at Lubaantun portraying a woman grinding over a metate, with dough depicted 

as corn curls (after Hammond 1975:Fig. 116c); (b) anthropomorphic deer with bowls 
containing probable tamales, from unprovenienced Late Classic Maya vessel (after Hellmuth 

1978b:182); (c) Contact period Aztec representation of young man in front of tamale-filled 
basket, accompanying Spanish gloss reads tamales que es pan (Codex Mendoza 1978:68).
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tamales.
The tamale appears in a variety of forms in Classic Maya art. It commonly is depicted 

in vessels either as the notched ball (Figure 7b, c) or as the corn curl (Figures 6b, 7a). The 
two forms may reflect different methods of manufacture; whereas the corn curl clearly is 
rolled, the notched ball appears as a more solid mass. The notch occasionally seems to be 
hollow, but usually it is filled with another substance. Villa Rojas (1945:54, 109) recorded two 
common Yucatec forms of tamale preparation that correspond closely to the two T130 types. 
One method is the placing of maize dough and other foods in superimposed layers which 
then are rolled up into a ball-like mass. Another contemporary method, however, employs 
congealing rather than rolling:

Zacan [maize dough], mixed with a little water, is boiled until it becomes thick; then with 
lard and salt added, it is cooked again until of a pasty consistency. The paste or dough is 
divided into small pieces on each of which is placed a piece of fowl, pork, or other meat, 
and then kol (thick broth) seasoned with tomatoes, annatto, and salt; each piece is then 
carefully wrapped in banana leaves and set to bake in the earth oven or, less frequently, in 
a pot. (Villa Rojas 1945:54)

This type of tamale, with its central dollop of food, closely resembles the representations of 
the notched-ball variety contained in Classic Maya vessels. A third form of tamale found in 
Late Classic art generally is larger than the T130 types and, rather than having the notch or 
spiral, it often is painted with some sort of liquid or paste (Figure 7d–f). In form, it resembles 

Figure 7. Late Classic representations of tamales in shallow vessels: (a) corn-curl tamales in legged 
plate, from unprovenienced vessel (after Stierlin 1981:Pl. 75); (b) legged bowl of stuffed tamales, from 
Lower Temple of the Jaguars, Chichen Itza, Terminal Classic (after Maudslay 1889-1902:3:Pl. 51); (c) 

vessel filled with tamales, accompanied by ceramic vase, detail of carved vase from Altar de Sacrificios 
(after Adams 1971:Fig. 79); (d) three large painted tamales in broad plate tentatively identified as 

tamales by Coe (1973:105), from unprovenienced vase (after Coe 1973:104); (e) painted tamales in legged 
vessel, from unprovenienced vase (after Reents and Bishop 1984:Fig. 1); (f) detail of polychrome vase 

from Burial 116, Tikal, note tamales in ceramic vessel (after W. Coe 1967:52).
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the corn-curl and notched-ball forms as representations of maize seed (Taube 1985). However, 
the maize growth has been taken too literally; rather than a sign of sprouting, it serves as a 
semantic indicator for corn. The Kan sign is a graphic representation of the notched-ball 
tamale within the vegetal wrapper (Figure 1g). Thus it is not surprising that T506 also is 
depicted within serving bowls in Late Classic art (Figure 9a, f). The Cumhu month glyph 
is a Kan sign with a T155 superfix. Noting that T155 has the phonetic value o’, Lounsbury 
(1983:46) has suggested that the compound is to be read och, a Yucatec term meaning food, 
sustenance, or maize bread. It has been noted that when supplied with T130, the Kan glyph 
is read wah (Mathews and Juteson 1984:205), another Mayan term of almost identical mean-
ing. Moreover, the Kan sign alone also can carry the phonetic value wa. Stephen Houston 
(personal communication 1985) has mentioned that at A3 on Machaquila Stela 5, T506 sub-
stitutes for T130 in a compound written as T1:74:738:130 on Machaquila Stela 2. Houston 
suggests that both compounds are to be read u-ma-ka-w(a). In a recent study, Love (1989) 
independently has noted the wah value of T506, and identifies the sign as maize bread, in 
other words, the tamale.

The Spotted Kan (T507) is identical to T506 save for the radiating lines of dots running 
down its upper side. The pattern of spots is very similar to the dribbled painting found on 
large, Late Classic tamales (Figure 7e, f). Stuart (1987) has proposed a tzi reading for T507. A 

Figure 8. Preparation of nabah wah tamale 
during Yucatec ch’a chaak ceremony. Tamale 

one of many prepared at dawn following night 
vigil, with this particular form being composed 

of intermixed maize dough and sikil squash 
seed paste (photo by author).

the large loaf-like Yucatec tamales prepared 
in pit ovens for milpa ceremonies (see Figure 
8). Often these include sikil, a paste made of 
squash seed, and the material painted on the 
Classic forms could be either honey or the 
brown sikil paste.

The curving bracket of T130 remains to 
be discussed. The Postclassic variant surely 
is a green leaf; the two infixed notches also 
are present in the yax sign for green (T16). 
Both the Classic and Postclassic forms 
probably denote a vegetal wrapper, such as 
would surround the tamale and, possibly, 
balls of wax. It was mentioned previously 
that the day signs Kan, Ben, and Cib contain 
this element. In Yucatec, Cib signifies wax 
(Thompson 1971:84), and the sign may 
depict a wrapped ball of this substance. 
Both the Kan and Ben glyphs are well-
known maize signs (Thompson 1971:75, 83). 
Following an early identification by Thomas 
(1882:80), Thompson (1971:75) stated that the 
Kan glyph (T506) represents a maize kernel: 
“There can be no question that the Kan sign 
represents grains of maize since young maize 
plants are frequently depicted in the codices 
issuing from a Kan sign.”

For much the same reason, I interpreted 



compound appearing on Classic ceremonial bundles provides direct support for this reading 
(e.g., Taube 1985:Fig. 7). Composed of T507 preceded by Landa’s “i” (T679) and “ca” (T25), 
the entire compound could be read ikatz(i). Delgaty and Ruíz Sánchez (1978:53) gloss the 
Tzotzil icatsil as “bulto, carga,” and forms of ikatz or ikatzil have a general meaning of “bur-
den” in Tzeltal and Tzotzil. The T507 tzi value may relate to the diagnostic spots. Fray Coto 
([c. 1656]1983:73, 449, 506) translates the Cakchiquel tzic as “la gotilla” or “puntillo de tinta,” 
and mentions that it also means “to spot or spatter.” Similarly, tzikilik signifies “spotted” in 
Quiché (Edmonson 1965:134). In Yucatec, tzitz signifies “to sprinkle or asperse.” Of special 
interest, it also can signify the dressing of food, as in the expression tzitz u pach manteka, 
“lardear lo que se asa” (Barrera Vásquez 1980:862). I suggest that the tzi value of T507 refers to 
the liquid dribbled on the surface of the tamale.

The Ben sign (T584), the third of the discussed day signs containing the bracket, differs 
from the Kan glyph only in that the uppermost surface is marked by the two notches also 
found with the yax sign and the Postclassic leaf portion of T130. In an interesting Pasión 
variant of the “ben ich” compound, the conventional Ben sign (Figure 9b) is replaced by the 
corn curl, though the two markings remain at top (Figure 9c). A similar substitution occurs 
in the female parentage indicator sign identified by Schele et al. (1977), in which two of the 

Figure 9. Tamale signs in Classic Maya writing and iconography: (a) seated male with bowl containing 
Kan sign tamales, from unprovenienced vessel (after Coe 1973:70); (b) conventional “ben ich” superfix 
(T168), Dos Pilas Stela 16; (c) T168 variant, rolled corn-curl tamale replaces Ben sign, Aguateca Stela 1; 
(d) T739, the personified God K tamale; curling element at right possibly steam, Yaxchilan Lintel 29; (e) 
portion of 819-day cycle text, T739 followed by head of God K, Yaxchilan Lintel 30; (f) painted Chenes 

capstone from Santa Rosa Xtampak (after Pollock 1970:Fig. 74b); (g) T574, kin variant of distance numbers, 
note T130 suffix, Yaxchilan Lintel 23; (h) T575, with smoke prefix, Lamanai Stela 9, Early Classic period; (i) 

Late Classic examples of the female parentage indicator (after Schele et al. 1977).
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hand-held elements are the corn-curl tamale and the Ben sign (Figure 9i). The highland Maya 
term for the day Ben is ah, a word denoting green corn or reeds (Thompson 1971:81-82). 
Among contemporary Tzeltal Maya, the dough ground from tender fresh corn is termed 
noybil ahan. Tamales made from this dough, stuffed in corn husk and boiled, are termed 
šohbil wah (Berlin et al. 1974:114). In Quiché, similar green-corn tamales are called ahel vah 
(Edmonson 1971:100). The Ben sign may well represent the tamal de elote, or tamale prepared 
from fresh, green maize.

The vegetal wrapper present in T130, T506, T507, T525, and T584 previously has been 
interpreted in an entirely different light. Due to its upper curl, Beyer (1936:13) identified the 
Kin sign variant (T574) present in Classic distance numbers as a spiral conch shell (Figure 
9g). The bracket device forms a prominent part of the glyph, and for this reason it often 
has been considered a shell attribute. Thus Thompson (1971:85) stated that the Cib sign 
represents the conch, though in this case the spiral is not clearly present. It is interesting 
that elsewhere, Thompson (1962:127) mentions that “Cib is hardly distinguishable from an 
inverted Kan,” though no rationale is offered as to why the Kan sign is identified with shells. 
The shell identification of T574 rests only on vague visual similarity, and is not supported 
by any semantic or phonetic evidence. Of course, the snail is not the only spiral form in 
Classic epigraphy and art; the corn curl is yet another. Much as the Kan sign represents the 
wrapped notched-ball tamale, T574 appears to depict a rolled maize ball placed in its vegetal 
wrapper (Figure 1h). Frequently, T574 contains the T130 phonetic wa affix (Figure 9g). At C6a 
on Copan Stela I, T574 is affixed by T130 and the aforementioned cartouche of the number 
eight topped by a foliated corn curl. Rather than depicting a conch, T574 represents a mass of 
ground maize, probably in the form of a rolled and wrapped tamale.

Another reputed shell sign is T575 (Figure 9h); Thompson (1962:203) stated that in 
form, the glyph is identical to an inverted T574. Spinden (1924:Figs. 8, 9) first identified 
the device as a shell, and this interpretation also has fossilized in contemporary epigraphic 
studies. Thus an important war glyph has been termed the “shell-star” event because of the 
occurrence of T575 as the main sign (Kelley 1976:38-42). Thompson (1962:203) stated that 
T575 is identical to some forms of T17, and that affix T17 also can serve as the sign for yax, 
signifying green or new. The association of the shell with green is not clear; but, if the bracket 
is considered as leaf or husk wrapper, it has every reason to be present in the sign for green. 
Although T575 also seems to represent the corn-curl tamale in its leaf wrapper, the sign still 
is understood poorly. Until the significance of T575 is studied more adequately, there is little 
reason to rephrase the war event as “tamale star.”

An interesting Classic variant of the corn-curl tamale is a quadruped form found both in 
Glyph Y of the Supplementary Series and the 819-day cycle (Kelley 1976:Fig. 17; Thompson 
1971:Figs. 31, 35). The glyph, T739, often is accompanied by smaller notched-ball tamales and 
a coiling rope-like form (Figure 9d, e). The latter element resembles, but also differs from, 
conventional Classic representations of smoke; the billowing curls may represent steam 
rising from the rolled tamale. The crouching posture of T739 recalls the aforementioned 
standing-tamale emblem glyph, and this also may be an intentional pun on wa. However, the 
limbs have another significance, as they serve as the arms and legs of a curious God K. The 
diagnostic God K mirror and torch forehead usually rests at the top of the glyph, with the 
rolled tamale forming the body of the deity. At times, the spiral is composed of contrasting 
bands, as if the tamale was rolled from alternating sheets of maize dough and other foods 
(e.g., Coe 1973:29). In the 819-day cycle, the head of God K often follows the legged tamale as 



well; the head may be supplied with a maize superfix (Figure 9e).
Berlin and Kelley (1961) compared Classic 819-day cycle inscriptions to a Postclassic 

Yucatec text on Dresden pages 30b and 31b describing God B and the offering of foods with 
the four cardinal points. The four directions, with their associated colors, form an important 
part of 819-day cycle texts. Moreover, the codical verbal main sign describing the event 
is identical with that of the 819-day cycle, though the head of God B, or Chac, substitutes 
for the Classic head of God K (Berlin and Kelley 1961:15). In the four Dresden phrases, the 
particular type of meat offered varies according to direction, but the Kan sign supplied with 
T130 follows immediately in every case. Although Mathews and Justeson (1984:205) suggest 
that the Kan sign with T130 should be read as wah for tortilla, it surely refers to the tamale. 
In contemporary Yucatec milpa ceremonies, the large tamales known under such epithets as 
noh wah, tuti wah, and yal wah (Villa Rojas 1945:109) commonly are offered to the Chacs of the 
four directions. In other words, the Dresden passage varies little from contemporary Yucatec 
ceremonial practice. The T739 personified tamale strongly suggests that the Classic 819-day 
cycle also entailed the offering of maize tamales.

During the Classic period, God K was identified with maize and its principal product, 
the tamale. Thus the central mythical event mentioned on the Palenque Tablet of the Foliated 
Cross is the birth of G II, or God K (Kelley 1965:108). On one Chenes painted capstone from 
Santa Rosa Xtampak, a somewhat effaced but still identifiable God K holds a dish containing 
two Kan sign tamales (Figure 9f). Following an early identification by Seler (1902-1923:1:376-
377), the Yucatec deity Bolon Dzacab generally is accepted as a form of God K (e.g., Kelley 
1976:6, 65, 97; Thompson 1970b:227; Tozzer 1941:Note 673). The colonial Yucatec Chilam 
Balam of Tizimin contains the expression bolon dzacab uah, bolon dzacab ha (Edmonson 
1982:62), which could be translated as “Bolon Dzacab tamale, Bolon Dzacab water.” The 
Chilam Balam books of Chumayel, Tizimin, and Mani mention the creation of Bolon Dzacab 
from edible seeds. The following is an excerpt from the Chumayel version:

Then shoots of the yaxum tree were taken. Also Lima beans were taken with crumbled 
tubercles, hearts of small squash seeds, large squash seeds and beans, all crushed. He 
wrapped up the seeds composing the first Bolon Dzacab and went to the thirteenth heaven. 
Then a mass of maize dough with the tips of corn cobs remained here on earth. (Roys 
1933:99)

The final sentence is open to reinterpretation. Roys translates madz as “a mass of maize 
dough,” although the term also signifies the glume surrounding the individual seed. The cob 
tips mentioned are of bacal, that is, degrained corn cobs. Thus, it appears that what were left 
on earth were the discarded remains of the prepared seed bundle—glume and stripped cobs.

Three large rectangular reliefs lie in the West Court at Copan (Figure 10c). Each rep-
resents a long-nosed god whom Thompson (1970b:227, Pl. 6) identified as Bolon Dzacab. 
Thompson (1970b) considered Bolon Dzacab as an aspect of God K identified with growing 
crops and seed, particularly maize. The Copan figure is seated on a nest of radially placed 
leaves. In Yucatan, the ceremonial tamales are prepared on similar beds of leaves (Figure 8). 
The god holds a bowl of maize that has an infixed cartouche containing the T617 element, 
first identified by Jeffrey Miller as a sign for mirror (Schele and Miller 1983:3-21). The ball-
like mass also occurs as an affix, here with maize foliation as well as the infixed-mirror sign 
(Figure 10a). The association of the mirror sign with maize is pervasive; the T617 cartouche 
frequently forms the “notch” of Classic Kan signs (Figure lg; Thompson 1971:Fig. 6, 54-57). 
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Although Thompson identified the Copan figure as an aspect of God K, the forehead lacks 
the mirror and torch conventionally found with the deity. However, the identification is 
supported by an entity represented on Lintel 3 of Tikal Temple IV (Figure 10b). The figure, 
again holding the mirrored maize ball, emerges out of the jaws of a serpent. His fan-like 
crest of hair closely resembles the Copan example, though here it is topped by growing 
maize. The prominent forehead mirror identifies him as an aspect of God K. The Tikal and 
Copan examples probably are representations of the same God K aspect, a personification of 
sustenance possibly equivalent to the Postclassic Yucatec Bolon Dzacab.

Conclusions
Both a basic commodity and an esteemed ceremonial food, the tamale permeates Classic 
Maya ideology, writing, and art. Glyphic forms of the tamale are many and suggest a com-
plex lore and terminology surrounding this food. The identification of T130 as the tamale 
with its leaf wrapper provides strong epigraphic evidence that the tamale was the principal 
maize product of the Classic Maya. The phonetic value of T130 is wa or wah, a generally 
pan-Mayan term designating the basic, daily consumed maize product. Whereas there is 
no evidence of the tortilla in prehispanic Maya script, the tamale clearly was termed wah. 
The term wah usually refers to the tortilla in most modern Mayan languages, though when 
modified with another word, it also may designate the tamale. The distinctions between the 
tamale and tortilla do not alter radically the underlying meaning of wah, because the word 
appears to refer to the basic, daily food of the Maya. As the tortilla supplanted the tamale in 
Maya diet, the term was reapplied to the introduced food item.

The tamale was identified with important Maya deities, such as the Tonsured Maize 
God, God K, and God N. In addition, an emblem glyph termed wah actually may have 
referred to a particular supernatural region, possibly the underworld. The association of the 
tamale with deities partly may be because it was one of the principal sacrificial offerings, as 

Figure 10. Late Classic maize 
signs containing T617 mirror 

device: (a) affix composed 
of mirrored ball with maize 
foliation, Yaxchilan Lintel 
23, M6; (b) aspect of God 

K holding mirrored dough 
ball, note cranial maize 

foliation, Lintel 3 of Temple 
IV, Tikal (after Jones and 

Satterthwaite 1982:Fig. 74); 
(c) probable form of God 
K seated on bed of leaves, 
deity holds maize ball in 
bowl; one of three panels 

in West Court, Copan (after 
Maudslay 1889-1902:1:Pl. 9a).

a

b
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it is in the 819-day cycle, the Postclassic codices, and contemporary Maya ceremonies. The 
modern Zinacanteco Tzotzil consider the candles offered to the ancestral gods as vah, and the 
Classic act of bloodletting also may have been couched in terms of offering sustenance, or 
wah. The rich ethnographic lore surrounding the tamale has been but spottily treated in the 
present paper. An in-depth study of contemporary Maya tamale preparation and ceremonial 
use would open broad vistas into Classic Maya subsistence and ideology.
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AClassic Maya
Entomological Observation

Considering their fascination with calendrics, astronomy, and gods of natural forces, the 
Classic Maya were clearly acute observers of their surroundings. It is therefore surprising to 
learn that in Classic Maya art, flora and fauna are rarely depicted with anatomical accuracy: 
four-legged insects, long-tailed deer, bearded serpents, and other natural anomalies abound 
in Classic Maya iconography. This lack of concern for accuracy extends to the plant kingdom 
as well. Only a few species of flora depicted in Classic Maya art have been successfully 
identified, the most common being the water lily, maize, squash, and cacao.

The sarcophagus of Pacal within the Temple of the Inscriptions at Palenque is a note-
worthy exception to the general absence of specific plant species in Classic Maya art. The 
sarcophagus depicts no less than five distinct fruit bearing plants (see Robertson 1983:Figs. 
174-177). Even in this case, however, the plants are extremely stylized. The species of fruits 
are simply added, almost affixed, to a generalized foliated tree.

In the following discussion, I will describe an exceptionally detailed Classic Maya 
rendering of a specific plant species. But perhaps even more remarkable than the bush itself 
is the careful inclusion of a particular kind of insect known to nest frequently in this type of 
plant.

CHAPTER 6
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In a recent publication, Michael Coe (1982:36-37) illustrates and discusses a Late Classic 
round-sided polychrome bowl bearing a complex scene upon the exterior (Figure 1). Coe 
suggests that the vessel dates to Tepeu 1, that is, roughly within the seventh century ad. In 
form and style of painting, it is similar to a number of other published vessels of unknown 
provenance (Coe 1973:Nos. 37-39, 1982:No. 10; Robicsek 1978:Pls. 18, 137-140, Figs. 146-147). 
According to one recent study, these vessels may derive from a region between Tikal and the 
Belize border, possibly the site of Naranjo (Bishop et al. 1985:83). The exterior of the poly-
chrome bowl contains a virtual menagerie of creatures known to inhabit the Maya lowlands. 
Along with three predominantly human figures, eleven distinct animal species are depicted. 
The human individuals are dressed, and appear to be specific Maya gods. One of the figures 
is clearly a woman, and according to Coe (1982:37), may represent the young moon goddess. 
The other two individuals are male with jaguar attributes along with black body paint and 
god markings. One of the black figures appears to be smoking while seated on a T528 Cauac 
sign. He wears jaguar spots on his hat and face and bears the eye “cruller” of the Jaguar God 
of the Underworld.1

The other black figure is in the act of capturing or slaying a deer. He also bears the eye 
“cruller,” and in addition, wears the Ahau headband of rulership. The most striking attribute 
of this being, however, is his strangely protruding mouth. Coe (1982:36) notes that he is 
identical to the deity appearing as T1077, a hieroglyphic sign occurring on Yaxchilan Lintel 8. 
This same being appears twice on another Late Classic polychrome, in both instances with a 
jaguar ear and a large shank of hair along with the black body paint, eye cruller, and protrud-
ing mouth (see Coe 1982:No. 14). In both representations, he holds a vessel that mirrors the 
extended mouth, and it is probable that this strange mouth does allude to a jar or pot. Coe 
(1982:40) identifies the two figures upon this vessel as Jaguar Gods of the Underworld, and 
it is probable that T1077 and the deer-hunting god are also the same deity, an aspect of the 
Jaguar God of the Underworld.

Directly in front of the captured deer, there is a curious plant placed atop a zoomorphic 
Cauac head bearing a sprouting maize plant on its brow (Figure 2). I suspect that the maize 

Figure 1. Roll-out photograph of Late Classic vessel scene; note bull’s horn acacia in center 
(photograph by Justin Kerr, from Coe 1982:No. 12).

 1 The seated god recalls the right figure upon Tikal Altar 5, who is also depicted with a tasseled 
conical hat and an eye cruller, here in a clear context of death and the underworld (see Jones and 
Satterthwaite 1982:Fig. 23). The same broadly brimmed tasseled headdress appears on a Late Classic 
codex style vase, here worn by a kneeling figure holding a jaguar baby. The kneeling male also appears 
to have the eye cruller, and in addition, bears jaguar spots upon the cheek (see Robicsek and Hales 
1981:Vessel 18). It is quite possible that this figure is the same entity found on the Tepeu 1 bowl.



the word signifies the spur found on the feet 
of roosters, wild turkeys, and other male 
birds (Barrera Vásquez 1980:740). Similarly, 
in Belize the thorny acacia is also known by 
the English term “cock spur” (Standley and 
Steyermark 1946:6-7). The feather-shaped 
elements appearing in the Classic represen-
tation are accurate portrayals of the leaves 
found on swollen thorn acacia. Like the 
Classic rendering, the fan-shaped leaves fre-
quently grow out from between pairs of the 
bifid thorns (Janzen 1966:Fig. 1d). Given the 
identification of the Classic plant, the entire 
toponym could be glossed as “thorny acacia 
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Figure 2. Detail of bull’s horn acacia on top of 
zoomorphic head with maize nal sign on brow; 

note hornet nest at top of plant.

 2 The bull’s horn acacia does appear in ethno-
historic placenames. Thus there is the place name 
Chokol (Chocol), a Quiche term for thorny acacia 
(Edmonson 1965:28).

and zoomorphic head serve as part of a toponymic expression. David Stuart (1987:17-23) 
notes that in both zoomorphic and symbolic form, the Cauac sign frequently refers to a 
mountain, or wits. In Classic and Postclassic Maya texts, wits is written both logographically 
and phonetically in reference to specific toponymns (ibid.). Quite frequently, as in the case of 
the Ucanal emblem glyph, a T86 nal maize sign is affixed to the wits logograph or compound 
(Stuart 1987; Stuart and Houston 1987). Noting that the Kan cross occurs as a prefix or infix 
in the Ucanal emblem glyph, Stuart (1987:20) suggests that the entire compound can be read 
K’AN-WITS-NAL. In the polychrome vessel scene, the zoomorphic head and maize sign 
probably serve as an iconographic wits nal expression. The overarching plant, like the Ucanal 
Kan cross, may serve to qualify a particular place. Although plants do not appear to be a 
common component of Classic Maya place names, they are frequently used in toponymic 
expressions of highland Mexico (see Berlo 1983a).2

Because of the prominent V-shaped elements upon the slender, twisting trunk, Dr. Coe 
(1982:36) mentions that the Classic vessel plant resembles a “lobster claw” Heliconia. He also 
notes the curious fan-like elements near the top of the plant, which he identifies as Moan bird 
feathers. Rather than referring to a fantastic hybrid plant, however, the V-shaped and feather-
like devices represent an actual thorny plant species of the genus Acacia. In the Maya region, 
there are at least four species of swollen thorn acacia, Acacia cornigera, Acacia spharocephala, 
Acacia hindsii, and Acacia collinsii (Janzen 1966:252). Swollen thorn acacia are known by many 
names throughout Mesoamerica. In English, they are commonly termed bull’s horn acacia. 
In Spanish, they are frequently referred to as cuernos de toro, or cornizuelo. The references 
to bull horns derive from the sharply bifurcating pairs of thorns, which do bear a general 
resemblance to cattle horns (cf. Janzen 1967:Fig. 2). In the Classic polychrome scene, these 
thorns appear as V-shaped elements projecting from the trunk of the tree. Among the lowland 
Yucatec, swollen thorn acacia are known as subin (Barrera Váquez et al. 1980:740), among the 
Tzotzil čohčoh (Laughlin 1975:123), and in Quiche, chocol or ixcanal (Edmonson 1965:28). Like 
the cited English and Spanish terms, the Yucatec subin alludes to the impressive thorns, since 
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uitz nal.”
Representations of swollen thorn aca-

cia are rare in Classic Maya art.3 One other 
example may occur in the famous bloodlet-
ting scene on Yaxchilan Lintel 24, where a 
kneeling woman passes a spine-laden cord 
through her tongue (Figure 3). The curving 
thorns interwoven upon the cord appear to 
be in pairs, as if they were the bifid thorns 
of bull’s horn acacia. In outline, the thorns 
are quite like the curving and sharply taper-
ing spines of thorny acacia (eg. Figure 4). 
Because of their large size and sharpness, 
the thorns of the bull’s horn acacia are very 
well suited for penitential bloodletting.

Since last century, it has been noted 
that Acacia cornigera and related species of 
thorny acacia serve as hosts for small but 

Figure 3. Late Classic 
bloodletting scene, 
Yaxchilan Lintel 24; 
detail of cord with 

possible acacia thorns 
at right (left, Graham 
and von Euw 1971:53; 
right, detail by author).

 3 Although the bull’s horn acacia is uncommon 
in Classic and Postclassic Maya art, this plant is of 
considerable importance among contemporary 
Maya. The Tzotzil of highland Chiapas use the 
branches of Acacia cornigera (cohcoh) for fencing 
(Laughlin 1975:123). Joann Andrews of Mérida, 
Yucatán, notes that contemporary Yucatec use the 
thorny acacia in a variety of ways. According to 
Andrews (personal communication), the yellow 
pod pulp of Acacia collinsii is popular among 
contemporary Yucatec, especially children, for 
its sweet flavor. Andrews mentions that accord-
ing to one Maya informant from the region of 
Telchaquillo, Yucatán, freshly cut branches of the 
subin are placed in calabash and guanabana trees 
in the belief that acacia ants will attack predatory 
insects damaging the trees. The following spell 
was told to Andrews by another Yucatec infor-
mant from Telchaquillo: “If a husband feels he 
is dominated by his wife, he is to go to the zubin 
tree, cut off a branch and beat himself around the 
head and shoulders and be bitten as well by ants. 
Afterwards he should return home and he will 
see that his wife is submissive to him.”

extremely aggressive fire ants (Belt 1874). 
Field research by Daniel Janzen (1966, 1967) 
has established that the ants (Pseudomyrmex 
ferruginea) exist in a symbiotic relationship 
with the bull’s horn acacia. Nesting within 



the large hollow thorns, the ants live off 
the small fruiting bodies and foliar nectar 
of the plant. In return, the ants attack other 
insects and larger predators that endanger 
the host. In addition, the ants remove any 
neighboring foliage encroaching upon the 
host plant. Field experiments by Janzen 
(1966:253, 1967) have demonstrated that the 
Acacia cornigera is entirely dependent upon 
the ants, and cannot survive without their 
presence.

Aside from fire ants, another stinging 
insect frequently makes its residence in 
swollen thorn acacia. Any individual famil-
iar with the lowland Maya bush is surely all 
too aware of the frequency by which hornet 
nests appear in the branches of the bull’s horn 
acacia (Figure 4). Should a hapless intruder 
strike such a plant, the hornets aggressively 
attack the face and other exposed parts of the 
body.

In the Classic Maya representation, 
a hornet nest is carefully depicted within 
the thorny acacia. In the Yucatan, the hor-
nets inhabiting the bull’s horn acacia are 
frequently known as box xux: “avispa que 
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Figure 4. Hornet nest in dry branch of bull’s 
horn acacia, collected by author in vicinity of 

Chichen Itza, Yucatan, June 1985.

pone su avispero comúnmente en las matas del subin” (Barrera Vásquez 1980:66). In con-
temporary Yucatec, box signifies black, and xux, wasp or hornet. Thus the term is easily 
translated as black hornet. Specimens of hornets that I have collected from a thorny acacia 
of northern Yucatan are in fact black, with white-tipped wings. These hornets have been 
identified by Dr. James Carpenter as Parachantergus aztecus Willink. A fascinating question 
which remains is the relation between the hornets and the ants, which usually repel other 
insects. The common presence of the hornets makes for an especially complex symbiotic 
relationship between the ants and their acacia host. This question, however, pertains more to 
the fields of botany and entomology than archaeology. The principal objective of this study 
has been to identify and describe a particularly vivid glimpse into the natural world of the 
Classic Maya.
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TheTempleofQuetzalcoatlandthe
CultofSacred Warat Teotihuacan

The Temple of Quetzalcoatl at Teotihuacan has been the source of startling archaeological 
discoveries since the early portion of this century. Beginning in 1918, excavations by Manuel 
Gamio revealed an elaborate and beautifully preserved facade underlying later construc-
tion. Although excavations were performed intermittently during the subsequent decades, 
some of the most important discoveries have occurred during the last several years. Recent 
investigations have revealed mass dedicatory burials in the foundations of the Temple of 
Quetzalcoatl (Sugiyama 1989a; Cabrera Castro et al. 1988); at the time of this writing, more 
than eighty individuals have been discovered interred in the foundations of the pyramid. 
Sugiyama (1989a) persuasively argues that many of the individuals appear to be either war-
riors or dressed in the office of war.

The archaeological investigations by Cabrera, Sugiyama, and Cowgill are ongoing, and 
to comment extensively on the implications of their work would be both premature and 
presumptuous. Nonetheless, the recent excavations have placed an entirely new light on the 
significance of the Temple of Quetzalcoatl and its remarkable sculptural format. In this study, 
I will be concerned with the iconographic meaning of the Temple of Quetzalcoatl facade. In 
recent work, I noted that the temple facade represents serpents passing through a facade of 
circular mirrors (Taube 1986, 1988e). Two forms of serpents are present, Quetzalcoatl and 
an ancestral form of the Xiuhcoatl. In this respect, the Temple of Quetzalcoatl facade may 
be compared to the Postclassic wind temple of Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, which also appears 
with mirrors and serpents (Taube 1986). However, in this paper I will be concerned not 
with the feathered serpent and Quetzalcoatl but with the other entity, the early Xiuhcoatl. I 
will argue that on the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, this serpent head serves as an emblem of the 
office of war. Although decidedly Teotihuacano in origin, this serpent is commonly worn by 
Classic Maya rulers. In both effigy and natural form, this creature was a basic component of 
a Teotihuacan warrior complex introduced into the Maya area. It will be argued that at Late 
Classic Tikal, the Maya explicitly identified this serpent with Teotihuacan, and one structure 
in particular—the Temple of Quetzalcoatl. It will be noted that many of the Teotihuacan-
derived warrior elements found in the Maya region also appear among the Classic Zapotec 
of Oaxaca. Finally, using ethnohistoric data pertaining to the Aztec, I will discuss the possible 
ethos surrounding the Teotihuacan cult of war.

CHAPTER 7
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The Temple of Quetzalcoatl and the Tezcacoac

Located in the rear center of the great Ciudadela compound, the Temple of Quetzalcoatl is 
one of the largest pyramidal structures at Teotihuacan. In volume, it ranks only third after 
the Pyramid of the Moon and the Pyramid of the Sun (Cowgill 1983:322). As a result of 
the Teotihuacan Mapping Project, it is now known that the Temple of Quetzalcoatl and the 
enclosing Ciudadela are located in the center of the ancient city (R. Millon 1976:236). The 
Ciudadela is widely considered to have been the seat of Teotihuacan rulership, and held the 
palaces of the principal Teotihuacan lords (e.g., Armillas 1964:307; R. Millon 1973:55; Coe 
1981a:168; Cowgill 1983:316). According to Cowgill (ibid.), “it seems generally accepted that 
the Ciudadela combined political and religious significance, and the cult or cults associated 
with the Quetzalcoatl Pyramid were intimately connected with rulership of Teotihuacan.” 
The excavations of 1918 to 1922 by Manuel Gamio at the Temple of Quetzalcoatl revealed 
that the Plataforma Adosada on the principal west face covered and preserved portions of an 
earlier facade (see Gamio 1922:1:145-156). This structure, often referred to as the Old Temple, 
is famed for its remarkable sculptured facade of projecting serpent heads and bas-relief 
sculpture (Figure 1). Although the Plataforma Adosada preserved much of the frontal west 
face, Millon (1973:Fig. 34, legend) stresses that the Old Temple was never entirely covered: 
“When the mural-decorated Adosada was built, it did not, as is commonly attested, cover all 
the carvings on the west facade, either on its sides or its upper bodies.” Moreover, during 
the excavations of 1980 to 1982 by the Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia (INAH), 
remains of sculpture identical to the west face were discovered on the north and south sides 
of the pyramid (Cabrera and Sugiyama 1982:Plan 3). It thus appears that at least three if not 
four sides of the pyramid displayed the same sculptural format, with only the frontal west 
side being largely covered by the later Plataforma Adosada.

The Old Temple seems to have been constructed in either the terminal Miccaotli or 
early Tlamimilolpa phases, roughly in the mid-third century ad (Sugiyama 1989a). Recent 
INAH excavations have uncovered mass dedicatory burials in association with the erection 
of the Old Temple. One multiple burial on the south side, Burial 190, contained eighteen 
individuals, and there are reports of similar mass burials in other portions of the pyramid 
(Sugiyama 1989a; Cabrera et al. 1988). According to Sugiyama (1989a), the burial goods 
accompanying these and other dedicatory burials at the foundation of the Old Temple sug-
gest that the individuals were warriors. Sugiyama cites the abundant presence of obsidian 
points, tezcacuitlapilli back mirrors, possible trophies or war emblems in the form of actual 
human maxillas and mandibles, and shell imitations of maxillas and teeth. Sugiyama (1989a) 
also notes that all of the eighteen individuals of Burial 190 and the single individual in Burial 
203 were mature but not aged males, of appropriate age for warriors. Burial 190 contained 
mass amounts of worked shell, in all 4,358 pieces (ibid.). Aside from shell carved in the form 
of human maxillas and teeth, there were also rectangular plates drilled at either end (ibid.:Fig. 
9, nos. 14-28). Berlo (1976) has suggested that similar items, found at Teotihuacan and in the 
Maya area, were platelets for shell armor. This platelet armor will be subsequently discussed 
in detail. In view of Burial 190, Burial 203, and other dedicatory interments in the Old Temple, 
it appears that even at its creation this structure was identified with war.

The iconographic program of the Old Temple appears in two distinct zones correspond-
ing to the sloping talud and the vertical tablero, or entablature of Teotihuacan architecture. On 
the talud, the plumed serpent appears in profile, with marine shells flanking its curving body. 



The feathered body of Quetzalcoatl also occurs with shells on the tablero; here, however, 
the serpent body and shells are but a background to the most remarkable motif on the Old 
Temple—great serpent heads surrounded by feathered mirror rims (see Taube 1986, 1988e). 
In other words, the serpent heads are either placed on or passing through the surface of mir-
rors (Figure 1). Yet, in the tablero reliefs, only the Quetzalcoatl serpent is explicitly depicted 
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Figure 1. Detail of the Old Temple of Quetzalcoatl facade, Teotihuacan (photo by author). 
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passing through the ring. A similar scene is found on the Teotihuacan-style Las Colinas 
Bowl, where the feathered serpent again passes through a mirror rim (Figure 2a). During the 
Late Postclassic period, the circular temple of Quetzalcoatl is found with mirrors placed on 
the conical temple roof, at times with serpents either lying on or passing through the circular 
mirrors (Figure 2b–c).

The concept of serpents passing through the surface of mirrors is a common convention 
in Postclassic Mesoamerican iconography. Thus on page 24 of the Codex Cospi, a yellow 
fire serpent passes out of a blue-rimmed mirror (Figure 2d). In the Cospi, similarly rimmed 
mirrors are frequently depicted at the back of the head or as tezcacuitlapilli back mirrors. 
At the Late Postclassic Maya sites of Santa Rita and Tulum, serpents are commonly found 
emerging from mirrors worn at the back of the head (Figure 2e). In outline, several of the 
Santa Rita serpent heads closely resemble an Aztec representation of a serpent emerging 
from a tezcacuitlapilli back mirror, here from the Tlaloc side of the Templo Mayor (Figure 2f). 
The partially effaced serpent is covered with the quincunx sign of turquoise, and it is likely 
that it represents the Xiuhcoatl, the turquoise serpent of fire.

Citing pre-Hispanic representations and sixteenth-century accounts, I have interpreted 
the mirrors on the Teotihuacan Temple of Quetzalcoatl in terms of the emergence (Taube 
1986). Thus in the Histoyre du Mechique, people emerged when the sun shot an arrow at 
the House of Mirrors (Garibay 1945:7-8; León-Portilla 1963:107). The placement of serpents 
on the House of Mirrors denotes the act of lightning fertilizing or rending open the earth, 
an important episode in emergence accounts of Mesoamerica and the American Southwest 

Figure 2. Representations of mirror serpents from pre-Hispanic highland Mexico: (a) 
Teotihuacan plumed serpent passes through feathered mirror rim, detail of Las Colinas Bowl 

(from Taube 1986:Fig. 8b); (b) lightning serpent with Xolotl head and Xiuhcoatl tail passes 
through mirror placed on wind temple roof, detail of Nochistlan Vase (after Seler 1902-

1923:3:524); (c) itzcoatl lightning serpent on mirror placed on wind temple roof, Codex Borgia, 
37; (d) serpent projecting through blue-rimmed mirror, Codex Cospi, 24; (e) serpent emerging 

from mirror, detail of mural from east half of north wall, Mound 1, Santa Rita, Belize (after 
Gann 1900:Pl. 29); (f) partially effaced Aztec representation of serpent emerging from mirror, 

detail of mural within early Tlaloc temple of the Templo Mayor, Tenochtitlan (drawing by 
author from copy in the Museo Templo Mayor). 

a

b

c d e

f



(Taube 1986). A recently reported Late Classic Maya Codex Style vessel provides striking 
support for the episode of lightning and emergence at the House of Mirrors (Figure 3a–b). 
The complex scene depicts a temple structure marked with Caban curls, clearly denoting 
it as the earth. On both sides of the structure, alternating with the Caban-curl earth signs, 
there are round mirrors rendered with the curving petaled edges commonly found with 
Teotihuacan style mirrors. At our left, a composite form of two Maya lightning gods, the 
Classic Chac and God K, strikes at the structure with a smoking axe and an eccentric flint. 
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a

b

Figure 3. Representation of the House of Mirrors emergence episode on a Late Classic Maya 
vase: (a) roll-out photograph of Codex Style vase, showing Chac with lightning foot of God K 

striking open House of Mirrors (photo © Justin Kerr 1985, courtesy of Barbara and Justin Kerr); 
(b) detail of vessel scene showing House of Mirrors, note petaled mirrors on sides of house and 

Caban curl earth signs on cleft roof.
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Chac appears again on our right with the same lightning weapons in a cavelike hole on the 
roof. The composite Chac at the left has the serpent foot of God K, which coils up to cleave 
open the roof and penetrate the earth house. The burning serpent foot of God K is none 
other than lightning. Like examples from Central Mexico, this scene again represents the 
lightning serpent penetrating the House of Mirrors. The Headband Twins, Classic forms of 
the Popol Vuh Hero Twins Xbalanque and Hunahpu, kneel within the temple; the presence of 
the twins points to the creation saga of the Popol Vuh and the origin of mankind and maize 
(see Taube 1986:57-58).

It is clear that the House of Mirrors was a place of emergence, in both the Maya region 
and highland Mexico. In Postclassic Central Mexico, however, the House of Mirrors was also 
closely identified with war. In the Florentine Codex description of the ceremonial precinct 
of Tenochtitlan, the twentieth temple was the Tezcacalco, or House of Mirrors. The Nahuatl 
description of the temple is terse, and only mentions that captives were slain there (Sahagún 
1950-1982:Book 2:183). However, Seler (1902-1923:2:495) points out that later in the Nahuatl 
account the structure is described as the Tezcacoac Tlacochcalco: “There was slaying there, 
only sometimes when there were many captives. And there spears, arrows were guarded. 
With them there were conquests” (Sahagún 1950-1982:Book 2:193). The name of this structure 
can be translated as Spear House of the Mirror Serpent. Seler (1902-1923:2:495) notes that this 
structure, the Spear House of the Mirror Serpent, served as an arsenal or citadel for the Aztec. 
It is highly interesting that in the sixteenth-century Mazapan maps of Teotihuacan, there is 
a place termed Tezcacoac, or “Place of the Mirror Snake,” although it is illustrated nowhere 
near the Ciudadela and the Temple of Quetzalcoatl (Kubler 1982:50). Nonetheless, there are 
indications that the Teotihuacanos did consider the House of Mirrors to be a war structure. 
One Teotihuacan figurine represents a warrior holding two rectangular war shields with 
mirrors placed in the center; both above and below each mirror there is the device denoting 
a temple roof (Figure 4b). The placement of the roof device against the mirror converts the 
disk into an architectural form, a House of Mirrors. Von Winning (1947), the first to note 
the architectonic significance of the roof device, illustrates other examples of the House of 
Mirrors on rectangular, feather-edged shields (Figure 4a).

*   *   *
The two types of serpent heads alternating on the tablero mirrors are strikingly different 

in both appearance and context at Teotihuacan. The naturalistically rendered Quetzalcoatl 
plumed serpent is widely depicted in mural painting, stone sculpture, and decorated vessels 

Figure 4. Representations of the House of Mirrors on Teotihuacan war
shields: (a) figurine fragments of war shields emblazoned with House of 

Mirrors (from von Winning 1947:Figs. 9, 10); (b) figurine in war dress holding 
two shields with mirror and roof elements in center (after Soustelle 1967:Pl. 47).

a
b



throughout the city. The other head, however, has been difficult to identify for two reasons. 
For one, it is sculpted in a rigid and static quadrangular fashion, quite unlike the feath-
ered serpent heads. Additionally, representations of this serpent are extremely limited at 
Teotihuacan; until now, it has been identified only at the Old Temple (Figure 5). Due to the 
two prominent rings at the upper center of the head, this creature has been frequently—and 
erroneously—identified as Tlaloc. In their classic study Urnas de Oaxaca, Caso and Bernal 
(1952:113-114) note that the circular devices are not eyes but rings; the actual eyes occur 
below. According to Caso and Bernal, the creature is actually a serpent, an early form of the 
Postclassic Xiuhcoatl. I agree with the Xiuhcoatl identification, although I will also stress 
that the serpent is closely identified with war as well as with fire. Although monumental 
depictions of the creature are extremely limited at Teotihuacan, it appears widely in Classic 
Maya iconography, both on stone monuments and on small, portable objects.

The Classic War Serpent
Unlike the almost canid snout of the Teotihuacan feathered serpent, the Teotihuacan entity 
identified by Caso and Bernal has a horizontally projecting nose with a slight upcurve at 
the end (Figure 5). The Old Temple creature lacks a lower jaw, but the slightly curving teeth 
of the mouth are large and closely set, resembling in this regard the teeth of Teotihuacan 
jaguars. The eyes are pronounced and round, and have the characteristic backcurved ele-
ment of Teotihuacan serpent eyebrows. Above the eyes, there is a pair of rings frequently 
misidentified as the eyes of Tlaloc. Rather than eyes, these rings are the protective goggles 
commonly worn by Teotihuacan warriors. In Teotihuacan style warrior costume, the goggles 
may appear either over the eyes or on the brow (Figures 10b, 12, 16b, 19b, 19c). At the top of 
the head, there is a broad horizontal device partly obscured by a smaller element. Caso and 
Bernal (1952:113) consider the two forms to be a single large knot. Their identification appears 
to be correct, and an almost identical knot appears on a helmet headdress on the Estela Lisa 
of Early Classic Monte Alban (Figure 19a). Marcus (1980) notes that this figure and his three 
following companions appear to be Teotihuacan emissaries visiting Monte Alban. 

In contrast to the projecting feathered serpent, which is depicted intact with a body and 
tail in the tablero scenes, the Old Temple entity lacks not only a lower jaw, but also a serpent 
body; only the head covers the surface of the mirror. The goggles and knot visible on the head 
also appear on Teotihuacan style headdresses. In the case of the Old Temple serpent, however, 
there is no differentiation between the upper portion of the head and a headdress (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. The War Serpent headdress from the Old Temple of the Pyramid of Quetzalcoatl, Teotihuacan. At right 
is a detail of Caso and Bernal’s reconstruction drawing of the creature (from Caso and Bernal 1952:Fig. 184). 
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This is simply because the entire head constitutes a helmet mask to be worn.1 The horizontal 
element immediately below the headdress probably refers to the shoulders of the wearer, 
whose face is largely covered by the serpent helmet-mask.2 At the back of the serpent mouth, 
there is a bar with a pendant row of teeth. In terms of an actual mouth, this row of teeth 
makes little sense, because it corresponds not to the front of the mouth, but to the gullet. 
Rather than constituting part of the serpent teeth, this element probably refers to a nose bar 
pendant worn by the individual under the serpent mask. This nose bar pendant is a primary 
attribute of the Teotihuacan Spider Woman, a goddess closely identified with war (Taube 
1983).

Perhaps the most striking attribute of the Xiuhcoatl creature at the Temple of Quetzalcoatl 
is the surface of the skin. It appears to be formed of mosaic platelets, and is comparable to 
the surface of the platelet helmets found at Teotihuacan, at Monte Alban, and among the 
Classic Maya. Kubler (1976) notes that among the Classic Maya, these helmets may be either 
a simple domelike form or in the zoomorphic form of a serpent. Berlo (1976) suggests that 
the simple and zoomorphic war helmets were fashioned from plates of shell. Easily worked, 
shell armor would provide a hard, tough, and relatively light protective surface. According 
to Berlo (1976), the many rectangular Spondylus shell plates from one portion of Piedras 
Negras Tomb 5 may have formed a platelet helmet. These plates are quite like the rectangles 
of worked shell found in the dedicatory burials in the Temple of Quetzalcoatl at Teotihuacan. 
It is also noteworthy that Tomb 5 also contained two circular pyrite mirrors and shells carved 
in the form of incisors, similar to examples from the Old Temple (see W. Coe 1959:Figs. 52p, 
52x).3 

In the Maya region, Classic rulers often wear the mosaic serpent helmet appearing on 
the Temple of Quetzalcoatl.4 In this case, the lower jaw is frequently intact, with the face of 
the wearer looking out from within the open jaws (Figure 6). On the hiatus period Lamanai 
Stela 9 (Figure 6a), a Maya lord wears a mosaic serpent headdress with the same tipped 
snout, large eye, and backcurved element found on the Old Temple example. The Lamanai 
platelet helmet is markedly similar to a roughly contemporaneous example appearing on a 
fragmentary vessel from Nohmul (Figure 6b). Here a Maya figure wears the serpent helmet, a 
tezcacuitlapilli back mirror, and a thick collar from which Spondylus shells depend; additional 

 1 In a recent paper, Saburo Sugiyama (1988) has independently noted that the serpent head alternat-
ing with the feathered serpent is actually a headdress. Although we have reached many of the same 
conclusions, Sugiyama considers the headdress to be a representation of the feathered serpent; I argue 
that it is a distinct entity closely identified with war. 
 2 The mask and shoulders of the Teotihuacan figure are notably similar to the series of six busts appear-
ing on the East Building of the Nunnery Quadrangle at Uxmal (see Anton 1970:Pl. 243). Like the Teotihuacan 
example, the motif is a mask placed on a trapezoidal element representing the upper shoulders and chest. 
The Uxmal mask is quite similar to that worn by masked warriors appearing in the Lower Temple of the 
Jaguars at Chichen Itza (Maudslay 1889-1902:3:Pls. 46, 47). Although anthropomorphic, the Chichen and 
Uxmal masks appear to have the same mosaic surface found with Classic War Serpent headdresses. 
 3 Two Piedras Negras caches, 0-13-13 and 0-13-23, contained incised shell disks similar to the shell 
effigy “molars” discovered in the recent Old Temple excavations at Teotihuacan (cf. Coe 1959:Fig. 51t-v; 
Sugiyama 1989a:Fig. 9, nos. 47, 51, 60). It is possible that the Piedras Negras carved shell teeth originally 
formed imitation mandibles similar to those recently discovered at the Old Temple of Quetzalcoatl. 
 4 Mary Ellen Miller (personal communication, 1988) has made a number of independent observa-
tions regarding the Old Temple serpent and the Classic Maya serpent headdress. Although she does not 
argue that the Old Temple sculpture depicts a helmet mask, Miller also considers the serpent platelet 
headdresses found among the Classic Maya to be the same entity appearing at the Old Temple. 



Spondylus shells appear on the right wrist. The 
entire costume is markedly similar to Lacanja 
Stela 1, dated at 9.8.0.0.0, that is, in the year ad 
593 (Proskouriakoff 1950:Fig. 44b). However, the 
Lacanja lord wears a simple platelet helmet, not 
the serpent headdress. At nearby Piedras Negras, 
rulers often appear as warriors wearing platelet 
helmets of both simple and zoomorphic form: 
the serpent helmet first appears on Stela 26 of 
Ruler 1 (9.9.15.0.0) and last on Stela 7 of Ruler 3 
(9.15.0.0.0). In other words, the serpent helmets 
of Piedras Negras fall squarely within the Late 
Classic (Stone 1989). Berlo (1976), however, notes 
that an almost identical zoomorphic platelet 
helmet appears on an Early Classic figurine from 
Burial 1 of Mound 2 at Nebaj (Smith and Kidder 
1951:Fig. 87a). Like the headdress from the Old 
Temple of Quetzalcoatl, the Nebaj example lacks 
a lower jaw. There are other Early Classic exam-
ples. A Teotihuacan style vessel from the Early 
Classic Tikal Burial 10 depicts the jawless serpent 
headdress (Coggins 1975:Fig. 53b). At Kaminal-
juyu, another Early Classic example appears on 
a monumental stone sculpture, again without the 
lower jaw (Parsons 1986:Figs. 193, 194).5 In the 
Maya region, the jawless form of the serpent hel-
met is commonly found with Late Classic Jaina 
and Jonuta figurines (Corson 1976:Figs. 5d, 20c-d, 
21a, 24a, 24c).6 In Classic Maya iconography, the 
serpent can appear both in platelet mosaic and 
as a more naturalistic creature. Both forms are 
present on Lintel 2 of Temple 1 at Tikal (Figures 
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 5 On a number of Early Classic Escuintla style ves-
sels, there are mold-made decorative panels depicting a 
warrior figure with a shell bivalve collar. Although it is 
difficult to see, it appears that he is wearing the jawless 
War Serpent headdress (see Hellmuth 1975:Pls. 17-18). 
 6 The platelet headdress is quite common in the 
Terminal Classic art of the northern Maya lowlands. 
Aside from the illustrated example from an unprov-
enanced doorjamb (Figure 6e), there are two excellent 
representations on Itzimte Stelae 1 and 7 (see von Euw 
1977:9, 19). Both monuments represent a lord wearing 
not only the headdress, but also twisted platelet snakes 
that cover much of the figure’s body. One of the Stela 1 
serpents has a smoking rattle tail, clearly identifying it 
as a rattlesnake. 

a
b

c

Figure 6. Classic Maya figures wearing platelet 
War Serpent headdress: (a) War Serpent 
headdress helmet worn by hiatus period 

ruler, Lamanai Stela 9 (after rubbing by Merle 
Greene Robertson, detail); (b) polychrome 
vessel sherd from Nohmul depicting Maya 
figure with War Serpent helmet headdress 
(after Gann and Gann 1939:Pl. 2, 1); (c) War 
Serpent helmet headdress worn by Ruler 1 

of Piedras Negras, detail of Stela 26, Piedras 
Negras (after Spinden 1975:Fig. 251a); (d) 

Chaan-Muan with mosaic War Serpent 
headdress helmet, note burning War Serpent 

atl-atl (after Mathews 1980:Fig. 4); (e) Terminal 
Classic representation of Maya lord with War 
Serpent headdress, detail of doorjamb from 
northern Maya lowlands (after von Winning 

1968:Pl. 465); (f) detail of Jonuta style figurine 
of warrior wearing platelet headdress with 
War Serpent (after Corson 1976:Fig. 24d). 

d

f

e
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7a–b, 12). Although the scene is filled with depictions of the platelet serpent, a naturalistic 
form appears on the sandal of the ruler (Figure 7b). It can be readily seen that in outline this 
creature is identical to the platelet creature. Thus it has the same horizontal snout, promi-
nent front teeth, and a greatly enlarged nostril topped with a tuft. Although the forehead is 
eroded, it is probable that a tufted crest originally ran across the back of the head. In Classic 
Maya iconography, the two forms of the serpent differ slightly in context. The mosaic version 
appears primarily as an object to be worn in the context of rulership and impersonation, 
whereas the other, more animate form can occur in isolation, as if it were a living mythical 
entity. Many Late Classic Codex Style vessels contain representations of the actual animate 
creature (Figure 7c), often with flames pouring out of the serpent mouth (see Robicsek 
and Hales 1981:215-217). Robicsek and Hales (ibid.) identify this entity as a form of Tlaloc. 
Although this creature may have attributes of both Tlaloc and the jaguar, it has the long 
snout and curving teeth of the serpent. In many instances, it has a curving tooth surrounded 
by a ball-like element resembling the poison gland of rattlesnakes and other vipers (Figure 
7c). Aside from the unprovenanced Codex Style vessel renderings, a painted olla from Jaina 
Burial 169 bears a clear depiction of the same serpent, again with flames pouring out of the 
mouth (Figure 7d). 

The serpent being is consistently identified with the iconography of war among the 
Classic Maya. Yaxchilan Lintel 25 depicts Shield Jaguar emerging out of a bicephalic form of 
this serpent, which hovers above a burning bowl of bloodied paper. Shield Jaguar appears 

a

b

c

d
f

Figure 7. Representations of the War Serpent in Late Classic Maya iconography: (a) schematic view of War 
Serpent with mosaic pattern omitted from upper right portion of Lintel 2 Temple 1 at Tikal (after Jones 

and Satterthwaite 1982:Fig. 69, detail); (b) War Serpent worn on ankle of Ruler A, Lintel 2 Temple 1 at Tikal 
(after Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Fig. 69); (c) War Serpent on Codex Style Maya vessel (after Robicsek 
and Hales 1981:216); (d) War Serpent from exterior of painted olla, Burial 169, Jaina (drawn after item on 

display in the Museo Nacional de Antropología, Mexico City); (e) Shield Jaguar emerging out of mouth of 
War Serpent, Yaxchilan Lintel 25 (after Graham and von Euw 1977:Fig. 55, detail); (f) War Serpent placed 

on surface of shield, Late Classic sculpture from La Canteada, Honduras (after Pahl 1987:Fig. 16). 

e



not only with a balloon headdress but also with a lance and shield (Figure 7e). On the Copan 
Hieroglyphic Staircase, a series of figures sit on thrones while wearing the War Serpent head-
dress (see Gordon 1902:Pls. 7, 10, 14, 15). The figures carry rectangular shields, in one case 
with an owl, and in another example with Tlaloc. In view of the shields and other costume 
details, it appears that the seated rulers are depicted as Teotihuacan warriors. A fragmentary 
sculpture from the nearby site of La Canteada, Honduras, depicts the serpent in profile on 
a shield, again an explicit reference to war (Figure 7f). On the west wall of Tikal Structure 
5D-57, dated to the seventh century ad (Miller 1978:66), the serpent again appears in the 
context of war. Here two of the serpents pass out of goggles worn on the forehead of a 
frontally facing warrior (Miller 1978:Fig. 3). 

Although the serpent entity may at times possess jaguar attributes, such as clawed 
limbs, it is most consistently represented as a serpent. Thus it commonly appears with a 
bifurcated tongue and the sinuous body of a serpent (e.g., Figures 6c–d, 8, 9a–c). The natural 
model of the serpent is based on the rattlesnake. At Acanceh, there is a fine Early Classic 
representation of the serpent with a rattlesnake body intertwined on a type of curving eccen-
tric blade commonly found at Teotihuacan (Figure 8a).7 It is noteworthy that at Acanceh the 
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 7 At Teotihuacan, obsidian eccentrics are frequently in the form of crested serpents. Gamio 
(1922:1:Pl. 102) illustrates two particularly large examples. Gamio identifies these large eccentrics as 
lizards, but clearly he mistakes the blade hafts for the lizard head and forelimbs. The reputed forelimbs 
are simply the flanges that commonly flare at the base of Teotihuacan points, just above the basal 
haft (cf. Sugiyama 1989a:Fig. 19). The actual head, with an open, tooth-filled mouth, is at the opposite 
end. I have suggested that the undulating obsidian serpent appearing at Teotihuacan is an ancestral 
form of the itzcoatl obsidian lightning serpent of Postclassic Central Mexico (Taube 1986:76). In view 
of the Acanceh scene representing the War Serpent intertwined on a curving obsidian blade, it is quite 
possible that the Teotihuacan creature was also identified with obsidian and lightning.

Figure 8. Classic Maya representations of the War Serpent as a rattlesnake: (a) Early Classic War 
Serpent with curving blade tipped with blood symbol (after Seler 1902-1923:5:Fig. facing p. 401); (b) 

detail of War Serpent on Jaina style figurine (after Piña Chan 1968:Fig. 69); (c) one of pair of War 
Serpents on side of balloon headdress, Piedras Negras Stela 9 (after Maler 1901:Pl. 18, 1); (d) interior 

scene of Codex Style dish depicting ruler seated on War Serpent, note smoking rattlesnake tail; 
another burning War Serpent tops curving staff carried by ruler, with a third possibly at front of 

balloon headdress (after Robicsek and Hales 1981:Vessel 107). 
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feathered serpent also appears in the same stucco facade, indicating that they are distinct 
entities. The creature also appears with a rattlesnake tail on Jaina style figurines (Figure 
8b). On Piedras Negras Stela 9, this serpent flanks a balloon warrior headdress, again with 
a rattlesnake tail (Figure 8c). Another example may be found in the lower center of a Late 
Classic Codex Style dish. Although the central body is replaced with a disk, the rattlesnake 
tail appears opposite the serpent head (Figure 8d). 

On the Codex Style dish, a Maya lord sits on the serpent disk. He holds a burning 
crooked staff depicting the same creature and wears the balloon headdress conventionally 
associated with warriors in Teotihuacan and Late Classic Maya iconography (cf. Berlo 1976; 
Schele 1986). Andrea Stone (1989:158) suggests that the short serpent staff may refer to an 
alt-atl spearthrower, and compares the staff to the serpent alt-atl of Bonampak Stela 3. On this 
Bonampak monument, Chaan-Muan stands above a prisoner while wielding a serpent alt-atl 
with a burning foot. The headdress worn by Chaan-Muan is a late form of the serpent plate-
let helmet, with a smaller serpent curling out from the mouth of the mask. In profile, these 
platelet headdress serpents are identical to the serpent alt-atl (Figure 6d). In other words, the 
burning alt-atl is a manifestation of the same creature. Yet, whereas the principal headdress 
serpent has an exaggerated nostril distinct from the horizontal upper lip, the smaller platelet 
serpents and the alt-atl have the nostril merged into a single backcurving snout. An abalone 
shell reportedly from Tula, carved in Late Classic Maya style, depicts a Maya lord wearing 
the serpent headdress with this same sharply curving nose (Schele and Miller 1986:Pl. 5). 

In outline, the sharply backcurved snout of this serpent being is identical to the Xiuhcoatl, 
the turquoise fire serpent of Postclassic Central Mexico. To the Aztec, the Xiuhcoatl was pre-
eminently the fire weapon of Huitzilopochtli, the solar war god. Seler (1902-1923:2:396) has 
noted that the Xiuhcoatl weapon is identical to the blue xiuhatlatl spear-thrower frequently 
wielded by Huitzilopochtli and Xiuhtecuhtli in Aztec manuscripts. With its identification 
with the alt-atl, the Aztec Xiuhcoatl fire serpent is very much like the burning serpent alt-atl 
held by Chaan-Muan. Although I do believe that the Classic entity is an ancestral form of 
the Postclassic Xiuhcoatl, they are not entirely equivalent. Thus, for example, the Postclassic 
creature is named “turquoise serpent,” xiuitl being the Nahuatl word for “turquoise.” 
Turquoise could not have been a component of the Classic entity, because this stone was 
not widely introduced in Mesoamerica until the Early Postclassic. In view of the pervasive 
association of the Classic creature with war, I will call it by the more noncommittal term of 
War Serpent rather than Xiuhcoatl.

In Classic Maya iconography, the War Serpent is consistently identified with fire. Thus 
it has been noted that flames frequently exude from the mouth of the creature (Figures 7c–d, 
8d). A Late Classic full figure glyph from Copan depicts the War Serpent as the serpent foot of 
God K (Figure 9a). In this case, God K is rendered as its Mexican counterpart, Tlaloc, another 
god of rain and lightning. The War Serpent in turn replaces the conventional Bearded Dragon 
serving as the flaming foot of God K.8 A column from Chichen Itza depicts a descending 
War Serpent with probable flames placed on the serpent body (Figure 9b). On the roughly 
contemporaneous Stela 7 at Terminal Classic Bilbao, the War Serpent appears frontally, with 

 8 At Copan, the War Serpent appears with another representation of Tlaloc. On Stela 6, the bicephalic 
serpent bar is composed of two War Serpent heads from which Tlaloc faces emerge (cf. Maudslay 1889-
1902:1:Pl. 106). In this instance, the Copanecs are again substituting the Teotihuacan Tlaloc and War 
Serpent for the Classic Maya God K and Bearded Dragon. 



curving serpent fangs and smoke volutes pouring off the snout (Figure 9c). The tip of the 
snout is pointed, much like the wedge-shaped ray of the Mixtec trapeze and ray year sign. I 
do not think this is fortuitous; both the War Serpent and the Postclassic Xiuhcoatl frequently 
appear with the trapeze and ray sign (e.g., Figures 6d, 8d). On the aforementioned Codex 
Style bowl, the year sign is placed on the tail of the basal War Serpent (Figure 8d). In the case 
of the Postclassic Xiuhcoatl, the year sign is frequently on the tail. For the Postclassic period, 
there is good reason for the turquoise Xiuhcoatl serpent to be identified with the year sign; 
in Nahuatl, the term xiuitl signifies “year” as well as “turquoise” (Molina 1977:160). Among 
the Postclassic Mixtec, the year sign can be depicted as a frontally facing creature, complete 
with eyes frequently backed by feather tufts. The feather tufts also appear on the Postclassic 
Xiuhcoatl, and it is probable that the Mixtec zoomorphic year sign is a representation of the 
Xiuhcoatl (Figures 9d–e). 

The extensive background provided by the Classic Maya imagery makes it possible 
to identify other images of the War Serpent of Teotihuacan. The War Serpent headdress is 
commonly found on Teotihuacan figurines where it appears frontally, at times without the 
lower jaw (Figure 10e–f). In form, it is virtually identical to War Serpent headdresses known 
for the Classic Maya and Zapotec (e.g., Figures 6c, 17, 19d–e). A Thin Orange olla contains a 
molded representation of a platelet War Serpent headdress worn by Tlaloc A (Figure 10a). It 
appears that at Teotihuacan this headdress can be traced to as early as the Miccaotli phase. 
There are a number of Miccaotli modeled figurines representing a figure seated on a throne 
(Figures 10c–d). With later mold-made Teotihuacan figures (Figures 10e–f), the throne figures 
are usually warriors, and a similar case can be made for the Miccaotli examples. For one, they 
wear thick collars, but more important, the figures appear with the War Serpent headdress. 
Just below the frontal serpent face, there is a long horizontal knot, which brings to mind the 
horizontal knot appearing with the Old Temple War Serpent headdress. With the upturned 
snout and flanking horizontal eyes, the Miccaotli War Serpent headdresses closely resemble 
the trapeze and ray year sign. In fact, von Winning (1987:2:27) identifies the headdress not as a 
frontal serpent face, but as the year sign. The outline of the face, however, is virtually identical 
to the platelet War Serpent headdress appearing on the Thin Orange vessel (Figure 10a). Like 
the zoomorphic year sign of the Postclassic Mixtec, the Miccaotli figurine headdress seems 
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Figure 9. The fiery War Serpent and the Postclassic Xiuhcoatl turquoise fire serpent: (a) Maya 
full-figure glyph of Mexicanized God K, note replacement of Tlaloc for head of God K and War 

Serpent for burning serpent foot of God K (after Proskouriakoff 1950:Fig. 35); (b) descending 
serpent with frontal War Serpent face, note probable flames at upper portion of body, Chichen Itza 
(after Seler 1902-1923:5:304); (c) frontal War Serpent face with smoke curls on snout, Stela 7, Bilbao 

(after Parsons 1969:2:Pl. 34b); (d) conflation of trapeze and ray year sign with frontal Xiuhcoatl 
serpent face, compare flanking tassels with Xiuhcoatl, Codex Nuttall, 39; (e) Postclassic example of 

Xiuhcoatl, note feather tassel on shoulder, Codex Nuttall, 76. 
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to represent both the War Serpent and the year sign. One of the Miccaotli figurines originally 
had a pair of feather tufts behind each eye (Figure 10d), which is virtually identical to the pair 
of feather tufts appearing behind the head of the zoomorphic Mixtec year sign (Figure 9d). 

Aside from the sculptures of the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, the cited representations of 
the War Serpent headdress at Teotihuacan have been frontal views. A profile view appears 
on a remarkable carved Teotihuacan vessel depicting a warrior with atl-atl darts and goggles 
wearing the War Serpent platelet helmet (Figure 10b). The zoomorphic headdress appears 
with the large eye, prominent nostril, and frontal teeth of the War Serpent, along with plat-
ing to suggest the mosaic armor. Like the platelet War Serpent headdress on the Temple of 
Quetzalcoatl, the headdress lacks a lower jaw.

If the examples from the Old Temple, figurines, and the ceramic vessel are headdress 
effigies of the War Serpent, are there representations of the actual being at Teotihuacan? 
René Millon (personal communication, 1989) has pointed out two possible instances of this 
entity in Teotihuacan mural painting (see Millon 1973:Figs. 20b, 48b). Both creatures possess 
a sharply upcurving snout and featherless serpent bodies. Clearly, these two figures are not 
the feathered serpent; they may well portray the War Serpent, but until more examples are 
known their identification remains tentative. 

In highland Mexico, representations of the War Serpent continue well into the Late 
Classic period. A number of late or epi-Teotihuacan style examples bridge the gap between 
the Classic period War Serpent and the Postclassic Xiuhcoatl. Although these figures are pro-
vided with the feather crests found with other examples of the War Serpent, they are clearly 

Figure 10. Teotihuacan depictions of the War Serpent headdress: (a) Teotihuacan Tlaloc wearing War 
Serpent headdress, molded device on Thin Orange vessel (after von Winning 1987:1:Chap. 6, Fig. 
6c); (b) Teotihuacan warrior with goggles and platelet War Serpent headdress holding atl-atl darts 

and burning torch (after Séjourné 1964:Fig. 8); (c) Miccaotli phase warrior figure on throne with War 
Serpent headdress resembling trapeze and ray year sign, note large horizontal knot (from Seler 1902-
1923:5:476); (d) Miccaotli phase throne figurine with tasseled War Serpent headdress and large knot 
(after von Winning 1987:2:Chap. 3, Fig. 1f); (e–f) Late Teotihuacan throne figures wearing plated War 

Serpent headdress, probable Metepec phase (from Seler 1902-1923:5:457). 
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not Quetzalcoatl. At Arcelia, Guerrero, there is a stone monument identical in form to the La 
Ventilla ball court marker and the recent example found at Early Classic Tikal (Figure 11a). 
Like the Teotihuacan and Tikal monuments, the Guerrero example is a stone post supporting 
a disk, with a skirted ball placed at midsection. Although the upper portion of the Arcelia 
monument—the large stone disk—is missing, its resemblance to the Teotihuacan and Tikal 
examples is striking. On the lower portion of the monument, there is a human head wearing 
a crested War Serpent headdress, here without the platelet surface (Figure 11b). The snout 
of the creature is sharply upcurved, much like the Postclassic Xiuhcoatl. Cepeda Cárdenas 
(1970:Fig. 23) compares the headdress to that found on the fine tecali plaque from Ixtapaluca, 
Chalco (Figure 11c). The Ixtapaluca plaque headdress bears a clear resemblance to Classic 
Maya examples of the War Serpent, as both a platelet headdress and a living entity (Figures 
6–8, 9a). When the Ixtapaluca plaque headdress is split into two profile views, it is readily 
evident that this serpent head is identical to the Arcelia example (Figure 11d). With their 
upturned snouts and prominent feather crests, the Arcelia and Ixtapaluca War Serpents are 
notably similar to the Xiuhcoatl serpents appearing on Early Postclassic Toltec back mirrors 
(Figure 11e). But although the War Serpent developed into the Postclassic Xiuhcoatl, the 
platelet serpent headdress appears to have ended during the Late Classic period.

Lintel 2 of Temple 1, Tikal 
The War Serpent is widely found among both the Early and Late Classic Maya. If it is so 
endemic to the Maya region, did the Maya actually consider it as a foreign device? The con-
texts in which the War Serpent appears indicate that it was perceived as a decidedly foreign 
element; thus it frequently occurs with Teotihuacan style costume and gods, such as Tlaloc 
(e.g., Figures 9a, 17 left). Lintel 2 of Tikal Temple 1 provides perhaps the strongest evidence 
that even the Late Classic Maya regarded the War Serpent as a foreign being deriving from 
highland Mexico, and specifically from the site of Teotihuacan. 

Carved of hard sapote wood, Lintel 2 was originally composed of four beams span-
ning the middle doorway of Temple 1 at Tikal (Figure 12). Whereas the lintel in the exterior 
doorway of Temple 1 was plain, both Lintel 2 and the still more interior Lintel 3 were beauti-
fully carved (W. Coe et al. 1961:32). Both carved lintels bear similar scenes of a seated ruler 
backed by a great creature; in the case of Lintel 2, the creature is a serpent, and Lintel 3, a 
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Figure 11. Late Classic and Early Postclassic depictions of the War Serpent and Xiuhcoatl: (a) ball court 
marker from region of Arcelia, Guerrero (after Cepeda Cárdenas 1970:Fig. 21); (b) detail of head with War 
Serpent headdress (after Cepeda Cárdenas 1970:Fig. 22, detail); (c) War Serpent headdress on Ixtapaluca 

Plaque (after Cepeda Cárdenas 1970:Fig. 23e); (d) profile of War Serpent face on Ixtapaluca Plaque 
headdress (after Cepeda Cárdenas 1970:Fig. 23e, detail); (e) Early Xiuhcoatl from rim of Early Postclassic 

Toltec style back mirror excavated at Chichen Itza (after Bernal 1969a:Pl. 98).
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jaguar. Jones (1977) identifies the seated figure as 
Ruler A, also known as Ah Cacau, who acceded 
to rule on 9.12.9.17.16, or in the year ad 682. It is 
widely accepted that this is the same ruler buried 
in the sumptuous tomb within the Temple 1 
foundations. Unfortunately, both Lintels 2 and 3 
are only partly preserved. Two beams of Lintel 2, 
composing one-half of the total scene, are entirely 
missing. The surviving beams correspond to the 
front portion of the scene, with the seated lord 
facing out toward an ornamented vertical beam. 
Only the snout and lower jaw of the backing War 
Serpent are visible. Although it is possible to 
identify the head of this creature, the rest of the 
serpent’s body cannot be reconstructed. 

Lintel 2 depicts Ruler A seated before an 
architectonic element, evidently an ornamented 
post. Similar devices appear before Ruler A on 
Lintel 3 of Temple 1, and before Ruler B on Lintel 
2 of Temple IV. In these two latter examples, the 
post element is topped with jaguar figures, the 
Waterlily Jaguar and G III of the Palenque Triad. 
The topping device on Lintel 2 of Temple 1, 
however, is the same War Serpent found looming 
above the seated lord. The surviving portion of 
Lintel 2 is filled with representations of the War 
Serpent; in all, there are eight now visible. Ruler 
A wears both a simple platelet helmet and a War 
Serpent mask. The lower jaw of the creature hangs 
on the thick Teotihuacan style collar covering his 
chest and shoulders. Ruler A is clearly portrayed 
as a warrior, and holds both a rectangular shield 
and series of short lances or darts of the type con-
ventionally used with the Central Mexican atl-atl. 
Unfortunately, the object held in the ruler’s right 
hand is effaced, but in view of the accompanying 
darts, it quite likely was an atl-atl. 

Dressed in the battle regalia of the War 
Serpent, Ruler A sits on a pyramidal structure 
that fills the surviving lower portion of Lintel 2. 
Composed of three stepped platforms, the build-
ing is covered with iconographic motifs, the larg-
est being the platelet serpent at the left portion of 
the surviving scene. I suspect that these elements 
describe and label a particular place and structure, 
that is, they serve as an iconographic toponym. 

Figure 12. Lintel 2 of Tikal Temple 1: Ruler 
A with the War Serpent on a stepped 

structure marked with War Serpent, mirrors, 
and plants (from Jones and Satterthwaite 

1982:Fig. 69). Drawing courtesy of the Tikal 
Project, The University Museum, University 

of Pennsylvania.



Marcus (1976:Figs. 4.2, 4.15) notes that on Tikal Stela 1 and Yaxchilan Stela 4 the basal register 
of each monument bears an iconographic form of the main sign constituting the local emblem 
glyph. Thus, on Tikal Stela 1, there is a zoomorphic head with the bound hair knot typically 
forming the main sign of the Tikal emblem glyph. The cleft sky constituting the main sign of 
the Yaxchilan emblem glyph occurs as the cleft forehead of a Baktun sky bird at the base of 
Yaxchilan Stela 4. In recent groundbreaking work, Stuart and Houston (1987) demonstrate 
that toponyms are extremely common in Classic Maya epigraphy and art. Stuart and Houston 
(ibid.) note that in the Postclassic Dresden Codex, particular regions occurring in the basal 
portion of scenes are frequently also mentioned in the accompanying text (e.g., Dresden, 
pp. 66c–69c). Stuart and Houston (ibid.) describe a similar pattern on Classic monuments, 
where place names appear both as epigraphic toponyms and as iconographic elements in 
the accompanying scenes. According to Stuart and Houston (ibid.), emblem glyphs denote 
regional polities and frequently derive from the name of a particularly important place at the 
central site. In this perspective, the figures on Tikal Stela 1 and Yaxchilan Stela 4 are standing 
at the most venerated places of Tikal and Yaxchilan. 

Many of the Classic toponyms identified by Stuart and Houston (1987) include not only 
regional centers and polities, but also supernatural regions and particular structures. In the 
Classic texts, Stuart and Houston have identified ball courts, pyramids, sweat houses, and 
even stone monuments. Often a particular structure or monument is labeled with a proper 
name. A similar situation occurs on Lintel 2 of Tikal Temple 1. Here, however, the place 
name of a particular pyramid is described not epigraphically but only iconographically; no 
epigraphic reference survives in the extant portion of the text. Nonetheless, the basal stepped 
structure provides a detailed description of a particular place and structure. 

On Lintel 2, the upper and lower steps of the three-tiered platform contain a curious 
series of horizontal elements with a twisted device on their left side (Figures 12, 13a–b). 
Two intact examples appear at the right side of the structure, with others partially obscured 
behind the serpent at the left. The twisted element can be identified as a stylized representa-
tion of roots. This convention for roots can be found at Teotihuacan and other Classic period 
sites (Figure 13c–f). In the Lintel 2 scene, these roots are attached to two types of plants—one 
spiked, the other resembling a tufted ball. Kubler (1976:173) notes that the spiked plant is a 
Tikal representation of the biznaga, or barrel cactus of arid highland Mexico. Almost identical 
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Figure 13. The twisted root motif in Classic Mesoamerica: (a–b) plants with twisted roots from basal 
portion of Lintel 2, Tikal Temple 1, turned 90 degrees for comparison (after Jones and Satterwaite 
1982:Fig. 69); (c) Teotihuacan mural representation of tree with twisted roots, note maguey spines 

on trunk and flowers, entire device a possible toponym (after Berlo 1983a:Fig. 5); (d) maize cob with 
twisted root motif, detail of fragmentary sculpture from Las Parotas, State of Mexico (after García 

Payón 1939:Fig. 4); (e) mountain covered by maguey with twisted root motif, South Ball Court Panel 
5, El Tajín (after Kampen 1972:Fig. 24); (f) figure seated in U-shaped bracket with twisted roots in 

tilled earth sign below, Xochicalco (after Seler 1902-1923:2:141). 
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examples appear in the mural paintings of Teotihuacan and later art of highland Mexico 
(Figure 14). First identified by Séjourné (1959:26-27), the Teotihuacan biznaga has the same 
ovoid outline, yellow capping flower, and curving red-tipped spines found with species of 
Ferocactus. According to Kubler (1976:173), the barrel cactus in Lintel 2 refers to the arid site 
of Teotihuacan. 

Although Kubler (1976:173) notes that the spiked plant of Lintel 2 represents a barrel 
cactus with its roots, he considers the other plant to be a bird wing, and makes no mention of 
the accompanying roots. Kubler calls attention to a very similar device in the Acanceh reliefs 
(Figure 15b). I entirely agree with this comparison, although I consider both to be not bird 
wings but a plant—in particular, a species of coarse, tufted grass.9 The same U-bracket form-
ing the lower portion of the plant also appears as a platform for a warrior on the Pyramid 
of the Plumed Serpent at Xochicalco (Figure 13f). In this case, two sets of twisted roots are 
placed below, on the sign for tilled earth. Unfortunately, the upper portion of the Xochicalco 
scene is missing, and it is impossible to discern if a plant originally rose behind the seated 
warrior. The tufted spire emerging from the top of the Acanceh examples is notably similar 
to Teotihuacan representations of grass (Figure 15c). Angulo (1972:50, 62) considers the 
tufted elements at Teotihuacan to be malinalli grass. This coarse grass, often used for rope 
and tumplines in Central Mexico, is frequently represented with tufted spires (Figure 15d). 
In a recent thorough study of malinalli grass, Peterson (1983) considers malinalli to be grass 
species of the genus Muhlenbergia schrebner. Peterson (1983:116-117) notes that the malinalli 
grasses are native to arid highland Mexico: “Like many of the Muhlenbergia grasses, these 
species have a wide geographic distribution, up to Baja California in the north, throughout 
the western states, and south from Puebla to the state of Oaxaca; all display great tolerance 
for both arid and semiarid regions.” The area described for species of malinalli is virtually 

Figure 14. Representations of the biznaga barrel cactus: (a) barrel cactus from Lintel 2, Temple 1 of Tikal, 
note roots, flower, and curving spines; vertical elements in center possibly refer to deep channeling in cactus 
(after Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Fig. 69); (b) barrel cactus from mural in Zacuala compound, Teotihuacan 

(after Séjourné 1959:Fig. 9); (c) mural rendering of barrel cactus, Atetelco compound, Teotihuacan (after 
Miller 1973:Fig. 356); (d) sixteenth-century depiction of barrel cactus, Historia Tolteca-Chichimeca, 5, recto. 
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 9 In direct support of the plant identification, David Stuart (personal communication, 1989) notes 
that the Tikal and Acanceh examples are very similar to the T584 “inverted sky” glyph, a sign that 
Stuart reads as pu. Noting that pu means “bullrush” in a number of Mayan languages, Stuart suggests 
that the Acanceh examples represent rushes with cattails. However, the T584 element may have had a 
more generalized meaning, such as plant. On a fragmentary Late Classic relief from Jonuta, the sign is 
repeatedly placed on a cacao tree (see Mayer 1980:Pls. 23, 38). Although I find the pu value convincing, 
the Acanceh and Tikal forms bear more resemblance to Postclassic representations of grass than to 
rushes. However, if the bullrush identification proves to be correct, it is then possible that the Acanceh 
and Tikal plants refer to a Classic Tollan, or place of rushes.



identical to that of the barrel cactus. 
Particular types of plants frequently appear in Classic and Postclassic toponyms of 

highland Mexico. A famous example is the nopal cactus of Tenochtitlan, but many others 
can be found in the Codex Mendoza and, evidently, at Classic Teotihuacan as well (see Berlo 
1983a:15-16, Figs. 5-8). It appears that the barrel cactus and the coarse tufted grass serve to 
refer, almost in couplet form, to an arid region of highland Mexico, a place entirely foreign to 
the moist and humid Peten. 

It has been noted that the Teotihuacan Temple of Quetzalcoatl contains a series of 
great feathered mirrors. Along with the highland plants, the stepped structure of Lintel 2 
has a series of circular devices with notched rims. The center of these disks is crosshatched, 
probably to depict another material. The same notched disk is twice repeated on the post in 
front of Ruler A. On the middle tier of the basal structure, the notched elements alternate 
with disks containing a central eye (Figure 16a). Both disks probably represent mirrors. Both 
Klein (1976:208-213) and I (Taube 1988e) have noted the widespread association of mirrors 
with eyes in Mesoamerica. Frequently, human eyes can substitute for the mirror face. A clear 
example occurs on a Teotihuacan style vessel from Tikal Burial 10, where the center of a 
mirror chest piece is replaced by an eye (Figure 16b). 

Unlike Teotihuacan mirrors, which tend to have rims smoothly circular in outline, 
Classic Maya mirror rims frequently have a notched or coglike appearance. With its notched 
rim, the other disk on the Lintel 2 structure resembles other Classic Maya mirrors placed on 
platforms. Two Piedras Negras accession monuments, Stelae 6 and 33, depict similar disks 
on the platform supporting the acceding lord (Figure 16e–f). Another architectonic example 
of the notched mirror occurs on Naranjo Stela 32, here on the tiers of a sky band platform 
(Figure 16g). The disks on Piedras Negras Stela 6 and Naranjo Stela 32 both have the central 
face broken into a series of elements resembling the platelet mosaic pattern. In this case, 
however, the mosaic refers to iron pyrite, not shell. In both Early and Late Classic Maya art, 
the segmented mosaic surface of the iron pyrite mirrors is frequently delineated by scalelike 
elements or widely spaced crosshatching (Figure 16c–d). The stepped structure at the base of 
Lintel 2 is a House of Mirrors. 

Finally, there is the great serpent occupying the left side of the surviving portion of the 
Lintel 2 structure. I suspect that this element, even more than the plants, points to a particular 
place in Central Mexico. In concept, the serpent head is very much like the zoomorphic 
knotted heads at the base of Tikal Stela 1 and the recently discovered Stela 39, which refer 
to the site center of Tikal. In the case of Lintel 2, however, the serpent head refers not to 
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Figure 15. Representations of grass tufts at Tikal, Acanceh, and highland Mexico: (a) grass tuft from 
Lintel 2, Tikal Temple 1 (after Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Fig. 69); (b) grass tuft with tassel, detail 

of stucco relief from Acanceh, Yucatan (after Seler 1902-1923:5:Sec. 2, no. 4, Table 11); (c) Teotihuacan 
representations of tasseled grass from Atetelco compound (after Villagra 1971:Fig. 18); (d) tasseled 

grass appearing as the Postclassic day sign for Malinalli (after Codex Borgia, 13). 
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Tikal, but to the center of Teotihuacan—the Ciudadela and 
the Temple of Quetzalcoatl. The only known Classic period 
structure emblazoned with the War Serpent in highland Mexico 
is the Temple of Quetzalcoatl at Teotihuacan. At Teotihuacan, 
monumental carvings of the War Serpent have been found only 
at the Temple of Quetzalcoatl. Although it is entirely possible 
that other representations will be encountered in other sectors 
of the city, it is highly unlikely that they will be of the monu-
mental scale found at the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, the third 
largest pyramid at Teotihuacan. The arid plants, mirror medal-
lions, and War Serpent emblazoned on the Lintel 2 platform 
all suggest highland Mexico and the Temple of Quetzalcoatl at 
Teotihuacan. It appears that this structure, devoted at its onset 
to a cult of war, was one of the more renowned pyramids of 
Classic Mesoamerica. The placement of Ruler A on this pyra-
midal structure suggests a conscious and direct affiliation with 
Teotihuacan. This association need not be taken too literally; it 
is unlikely that Ruler A actually visited Teotihuacan by pilgrim-
age, much less by conquest. Nonetheless, the tiered platform at 
the base of Lintel 2 does reveal a substantial knowledge of the 
environment and sacred architecture of Teotihuacan. 

Teotihuacan War Iconography in Classic Oaxaca

Many researchers have noted that much of the Teotihuacan 
style iconography found in the Maya region is based on war 
(e.g., Kubler 1976; Berlo 1976, 1983b; Schele 1986; Stone 1989). 
Thus Berlo (1983b:80) notes a pervasive concern with warrior 
imagery in the Teotihuacan style art of Escuintla: “The figural 
incense burners and tripod vessels recovered from Escuintla 
emphatically depict a concern with a religious ethos based on 
militarism.” Stone (1989) has recently noted that on the “warrior 
stelae” of Piedras Negras, local Maya rulers consciously iden-
tified themselves with a war complex from Teotihuacan. The 

Figure 16. Classic representations of mirrors in the lowland Maya area: 
(a) mirror medallions from tiered structure at base of Lintel 2 of Temple 
1, Tikal (after Jones and Satterthwaite 1982:Fig. 69); (b) Teotihuacan style 
rendering of warrior with eye occurring in center of mirror chest piece, 
Early Classic stucco-painted bowl, Tikal Burial 10 (after Coggins 1975:Fig. 
53); (c) aged male wearing two pyrite mosaic mirrors, detail of Late 
Classic polychrome (after Robicsek and Hales 1982:No. 11); (d) pyrite 
mosaic mirror held by Tikal ruler Jaguar Paw, detail from looted Early 
Classic incensario (after Andre Emmerich and Perls Galleries 1984b:No. 
45); (e) pyrite mosaic mirror placed on scaffold structure, detail of Stela 6, 
Piedras Negras (after Maler 1901:Pl. 15, 3); (f) mirror on scaffold throne, 
detail of Stela 33, Piedras Negras (after Maler 1901:Pl. 26, 2); (g) mirrors 
on throne structure, detail of Stela 32, Naranjo (after Graham 1978:85). 
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same situation occurs on Lintel 2 of Tikal Temple 
1, where Ruler A is seated on a foreign Teotihuacan 
structure, probably the Temple of Quetzalcoatl. 
This is repeated on a smaller scale with Jaina style 
figurines depicting Maya lords seated within War 
Serpent structures (Figure 17). In these instances, it 
is clear that the Teotihuacan imagery represents not 
foreign invasion, but a local adoption and manipu-
lation of Teotihuacan war regalia and iconography. 

Like the lowland Maya, the Classic Zapotec 
of Oaxaca also adopted a complex system of 
Teotihuacan warrior iconography. Many of the 
foreign elements are identical to those also found 
among the Classic Maya. An example is the 
Jaguar Butterfly, an important iconographic entity 
among the Classic Maya and Zapotec as well as at 
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Figure 17. Late Classic Jaina style figurines 
depicting seated Maya lords wearing War 

Serpent headdresses. War Serpents are placed 
on the roofs of both structures; note Tlaloc on 
left structure (from Piña Chan 1968:Pl. 21, 20). 

Teotihuacan (Figure 18). Berlo (1983b) suggests that among the Zapotec the Jaguar Butterfly 
was a local Zapotec interpretation of the Teotihuacan warrior butterfly. However, the Jaguar 
Butterfly is also widely found in the Maya region. A Teotihuacan style mural from Xelha, 
on the Caribbean coast of Yucatan, depicts a warrior wearing a Jaguar Butterfly headdress 
(Figure 18b). This same iconographic entity is also found farther south, on polychrome vases 
from Altun Ha, here with both the curling proboscis and antennae found with Teotihuacan 
style butterflies (Figure 18c). At Teotihuacan, the Jaguar Butterfly also occurs in the form of 
butterflies displaying the characteristic fangs of the jaguar (Figure 18a). 

Teotihuacan war regalia commonly appears on Classic Zapotec stone monuments, 
urns, and mural paintings. On the Estela Lisa relief discovered by Acosta (1958–1959), four 
individuals march toward a Zapotec lord backed by a temple structure (Figure 19a). Marcus 
(1980) notes that all four individuals appear to be Teotihuacan emissaries. Although they 
do not wield weapons, the Teotihuacan figures wear platelet headdresses and shell collars 
associated with Teotihuacan warriors. Males with platelet headdresses and the warrior eye 
rings appear on Classic Zapotec urns. At times these figures wear an asymmetric bird in 

Figure 18. The Classic Jaguar Butterfly at Teotihuacan and in the Maya region: (a) butterfly with jaguar 
mouth, detail of incised Teotihuacan vessel (after Seler 1902-1923:5:515); (b) warrior wielding shield and 

atl-atl with Jaguar Butterfly headdress, detail of mural from Xelha, Yucatan (drawing by author from 
original); (c) Jaguar Butterfly appearing on Late Classic vase, Altun Ha, Belize (after Pendergast 1967). 
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the platelet headdress (Figure 19c). Berlo (1984) notes that the asymmetric bird headdress is 
found not only with warrior figures at Teotihuacan, but also on Stela 5 of Uaxactun. 

The War Serpent headdress occurs frequently on Classic Zapotec urns and whistles 
(Boos 1966:92-111, 130-132). In form, it is almost identical to the frontally facing jawless War 
Serpent headdress found at Teotihuacan and the Maya region. One slight difference, however, 
is the occasional addition of profile serpent faces at the sides of the headdress. Additionally, 
the face may be topped with the eyes and proboscis of the butterfly. Among the Classic 
Zapotec, the War Serpent headdress also alludes to war. Thus one Zapotec urn depicts a 
female wearing the headdress while she wields a shield and weapon (Boos 1966:Fig. 83). In 
many examples, the serpent face is delineated with the platelet pattern, making it clear that 
the War Serpent platelet headdress was known among the Classic Zapotec (Figure 19d–e). 
In at least one instance, the Zapotec platelet headdress is topped with a horizontal knot—
immediately recalling the War Serpent knot on the Temple of Quetzalcoatl at Teotihuacan 
and the Miccaotli phase figurines (Figure 19e). 

During excavations in the patio overlying Tomb 103 at Monte Alban, a remarkable 
cache was discovered (Caso 1947b:181, 183). The cache contained sixteen figurines, five of 
which are relatively large and richly costumed. One of the smaller figures is a miniature 
Huehueteotl censer, virtually identical to examples found at Teotihuacan. The costuming of 
the five larger figurines also points to Teotihuacan. These individuals wear thick collars, back 
ruffs, and zoomorphic platelet headdresses. Two of the platelet headdresses depict the owl, 
a creature widely identified with war at Teotihuacan (von Winning 1948). The other three 
headdresses bear the War Serpent, with its upturned agnathic snout (Figure 20a). Aside from 
the beaked mask, which is found on all five figurines, the costume of the War Serpent figures 

Figure 19. The platelet headdress in Classic Zapotec iconography: (a) Estela Lisa, Monte Alban, four 
Teotihuacan figures, at least three with platelet headdresses walk toward Zapotec ruler (from Acosta 

1958-1959:Fig. 16); (b) Zapotec deity dressed as Teotihuacan warrior with platelet headdress, shell collar, 
goggled eyes, and back mirror; other possible burning mirrors placed in headdress, Tomb 105, Monte 

Alban (after A. Miller 1988:Fig. 4); (c) detail of Zapotec urn representing male wearing Teotihuacan warrior 
dress, note platelet headdress with goggles and asymmetric bird (after Boos 1966:Fig. 353); (d–e) figurine 

whistle wearing War Serpent headdress with platelet edging (from Caso and Bernal 1952:Fig. 294g-h). 
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is strikingly similar to a Late Classic Jaina style figure seated within a War Serpent structure 
(Figure 17, right). 

In addition to the Huehueteotl censer and the costuming, the Monte Alban cache 
contains another Teotihuacan-derived trait: three of the figures hold large circular mirrors 
to their torsos. Circular mirrors are fairly rare in Classic Zapotec iconography; when round 
mirrors do appear, they are frequently on figures exhibiting Teotihuacan traits (e.g., Figure 
19b). With their raised segmented rims, the cache figurine mirrors are in strong Teotihuacan 
style. 

Nicholson and Berger (1968) present a number of Late Classic monumental sculptures 
of standing figures holding large disks against their abdomens. At least three of the illus-
trated examples wear the War Serpent headdress. Like the figures from the Tomb 103 patio 
cache (Figure 20a), they appear to be holding large round mirrors (Figure 20b–d). The same 
theme also occurs on a probable Terminal Classic monument from La Morelia, Guatemala 
(Figure 20e). Bearing the visage of Tlaloc, the figure wears the War Serpent headdress and 
displays a prominent disk on the abdomen. In addition, the figure is flanked by two undulat-
ing serpents. Smoke emanates from the mouths of the snakes, and one of the creatures clearly 
bears flame volutes. It is quite likely that these undulating fire serpents represent the burn-
ing lightning bolts of Tlaloc. An Early Postclassic form of the mirror figure appears at Tula 
(Figure 20f); it is clear that the headdress is identical to that found with the crouching figures 
at Tula Structure B and the Temple of the Warriors at Chichen Itza. By the Early Postclassic 
period, this War Serpent figure can be regarded as the Xiuhcoatl, the same entity that appears 
in the encircling turquoise rim of Toltec pyrite mirrors (e.g., Figure 11e). 

The Cult of Sacred War 
Clearly, the Teotihuacan war iconography found among the Classic Zapotec and Maya does 
not derive from a naive use of alien and poorly understood elements gathered piecemeal from 
a foreign source. Instead the local manipulation of the Teotihuacan imagery by the Maya and 
Zapotec reveals an extensive understanding of the concepts underlying the iconographic 
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Figure 20. Late Classic and Early Postclassic figures wearing War Serpent headdresses while holding circular 
mirrors: (a) figure from cache in Patio of Tomb 103, Monte Alban (detail after Easby and Scott 1970:Fig. 

163); (b) female figure from Xochicalco (after Nicholson and Berger 1968:Fig. 15); (c) figure with large petal-
rimmed mirror, from Ixtacamaxtitlan, Puebla (after Nicholson and Berger 1968:Fig. 19); (d) figure possibly 

from Tlaxcala region (after Nicholson and Berger 1968:Fig. 18); (e) figure with burning serpents, La Morelia, 
Guatemala (after Clark 1978:Pl. 1); (f) figure with probable mirror, Tula (after de la Fuente et al. 1988:Pl. 133). 
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conventions. The ideological significance of this war imagery must have been profound, not 
only for the Zapotec and Maya, but obviously also for the inhabitants of Teotihuacan. Like the 
later Aztec, the Teotihuacanos appear to have linked the cult of war to the cosmogonic acts of 
creation. Moreover, just as the Aztec sources indicate, much of the symbolism surrounding 
the Late Postclassic war cult seems to have originated in the sacred pyre at Teotihuacan. 

To the Teotihuacanos, war was closely identified with fire. Thus, in Teotihuacan mural 
paintings, flames often emanate from armed warriors (e.g., Miller 1973:Figs. 195, 336). Berlo 
(1983b:83) notes the almost exclusive representation of warriors on Teotihuacan style Escuintla 
censers. Berlo (1983b:83-86) also mentions the widespread association of Teotihuacan war-
riors with butterflies and argues convincingly that the butterfly warriors found among the 
Postclassic Toltec and Aztec were a legacy from Classic Teotihuacan. It is generally accepted 
that like the Aztec and other Postclassic peoples of highland Mexico, the Teotihuacanos 
identified butterflies with fire. Thus, like the individuals spouting flames, the Teotihuacan 
butterfly warriors were probably considered as fiery entities. The Teotihuacan War Serpent 
falls squarely within the Teotihuacan war/fire complex. An ancestral form of the Postclassic 
Xiuhcoatl, the War Serpent is frequently found with flames, and can be considered as a form 
of fire serpent. For the Late Postclassic inhabitants of Central Mexico, the fire serpent was 
identified with two important war gods, Huitzilopochtli and Xiuhtecuhtli. Seler (1963:1:90, 
190) notes that as patron of the ninth day, Atl, Xiuhtecuhtli was a god of war, and thus is 
frequently depicted with the sign atl-tlachinolli, or “burning-water,” a basic metaphor for 
war. According to Seler (1963:2:195), Xiuhtecuhtli was “el representante de la guerra.” 

Francisco Hernández (1946:1:65) mentions that the ritual battles of the Aztec flower 
wars were initiated by setting a pyre between the two warring groups. To the Aztec, the 
sacred flower wars, the xochiyaoyotl, owed their origin to the fiery creation of the sun at 
Teotihuacan. In the sixteenth-century accounts, the sun and the moon were created in a great 
sacrificial pyre at Teotihuacan. Due to the voluntary sacrifice of two particular gods—often 
named Nanahuatzin and Tecciztecatl—the sun and moon were born out of the flames.10 
The Florentine Codex and the Leyenda de los Soles accounts suggest that the Aztec military 
orders of the eagle and jaguar also originated in the flames at Teotihuacan. In both accounts, 

 10 For citations of the important ethnohistoric accounts of the creation of the sun at Teotihuacan, see 
Nicholson (1971:401-402). 

Figure 21. Escuintla representations of figures with burning disks: (a) detail of Early Classic 
Escuintla vessel depicting figure in burning disk (after Hellmuth 1978c:Fig. 14); (b) repeating 

scene from Early Classic Escuintla vessel depicting two figures flanking burning disk or 
hearth; figure to viewer’s right wears War Serpent headdress with other War Serpent heads 

covering body (after Hellmuth 1978c:Fig. 12). 

a b



the eagle and jaguar throw themselves into the hearth after the sun and moon (Sahagún 
1950-1982:Book 7:6; Velázquez 1945:122). The following excerpt from the Florentine Codex 
describes this important episode following the voluntary immolation of the sun and moon: 

It is told that then flew up an eagle, [which] followed them. It threw itself suddenly into the 
flames; it cast itself into them, [while] still it blazed up. Therefore its feathers are scorched 
looking and blackened. And afterwards followed an ocelot, when now the fire no longer 
burned high, and he came to fall in. Thus he was only blackened—smutted—in various 
places, and singed by the fire. (Sahagún 1950-1982:Book 7:6) 

In the text it is stated that, because of this sacrificial event, valiant Aztec warriors were 
referred to as quauhtocelotl, or “eagle-jaguar.” It is therefore evident that Aztec bravery in 
battle was compared to the self-immolation at Teotihuacan. 

Following Séjourné (1960), Vidarte de Linares (1968), and others, Millon (1981:230) 
suggests that, during the Classic as well as Postclassic periods, Teotihuacan was considered 
to be the birthplace of the sun and moon. In support, Millon (ibid.) cites a number of mural 
paintings that may depict episodes of this cosmogonic event. A Teotihuacan style Escuintla 
vessel may represent an Early Classic form of this important myth (Figure 21b). In the ves-
sel scene, two animated figures flank a burning circular disk or hearth from which flames 
emanate. Above and below the fiery device, there are frontal zoomorphic faces representing 
either the jaguar or, more likely, the War Serpent. The anthropomorphic figure to our left of 
the central fire sign appears with wings and a bird headdress, possibly a vulture or eagle; 
the antennae and curling proboscis of the butterfly top the bird head. The opposing figure 
is clearly dressed as the War Serpent, and wears a helmet mask quite similar to that found 
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Figure 22. Late Postclassic depictions of mirrors 
and solar fire: (a) creation of fire with mirror 

placed on abdomen of prone figure, note 
Xiuhcoatl serpent at base of scene, detail of 

Codex Borgia, 33 (after Seler 1963:2:Fig. 10); (b) 
figure on burning turquoise-rimmed mirror 

surrounded by four Xixiuhcoa, detail of Codex 
Borgia, 46 (from Taube 1983:Fig. 32b); (c) Aztec 
sculpture representing a seated figure wearing 

Nahui Ollin sun as smoking mirror on back (from 
Taube 1983:Fig. 36a); (d) Aztec Calendar Stone, 
note turquoise quincunx rim and two encircling 

Xixiuhcoa (drawing by Emily Umberger, 
reproduced courtesy of Emily Umberger).

a

b
c
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on Lamanai Stela 9 (Figure 6a). Aside from the War Serpent headdress, four additional War 
Serpent heads cover his body, as if he were enveloped in flames. I suspect the scene depicts 
the event of sacrificial self-immolation in the pyre at Teotihuacan. So far as I am aware, this 
vessel is the only known instance in which the War Serpent appears in a narrative mythical 
context. In another Escuintla vessel scene, an elevated human figure appears in a burning 
disk, quite possibly the fiery sun born from the sacred pyre (Figure 21a). 

During the Postclassic period, circular pyres, fire serpents, and round mirrors frequently 
appear together in representations of the sun and its origins. In a recent study, Coggins (1987) 
argues that mirrors played an important part in Mesoamerican new fire ceremonies—the 
calendrical reenactment of the creation of the sun. Several scenes in the Codex Borgia illus-
trate the creation of fire on a mirror. In the nineteenth-century Kingsborough edition of the 
Codex Borgia, it can be seen that in the upper right corner of page 33 fire is being drilled on 
a mirror placed on the abdomen of a prone figure (Figure 22a). Seler (1963:2:28) suggests 
that the mirror represents either the heart, stomach, or navel of the prone victim. Almost 
surely it serves as the navel or center. Directly below the mirror, there is a Xiuhcoatl contain-
ing the face of Xiuhtecuhtli within its open mouth. Seler (1963:1:93) notes that the region of 
Xiuhtecuhtli is tlalxicco, meaning “earth navel,” the sacred center or axis of the world.11 On 
Borgia page 46, fire is drilled on another disk placed on the center of Xiuhtecuhtli’s body; 
to either side, Tezcatlipoca and Quetzalcoatl appear as warriors wielding weapons as they 
stand on thrones with jaguar cushions. Directly above the prone Xiuhtecuhtli, there is a 
structure composed of four Xiuhcoatl serpents surrounding a pyre representing a burning, 
turquoise-encrusted mirror (Figure 22b). Seler (1963:Facsimile:46) labels the structure as a 
xiuhcocalli, or “house of the fire serpents.” In view of the prominent mirror, I would label the 
structure as the House of the Mirror Serpents. The turquoise-rimmed mirror in the center of 
the structure spouts yellow flames and clearly serves as a burning hearth. In the Florentine 
Codex, one term for the sacred hearth at Teotihuacan was the xiuhtetzaqualco, signifying 
“turquoise enclosure” (Sahagún 1950-1982:Book 1:84). I suspect the scene on page 46 refers to 
the turquoise enclosure and the fiery creation of the sun, an event reenacted every fifty-two 
years during the new fire ceremony. 

In two studies, I (Taube 1983, 1988e) have argued that the great Aztec Calendar Stone 
represents a turquoise-rimmed pyrite mirror (Figure 22d). Near the rim, there is a ring of 
turquoise quincunxes, probably another allusion to the xiuhtetzaqualco. This identification 
finds support by the presence of two great Xiuhcoatl turquoise or fire serpents at the outer 
edge. The turquoise signs and serpents recall both Borgia page 46 and the Toltec style pyrite 
tezcacuitlapilli (Figure 11e), with its Xiuhcoatl serpents placed on the turquoise rim. The 
aforementioned Late Classic and Early Postclassic sculptures of War Serpent figures holding 
large mirrors are undoubtedly part of the same solar fire complex (Figure 20). The occurrence 
of these mirrors at the center of the body probably refers to the earth navel, or tlalxicco. The 
large scale of these mirrors partially obscures their placement on the body. When similar 
figures appear with smaller mirrors, however, they are clearly centered in the region of the 
navel (see Nicholson and Berger 1968:Figs. 20, 21). 

 11 The Tlaltecuhtli earth monster occurring on the base of many important Aztec sculptures at times 
has a large rimmed and petaled disk strikingly similar to Teotihuacan style mirrors. In the center of 
this disk, there is the quincunx sign, probably labeling this region as the tlalxicco, or world center (see 
Pasztory 1983:Pls. 109, 113, 117).



According to the eighteenth-century accounts of Boturini and Clavijero (cited in Seler 
1902-1923:5:407), the Teotihuacan Pyramid of the Sun once had a great stone statue of a figure 
with a “gold mirror” on its chest to reflect the rays of the sun. Although no sculpture of this 
description now exists at the Pyramid of the Sun, two Teotihuacan style monuments from 
Tepecuacuilco, Guerrero, depict figures that appear to have mirrors corresponding to the 
region of the navel (see Díaz 1987:10, 42). Several of the small ceramic figures contained 
within the hollow ceramic figure from Becan, Campeche, also have mirrors over their 
abdomens (see Ball 1974:8). This theme is repeated with other Teotihuacan hollow figures, 
where actual miniature pyrite mirrors are placed on the abdomens of figurines placed in 
the interior navel region of the hollow figures (Figure 23). In other words, the pyrite mir-
ror serves as the navel of both the figurine and the enclosing larger hollow figure. In one 
case, this motif is repeated three times in the headdress of the central figurine, which has 
three more figures with mirrors over their abdomens (Figure 23a). In another instance, the 
tlalxicco mirror-bearing figurine is portrayed with butterfly wings, possibly referring to a 
butterfly warrior (Figure 23b). Three mirrors again appear in the headdress, and with their 
capping roof elements they seem to represent the House of Mirrors. The butterfly nose piece 
occurring in the center of each mirror is found in other representations of Teotihuacan style 
mirrors (e.g., von Winning 1947:Fig. 6). This hollow figure appears to represent the House of 
Mirrors at the tlalxicco center of the Teotihuacan world. 

Both Coggins (1987) and I (Taube 1983, 1988e) have noted the widespread association 
of solar fire with pyrite mirrors in ancient Mesoamerica. Supplied with encircling Xiuhcoatl 
serpents, the Toltec tezcacuitlapilli appearing on the warrior atlantean columns at Tula prob-
ably represent the sun (Taube 1988e). Similarly, there are Aztec sculptures depicting the sun 
as a mirror worn on the back. The famous Stuttgart Xolotl figure wears such a solar back 
mirror (see Pasztory 1983:Pl. 279). The Stuttgart figure is notably similar to an Aztec copy 
of a Toltec atlantid warrior, although in this case the back device is simply a petaled mirror, 
not an explicit solar disk (Pasztory 1983:Pls. 144-146). Another Aztec sculpture represents a 
seated figure wearing the Fifth Sun, Nahui Ollin, as a smoking mirror on the back (Figure 
22c). I suspect that the tezcacuitlapilli commonly worn by Teotihuacan warrior figures had a 
similar meaning. By donning this device, the Teotihuacan warriors assumed the burden or 
office of the sun and, in a sense, became warriors of the sun. 
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Figure 23. Teotihuacan representations 
of the tlalxicco pyrite mirror within 

hollow ceramic sculptures: (a) interior 
of hollow Teotihuacan figure, note 

remains of pyrite mirror on abdomen 
of figurine at lower center, three 

more figures with mirrors in figurine 
headdress (from Séjourné 1966c:Fig. 

193); (b) detail of central figure 
within Teotihuacan style hollow 

figure, American Museum of Natural 
History, New York; figure in form of 

anthropomorphic butterfly with pyrite 
mirror on abdomen, three House of 
Mirrors signs originally placed on 
headdress (after Ekholm 1970:48). a

b
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Conclusions
The curious serpent head accompanying the plumed serpent at the Temple of Quetzalcoatl 
serves as one of the most important symbols of secular and sacred power at Teotihuacan. 
Due to Classic representations at Teotihuacan, in Oaxaca, and especially the Maya area, it is 
clear that the creature is closely identified with the office of war. Following the early iden-
tification by Caso and Bernal, I have argued that this entity is a solar fire serpent ancestral 
to the Xiuhcoatl of Postclassic Central Mexico. Unlike the Teotihuacan feathered serpent, or 
Quetzalcoatl, the Classic War Serpent is supplied with either a sharply upturned nose or a 
large, accentuated nostril placed at the tip on the snout. Although it is often supplied with 
feather crests or tassels, the feathers coat neither the face nor the body. At Acanceh, the War 
Serpent and the Teotihuacan feathered serpent appear simultaneously in the same scene, 
and it is clear that they are separate entities. The symbolic domain of the War Serpent is also 
distinct. Unlike the feathered serpent, the War Serpent is identified predominantly with fire 
and warfare; the platelet form is a direct manifestation of its war aspect. Both of these attri-
butes, fire and war, continue to be essential elements of the Postclassic Xiuhcoatl, the weapon 
of the Aztec solar god Huitzilopochtli. Between the War Serpent and the Xiuhcoatl, there 
is a continuity of form as well as meaning. The Ixtapaluca Plaque, the Arcelia marker, and 
other terminal Classic representations of the War Serpent demonstrate clear morphological 
similarities to the Postclassic Xiuhcoatl.

The wearing of the platelet War Serpent headdress by rulers at Lamanai, Tikal, Piedras 
Negras, Bonampak, Copan, and other Classic Maya sites appears to be a conscious identifica-
tion with the warrior complex of Teotihuacan and the Temple of Quetzalcoatl. Aside from 
the obviously highland Mexican plants depicted on the Tikal lintel scene, the antiquity of the 
Old Temple also argues for a Central Mexican origin for this creature. The facade was created 
in the second century ad, even before the Maya Early Classic period. For the Maya, the War 
Serpent appears to be directly associated with rulership. Thus it is specifically worn by rulers 
on the Classic Maya monuments. In Lintel 2 of Tikal Temple 1, Ruler A sits on the War Serpent 
structure as if he were on a throne. On the great Hieroglyphic Staircase at Copan, a series of 
rulers are seated on thrones while wearing the War Serpent headdress. Similarly, Late Classic 
Maya figurines frequently depict enthroned Maya rulers wearing the War Serpent headdress 
(e.g., Corson 1976:Figs. 5d, 20d, 24a, 24c). There are also Late Classic figurines depicting 
rulers wearing the War Serpent headdress while enthroned within temples emblazoned with 
the War Serpent (Figure 17). In the Maya region, this serpent is identified with one particular 
aspect of rulership, that of paramount war leader. 

If the War Serpent reveals important aspects of rulership and statecraft among the 
Classic Maya, it has an even more profound significance at Teotihuacan. At Teotihuacan, the 
war headdress is prominently displayed on the central pyramidal structure of the Ciudadela, 
the sacred axis, or tlalxicco, of Teotihuacan. The structure does appear to be an ancestral form 
of the Aztec Tezcacoac, or place of the mirror snake, a structure devoted at least in part to 
the office of war. It is possible that the alternating serpent heads, Quetzalcoatl and the War 
Serpent, refer to dual aspects of rulership, the feathered serpent with fertility and the interior 
affairs of the state, and the War Serpent with military conquest and empire. This could partly 
explain why the War Serpent is of far greater distribution than the feathered serpent in Classic 
Mesoamerica. In contrast to the War Serpent, the feathered serpent is notably rare among the 
Classic Maya and Zapotec. Like the later Aztec, the Teotihuacan sphere of influence may 



have included a solar war cult carried by proselytizing emissaries and warriors.
The excavations at the Temple of Quetzalcoatl reveal that, even near the beginnings of 

Teotihuacan, war was a central component of Teotihuacan religion and statecraft. Clearly, 
there was not a contrast between secular military offices and religious ideology, because 
it was a cult of sacred war providing a divine charter for rulership. It may have been that 
offices of power and rulership were considered in terms of the penitent warrior, one who 
sacrificed individuality, personal interest, and even life in terms of the common good. Like 
the gods destroyed on the sacrificial pyre, the many slain warriors within the Temple of 
Quetzalcoatl may be a graphic representation of this code of ethics. The particular emotional 
states of these victims—willing or unwilling—is a moot point. What is important is that they 
are portrayed as Teotihuacan warriors. In terms of the state, the death of these individuals 
does represent a supreme act of self-sacrifice. 
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TheIconography of
Mirrors atTeotihuacan

From Olmec times to the period of Spanish contact, polished stone mirrors were an impor-
tant component of Mesoamerican costume, ritual, and iconography. Although mirrors of 
the Formative and Postclassic periods are well known, there has been little interest in the 
intervening Classic Period of highland Mexico. In two previous studies, I noted that rep-
resentations of mirrors are extremely common in the iconography of Teotihuacan (Taube 
1983, 1986). However, until now, there has been no detailed discussion of mirrors at Classic 
Teotihuacan.1 In this essay, I will describe particular forms and types of Teotihuacan-style 
mirrors, both actual examples in the archaeological record, and their representation in 
Teotihuacan art. I shall demonstrate that at Teotihuacan mirrors were more than simple 
ornaments of dress. These ancient mirrors expressed a rich body of esoteric lore, much of it 
also present among Postclassic and even contemporary peoples of Mesoamerica. The varied 
meanings and uses of mirrors at Teotihuacan will be elucidated by their form and contexts 
in Teotihuacan iconography, by data from archaeological excavations, and finally, by mirror 
symbolism known from other cultures of ancient Mesoamerica.

Formal Identification of Teotihuacan Mirrors
Actual Mirrors in Archaeological Contexts
Three types of mirror stone were used at Teotihuacan: mica, obsidian, and iron pyrite.2 This 
study will focus upon the most elaborate mirror type, the circular mirror of pyrite mosaic. 
Circular mirrors of iron pyrite mosaic are fairly common in the archaeological remains of 
Teotihuacan. They are composed of iron pyrite tesserae glued upon a thin stone disk, usually 

 1 Following the 1988 presentation of this paper at Dumbarton Oaks, Margaret Young-Sánchez (1990) 
published a study on Teotihuacan mirrors. Young-Sánchez has arrived at many of the same conclusions 
concerning the identification of mirrors at Teotihuacan.
 2 Rather than being formed of carefully cut mosaic, obsidian mirrors were of single slabs of fractured 
stone. Linné (1934:Figs. 320, 321, 323, 324) illustrates several examples from his Xolalpan excavations. 
Kidder, Jennings, and Shook (1946:Fig. 56) illustrate an ovoid piece of flaked obsidian excavated at 
Kaminaljuyu. Although they tentatively identify it as a scraper, one side of the item is formed by a 
single smooth flake; more likely, it is an obsidian mirror. Similar crude mirrors are embedded in the 
walls of Kaminaljuyu Structure D-III-1 (Rivera and Schavelson 1984:Fig. 1). 
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of slate. Two pairs of holes for suspension are 
usually carved on opposite edges of the backing 
stone. At times, the exterior of the backing disk is 
richly carved or painted. The opposing side, the 
polished pyrite mosaic, originally would have 
provided a brilliant golden surface. However, 
because iron pyrite is not a stable mineral, at 
the time of discovery the mirror surface is heav-
ily corroded, often no more than a yellowish or 
rusty red stain. Thus pyrite mirrors have been 
frequently misidentified as paint palettes, pot 
lid covers, or simply resin-painted disks.

Unfortunately, although mirrors are 
relatively common at Teotihuacan (cf. Seler 
1902-1923:5:431; Linné 1934:154, 1942:136; Rubín 
de la Borbolla 1947:Fig. 14; Séjourné 1959:65; 
Heyden 1975:131, Fig. 2), there is relatively little 

Figure 1. Kaminaljuyu mirror back depicting 
Teotihuacan Spider Woman; note mirror in bowl 

near base (after Kidder et al. 1946:Fig. 175a).

Figure 2. Examples of mirrors in Teotihuacan art: (a–b) mirrors with feathered rims (after Langley 
1986:318); (c) mirror with feathered rim (after Miller 1973:Fig. 191); (d) back mirror with opposing flares 
on rim (after Miller 1973:Figs. 199-200); (e) headdress mirror (after Miller 1973:Fig. 210); (f) back mirror 

with central and flanking spools (after Miller 1973:Fig. 149).
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information describing their precise archaeological context. However, this is not true for the 
great site of Kaminaljuyu, which had intense and profound contact with Teotihuacan during 
the Early Classic period. Excavations by the Carnegie Institution of Washington uncovered 
a great many pyrite mirrors in Early Classic Esperanza phase burials at Mounds A and B of 
Kaminaljuyu (Kidder et al. 1946). Several of the mirror backs contained scenes rendered in 
pure Teotihuacan style (Figure 1).

The Kaminaljuyu excavators, Kidder, Jennings, and Shook (1946:130) did not consider 
the pyrite mosaic disks to be mirrors, because they lacked a smoothly reflective surface. 
However, although a single reflective surface is important for cosmetic use, this is by no 
means the only function of mirrors. It is clear that in ancient Mesoamerica, mirrors were 
also important in costume and divinatory scrying. Rather than being devices for personal 
cosmetic use, the circular pyrite mirrors functioned primarily in dress and divination.

Rimmed disks encircled by plumes are extremely common in the art of Teotihuacan 
(Figure 2) . They are represented in polychrome murals, painted and carved vessels, ceramic 
incensarios, figurines, and monumental stone sculpture. Although these disks may differ in 
detail, they tend to have a rim that, when rendered in sculpture, is found to be raised slightly 
above the central disk. Plumes, rendered in a variety of ways, commonly radiate from the 
raised rim. Quite frequently, these feathered disks are depicted upon costumes, where they 
appear as medallions worn on the brow, chest, or the small of the back. Smaller ceramic 



versions, evidently copies of the actual items found on 
Teotihuacan costume, appear as adornos on Teotihuacan 
incensarios. It is most telling that the better preserved of 
these circular adornos contain a central face of reflective 
mica (Berlo 1984:48), clearly to depict the shining surface 
of a mirror. In other words, the small, circular mica-
encrusted adorno medallions are copies of actual round 
mirrors.3

Mirrors Worn at the Small of the Back
In costume, the largest and most complex of the circular 
medallions tends to be the back mirror. It occurs as a part 
of belt assemblages and frequently has a pendant tassel 
of cloth, feathers, or tails (Figure 3). It is quite clear that 
this device is an Early Classic form of the Postclassic 
tezcacuitlapilli, a mirror worn at the small of the back. In the 
art of Postclassic highland Mexico there are innumerable 
examples of back mirrors. Some of the finest examples 
appear with Early Postclassic Toltec figures. Long ago, 
Seler (1902-1923:5:275) interpreted these back elements 
as mirrors at Chichen Itza. Later excavations at Tula and 
Chichen Itza provided striking confirmation of his early 
identification. The large Atlantean warrior columns 
unearthed by Jorge Acosta at Tula each wear the back 
device, here rendered with smoking serpents within the 
four radiating quadrants (see Figure 12c). Actual mirrors 
of this design have been excavated at Chichen Itza. Here 
four Xixiuhcoa—turquoise or fire serpents—appear in 
the turquoise rim encircling the central pyrite mosaic 
(see Figure 19d).

Numerous depictions of back mirrors occur in 
Classic Maya art, often on pieces exhibiting strong 
Teotihuacan influence.4 The Teotihuacan warrior figures 

Figure 3. Representations of 
Teotihuacan-style back mirrors 

in Classic Mesoamerica: (a) 
back mirror worn by figure in 

Teotihuacan mural (detail from 
Miller 1973:Fig. 149); (b) back 

mirror worn by blowgunner, detail 
of incised Teotihuacan vase (after 

Linné 1942:Fig. 175).

a

b

 3 A circular device virtually identical to Teotihuacan mirror medallions appears on a series of stone 
beads reportedly from the Rio Balsas region of Guerrero. In the center of the disk, corresponding to the 
pyrite mirror face, there is a small inlay of iron pyrite (see von Winning and Stendahl 1968:Pl. 46).
 4 It is widely recognized that the stucco facade at Acanceh, Yucatan, is rendered in strong Teotihuacan 
style. No less than five of the stucco figures wear back mirrors (see Seler 1902-1923, Vol. 5).

on the sides of Tikal Stela 31 provide two views of an Early Classic back mirror (Figure 4a). 
Whereas the left figure displays the mirror face within its encircling rim, the opposing figure 
provides a view of the mirror back. The pair of short vertical lines near the edge of the disk 
probably depicts the holes drilled for suspension, now held by lashes of cord. Yet another 
Early Classic Tikal piece, a two-part effigy incensario, contains an excellent representation of 
a back mirror, complete with a pendant tassel (Figure 4b). The four Late Classic sculptures 
from Tikal Burial 195 each depict God K presenting a similar back mirror (Figure 4c).
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The Early Classic Esperanza phase tombs at Kaminaljuyu contain graphic information 
regarding the use and form of Early Classic pyrite mirrors. Two of the individuals in Tomb 
B-I were found with pyrite mirrors placed at the small of the back (Figure 5a). One of the 
mirrors, that found on Skeleton 2, had a backing richly ornamented in Classic Veracruz 
style (Figure 5b). The carved surface was placed face up, against the back of the body. This 
indicates that even with finely carved mirror backs, the pyrite facing, not the backing, was 
the displayed surface of Classic period back mirrors.

The archaeological occurrence of back mirrors in burials is not restricted to Kaminaljuyu. 

Figure 4. Classic Maya representations of mirrors at Tikal, Guatemala: (a) back mirrors worn by 
warriors on sides of Stela 31 (after W. Coe 1967:49, detail); (b) back mirror on Early Classic effigy 

vessel, Burial 10 (from Coggins 1975:Fig. 46b); (c) Late Classic God K figure holding tasseled mirror, 
one of four plastered wooden effigies from Burial 195 (from W. Coe 1967:57).

a b c

Figure 5. Early Classic pyrite back 
mirrors, Tomb B-I, Kaminaljuyu: 
(a) detail of tomb, note mirrors 

at lower backs of Skeleton 2 
and Skeleton 3 (from Kidder et 
al. 1946:Fig. 31, detail); (b) back 

mirror in association with Skeleton 
2 (from Kidder et al. 1946:Fig. 156).a

b



In the recently discovered burials at the Temple of 
Quetzalcoatl at Teotihuacan, mirrors are similarly 
placed in the small of the back. In Burial 190, no fewer 
than fifteen individuals were interred with back mir-
rors (Sugiyama 1989a:97).

In a great many Teotihuacan representations 
of mirrors, the edges of the disks are separated into 
a series of petal-like curving bands (Figures 2, 6a–b). 
Although these bands often appear to represent 
feathers, in other instances, they may actually refer 
to a solid portion of the mirror. At Kaminaljuyu, the 
pyrite face of one Early Classic mirror was found to 
be composed of a central disk surrounded by six curv-
ing pieces (Figure 6a). A fragmentary Early Classic 
mirror excavated at Zaculeu bears a similar pattern, 
although here the curving petals appear to have been 
fashioned from single plates of iron pyrite (Woodbury 
and Trik 1953:233). The overall pattern of the Zaculeu 
piece is strikingly similar to mirrors represented in 
Teotihuacan art (Figure 6b).

Kidder, Jennings, and Shook (1946:127) note that 
during their excavation of the Kaminaljuyu Esperanza 
tombs, jade was found with most mirrors, usually in 
close association with the reflective pyrite surface. 
Due to the corrosion of the pyrite, it was frequently 
difficult to determine the original orientation of the 
jade. Nonetheless, they were able to reconstruct some 
of the original assemblages. The face of one pyrite 
mirror was flanked by jade flares, giving the overall 
impression of a pair of earspools (Figure 6c). This 
same assemblage appears with Teotihuacan-style rep-
resentations of mirrors. On one incensario, the mirror 
and flares are modeled three dimensionally, with mica 
occupying the central mirror space (Berjonneau et al. 
1985:Pl. 172). Mirrors with identical pairs of ear flares 
often occur as back mirrors in Teotihuacan murals (see 
Figures 2c, e). Here the stone spools are rendered as 
two concentric circles on the mirror rim.

In a great many representations of mirrors at 
Teotihuacan, a spool appears in the center of the mirror 
face (see Figure 2c). In this case, it is usually rendered 
in profile, with the bell-shaped outline clearly visible. 
At first sight, this could serve to discount a mirror 
identification; such an element would clearly inhibit 
the reflective quality of the mirror. Nonetheless, virtu-
ally identical jade spools have been found on actual 

a

b

c

Figure 6. Examples of Teotihuacan-
style mirrors from the Maya region: 
(a) mosaic pyrite mirror face, Tomb 

A-VI, Kaminaljuyu (from Kidder et al. 
1946:Fig. 53d); (b) mosaic pyrite mirror 

face, Early Classic tomb in Structure 
1, Zaculeu (from Woodbury and Trik 

1953:Fig. 130); (c) pyrite mirror, ear flares 
on rim, Tomb A-III, Kaminaljuyu (from 

Kidder et al. 1946:Fig. 53c).
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excavated Early Classic pyrite mirrors at Kaminaljuyu. In Tomb 
A-IV, a jade spool with a central carved disk was found on a pyrite 
mirror (Kidder et al. 1946:Figs. 26, 143b). Although making no 
mention of similar mirrors in Teotihuacan art, Kidder, Jennings, 
and Shook (1946:127) suggest that both this flare and another 
example were originally placed in the center of iron pyrite mirrors. 
On Yaxchilan Stela 11, there is a Late Classic Maya representation 
of an elaborate back mirror with the central spool or flare (see 
Figure 19c). In this case, a pendant tassel is pulled through the 
center of the flare.

A Teotihuacan mural currently on display in the De Young 
Museum of Art, San Francisco, displays an interesting version of 
the back mirror (Figure 7). Here the central mirror surface contains 
a glyph-like element probably representing a jade face pendant. In 

Figure 7. Detail of 
Teotihuacan back mirror 
with probable jade head 

in center, from a mural on 
display in the M. H. de 

Young Memorial Museum, 
San Francisco.

Figure 8. Breast mirror appearing 
on Teotihuacan figurine; note pair 
of flanking spools (from Séjourné 

1966c:Fig. 96).

Teotihuacan murals, similar pendants are frequently found falling in streams. The placement 
of jade upon mirror faces appears to have been a relatively common practice in the Maya 
region. In the Esperanza phase burials at Kaminaljuyu, jade beads were found placed with 
pyrite mirrors (Kidder et al. 1946:127). A cache from Early Classic Quirigua was formed of 
three bowls with matching lids containing a vast amount of worked jade (Ashmore 1980:38, 
39). Wendy Ashmore (personal communication, 1988) notes that at least two of the bowls 
appear to have contained the remains of pyrite mirrors. In one Late Classic Maya cache at San 
Jose, Belize, a single large jade bead was placed against a pyrite mirror (Thompson 1939:184).

The practice of placing carved beads and pendants on pyrite mirrors continued into 
the Early Postclassic period at Chichen Itza. A pyrite and turquoise mirror—of the type 
commonly worn as tezcacuitlapilli at Chichen and Tula—was discovered on the jade inlaid 
jaguar in the inner Castillo at Chichen Itza. A finely carved human-head pendant and other 

jades were placed on the central mirror face (Eroza Peniche 
1947:248, Fig. 15). A cache in the Temple of the Chac Mool 
contained another pyrite and turquoise mirror; here a large 
jade sphere, a human-face jade pendant, and beads of jade 
and shell lay on the pyrite center (Morris et al. 1931:1:186-
188, Fig. 120). The reason for the placement of pendants and 
other jade objects on pyrite mirrors may be partly due to the 
value of the pyrite mirrors.5 According to Kidder, Jennings, 

 5 However, this may not be the only reason worked jade items 
were placed on mirrors; certain pieces of jade may have been 
prized for their divinatory powers. Thus the jade sphere found 
in the Temple of the Chac Mool cache was immediately identified 
by Yucatec Maya as a divinatory sastun. According to Diego de 
Landa, the Contact Period Yucatec had small divinatory stones 
termed am, meaning “spider” in Yucatec (Tozzer 1941:154, see n. 
608, 775). Old jades or heirlooms may have been especially prized 
for scrying or sortilage. In many regions of Mesoamerica, beads 
and other items found in the fields are believed to have super-
natural powers to be used for divination (e.g., Ramirez Castañeda 
1913:354; B. Tedlock 1982:81).



Figure 9. Mirrors appearing in center of Teotihuacan-style 
headdresses: (a) figurine head with mirror in headdress 
(from Seler 1902-1923:5:463, Fig. 54a); (b) Teotihuacan-

style figure with headdress mirror, note flare in center of 
mirror, Stela 23, Kaminaljuyu (after Parsons 1986:Fig. 190); 
(c) Teotihuacan Tlaloc with headdress mirror (after Miller 

1973:Fig. 202); (d) headdress occurring in Teotihuacan 
mural (after Miller 1973:Figs. 210-211); (e) headdress 

occurring in Teotihuacan mural (from Langley 1986:Fig. 32).

a b c d

e
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and Shook (1946:131), “nothing produced in aboriginal America seems to rival these plaques 
in the matter of skilled and meticulous workmanship.” In burials or dedicatory offerings, 
precious jade would be an especially appropriate item to accompany the obviously esteemed 
mirrors.

Mirrors Worn upon the Chest
Along with serving as back devices, circular mirrors are frequently worn on the chest of 
Teotihuacan figures. At times, they are supplied with the flanking pair of spools observed on 
many Teotihuacan back mirrors, thereby firmly identifying them as such (Figure 8). Breast 
mirrors with two rim flares are extremely common on Teotihuacan figurines; in a recent 
publication, von Winning (1987:2:57) considers this device, “el pectoral con dos bolitos de 
barro,” to be a specific trait of one figurine type. Kidder, Jennings, and Shook (1946:126) note 
that in the Early Classic tombs at Kaminaljuyu, large mirrors were often placed on the breast 
of the deceased. In the region of Escuintla, Guatemala, mirrors of similar scale often appear 
on the chest of incensario figures. Here they also occur with the flanking spools on the mirror 
rim (e.g., Hellmuth 1975:Pl. 23c). In a great many examples at Escuintla and Teotihuacan, 
the mirror face is occupied by forms of the Reptile Eye glyph, a sign that is still not fully 
understood (e.g., Hellmuth 1975:Pls. 26, 27).

Mirrors Worn in Headdresses
In Teotihuacan costume, mirrors are quite frequently placed in the center of headdresses 
worn by women, men, and gods (Figure 9). When worn by figures, these mirrors occur in a 
broad variety of headdress types. However, Teotihuacan headdresses also appear as isolated 
iconographic motifs. In this context, the headdress is of a very specific form (Figure 9d–e). 
This device, termed the Feather Headdress Symbol by James Langley (1986:114), is a broad 
headdress with a feather crest emanating from the top and frequently the sides. In the center 
of the Feather Headdress Symbol, circular mirrors may be prominently displayed.
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Large Mirrors Not Worn in Costume
Unlike mirrors made from a single stone, there is virtually no limit to the potential diameter of 
pyrite mosaic mirrors. Larger mirrors simply require a broader backing and more pyrite tes-
serae. Certain Teotihuacan mirrors were probably too large for personal adornment. Instead, 
they seem to have been placed on altars or held in the arms during particular rites. Three of 
the Teotihuacan figurines contained within the hollow figure from Becan, Campeche, hold 
very large mirrors to their chests (Figure 10a–b). A remarkable Late Classic cache excavated 
at Monte Alban contained sixteen figures, three holding large rimmed disks. Elizabeth Easby 
and John Scott (1970:Fig. 163) have identified these Zapotec circular devices as mirrors. 
The Classic Maya also seem to have fashioned extremely large circular mirrors. In one Late 
Classic scene, a man holds a great rimmed mirror that dwarfs the mirror worn upon his back 
(Figure 10c). Unfortunately, the lower portion of the mirror is effaced, but given the present 
appearance, the diameter was perhaps half a meter. Although the scale should not be taken 
too literally, it is entirely possible that pyrite mirrors of this size were fashioned in ancient 
Mesoamerica.

The Symbolic Significance of Teotihuacan Mirrors
The varied forms of Teotihuacan mirrors are interesting in their own right, but clearly they 
were more than articles of beauty and adornment. In many scenes, they appear in strange and 
still poorly known contexts, curiously combined with seemingly disparate elements. Given 
our limited understanding of the iconography, a symbolic interpretation of Teotihuacan mir-
rors is no easy task. However, there are constructive avenues of approach. For one, there 
is the complex iconography frequently appearing on actual Teotihuacan mirror backs. In 
addition, the form and archaeological context of excavated mirrors can provide valuable 
clues to their use and significance.

Aside from actual mirrors and their archaeological associations, Teotihuacan repre-
sentations of mirrors also present detailed symbolic information. In the art, mirrors could 
be readily depicted not only as they appear but also as they were symbolically perceived, 

Figure 10. Classic figures holding out large circular mirrors: (a–b) Teotihuacan-style figurines 
with mirrors from Becan (from Ball 1974:8); (c) detail of Late Classic vase painted in “pink glyph 
style,” male holds large mirror with petalled edges and skeletal serpent head at top; note mirror 

worn at small of back (after Kerr 1989:89).

a b c



frequently by the substitution or juxtaposition of other distinct elements. Although extremely 
important, direct substitutions frequently alter the form of the mirror. It is thus useful to have 
a firm context in which the varied forms interrelate. Costume serves this purpose very well, 
because the forms can be readily translated to the human plane. Thus, for example, circular 
pools or giant eyeballs can be readily identified as mirrors when they appear on Teotihuacan 
dress. I have noted three areas where mirrors commonly appear in Teotihuacan costumes: 
against the lower back, on the chest, and in the center of the headdress. In the context of these 
specific regions, many varied motifs substitute for the mirror face. Those to be discussed are 
mirrors as human eyes or faces, flowers, fiery hearths, pools, webs, shields, the world or the 
sun, and caves or passageways. 

The Mirror as an Eye
Cecelia Klein (1976:208-213) has suggested that at Teotihuacan and in the later iconography 
of Central Mexico, the ringed eyes found on Tlaloc and other deities may refer to mirrors. 
In support, Klein (1976) cites abundant evidence that the Aztec identified mirrors with eyes. 
Thus, in Book 10 of the Florentine Codex, both the eye and pupil are described as tezcactl, or 
mirror. The association of mirrors with eyes is widespread in Mesoamerica. In contemporary 
Tzotzil Maya, one word for pupil or eye is nen sat, nen meaning “mirror” and sat, “eye” or 
“face” (Laughlin 1975:251).6 Nicholas Saunders (1988:14-19) notes that reflective mirror stones 
were used to represent eyes in Olmec, Maya, Teotihuacan, and Aztec sculpture. According to 
Saunders (1988), the Mesoamerican identification of mirrors with eyes may derive from the 
strongly reflective quality of jaguar eyes. 

At Teotihuacan, mirrors were strongly identified with eyes. Along with the Teotihuacan 
use of pyrite, mica and obsidian are frequently used in Teotihuacan sculpture to represent the 
shining pupil. George Kubler (1967:9) notes that eyes in Teotihuacan iconography represent 
shining brilliance; thus they are commonly found in streams and other bodies of water. On 
one Teotihuacan-style mirror back excavated at Kaminaljuyu, a series of eyes encircles the 
rim (see Figure 1). Human eyes are also used to represent the gleaming mirror face. Thus, the 
shining center of both the headdress and breast mirrors can be replaced with a single large 
eye (Figure 11b–c). The Teotihuacan identification of mirrors with eyes is so widespread 
that they may be even rendered in the form of an eye, lenticular but with the raised rim and 
radiating feathers found with mirrors (Figure 11a).

The Mirror as a Face
Like the Tzotzil and other Maya groups, the Aztec words for eye and face are semantically 
related. Thus the Nahuatl word for eye, ixtelolotli, derives from a word for face, ixtli (see 
Sahagún 1950-1982:Book 10:112). Similarly, Teotihuacan mirrors were identified not only 
with eyes but also with the entire face. It has been noted that mirrors are frequently flanked 
by a pair of flares resembling earspools (Figure 12a). I suspect that these spools serve to 
convert the mirror into an animate being or face. The use of earflares to create a face may also 

 6 In the creation account of Quichean Popol Vuh, the omniscient people of maize had their sight 
damaged by the creators. This adjustment of human eyes to their present limited state was compared 
to misting the surface of a mirror: “They were blinded as the face of a mirror is breathed upon” (D. 
Tedlock 1985:167). The Quichean phrase for “the face of the mirror,” u vach lemo, can refer simultane-
ously to both the face and eye; in Quiche, vach signifies “eye” as well as “face” (Edmonson 1965:139). 
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be seen on Teotihuacan-style braziers, where a prominent pair of spools converts the vessel 
into a human head (Figure 12b); at times, even a nosepiece and jade necklace are added (e.g., 
Berlo 1984:Pls. 35, 42). In one Teotihuacan mural, a netted, feather-rimmed mirror replaces 
the face of the Netted Jaguar (see Berlo 1992:Fig. 12). At Early Postclassic Tula, all of the 
Atlantean column tezcacuitlapilli have faces corresponding to the region of the pyrite mirror 
(Figure 12c). Although it is conceivable that this face is a reflection of an individual bending 
over or kneeling behind the Atlantean warrior, it is far more likely a deified personification 
of the mirror. Among the Huichol, who have perhaps the most complex mirror lore known 
for contemporary Mesoamerica, circular glass mirrors used in divination are referred to as 
nealika, a term meaning “face,” as well as the round mirror (Lumholtz 1900:108; Seler 1902-
1923:3:363; Negrín 1975:18-19). 

The Mirror as a Flower
Teotihuacan mirrors were also compared to flowers.7 Two of the Esperanza phase mirrors 
excavated at Kaminaljuyu bear representations of flowers. On one example, flowers are 
painted near the rim of the mirror back (Kidder et al. 1946:Fig. 205b). The other mirror depicts 
both frontal and profile views of flowers, here surrounding the mirror face (Kidder et al. 
1946:Fig. 53e). On one Early Classic Maya vessel, the center of a tasseled back mirror contains 
two outcurving bands (Figure 13c). This same pair of curving bands frequently extrudes from 
the corolla of Teotihuacan-style flowers (e.g., Linné 1934:Fig. 25).8 The earflare occurring in 
the center of many Teotihuacan mirrors refers not to a face but to another natural form, a 
flower (Figure 13a). At times, this central device is notched, much like the funnel-shaped 
profile representations of flowers in Teotihuacan iconography (Figure 13b). 

An incensario excavated in the Tetitla compound bears adorno butterflies upon mica-
encrusted mirror medallions, as if the buttterflies were gathering nectar off the mirror face 

Figure 11. Teotihuacan substitutions between mirrors and eyes: (a) Teotihuacan incensario 
adorno in the form of an eye with a mirror edging, from item on display in the Museo Nacional 

de Antropología, Mexico City (for photo, see Berlo 1984:Pl. 26); (b) warrior figure with eye 
replacing mirror of breast piece (after von Winning 1987:1:Fig. 1j); (c) eye replacing mirror in 

center of headdress motif (from Langley 1986:Fig. 33).

a b c

 7 Although it may seem a great jump—from faces to flowers—it is not, because in Teotihuacan 
iconography even the human face may be rendered as a flower. One Escuintla incensario depicts a 
human face with pyrite eyes in the center of a great petaled flower; a butterfly is at the lower edge, as if 
to suck its nectar (see Hellmuth 1975:Cover). In another scene, the flower replaces a face placed in the 
center of a headdress (Linné 1934:Fig. 25).
 8 At the Postclassic site of Tulum, Quintana Roo, petaled disks with two volutes rising out of the 
center alternate with similar disks containing eyes (see Miller 1982:Pls. 25, 28). It is probable that both 
petaled disks refer to mirrors, here metaphorically represented as both eyes and flowers.



(Berlo 1984:Pl. 19). Another Tetitla incensario depicts butterflies upon similar mirror medal-
lions, although here the inner rim is composed of a four-petaled flower (Berlo 1984:Pl. 23).9 
It has been noted that there is a great deal of variety in the form of Teotihuacan mirror rims; 
a great many petaled rims do closely resemble flowers (Figure 13d). At times, the mirror rim 
appears to be simply rendered as a four-petaled flower, with the pyrite surface correspond-
ing to the center of the flower. Mirrors of this type are found as breast ornaments, on the 
waist, and in the center of headdresses (Figure 13f–g). However, it is unlikely that all these 
four-petaled devices appearing on costumes are mirrors; smaller examples could easily refer 
to actual flowers. 

Figure 12. The identification 
of mirrors with faces: (a) 

Teotihuacan representation of 
back mirror with flanking flares 

resembling earspools (after 
Miller 1973:Figs. 199-200); (b) 
Teotihuacan-style incensario 

base with earspools, necklace, 
and nosepiece, Lake Amatitlan, 
Guatemala (after Berlo 1984:Pl. 

232); (c) Early Postclassic 
depiction of tezcacuitlapilli with 
face corresponding to area of 

pyrite mirror (from Tozzer 1957).

Figure 13. Early Classic representations of mirrors and flowers: (a) Teotihuacan back mirror with 
central flare resembling flower (after Miller 1973:Fig. 366); (b) profile rendering of flower, Tepantitla 

(after Miller 1973:Fig. 158); (c) detail of back mirror from Early Classic Maya vessel, note pair of 
elements curling out from center of mirror face (after Hellmuth 1987a:Fig. 495); (d) mirror with 

petaled rim, detail of bas-relief from Tepecuacuilco, Guerrero (after Díaz 1987:10); (e) mirror flower 
with Reptile Eye sign on mirror face (after Hellmuth 1975:Pl. 33); (f) four-petaled mirror flower 

with feather rim (after Caso 1966:Fig. 19c); (g) rimmed four-petaled flower worn in the headdress 
of a female figure (from Seler 1902-1923:5:463).

a

b c

 9 A large Postclassic obsidian mirror in the American Museum of Natural History, New York, still 
retains its original gilt wooden rim. Both sides of the rim are carved with a repetitive series of four-
lobed elements closely resembling flowers (see Saville 1925:Pl. 51).

a

b c
d

e gf
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The Mirror as Fire
The common presence of butterflies and mirrors upon Teotihuacan incensarios is not coinci-
dental; both relate to fire. In the iconography of Postclassic Central Mexico, butterflies are 
frequently identified with flames. Since the work of Seler (1902-1923:4:722), it has been gen-
erally recognized that butterflies were identified with flames at Classic Teotihuacan as well. 
At Teotihuacan, the bright, shining surface of mirrors was compared to fire.10 The back of one 
Teotihuacan-style mirror depicts a goddess covered with fire signs; pairs of burning torches 
flank her headdress and her body (see Berlo 1992:Fig. 20). Trapezoidal eyes conventionally 
associated with the rims of Huehueteotl censers can be discerned both on her costume and 
the large flanking torches.

In ancient Mesoamerica, mirrors widely appear with burning hearths or censers. At the 
Maya sites of Zaculeu and Nebaj, actual pyrite mirrors were placed in Early Classic ceramic 
censers (Woodbury and Trik 1953:233; Smith and Kidder 1951:69, Fig. 36, no. 21, Fig. 42, nos. 
47, 48). Similarly, burning mirrors are placed within censers on Codex Borgia page 63 and on 
Vaticanus B page 66 (Figure 14a). In both instances, the mirrors and censers serve as hearths 
for Chantico, the Postclassic fire goddess. Codex Borgia page 46 depicts another burning mir-
ror, here serving as hearth for a large olla (Figure 14b). With its blue segmented and petaled 
rim, the mirror is clearly derived from the Toltec pyrite tezcacuitlapilli (Figures 14c, 19d). Like 
the four smoking Xiuhcoatl serpents surrounding the Early Postclassic tezcacuitlapilli mirror 
face, the Codex Borgia mirror is framed by four burning Xixiuhcoa. On Codex Borgia page 
2, Xiuhtecuhtli creates fire in a mirror placed on the back of a Xiuhcoatl (Figure 14c). This 

 10 In a recent study, Coggins (1987) stresses the association of pyrite mirrors with fire in ancient 
Mesoamerica and suggests that they were an important component of calendrical new fire ceremonies.

Figure 14. The identification of mirrors with fire in Postclassic Central 
Mexican iconography: (a) burning mirror in spiked brazier, Codex Borgia 
page 63; (b) turquoise back mirror forming hearth, note four fire serpents 

framing mirror, Codex Borgia page 46; (c) Xiuhtecuhtli making fire on 
mirror placed on back of Xiuhcoatl, Codex Borgia page 2; (d) smoking 

mirror on Xiuhcoatl stone sculpture, from a piece in the Museo Nacional 
de Antropología, Mexico City.

a
b c

d



serpent recalls an Aztec sculpture representing a Xiuhcoatl with burning mirrors on its back 
(Figure 14d). In the iconography of Late Postclassic Central Mexico, burning mirrors served 
as an emblem of Tezcatlipoca, whose name means “smoking mirror.” The contemporary 
Huichol also identify mirrors with fire. According to one Huichol myth recorded by R. M. 
Zingg (1938:702), fire first appeared as a mirror. 

The Mirror as Water 
Although the glint of the mirror was identified with fire in ancient Mesoamerica, the reflec-
tive surface was often compared to a pool of water. This may be seen on Codex Borgia page 
17, where a water-filled mirror replaces the conventional smoking mirror worn at the back of 
Tezcatlipoca’s head; the day sign Atl, or water, is placed upon the mirror sign (Figure 15a). The 
early Aztec greenstone goddess recently discovered at the Templo Mayor is another example 
(Figure 15b). Although the large rimmed disk upon her abdomen contains a clear water 
sign, López Austin (1979:145) identifies it as a mirror.11 An Early Classic Teotihuacan-style 
mirror excavated at Guacimo, Costa Rica, depicts a series of footprints and four individuals 
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Figure 15. The identification of mirrors with water 
in Central Mexican iconography: (a) detail of 

Tezcatlipoca with water mirror at back of head, 
note day sign Atl on mirror, Codex Borgia page 
17; (b) Early Aztec greenstone figure of skirted 
female with water mirror on abdomen (from 

López Austin 1979:Fig. 4); (c) Teotihuacan ceramic 
molded design of scalloped water sign within 

petaled ring, probably a mirror rim (from Séjourné 
1966a:Fig. 29); (d) Teotihuacan-style mirror back 

from Guacimo, Costa Rica, note scalloping, a 
Teotihuacan convention for bodies of water (after 

Stone and Balser 1965:Fig. 22). 

a
c

b

d

 11 Fray Bernardino Sahagún (1950-1982:Book 2:183) describes an Aztec spring used for penitential 
bathing. This spring was termed tezcaapan, which Cecilio Robelo (1980:551) glosses as “en el agua de 
espejo o como espejo.”
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next to scalloped chevron bands, a Teotihuacan convention for bodies of water (Figure 15d). 
This same water sign appears on an impressed stamp design from Teotihuacan, here within 
a petaled feather rim (Figure 15c). Like the cited Postclassic examples, this device seems to 
represent the mirror as a pool of water.

In Mesoamerica and the American Southwest, the reflective surface of water-filled 
bowls is frequently used for divinatory scrying. In the Colonial Yucatec Motul Dictionary, 
nenba is glossed as “mirarse al espejo, o en agua” (Barrera Vásquez 1980:565). At Teotihuacan 
and among the Classic Maya, mirrors were actually placed in bowls, as if they were shining 
pools of water. At the Maya site of Nebaj, mirrors were discovered within ceramic bowls 
(Smith and Kidder 1951:69). Similar mirror-bowls are found in Late Classic Maya poly-
chrome palace scenes (Figure 16a). In Teotihuacan iconography, mirror-bowls are relatively 
common, with the mirror placed upright in a bowl rendered in profile. On one of the mirror 
backs from Kaminaljuyu, this composition appears beneath a frontally facing Teotihuacan 
goddess (see Figure 1). An Early Classic Escuintla style incensario contains an elaborate form 
of mirror bowl. Here a mirror with flanking ear flares serves as the body of a butterfly rising 
or perhaps shining out of a water-filled bowl (Figure 16b). 

Figure 16. Representations of mirror-
bowls in Maya and Teotihuacan 

art: (a) detail of Maya polychrome 
depicting individual holding mirror 
placed in bowl (after Coe 1975a:No. 
12); (b) detail of Escuintla incensario 
representing mirror with butterfly 
wings in water-filled bowl (after 

Hellmuth 1975:Pl. 32).

The Mirror as a Web
The circular pyrite mirror also appears to have been com-
pared to a woven disk or spider web. The netted disks 
appearing in Teotihuacan iconography constitute a form 
of mirror, here depicted with a loosely woven surface.12 
In one scene, a netted mirror with a central reflective eye 
is flanked by two types of plants (Figure 17a). One form 
is the waterlily, evidently to denote the disk as a pool of 
water. The other plant, flanking both sides of the disk, is 
probably cotton and may refer to the woven nature of the 
disk. The bolls appear in the form of notched circles in the 
center of florate forms. The same notched circle—Circle 
I of James Langley (1986:304)—commonly appears near 
the butts and tips of Teotihuacan darts, areas entirely 
appropriate for bolls of cotton.

Along with the netted disks, Teotihuacan mirrors are 
also identified with realistically depicted spider webs. In 
part, this may be due to the linear patterns created by the 
mosaic surface, which bear resemblance to cobwebs. In a 
number of instances, Teotihuacan representations of spider 
webs do closely resemble circular mirrors. James Langley 
(personal communication, 1988) has called my attention to 
an interesting example appearing on a painted stucco ves-
sel in the Musée de L’Homme, Paris. In the partly effaced 

a

b

 12 At El Tajin, male figures wear back mirrors having a 
simple form of the netted disk, here formed by two twisted 
cords (see Kampen 1972:Figs. 22, 23). 



scene, a spider occurs in the center of a web rendered in the form of a segmented rim with 
diagonal stays (Figure 17b). The web closely resembles a mirror placed on a crossroads, a 
convention found at Teotihuacan. On one incised Teotihuacan vessel, a realistic spider web 
substitutes for the mirror in the center of a headdress, the usual location of the pyrite mirror 
(Figure 17c). The web center contains a heart surrounded by a circular rim. A good many 
realistic spider webs contain this central rim, which may refer to a mirror (Figure 17d–e).13 A 
fragmentary mural depicts the central rim with interior notching to denote cotton; a taloned 
foot clutching a heart emerges from the center of the device (Figure 17e).

The identification of mirrors with spider webs continued after Classic Teotihuacan and 
appears to have been present among the Postclassic Mixtec. Among the contents of Tomb 7 at 
Monte Alban was a gold mirror back representing a spider (Caso 1965:927, Fig. 57). A mosaic 
cache, reportedly from a Mixtec area of Puebla, contained a series of turquoise mosaic mir-
rors (Saville 1922). In the center of several examples, there is a device composed of radiating 
lines and concentric circles, a form closely resembling a spider web (Saville 1922:Pl. 23). John 
Pohl (personal communication, 1988) has pointed out to me an interesting series of entries in 
the sixteenth-century Pedro de Alvarado Dictionary. Whereas the Mixtec term for a bright or 
clean mirror is glossed as yuudoo, or “stone ndoo,” the word for spider web is “animal ndoo,” 
ndoo being a Mixtec term for clean or brilliant. In modern Huichol lore, mirrors and other 
nealika are identified with spider webs. According to one contemporary Huichol account, the 
first nealika, or “instrument for seeing,” was a spider web woven over a gourd bowl (Negrín 
1975). One type of Huichol nealika, the “front shield,” closely resembles the centrally rimmed 
spider web of Teotihuacan iconography. Formed of thread woven upon radiating splints, the 
front shield contains a central rim, often with a mirror at its center (Zingg 1938:620; Furst 
1978:32).
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Figure 17. Woven disks, webs, and mirrors 
in Teotihuacan iconography: (a) netted 
disk with central eye and surrounding 

waterlily and probable cotton plants (after 
Miller 1973:Fig. 85); (b) spider in center 
of web (drawn after photo courtesy of 

James Langley); (c) headdress with spider 
web and heart substituting for central 
mirror (after Seler 1902-1923:5:513); (d) 
spider web with central rimmed disk 

(after Séjourné 1966a:Fig. 86); (e) bird foot 
clutching heart in center of rimmed web, 

note probable cotton sign inside ring (after 
Cisneros Gallery 1969:Pl. 11). 

a

b c
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 13 An unprovenanced silhouette monument, possibly from Kaminaljuyu, depicts an interesting form 
of the centrally rimmed web, here containing a crouching and possibly aged male (Parsons 1986:Fig. 
151).
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The Mirror as a Woven Shield
The Tetitla compound at Teotihuacan contains a series of murals representing an entity 
that has been identified as a spider goddess (Taube 1983). She stands within a U-shaped 
foaming bowl identical to the mirror bowls found in Teotihuacan iconography (see Berlo 
1992:Fig. 2). Indeed, her outstretched upper garment suggests a mirror placed edgewise in 
the bowl (see Taube 1983:Fig. 5). However, her garment also refers to another circular item, a 
woven war shield with a pendant tassel. The tassel, appearing as the rhomboid forming her 
skirt, is frequently found on Teotihuacan shields (Figure 18e). At Teotihuacan, mirrors were 
identified with war shields to such a degree that frequently it is difficult to tell them apart. 
Like the mirror, Teotihuacan shields are frequently round with a raised rim surrounded by 
feathers (Figure 18). Circular Teotihuacan-style shields often have central tassels that not 
only resemble flowers but also the single spool often placed in the center of Teotihuacan 
mirrors (Figure 18b–c).14

The back mirrors commonly worn by Teotihuacan warriors do closely resemble tasseled 
shields. John Carlson and Linda Landis (1985:124) note that in the context of Classic Maya 
sky bands, mirrors are frequently infixed in the center of shields. In terms of war, mirrors 
placed on the chest and lower back of Teotihuacan figures could have had a protective func-
tion, to guard either against supernatural powers or the blows of actual weapons. However, 
the inherent qualities of the mirror itself may have also alluded to war. The Postclassic 
Tezcatlipoca, the god of the smoking mirror, was considered a warrior. Possessing both 

 14 The Aztec compared shields to flowers. In the Cantares Mexicanos, shields are described as 
blooming flowers: “Las flores del escudo abren sus corolas, se extiende la gloria, se enlaza en la tierra” 
(Leon-Portilla 1984:130). Then there is the Nahuatl chimalxochitl, or “shield flower,” the term for the 
giant sunflower (Helianthus annuus). With its large, central face and encircling petal rim, the sunflower 
is strikingly similar to Teotihuacan mirrors, all the more so when one compares the tightly packed, 
mosaic-like seed corolla to the pyrite mirror surface.

Figure 18. Depictions of shields in Classic 
Mesoamerica: (a) detail of shield on Classic 
Maya stela (after von Winning and Stendahl 

1968:Pl. 468); (b) Teotihuacan shield with 
central tassel resembling flower (after 

Lothrop et al. 1957:Pls. 25-26); (c) spear 
with shield bearing traits of mirror, web, 

and flower; detail of unprovenanced Early 
Classic mural (after Miller 1973:Fig. 359); (d) 

Teotihuacan round shield with dart (after 
Lothrop et al. 1957:Pl. 33); (e) tasseled and 
feather-fringed Teotihuacan shield (after 

Séjourné 1966a:Fig. 165).
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attributes of fire and water, the Teotihuacan mirrors recall the Aztec concept of atl-tlachinolli, 
or “water-fire,” the Aztec phrase for war.15

The Mirror as the Sun
Given their association with a broad spectrum of disk-shaped objects found in the natural 
and cultural worlds, the round mirrors of Teotihuacan could well have expressed larger 
cosmological concepts, such as the world, the sun, or the moon. There are strong indications 
that among the inhabitants of Postclassic Central Mexico, the earth was perceived meta-
phorically as a great round mirror (López Austin 1979:145; Taube 1983:122-127). However, 
due to our limited understanding of Teotihuacan signs, it is difficult to make an explicit 
case for a similar concept among the ancient Teotihuacanos. John Carlson (1981:125) has 
suggested that concave Olmec mirrors represented the sun and, in support, notes that the 
contemporary Huichol identify mirrors with the sun. A similar belief is found among the 
modern Sierra Totonac, who refer to the sun as Espejo Sol, or “sun mirror” (Ichon 1973:107). 
Among the Classic Maya, mirrors were also identified with the sun. Solar mirror cartouches 
surrounded by four serpent heads occur in both Early and Late Classic Maya iconography 
(Figure 19a–b).16 On Yaxchilan Stela 11, Bird Jaguar wears such a cartouche as a back mir-
ror (Figure 19c). This back device is clearly related to the Toltec-style turquoise and pyrite 
tezcacuitlapilli, with its four radiating Xiuhcoatl serpents at the rim (see Figures 12c, 19d). 
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15 In the description of the veintena festival of Pachtontli on Aztec Telleriano-Remensis page 6, there is 
an illustration of Tezcatlipoca with his smoking mirror foot. It is composed of a circular mirror with a burning 
serpent and water. The accompanying Spanish gloss describes the mirror as agua y abrasamiento, or water and 
fire, i.e., war. 

16 The solar kin sign with the notched mirror rim also appears in the Initial Series introductory glyph for 
the month variant of Yaxkin (Thompson 1950:Fig. 22, nos. 31-32). The solar kin sign is generally considered 
to be a stylized representation of a flower (Thompson 1950:142). Thus the Classic Maya kin sign mirrors 
combine the concepts of mirror, sun, and flower.

Figure 19. Representations of serpents surrounding solar mirrors in the Maya region: (a) Early 
Classic Maya solar kin sign with four hook-snouted serpents, Tikal Stela 1; (b) Late Classic Maya 

kin sign with four skeletal serpent snouts, Piedras Negras Stela 10; (c) Late Classic Maya back 
mirror with four skeletal serpent heads at corners, Yaxchilan Stela 11; (d) schematic rendering 

of actual turquoise and pyrite mirror from the Temple of the Chac Mool, Chichen Itza, note four 
Xiuhcoatl serpents surrounding mirror face (after Morris et al. 1931:1:Frontispiece).
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The Early Postclassic Toltec turquoise mirrors seem to represent the sun, and this is also 
true for certain Aztec mirrors of the Late Postclassic. Fray Diego Durán (1964:140) mentions a 
mirror that was to be fashioned for the Templo Mayor, “the shining mirror that was to repre-
sent the sun.” One Aztec sculpture depicts a seated figure wearing a smoking representation 
of the fifth sun as a mirror upon his back (Figure 20a). Long ago, Herbert Spinden (cited in 
Saville 1922:75) compared the Aztec Calendar Stone to a great turquoise mosaic disk, noting 
that the sculpture contains a band of quincunxes, the Aztec sign of turquoise (Figure 20b). 
Had Spinden been aware of the still undiscovered Early Postclassic turquoise back mirrors, 
he surely would have noted the shared presence of burning Xiuhcoatl serpents on both the 
Calendar Stone and turquoise-encrusted mirrors. The format of the Aztec Calendar Stone 
appears to be primarily based on the Toltec style turquoise-rimmed pyrite mirror.

The Mirror as a Cave
The Aztec Calendar Stone represents the face of the fifth sun, Nahui Ollin, passing up through 
the surface of a turquoise-rimmed mirror. In Mesoamerica, mirrors are widely considered 
to be supernatural caves or passageways. The mirror presents a world to be looked into, 
but also one that living beings cannot pass. Thus the Huichol believe that mirrors serve 
as caves for the gods and ancestors to enter into the human world. On nealika disks, the 
Huichol can represent this passageway with a mirror or simply a hole placed in the center 
of the device (Negrín 1975:19; Furst 1978:32). Similarly, the Aztec Anahuatl chestpiece can be 
either a white-rimmed mirror or only a white ring (Nicholson and Berger 1968:20). In Classic 
Maya art, not only faces but entire bodies can be found in the center of mirrors. An example 
is Caracol Stela 5, where figures emerge out of burning petaled mirrors ornamented with 

Figure 20. Aztec representation of solar mirrors: (a) figure wearing back mirror containing smoking 
fifth sun (from Taube 1983:Fig. 36a); (b) Calendar Stone with segmented rim containing day signs and 
encircling ring of turquoise quincunxes; two burning Xiuhcoatl serpents lie at edge of disk (drawing 

by Emily Umberger, reproduced courtesy of Emily Umberger). 

a
b



17 At Yaxchilan, figures impersonating the sun and moon sit within mirrors placed near the top 
of the monument. Tate (1986:63-67) terms the devices “ancestor cartouches,” noting that on Yaxchilan 
Stela 11, the figures are clearly ancestors of Shield Jaguar. 

18 The examples from Santa Rita and Tulum are mirrors worn at the back of the head. Although 
this is not a Teotihuacan or Classic Maya convention, it is commonly found in Postclassic Central 
Mexican codices (e.g., Codex Fejérváry-Mayer page 1, Codex Laud page 13). 
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hook-nosed serpents (Figure 21a).17 In Maya art, serpents are commonly found emerging 
through the face of mirrors (Figure 21b–d). Examples appear at Protoclassic Kaminaljuyu, 
Late Classic Palenque, and in the Postclassic murals of Santa Rita and Tulum.18 This concept 
was also present in Central Mexico. On page 24 of the Late Postclassic Codex Cospi, a serpent 
emerges through the face of a blue-rimmed mirror (Figure 21e). 

At Teotihuacan, serpents were also identified with mirror caves. In one Teotihuacan 
headdress, a pair of plumed serpents flank a shining quatrefoil cave device substituting for the 
central headdress mirror (Taube 1986:Fig. 9). The Las Colinas Bowl depicts the Teotihuacan 
feathered serpent passing through a mirror rim (Figure 21f). This motif is repeated on a 
monumental scale at the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, where two forms of serpents, Quetzalcoatl 

Figure 21. Pre-Hispanic representations of mirrors as passageways: (a) Classic Maya depiction of 
burning, petaled mirrors containing human figures, note hook-snouted serpents, detail of Caracol 
Stela 5 (after Beetz and Satterthwaite 1981:Fig. 6); (b) Protoclassic serpent emerging out of notched 
mirror, detail of Altar 14, Kaminaljuyu; (c) serpent emerging out of mirror with nen reflection sign, 
detail of Sarcophagus Lid, Palenque; (d) serpent head emerging from mirror worn at back of head, 
Mound 1, Santa Rita (after Gann 1900:Pl. 29); (e) serpent emerging out of surface of blue-rimmed 
mirror, detail of Codex Cospi page 24; (f) detail of ceramic bowl from Las Colinas, feather serpent 

passes through mirror rim (from Taube 1986:Fig. 8b).
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and an early form of the Xiuhcoatl appear on a great facade of feathered mirrors. Like the Las 
Colinas scene, the body of the feathered serpent is depicted passing through the feathered 
mirror rim (Figure 22). Far from being inert slabs of stone, Teotihuacan mirrors were vital 
passageways from which gods and ancestors communicated with the world of the living.

Conclusions
In this study, I have argued that pyrite mirrors are extremely common in the costume and 
iconography of Teotihuacan. The majority of feathered medallions found in Teotihuacan ico-
nography are representations of mirrors. At Teotihuacan, pyrite mirrors were an important 
component of both ritual and dress. The wearing of circular mirrors on the chest and brow 
can be easily traced to the Early and Middle Formative Olmec period, although here the 
devices were usually fashioned of grey iron oxide ores, such as magnetite and hematite, not 
golden pyrite (Carlson 1981:123, 124; Heizer and Gullberg 1981:112). However, the use of 
large mirrors on the back seems to have been an Early Classic innovation. This may have 
been partly due to the increased use of pyrite mosaic, which allowed for larger mirrors to be 
fashioned. During the Classic period, pyrite back mirrors were widespread in Mesoamerica; 
they were especially popular at Teotihuacan and serve almost as a hallmark of Teotihuacan 
costume and influence.

In consideration of the Kaminaljuyu tombs and representations in Classic Maya art, 
it is clear that pyrite mirror plaques were an important cult object shared between the 
Teotihuacanos and the Classic Maya. Many of the same forms and attributes found with 

Figure 22. Feathered serpent passing through feathered mirror rim, Temple of Quetzalcoatl, Teotihuacan.



19 Seler (1902-1923:5:368-369) describes some of the overlapping meanings of the mirror and other 
circular forms among the Huichol: “Sun-disk, face, eye, mirror, full blown flower, are all cognate ideas. 
The sun’s disk rising above the horizon is to the Huichol Indian, a nealika ‘face,’ and he also calls the 
round mirror which he buys of the Mexican dealer, a nealika. The moon, as Lumholtz heard, is a sikuli 
‘eye,’ and this word sikuli is equivalent to ‘mirror’ as the same Indian told the traveller” (English trans. 
in Seler 1939:3:Pt. 3:11). 

mirrors at Teotihuacan were also present among the Classic Maya. Unfortunately, Classic 
Maya pyrite mirrors have received little recent attention. Although it is beyond the scope of 
this study, an iconographic analysis of Classic Maya pyrite mirrors could shed much light 
not only on Maya mirror use but also on that of Classic Teotihuacan.

It has been noted that Teotihuacan mirrors did not simply symbolize one object but 
were identified with a wide range of things, such as eyes, faces, flowers, butterflies, hearths, 
pools of water, webs, woven shields, and caves. At first sight, this may appear strange, but it 
is clear that among later peoples of Mesoamerica, mirrors were also thought of in a variety of 
ways. Thus, among the modern Huichol, mirrors are considered to be faces, fire, the sun, and 
caves, and they are linked to a wide variety of other objects having similar circular forms.19 
Thus, like the Asian mandala, the mirrors are imbued with meaning and are causally linked 
to basic objects and even organizational principles of the world. With their identification 
with eyes, faces, and passageways, it is fairly clear that Teotihuacan mirrors were used in 
divination, a means of seeing into the supernatural world. The association of the diurnal 
flowers and butterflies with mirrors suggests that the golden pyrite disks were closely 
identified with the sun, an association found with the contemporaneous Classic Maya and 
later peoples of Mesoamerica. Although the mirrors of Teotihuacan display much that is 
innovative and unique, they also demonstrate the direct participation of this great center in 
the broader cultural sphere of Mesoamerica. 
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Figure 1. The Bilimek Pulque Vessel (from 
Nicholson and Quiñones Keber 1983:No. 14).

Figure 2. Comparison of face 
on front of Bilimek Vessel with 
Aztec Malinalli sign: (a) face on 

Bilimek Vessel, note malinalli 
hair (from Seler 1902-1923:2:915); 

(b) day sign Malinalli, Codex 
Magliabechiano (Boone 1983).
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b
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The Bilimek Vessel of the Museum für Völkerkunde in Vienna is a tour de force of Aztec 
lapidary art (Figure 1). Carved in dark-green phyllite, the vessel is covered with complex 
iconographic scenes. Eduard Seler (1902, 1902-1923:2:913-952) was the first to interpret its 
function and iconographic significance, noting that the imagery concerns the beverage 
pulque, or octli, the fermented juice of the maguey. In his pioneering analysis, Seler discussed 
many of the more esoteric aspects of the cult of pulque in ancient highland Mexico. In this 
study, I address the significance of pulque in Aztec mythology, cosmology, and calendrics 
and note that the Bilimek Vessel is a powerful period-ending statement pertaining to star 
gods of the night sky, cosmic battle, and the completion of the Aztec 52-year cycle.

The Iconography of the Bilimek Vessel
The most prominent element on the Bilimek Vessel is the large head projecting from the 
side of the vase (Figure 2a). Noting the bone jaw and fringe of malinalli grass hair, Seler 
(1902-1923:2:916) suggested that the head represents the day sign Malinalli, which for the 
Aztec frequently appears as a skeletal head with malinalli hair (Figure 2b). However, because 
the head is not accompanied by the numeral coefficient required for a complete tonalpohualli 
date, Seler rejected the Malinalli identification. Based on the appearance of the date 8 Flint 
on the vessel rim, Seler suggested that the face is the day sign Ozomatli, with an inferred 
tonalpohualli reference to the trecena 1 Ozomatli (1902-1923:2:922-923). However, it is now 
generally believed that the head is actually the day sign Malinalli (e.g., Klein 1980:162; 
Nicholson and Quiñones Keber 1983:62; Pasztory 1983:260; Umberger 1981:120). Moreover, I 
will suggest later that the Malinalli sign carries a coefficient, in this case the number 1.

In his argument for the tentative date of 1 Ozomatli, Seler (1902-1923:2:923) called atten-
tion to a damaged but still reconstructible date of 8 Tecpatl on the vessel rim. According to 
Seler, this date alludes to 1 Ozomatli, as it is the eighth day of the Ozomatli trecena. However, 
Umberger (1981:121) has argued that the date refers to the disastrous flooding of Tenochtitlan 
during the year of 8 Tecpatl, corresponding to ad 1500. However, rather than alluding to 1 
Ozomatli or the 1500 flood, the 8 Flint date refers directly to maguey. Caso (1959:94) notes 
that in one of the seventeenth-century Nahuatl chants recorded by Ruiz de Alarcón, maguey 
is explicitly labeled as chicuetecpacuiatzin, or “Lady 8 Tecpatl” (Coe and Whittaker 1982:172-
174). The personification of maguey was the goddess Mayahuel, patron of the thirteen-day 
trecena 1 Malinalli.

Just above the protruding Malinalli sign, a 4 Ollin solar disk is partly eclipsed by a 
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spotted device at the lower rim (Figure 3a). Seler (1902-1923:2:921) noted that the spotted por-
tion represents the starry night sky, and that in many scenes of pulque gods, there is a similar 
half-darkened sun (Figure 3c–e). According to Seler, this device may refer to the dawn or per-
haps to the drunkenness and loss of control caused by the drinking of pulque. The Bilimek 
device differs slightly from the other illustrated examples in that the night portion is curved, 
much like the outline of the moon during a solar eclipse. In the Telleriano-Remensis (see Hamy 
1899) representation of a solar eclipse during the year of 4 Tecpatl, the lower portion of the 
sun is similarly obscured by a curving disk, here marked by a lunar crescent against a field of 
black (Figure 3b). Rather than referring to the dawn, the Bilimek sign probably represents a 
solar eclipse. On each side of the solar device, there are deity figures menacing the sun with 
staffs and stones. As shown below, these figures are tzitzimime—star demons that threaten to 
destroy the world during solar eclipses and other periods of darkness.1

In central Mexican thought, pulque was identified with the moon and the night. For 
example, lunar crescents commonly appear on pulque vessels and as the yacametztli nose 
pieces worn by pulque gods (Goncalves de Lima 1978; Nicholson 1991:172). According to 
the Florentine Codex, the ceremonial drinking of pulque by old men and women was usually 
performed at night (Sahagún 1950-1982:Book 4:118). The same manuscript also mentions 
specific festivals involving the nocturnal drinking of pulque (Sahagún 1950-1982:Book 2:21, 

Figure 3. The darkened sun 
sign and pulque: (a) sun 

partly eclipsed by starry night 
sky, note attacking star gods, 
detail of Bilimek Vessel (after 

Seler 1902-1923:2:921, 932-
933); (b) solar eclipse during 
year of 4 Tecpatl, Telleriano-
Remensis; (c) half-covered 

sun, Aubin Tonalamatl, page 11 
(see Aguilera 1981); (d) half-
covered sun, Codex Borgia, 

page 68; (e) half-covered sun, 
Codex Borbonicus, page 11; 

(f) sun covered with pulque 
stream, Codex Fejérváry-Mayer, 

page 25; (g) pulque pot in 
night sky, Codex Borbonicus, 

page 8.
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 1 The depiction of tzitzimime star demons attacking the sun recalls pages 23 and 24 of the Maya 
Codex Paris. Here a series of figures—widely interpreted as constellations (see Love 1993)—are shown 
attacking solar eclipse signs. Dicken Everson (personal communication 1991) has pointed out that dur-
ing total solar eclipses, stars are visible in close proximity to the sun, as if these celestial bodies were 
menacing the sun.
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95, 110, 168, Book 4:47). In the Codex Borbonicus (see Nowotny and Durand-Forest 1974) illus-
tration of the trecena 1 Malinalli, dedicated to the pulque goddess Mayahuel, the starry night 
sky surrounds a pulque pot (Figure 3g). One of the most direct identifications of pulque with 
night appears on page 25 of the Codex Fejérváry-Mayer (see Burland 1971) (Figure 3f). Here 
the night portion of the darkened sun is not represented as a body of stars, but instead, as a 
curving stream of foaming pulque. The Fejérváry-Mayer scene suggests that pulque may have 
served as a metaphor for the “milky way.” Although this remains to be proven, pulque and 
the night were linked clearly in central Mexican belief.

To the ancient Aztec, pulque was also identified with defeated and sacrificed warriors. 
According to Pasztory (1983:260), the pulque gods were the patrons of warriors destined for 
sacrifice. Just before the gladiatorial temalacatl sacrifice, captive warriors were served pulque 
(Sahagún 1950-1982:Book 2:52). Pulque was widely consumed following the Panquetzaliztli 
sacrifice of captive warriors (Sahagún 1950-1982:Book 2:148). In pre-Hispanic and colonial 
illustrations of the trecena 1 Ozomatli, captive warriors in the form of the eagle and jaguar 
military orders commonly stand before the half-darkened sun and the presiding pulque god 
Pahtecatl (Figure 4a). The bas-reliefs from the pulque temple of Tepoztecatl at Tepoztlan, 

Figure 4. Pulque and 
war iconography of 

Late Postclassic central 
Mexico: (a) Pahtecatl 

with captive eagle 
and jaguar warriors, 

Codex Borbonicus, page 
11 (from Seler 1902-

1923:3:493); (b) portion 
of reliefs from pulque 
temple at Tepoztlan, 
note pulque pot and 
weapons and shield 
at right (from Seler 
1902-1923:3:501).

a
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Morelos, display explicit references to pulque, war, sacrifice, and the spirit of the dead war-
rior (Figure 4b; see Seler 1902-1923:3:487-513).

According to the Aztec, the souls of sacrificed warriors became stars personified by the 
star god Mixcoatl (Nicholson 1971:426; Seler 1963:1:196). In the Historia de los mexicanos por 
sus pinturas, Mixcoatl-Camaxtli is said to have discovered pulque (Nicholson 1991:160) and, 
in the same account, this god created the 400 drunken Chichimec that were killed to nourish 
the sun. Three depictions of Mixcoatl appear on a polychrome olla, possibly for pulque, exca-
vated at the Aztec Templo Mayor (Figure 5a). Mixcoatl, or “cloud serpent” was not simply 
a star or constellation but seems to have represented the great Milky Way (Beyer 1965a:325; 
Robelo 1980:279). Rather than being entirely benevolent, Mixcoatl was also identified with 
the tzitzimime star demons who dove headlong to the earth during times of darkness. As 
Seler (1963:1:193) noted, the Telleriano-Remensis and Codex Vaticanus A (see Corona Núñez 
1964) specify that the veintena of Mixcoatl, Quecholli, concerned the tzitzimime: “la caída de los 
demonios que dicen que eran estrellas.” In Aztec art, captives destined for sacrifice commonly 
appear in the guise of Mixcoatl (Figure 5c).

Seler (1963:1:196) suggested that the identification of sacrificed warriors with 
Mixcoatl corresponds to the mythical episode of the newly born Huitzilopochtli slaying 
Coyolxauhqui and the Centzon Huitznahua, the “400 southerners” (see Sahagún 1950-
1982:Book 3:4). According to Seler (1902-1923:2:967), the killing of the Centzon Huitznahua 
by Huitzilopochtli describes the conquering of the stars by the dawning sun. In other words, 
the souls of dead warriors and the Centzon Huitznahua represent the forces of night and 
darkness, the enemies of the solar Huitzilopochtli.

The Centzon Huitznahua were conceptually related to the pulque gods known 
as the Centzon Totochtin, or 400 Rabbits. Along with being identified with pulque and 

a
b

c

Figure 5. The deity Mixcoatl and captive 
warriors destined for sacrifice: (a) Mixcoatl, 
detail of polychrome olla excavated at the 

Templo Mayor (after Seler 1902-1923:2:866); 
(b) Mixcoatl, Codex Magliabechiano (after 

Seler 1963:1:Fig. 448); (c) sacrificial 
captives, Codex Telleriano-Remensis (after 

Seler 1963:1:Fig. 454a-b).
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drunkenness, the sign Tochtli, or “rabbit” 
is the southern year bearer, the obvious 
direction of the Centzon Huitznahua. The 
Quichean Popol Vuh mentions an episode 
in which Zipacna slays 400 drunken 
youths. At their death, these youths 
were turned into the Pleiades, or Motz in 
Quiche (Recinos 1950:101). According to 
Brasseur de Bourbourg (cited in Recinos 
1950:101), these 400 drunken youths are 
identical to the pulque gods, the Centzon 
Totochtin. This episode also relates to 
the death of the 400 drunken Chichimec 
mentioned in the Historia de los mexicanos 
por sus pinturas. Both this account and the 
Popol Vuh suggest that along with being 
the night stars, the Centzon Huitznahua 
are also gods of drunkenness, that is, the 
Centzon Totochtin.

Figure 6. (a) 
The greenstone 

goddess 
excavated from 

the Templo 
Mayor; (b) 

detail of pulque 
god Ome 

Tochtli as god 
of castigation 

(from Pasztory 
1983:Pl. 106).

The Huitzilopochtli side of the Templo Mayor contains strong contextual evidence 
that the Aztec equated the Centzon Totochtin with the Centzton Huitznahua. The Templo 
Mayor greenstone figure representing a pulque goddess and Ome Tochtli—the generic 
name of the 400 pulque gods—was discovered in direct association with the famed relief 
of Coyolxauhqui, the sister and leader of the Centzon Huitznahua (Figure 6; Pasztory 
1983:155-157). Accompanying the Stage IVb sculptures of Coyolxauhqui and the greenstone 
pulque goddess, Offertory Cache 6 contained a seated stone image of a pulque god, complete 
with the square ear ornaments, yacametztli nose piece, and pointed headdress often found 
with pulque gods (see Nicholson and Quiñones Keber 1983:No. 27). Eight standing male 
sculptures were discovered leaning against the base of the earlier Stage III Huitzilopochtli 
temple stairs (Matos Moctezuma 1988:Color Pl. 9, Illos. 112-113). Matos Moctezuma (1988:73) 
suggests that these figures represent the defeated Centzon Huitznahua. With their pointed 
headdresses, square ear ornaments and frequent nose pieces, the figures are notably similar 
to the seated Stage IVb pulque god, and can be also identified as pulque gods. Six of the eight 
standing pulque gods are standard bearers with the right arm upraised, and very closely 
resemble Monument 1 from Poza Larga, Veracruz. This monument also represents a stan-
dard bearer with the yacametztli nose piece, square ear ornaments, and pointed crown (see 
Solís 1981:Pl. 56). The chest of this figure bears the date Ome Tochtli, the sign of the Centzon 
Totochtin. Like the later Coyolxauhqui relief, the eight sculptures from the Phase III temple 
steps represent the defeated enemies of Huitzilopochtli, here as the Centzon Totochtin.

The reverse side of the Bilimek Vessel displays a goddess of fearsome aspect (Figures 7 
and 8a). Appearing with jaguar hands and feet, she clutches a pair of personified flint blades 
in her taloned hands. The sunken eyes, crenelated nose, and exposed teeth denote that she 
is at least partly skeletalized. The position of her head—inverted but facing frontally—sug-
gests decapitation (Seler 1902-1923:2:946). A pair of Xiuhcoatl fire serpents displaying the 
attributes of the atl-tlachinolli fire sign appear to originate from her loins (Figures 7 and 9a). 
Snake attributes may also be seen in her skirt, which is fringed with serpent heads.

a

b
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Figure 7. Bas-relief scene on back of Bilimek Vessel (composite after Seler 1902-1923:2:932-933, 944).

Figure 8. Comparison of pulque goddess with tzitzimitl and Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl: (a) head of pulque 
goddess, note skeletal mouth and paper banners (from Seler 1902-1923:2:944); (b) female goddess 

upon xiuhmolpilli year bundle (after Moedano Köer 1951:Fig. 1); (c) tzitzimitl, Codex Magliabechiano; (d) 
Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl during Tititl burial of year bundle, Codex Borbonicus, page 36.

a

b c d
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Because of the serpent skirt, Seler (1902) identified the 
Bilimek goddess as Coatlicue, or She of the Serpent Skirt. 
However, although Seler noted the pulque vessel between her 
outstretched legs (Figure 10), he missed an especially important 
detail. Nicholson and Quiñones Keber (1983:62) point out that 
two streams of liquid squirt from the hanging breasts of the god-
dess into the pulque pot below, illustrating that the viscous white 
pulque is her milk. In central Mexican thought, pulque is closely 
identified with the milk of women. According to one Aztec cure 
for eye worms, either the drops of pulque or women’s milk 
were to be placed in the eyes (Sahagún 1950-1982:Book 10:144). 
The Vaticanus A describes Mayahuel, the goddess of pulque and 
the trecena 1 Malinalli, as having virtually innumerable breasts; 
una señora que tenía cuatrocientos tetas (Corona Núñez 1964:3:74). 
According to the Histoire du mechique, the grandmother and guard-
ian of Mayahuel was the paramount leader of the tzitzimime, the 
star demons who threaten humanity with universal destruction 
(Garibay 1965:107). The Bilimek figure represents the pulque 

Figure 9. The xiuhmolpilli year bundle: (a) pair of year bundles appearing on Bilimek 
Vessel (after Seler 1902-1923:2:946); (b) year bundle of completed 52-year cycle 

displayed during final month of Tititl, Codex Borbonicus, page 36.

a

b

Figure 10. Pulque 
streams pouring from 

breasts of Bilimek 
goddess into pulque 
pot (after Seler 1902-

1923:2:944).
goddess as a devouring, beastlike tzitzimitl.

The Bilimek goddess corresponds to descriptions and depictions of tzitzimime. According 
to the Códice Zumárraga (cited in Robelo 1980:709), the tzitzimime were sky-dwelling skeletal 
women, recalling the skeletal face of the Bilimek figure. The Codex Magliabechiano (see Boone 
1983) provides an excellent depiction of an explicitly labeled tzitzimitl (Figure 8c). The figure 
appears as a taloned skeletal woman with a snake emerging from her loins. Although in this 
scene only one snake is illustrated, this may not differ from the pair of snakes found with 
the Bilimek figure. In Nahuatl, the term coatl refers to “twin” as well as “snake” (Simeón 
1977:115). Among the ancient Mexicans, twins were considered with a horror accorded to 
a monstrous birth, and it is possible that the serpents allude to this fearsome condition. 
Supplied with paper banners and curling hair, the head of the Bilimek figure is quite similar 
to that of the Magliabechiano tzitzimitl.
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One of the best known times for the appearance of the tzitzimime was during the vigil 
marking the end of the 52-year cycle (see Sahagún 1950-1982:Book 7:27). A stone represen-
tation of the xiuhmolpilli year bundle for the 52-year cycle depicts a tzitzimitl as a spider 
descending from the night sky (Moedano Köer 1951:Fig. 1). Immediately below the spider, 
there is the head of a skeletalized goddess much like that appearing on the Bilimek Vessel 
(Figure 8b). Like the Bilimek and Magliabechiano figures, the entity displays twisted hair, paper 
banners, and paper ear pendants. Although Moedano Köer (1951:106) identified this figure 
as Mictlantecuhtli, Nicholson (cited in Nicholson and Quiñones Keber 1983:45) considers it a 
tzitzimitl. The xiuhmolpilli entity is probably a tzitzimitl as the aged earth and death goddess 
known by such epithets as Ilamatecuhtli, Cihuacoatl, and Quilaztli. Caso (1940) noted that 
Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl plays an important role in the Codex Borbonicus illustration of the 
burial of the year bundles during the month of Tititl (Figures 8d and 9b). In one Aztec song, 
Cihuacoatl, or “serpent woman,” is referred to as a female warrior and war goddess (Seler 
1902-1923:2:1048-1051). It will be recalled that a pair of atl-tlachinolli war serpents emerge 
from the loins of the Bilimek figure. According to Durán (1971:210), Cihuacoatl is identical 
to Quilaztli. Along with being a goddess of twin births, Quilaztli was also referred to as a 
tzitzimicihuatl, or “woman tzitzimitl” (Robelo 1980:85, 449). Klein (1980:162) notes that the 
Bilimek figure closely resembles Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl. This identification is probably 
correct, although the figure is also a monstrous, devouring tzitzimitl.

Cecelia Klein (personal communication 1991) suggests that the Bilimek pulque goddess 
is the same entity represented on the aforementioned greenstone sculpture discovered at the 
Templo Mayor (Figure 6a). Although López Austin (1979) identified the figure as Mayahuel, 
Klein (1990) notes that she is probably the demonic tzitzimitl grandmother of Mayahuel. 
This female figure probably represents Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl. Like the Bilimek figure, the 
greenstone goddess has a fleshless mouth and paper banners in her hair. The band of stars 
running along the edge of her skirt corresponds to the dress of Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl 
who, according to Sahagún (1950-1982:Book 2:155), wore a “starry skirt,” or citlalli icue.

A smaller figure appears on the upper abdomen of the greenstone goddess (Figure 6b). 
López Austin (1979) notes that this represents the well-known pulque god Ome Tochtli, or 2 

Figure 11. Rabbit gods of pulque and dance appearing on Bilimek Vessel: (a) date Ce 
Tochtli (1 Rabbit) appearing near base of Bilimek Vessel (after Seler 1902-1923:2:951); 
(b) date Ce Tochtli, detail of stone year plaque, Late Postclassic central Mexico (after 

Westheim 1957:Fig. 24); (c) pulque god, possibly Ome Tochtli (after Seler 1902-1923:2:932 
and photograph courtesy Emily Umberger); (d) pulque god with rabbit ears (after Seler 
1902-1923:2:932 and photographs courtesy Emily Umberger); (e) rabbit dance god (after 

Seler 1902-1923:2:933 and photographs courtesy Emily Umberger).
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Rabbit. Thus the figure not only displays the characteristic nose piece and headdress of the 
pulque gods, but is also accompanied by the name 2 Rabbit. Nonetheless, the figure displays 
two unusual characteristics, these being the outstretched position of the arms and the form 
of the lower body, which is rendered as the Mexican sign for “stone.” It will be subsequently 
noted that both the hand positioning and the reference to stone probably refer to tzitzimime, 
here as diving gods of castigation.

On the upper sides of the Bilimek Vessel, facing out from the central pulque goddess, 
is a series of eight anthropomorphic beings (Figure 7). It has been mentioned that two of 
these figures appear to be menacing the eclipsed sun. The other six figures also face the 
sun; together, they probably represent an army of tzitzimime star demons attacking the 
sun. The majority of these figures are accompanied by lines of circular elements that have 
generally been interpreted as numerical coefficients. Based on his incorrect interpretation of 
the projecting Malinalli head as the date 1 Ozomatli, Seler (1902-1923:2:929) interpreted the 
circles as referring to dates occurring in the trecena of 1 Ozomatli. According to Seler, these 
reconstructed dates serve as the calendrical names of the illustrated gods. However, aside 
from the fact that the projecting face does not refer to 1 Ozomatli, there is no reason why the 
requisite day names are not illustrated. I suggest later that rather than being coefficients, 
these lines of circles probably have an entirely different meaning.

Four of the eight figures hold stones and wooden staffs in their hands (Figures 11c–e, 
12c). Seler (1902-1923:2:934) noted that this corresponds to the Nahuatl expression tetl-cuahuitl, 
or “wood and stone,” a reference to castigation. Two of the staff and stone wielders wear the 
yacametztli nose piece, identifying them as pulque gods (Figures 11c–d). Their circular eyes 
resemble those of the rabbit, or tochtli, and one of the figures clearly supports a pair of rabbit 
ears (Figure 11d). In costume, these figures are very similar to the representation of Ome 
Tochtli upon the greenstone goddess (Figure 6). However, in this case, the stone sign for 
castigation is not held in the hand, but forms the body of the god. Considering the vices and 
dangers that the Aztecs associated with pulque (see Sahagún 1950-1982:Book 6:68-71), it is 
entirely appropriate that these pulque gods are depicted as gods of punishment.2

Figure 12. Central Mexican gods appearing on the Bilimek Vessel (after Seler 1902-1923:2:932-
933 and photographs courtesy Emily Umberger): (a) Xiuhtecuhtli with burning Xiuhcoatl 
fire serpent; (b) Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli with smoking star on chest; (c) Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl 

wearing probable rabbit headdress.

a
b c

 2 During the drinking that followed the Panquetzaliztli sacrifice of captive warriors, the leaders of 
the telpochcalli drank pulque in secrecy. If they were caught, they were struck with sticks and stones, the 
same weapons held by the Bilimek figures (Sahagún 1950-1982:Book 2:148).
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Directly below the two pulque gods, a pair of small diving figures wear conical paper 
elements upon their backs (Figure 13a). Both hold probable weapons in their outstretched 
hands, and horizontal facial banding can be discerned on the lower figure. According to 
Seler (1902:342), these figures represent the tzitzimime star demons who descend headfirst 
from the heavens to punish mankind. They are notably similar to an entity appearing on a 
greenstone pectoral from the Huitzilopochtli side of the Aztec Templo Mayor (Figure 13b). 
Like the Bilimek pair, the entity has a banded face, wields weapons, wears the conical paper 
back element, and has his hair pulled into two hornlike projections.3 This pectoral was found 
in the same cist containing the greenstone sculpture of the skeletal goddess and Ome Tochtli 
(Figure 6).

The other side of the vessel depicts a figure wearing a headdress similar to that of the 

Figure 13. Tzitzimime 
and ahuiateteo in Aztec 

sculpture and the Codex 
Borgia year-bearer pages: (a) 

pair of tzitzimime figures, 
note horned coiffure and 
conical paper elements 

on back, detail of Bilimek 
Vessel (after Seler 1902-

1923:2:932 and photograph 
courtesy Emily Umberger); 
(b) tzitzimitl figure, possibly 
a synthesis of Mixcoatl and 

Tezcatlipoca; carving on 
back of greenstone plaque 

from the Templo Mayor 
(after Bonifaz Nuño 1981:Pl. 

27b); (c) ahuiateotl and 
cihuateotl couple as diving 

tzitzimime pair, Codex Borgia, 
pages 49–52; (d) ahuiateotl 
named Macuilmalinalli, 
Codex Borgia, page 52; (e) 
Macuilmalinalli letting 

blood (detail), Codex Borgia, 
page 53.
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b
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 3 The figure holds the netted hunting bag of Mixcoatl-Camaxtli, and it is possible that this tzitzimitl 
is portrayed as a combination of Mixcoatl and Tezcatlipoca.
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pair of pulque gods (Figure 11e). However, in this case he has the cut shell oyohualli pendant 
and the tasseled loincloth found with a dancing figure on page 52 of the Vaticanus B (Seler 
1902-1903). Accordingly, Seler (1902-1923:2:945) suggests that this entity is a god of dance. 
Aside from his particular dress, he seems to be bearded and has a smoking element, probably 
a cigar, projecting from his mouth. This figure is clearly part rabbit, and displays the long 
ears, round eye, buck teeth, and lolling tongue frequently found with Aztec representations 
of rabbits (Figure 11a–b).

The final three figures near the upper rim of the vessel are well-known Aztec gods 
(Figure 12). On the vessel side displaying the pulque gods and descending tzitzimime, an 
entity wields a burning Xiuhcoatl fire serpent (Figure 12a). Because of the Xiuhcoatl and 
the projecting pair of fire sticks in the headdress, Seler (1902-1923:2:932) correctly identi-
fied this as Xiuhtecuhtli, the god of fire. The corresponding figure on the other side of the 
great pulque goddess is skeletal and wields a shield and spearthrower; a smoking star sign 
appears prominently displayed on the abdomen (Figure 12b). Seler (1902-1923:2:942) noted 
that this is Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli, the atlatl-wielding god of the morning star. The third and 
final figure holds the stone and wooden staff associated with the dance and pulque gods 
(Figure 12c). The entity wears a mammalian headdress, probably a rabbit. Although Seler 
(1902-1923:2:944-945) noted that the figure displays the prominent cut-conch, “wind-jewel” 
pectoral of Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, he neglected to point out the characteristically billed face 
of Ehecatl projecting out of the headdress. Based on the Ehecatl face and shell pectoral, this 
figure can be securely identified as Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl.

The Bilimek Vessel and the 52-Year Cycle

The night vigil marking the end of a 52-year cycle constituted one of the most dramatic 
and renowned rites of the ancient Aztec. Occurring during the month of Panquetzaliztli in 
the year of 2 Acatl, this was the New Fire ceremony known as the “binding of the years,” 
toxiuhmolpia. An important element of the New Fire rites was the making of a faggot bundle, 
with each stick representing a year in the 52-year cycle (Figure 9b). Two such xiuhmolpilli 
bundles appear on the Bilimek Vessel, emanating from the mouths of the Xiuhcoatl serpent 
pair (Figure 9a). One bundle is clearly marked with the xiuhuitl turquoise quincunx, identify-
ing it as a xiuhmolpilli year bundle. The Bilimek bundles are paired with gouts of water, and 
together, the burning bundles and water refer to atl-tlachinolli, or war. However, this use of 
burning year bundles to allude to the fire aspect of atl-tlachinolli is unique. The appearance of 
year bundles on the Bilimek Vessel concerns more than simply war. It will be seen that this 
vase contains other references to the completion of the 52-year cycle.

The primary and most frequently cited account of the Aztec New Fire ceremony 
appears in the Florentine Codex (Sahagún 1950-l982:Book 7:25-32). Many of the ritual episodes 
mentioned in this text are graphically illustrated in the Codex Borbonicus (see Caso 1940). 
However, these two sources by no means exhaust the available information pertaining to 
the 52-year cycle of ancient Mexico. Important passages also appear in two pre-Hispanic 
screenfolds, the Borgia (pages 49–52) and Vaticanus B (pages 17–23) codices. In the Borgia pas-
sage, the 20 day names are grouped according to the four directions, with particular trees, 
gods, and temples associated with each direction. Both Seler (1963:2:101) and Thompson 
(1934) mentioned that the four scenes beginning on Borgia page 49 are notably similar to 
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Akbal, and finally, Chicchan before the year bearer Lamat on page 28. In the cited Borgia and 
Vaticanus B passages, the year bearer and preceding day are also carefully delineated. In the 
upper right corner of Borgia page 49, a sky bearer stands atop the Mexican year bearer Acatl, 
corresponding to the east (Figure 14). The preceding day Malinalli is placed in the night sky 
directly above. Beginning on page 49, the order runs as follows: Malinalli to Acatl, Ollin to 
Tecpatl, Ehecatl to Calli, and finally, Mazatl to Tochtli. Precisely the same pattern appears 
with the sky bearers illustrated on pages 19–22 of the Vaticanus B. It is especially noteworthy 
that these day names correspond entirely to those appearing in the Dresden New Year pages. 
Thus the day sign Malinalli is equivalent to Eb, Acatl to Ben, and so on. In other words, in 
both the Mexican and Dresden manuscripts, Malinalli or Eb is depicted before the first and 
eastern year bearer.

The day immediately preceding the new year bearer probably had special import as 
it not only corresponds to the last day of the old year, but also appears in the same cardinal 
direction.4 Thus as the last day of the year bearer Tochtli, Malinalli is also a southern sign. 
With the appearance of the year bearer Acatl, the annual as well as day direction shifts from 
the south to the east. The sky bearers illustrated in the Borgia and Vaticanus B codices may 
well illustrate this climactic shifting of world directions and associations at the onset of the 
new year. In view of the placement of the preceding day in the night sky, the Borgia and 

 4 For the Postclassic Yucatec Maya, there is abundant evidence that the year was named after 
the appearance of the year bearer on the first day of the year, or 1 Pop. However, Caso (1967:59) 
suggested that for the Aztec, the year was named by the occurrence of the year bearer on the final day 
of the last 20-day month, in other words, the day immediately before the five-day nemontemi (Broda 
de Casas 1969:35-36). Nicholson (cited in Nicholson and Quiñones Keber 1983:45) noted that the stone 
xiuhmolpilli bundle published by Moedano Köer (1951) provides support for the Caso interpretation. 
Thus, the date appearing on the bundle, 1 Acatl, corresponds in the Caso system to the final day of the 
veintena Panquetzaliztli for the year 2 Acatl. However, there is no indication that the Aztec system was 
used in the Borgia and Vaticanus B codices. In the present discussion of the Borgia and Vaticanus B, I will 
follow the Yucatec Maya system of the year being named by the appearance of the year bearer on the 
first of the year.

the well-known New Year pages 
appearing in the Postclassic Maya 
Codex Dresden (see Thompson 1972). 
Pages 25–28 portray representations 
of specific trees, gods, and temples 
oriented to the glyphs of the four 
directions. The succession of four 
yearbearer days beginning the new 
year is repeated 13 times on each 
Dresden page, thus providing an 
entire round of 52 years.

In the Dresden New Year 
pages, the day preceding the year 
bearer is also represented 13 times. 
Beginning on page 25, the day sign 
Eb precedes the year bearer Ben, the 
day Caban before Edznab, Ik before 

Figure 14. Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli as sky bearer associated 
with eastern year bearer Acatl; note Malinalli day sign in 

night sky. Codex Borgia, page 49.
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Vaticanus B sky-bearer scenes may refer to a night vigil, quite like that recorded for the end of 
the 52-year cycle. In this regard, it should be noted that both the contact-period Yucatec and 
contemporary highland Maya mark the appearance of the new year bearer with a night vigil 
(Barrera Vásquez 1965:72; de la Garza ed. 1983:2:37; Oakes 1951:99; Tedlock 1982:99-100).

In the Borgia year-bearer pages, there are other scenes that recall the Aztec New Fire 
ceremony. At the bottom right of each page, an individual drills new fire, an important 
component of the Aztec New Fire ceremony. Seler (1963:2:97) compared these scenes to an 
episode in the Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas. After the heavens and stars were 
created, Tezcatlipoca in the guise of Mixcoatl fashioned new fire in the year of 2 Acatl; the 
text states that this was the origin of the New Fire ceremony (Garibay 1965:33; Nicholson 
1971:400). As in the case of the suggested annual night vigil, the appearance of the New Fire 
rite in the Borgia year-bearer pages implies that the making of new fire may not have been 
limited to only the 52-year ceremony but was a common component of Mexican new-year 
ceremonies.5

In each of the Borgia year-bearer pages, a pair of descending figures appear immedi-
ately above the fire-making scene (Figure l3c). In their hands, they carry such symbols as the 
tetlcuahuitl castigation sign, the cord of strangulation, weapons, and the atl-tlachinolli sign for 
war. In other words these beings appear as agents of divine castigation. The diving figures 
are clearly analogous to the tzitzimitl pair appearing on the Bilimek Vessel. Although making 
no mention of the Bilimek examples, Seler (1963:2:96) also identified the Borgia figures as 
tzitzimime. The hand positions of the Borgia examples are identical to the greenstone repre-
sentation of Ome Tochtli, probably also rendered as a tzitzimitl (Figure 6).

Seler (1963:2:96-97) noted that the descending male figures in the Borgia year-bearer 
pages are identical to the series of male gods represented on the immediately preceding 
pages 47 and 48.6 Although Seler mentioned that the first four of the five figures on pages 
47 and 48 correspond perfectly in color and order to the diving males in the year-bearer 
pages, he neglected to point out that the attendant divinatory symbols of castigation are also 
identical. On page 48, the fifth green-painted figure is accompanied by a symbol of corn. 
Although not represented as a diving god on the four following year-bearer pages, the figure 
lets blood in front of a great maize plant on page 53, the final portion of the year-bearer 
passage (Figure 13e). This green individual is also in the bottom left corner of the preceding 
page 52, corresponding to the final southern year bearer Tochtli. In this case, he is explicitly 
named Macuilmalinalli, or 5 Grass (Figure 13d). Clearly, the five gods appearing on Borgia 
pages 47 and 48 are inextricably linked to the following year-bearer passage.

Seler (1963:2:63) identified the five figures on Borgia pages 47 and 48 as the ahuiateteo, 
gods of excess pleasure and attendant punishment. Each of these five gods is named by 
the coefficient of five, or macuil. Seler (1963:2:76) noted that for the Aztec, the number 5 

 5 Landa (in Tozzer 1941:152-153) mentions that the ancient Yucatec Maya performed an annual 
New Fire ceremony at the installation of the 365-day year. Song 12 of the colonial Yucatec Cantares de 
Dzitbalche describes the seating of the new 365-day year. The song refers to the extinction of the old fire 
along with mentioning a night vigil (Barrera Vásquez 1965:71-73).
 6 Seler (1963:2:96) also noted that the female figures accompanying the diving ahuiateteo on Borgia 
pages 49–52 correspond to the five female cihuateteo illustrated on pages 47 and 48. However, although 
the diving females do probably also refer to cihuateteo, the correspondences between the two groups of 
ahuiateteo are far more developed. For example, the cihuateteo on pages 47 and 48 lack the symbols of 
castigation wielded by the diving women on pages 49–52.
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signified excess, and in support cited the Florentine Codex account in which a Huastec king 
consumed a fifth cup of pulque, causing him to become shamefully drunk (Sahagún 1950-
1982:Book 10:193). Beginning with the first on page 47, the ahuiateteo are calendrically named 
as follows: Macuilcuetzpalin (5 Lizard), Macuilcozcacuauhtli (5 Vulture), Macuiltochtli (5 
Rabbit), Macuilxochitl (5 Flower), and finally, Macuilmalinalli (5 Grass). Seler (1963:2:63) 
noted that the second portion of the calendrical names also have something in common: all 
five of the day names correspond to the direction south. In addition, they also occur in the 
five southern trecenas of 1 Xochitl, 1 Malinalli, 1 Cuetzpalin, 1 Cozcacuauhtli, and 1 Tochtli. 
Thus, along with being gods of drunkenness, dance, and sexuality, the ahuiateteo were also 
identified with the south. In view of the symbols of castigation in their hands, the Bilimek 
pair can best be identified as tzitzimime demons in the form of punishing ahuiateteo.

To the ancient Aztec, the tzitzimime were greatly feared star beings that dove to the 
earth at certain astronomical and calendrical events:

The Tzitzimime were stars, constellations, or planets in the heavens, who were considered 
under certain circumstances to be baneful. During eclipses of the sun, they were believed to 
descend headlong to earth to devour human beings; in other words, they were considered 
to be visible through the darkening of the heavens. (Thompson 1934:231)

It has been noted that the eight tzitzimime figures on the upper portion of the Bilimek Vessel 
are attacking the partially eclipsed sun. To the Aztec, solar eclipses were related thematically 
to another event, the night vigil marking the end of a 52-year cycle. In the Vaticanus A and 
Telleriano-Remensis illustrations of the 2 Acatl New Fire event of 1507, a solar-eclipse sign 
is prominently displayed. Rather than being limited to only solar eclipses, the tzitzimime 
could also appear during the New Fire vigil. According to Sahagún (1950-l982:Book 7:27), the 
tzitzimime would descend if new fire was not created on the hill of the star:

It was claimed that if fire could not be drawn, then [the sun] would be destroyed forever; 
all would be ended; there would evermore be night. Nevermore would the sun come forth. 
Night would prevail forever, and the demons of darkness [tzitzimime] would descend, to 
eat men.

Rather than referring to an eclipse of the sun, the tzitzimime appearing on the Bilimek Vessel 
and Borgia scenes concern calendrical-period endings, the completion of the vague year and 
the 52-year cycle.

Seler (1902-1903:89-90, 1963:2:105) first mentioned that the sky bearers appearing in the 
Borgia and Vaticanus B codices probably refer to stars and constellations that descend to earth 
in the form of tzitzimime. In support, Seler cited the Crónica mexicana of Tezozomoc, which 
refers to the Tzitzimimec Ilhuicatzitzquique, the angeles de aire, sostenadores del cielo. Seler 
(1902-1903:85-88) noted that the series of sky bearers appearing in the Borgia and Vaticanus 
B are virtually identical. Beginning with the year bearer Acatl, Seler identified the sky bear-
ers as follows: Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli, Huitzilopochtli, Ehecatl, and finally, Mictlantecuhtli 
with the year bearer Tochtli. Thompson (1934) essentially agreed with these identifications, 
although he noted that the figure appearing with the year bearer Tecpatl bears no clear attri-
butes of Huitzilopochtli. Thompson (1934:217) identified this god as a rare representation 
of Otontecuhtli. However, this deity is not Otontecuhtli but the god of fire, Xiuhtecuhtli. In 
fact, Seler (1963:2:107) noted that the being displays the attributes of Xiuhtecuhtli. However, 
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because of the blue coloring of the Borgia example, Seler argued that the figure represented 
the fire god in the form of Huitzilopochtli. Body coloring alone is not a reliable criterion 
for deity identification. In the Borgia, Xiuhtecuhtli appears with a wide variety of facial 
patterning and body coloration. For example, in the upper right corner of Borgia page 46, 
Xiuhtecuhtli is also depicted with a blue body.

Although unnoticed by Seler and subsequent researchers, the Bilimek Vessel depicts 
at least three and probably four of the sky bearers appearing in the Borgia and Vaticanus B 
codices. Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli and Xiuhtecuhtli, corresponding to the year bearer Acatl and 
Tecpatl, flank the head of the pulque goddess (Figures 7, 12a–b). Ehecatl, god of the third 
and western year bearer Calli, appears in front of Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli, as if to menace the 
half-darkened sun appearing on the front of the vessel (Figure 12c).

Three of the four codical sky bearers are clearly delineated on the Bilimek Vessel; how-
ever, there remains the sky bearer Mictlantecuhtli, corresponding to the fourth and final year 
bearer Tochtli, the sign of the south. In view of the calendrics upon the Bilimek Vessel, the 
skeletal death god should have an especially prominent position. The date 1 Tochtli actually 
appears on the front of the Bilimek Vessel, here marking the abdomen of the Tlaltecuhtli 
earth monster placed at the vessel base (Figure 11a). According to the Historia de los mexicanos 
por sus pinturas, the earth was fashioned in the year 1 Tochtli, the year immediately before the 
first New Fire ceremony held in the year of 2 Acatl (Garibay 1965:32-33; Nicholson 1971:400). 
It will be recalled that the day name Malinalli is displayed prominently at the front of the 
vessel (Figures 1 and 2). Along with Tochtli, Malinalli is a southern day sign. Moreover, 
as we have observed in the Borgia and Vaticanus B sky-bearer scenes, Malinalli is the day 
immediately prior to the eastern year bearer Acatl.

At first appearance, the Malinalli sign on the Bilimek Vessel is an anomaly in 
Mesoamerican calendrical notation. To have calendrical meaning, the day sign must be 
accompanied with a numerical coefficient. It will be recalled that the date of 8 Flint appear-
ing on the vessel rim refers to Mayahuel, the goddess of maguey. I strongly suspect that the 
great Malinalli sign forms part of the reference to the day 1 Malinalli, the specific trecena of 
Mayahuel. If this is correct, where is the necessary coefficient of 1? There are two possible, 
mutually exclusive references to a coefficient of 1 above the Malinalli sign. Seler (1902-
1923:2:951-952) called attention to a perforated area at the central crest of the Malinalli hair 
(Figure 1). According to Seler, this cavity may have held an inlay. A disk of shell, metal or 
other material placed in this circular depression may well have served as the coefficient of 
1. Another, albeit less likely, possibility is the solar disk appearing immediately above. As 
the numeral 1, this disk would correspond well proportionally to the size of the Malinalli 
day sign. The dual use of the solar sign as a reference to the number 1 would not be entirely 
unique in Aztec calendrics. Similar visual punning may be observed on the Calendar Stone, 
in which the four lobes of the central Ollin sign refer simultaneously to the four previous 
creations. At present, the sunken region or the solar disk cannot be confidently identified 
as the coefficient of 1. Nonetheless, the day 1 Malinalli would have special significance for 
the Bilimek Vessel. Not only is 1 Malinalli the trecena of Mayahuel, but it is also the day 
immediately preceding the day naming the year 2 Acatl, the year in which the New Fire rites 
were performed. Moreover, for the year of 2 Acatl, 1 Malinalli appears as the second to the 
last day of Tititl, the veintena of Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl.

With the pair of ahuiateteo figures and the prominent references to the southern day 
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names Tochtli and Malinalli, the Bilimek Vessel appears to correspond to this direction. The 
skeletal goddess splayed across the back of the vessel probably refers to the death god as the 
southern sky bearer (Figure 7). However, rather than representing Mictlantecuhtli, this fig-
ure depicts his female counterpart in the form of Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl. Klein (1980:162) 
notes that the female consort of Mictlantecuhtli, Micticacihuatl, is “essentially identical to 
Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl.” According to Veytia, one aspect of Cihuacoatl was Teoyaominqui, 
diosa que recoge las almas de los difuntos (Robelo 1980:85). This identification with the souls of 
the dead is also found in the Codex Magliabechiano, which describes the Cihuacoatl ceremony 
held during Tititl as the celebration of the dead (la fiesta de los finados).

In the Magliabechiano description of the Tititl celebration, Cihuacoatl wears a pair of 
personified flints in her headdress (Figure 15a). These blades recall the pair of flints held 

a b

c

Figure 15. Forms of the goddess of death and night, Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl: (a) Ilamatecuhtli-
Cihuacoatl presiding over veintena of Tititl, Codex Magliabechiano, page 45r; (b) Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl 

surrounded by stars, detail of Hackmack Box (from Seler 1902-1923:2:734); (c) scene of darkness and 
death associated with five southern day signs, note death goddess at right, Codex Borgia, page 18.
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in the hands of the Bilimek figure. Another depiction of a goddess with flints in her hands 
appears on Borgia page 18, here in a scene of darkness accompanied by the five southern 
day names (Figure 15c). The figure displays a skeletal mouth and the characteristic head-
dress of Mictlantecuhtli. According to Seler (1963:1:220), the figure represents the consort of 
Mictlantecuhtli, who also appears facing her in the same scene. In between the two death 
gods, there is a pair of diving birds, which Seler identified as tzitzimime. Like the Borgia scene, 
the Bilimek Vessel represents the flint-wielding figure as a goddess of death and darkness.

To the ancient Aztec, Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl was identified with the forces of night. 
The underside lid of the Hackmack Box displays a star-rimmed medallion containing 
a skeletal head (Figure 15b). Noting the pair of flint blades in the headdress, Seler (1902-
1923:1:742) identified the figure as Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl. Seler noted that the name of her 
“starry skirt,” citlalli icue, is also an Aztec term for the Milky Way. Thus according to Seler, 
Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl may have personified the Milky Way. It is noteworthy that in one 
Aztec song, Cihuacoatl is described as the mother of Mixcoatl, another god of the Milky 
Way (Seler 1902-1923:2:1049). The continually darkened temple of Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl 
was termed tlillan, meaning “darkness” (Durán 1971:211). Sahagún (1950-1982:Book 2:182) 
mentioned that the Tlillan Calmecac was the residence of the “guardians of Cihuacoatl.” 
Nicholson (cited in Couch 1985:84-85) argues that the temple prominently displayed in 
the Borbonicus New Fire scene represents Tlillan Calmecac, that is, the temple precinct of 
Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl.

Caso (1940) noted that Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl played a major role in the burial of 
the year bundles during the 2 Acatl veintena month of Tititl. However, because of her asso-
ciation with forces of death and darkness, Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl may have also been an 
important and feared figure during the New Fire vigil of Panquetzaliztli. During this rite, 
great attention was paid to the creation of fire upon Huixachtlan, or Hill of the Star (Sahagún 
1950-1982:Book 7:25). This mountain is located due south of Tenochtitlan—that is, residents 
of the capital would be looking directly toward the southern night sky during the New Fire 
rites. This southern region not only corresponded to the Centzon Huitznahua, or “400 south-
erners” but also to Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl. According to Durán (1971:210), Cihuacoatl was 
the patron of the southern city of Xochimilco.

On the Bilimek Vessel, the figure corresponding to the southern sky bearer is repre-
sented as Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl, a goddess identified with war, death, the starry night, 
and the completion of the 52-year cycle. The appearance of this southern figure with the 
other three sky bearers suggests that a great deal of the imagery appearing on the vessel 
concerns the starry firmament. This identification with night and darkness is represented by 
the eclipsed sun appearing on the front of the vessel. However, the sky bearers constitute an 
even stronger allusion to the night sky. As noted earlier, the Aztec regarded the sky bearers 
as stars and constellations that threatened to descend in the form of tzitzimime demons. In 
other words, the group of sky-bearer figures probably refers to celestial bodies observable in 
the night sky. Mention has been made of the series of circles appearing amidst the weapon-
wielding tzitzimime star demons (Figure 7). Rather than being coefficients, these lines of dots 
could well refer to constellations (Figures 7, 16b). Thus, in the illustrations of constellations 
in the Primeros memoriales (Paso y Troncoso 1905:65-66), the stars are similarly marked as 
pairs of concentric circles (Figure l6a). The figures and dots on the Bilimek Vessel could well 
constitute a form of star chart describing some of the prominent celestial denizens of the 
night.
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Conclusions
Far more than simply an intoxicating beverage, pulque constituted an integral part of Aztec 
concepts of warfare and cosmology. In this study, I have argued that pulque was identified 
with the souls of dead warriors and the starry night sky. The Bilimek Pulque Vessel contains 
graphic illustrations of some of the prominent tzitzimime star beings of central Mexican 
thought. Considering the Histoire du mechique account of Mayahuel and her tzitzimitl 
grandmother, it is entirely appropriate that this vessel be filled with scenes of star beings. 
The Bilimek Vessel contains a great deal of iconography pertaining to the completion of 
the 52-year cycle. Along with representing the dreaded tzitzimime, the vessel depicts a pair 
of year bundles. In addition, many of the Bilimek scenes can be correlated with the year-
bearer pages in the Borgia and Vaticanus B codices. Accordingly, the diving tzitzimime pair 
of ahuiateteo appearing on the Bilimek Vessel have clear analogues with all four Borgia year-
bearer pages. An even more striking parallel is the series of four sky bearers appearing in the 
Borgia and Vaticanus B codices. The codical sky bearers Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli, Xiuhtecuhtli, 
and Ehecatl are clearly depicted on the Bilimek Vessel. Moreover, it has been suggested that 
the skeletal sky bearer of the south is depicted by the principal goddess splayed across the 
back of the vessel. Displayed with long streams of white pulque pouring from her breasts, 
this figure may represent the Milky Way, possibly as the great mother of the tzitzimime star 
demons. A goddess closely identified with death and darkness, Ilamatecuhtli-Cihuacoatl 

Figure 16. Comparison 
of Aztec constellations 
with circular elements 
on Bilimek Vessel: (a) 

depictions of constella-
tions from the Primeros 
memoriales (after Paso 
y Troncoso 1905:65-
66); (b) possible star 
groups on Billmek 

Vessel (see Figure 7).

a

b
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played an important role in the ceremonies pertaining to the completion of the 52-year cycle.
The two dates appearing on the front of the Bilimek Vessel probably pertain to the 

completion of the 52-year cycle. Thus, the year 1 Tochtli constitutes the last year of the 
52-year cycle whereas the reconstructed date of 1 Malinalli corresponds not only to the 
trecena of Mayahuel, but also to the day immediately preceding 2 Acatl, the first year of the 
52-year cycle. Both Malinalli and Tochtli are southern day signs. In the Borgia and Vaticanus 
B year-bearer pages, the southern year bearer Tochtli is the last of the series, like its Maya 
equivalent Lamat in the Codex Dresden. Moreover, in the Borgia and Vaticanus B, the sky bearer 
is Mictlantecuhtli, a clear reference to death and completion. In like manner, the Bilimek 
Vessel depicts the forces of death and castigation appearing in the night sky as tzitzimime. 
This vessel embodies the celestial enemies of Huitzilopochtli, the demons of darkness who 
threaten to reappear for cosmic battle every 52 years during the New Fire vigil.
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The Iconographyof
ToltecPeriodChichen Itza

The site of Chichen Itza, Yucatan, contains the largest corpus of ancient bas-relief sculptures 
in the Maya area. Found primarily in architectural contexts on exterior façades, benches, 
columns, lintels, and interior chambers, the majority of these scenes are quite unlike Classic 
Maya sculpture of the southern Maya lowlands or even that of the nearby and roughly con-
temporaneous Puuc region. Since the 19th century work of Désiré Charnay (1887), it has been 
widely recognized that the iconography of Chichen Itza is notably similar to that of Tula, 
Hidalgo, situated some 1,100 kilometers to the west (e.g., Seler 1902-1923:1:668-705, 5:197-
388; Tozzer 1930, 1957; Jiménez Moreno 1941; Lothrop 1952; Ruz Lhuillier 1962; Andrews 
IV 1965; Kristan-Graham 1989). For many years, it has been thought that this art followed 
the Puuc florescence of the northern Maya lowlands. The Puuc style traits at Chichen Itza 
were considered to be before the advent of Central Mexican art and iconography. Thus the 
contrasts between the Maya “Old Chichen” and the Toltec “New Chichen” were examined 
and explained through a chronological construct. A foreign Toltec culture entirely eclipsed 
earlier Classic Maya art and architecture. Invasion and mass-migration have been frequently 
cited as explanations for the widespread appearance of Toltec imagery at Chichen Itza (e.g., 
Morley and Brainerd 1956; Tozzer 1957; Kelley 1983).

In recent years, it has become increasingly evident that the Maya and Toltec styles at 
Chichen Itza do not simply form two distinct periods but rather, are at least partly contem-
poraneous. Thus, the occurrence of Maya and Mexican traits cannot be simply explained 
through chronological succession. The appearance of Toltec iconography is not a manifesta-
tion of direct and total domination of a pre-existing Maya population; rather, the manipula-
tion of Mexican versus Maya traits at Chichen is more subtle and complex. In a recent study, 
Lincoln (1986:153) interprets the appearance of Maya hieroglyphic writing at Chichen in 
terms of architectural context, and notes that the majority of Maya texts appear in the interior 
of range structures. In this study, I adopt a similar approach for understanding the eclectic 
nature of Chichen iconography. However, rather than focusing upon architectural context, I 
am concerned with symbolic meaning, that is, the thematic context of Chichen iconography. 
The principal themes to be discussed are cosmology, gods, maize and agriculture, sacrifice 
and war. By noting the distribution of Maya and Mexican iconography according to themes, 
it will be possible to determine some of the motivations underlying the conscious manipula-
tion of distinct iconographic systems at Chichen Itza.

Much of the present study focuses upon the primary body of iconography at Chichen, 
what has been commonly referred to as Toltec style art. The term Toltec here refers specifi-
cally to the culture emanating from the site of Tula, Hidalgo. Although I recognize that many 
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traits found in the Toltec or Modified Florescent art of Chichen Itza are of Maya origin, I also 
believe that there is a profound and special relationship between Chichen Itza and Tula. To 
cite the entire range of striking iconographic parallels between Chichen Itza and Tula is not 
only beyond the scope of the present study, but it would also be quite redundant. A recent 
discussion of the relationship between Tula and Chichen Itza may be found in the doctoral 
dissertation by Kristan-Graham (1989).

Chronology
Chronology has played a major role in our interpretation and understanding of Chichen 
Itza iconography. The issue of contemporaneity has frequently been used to relate Chichen 
iconography to various cultures of ancient Mesoamerica, including Teotihuacan, Xochicalco, 
El Tajín, and Cotzumalhuapa as well as the Toltec and the Classic Maya. However, although 
of primary importance, the chronology of Chichen Itza is poorly understood. Structures 
bearing Maya style writing and art have been widely viewed as being contemporaneous 
with the Terminal Classic Puuc florescence, whereas the Toltec style has been considered to 
be Postclassic and coeval with Tula. Ceramic wares have served as one of the most important 
means of correlating Chichen Itza with the cultural history of the northern Maya lowlands. 
In his analysis of Mayapan ceramics, Smith (1971:168-169, 189-192) terms the Puuc ceramic 
sphere Cehpech, and that of Toltec period Chichen Itza, Sotuta. To Smith, the two ceramic 
spheres are chronologically distinct. Thus Smith dates the Cehpech complex to ad 800–1000, 
whereas Sotuta is placed at ad 1000–1200.

However, Ball (1978, 1979) notes that Cehpech and Sotuta are not entirely sequential, 
but rather, are at least partly contemporaneous. Subsequent investigations at Isla Cerritos 
directed by Anthony Andrews confirm the chronological overlap between Cehpech and 
Sotuta wares (A. Andrews et al. 1988:201; Robles Castellanos 1987:104).

There is an increasing consensus that a notable chronological overlap exists between 
Cehpech and Sotuta ceramics, although the extent of contemporaneity is still unknown.1 
Citing the appearance of Sotuta ceramics in Pure Florescent style Puuc buildings at Chichen 
Itza, Lincoln (1986:165) argues that Cehpech and Sotuta are contemporaneous, in other 
words, that there is a total chronological overlap between these two complexes. However, 

 1 At present, radiocarbon dates from the northern Maya area have been of comparatively little help 
in resolving the overlap problem. In part, this is due to the surprisingly limited number of radiocarbon 
dates from the Puuc region and Chichen Itza. For the Puuc, Pollock (1980:562) cites but four uncalibrated 
radiocarbon dates from wooden beams in architectural contexts. From Sayil, there is a date of ad 720 
± 60, and from Uxmal three dates were obtained, ad 740 ± 60, ad 885 ± 120, and a date of ad 570 ± 50 
from an early structure in the Pyramid of the Magician. In a recent list of radiocarbon dates from the 
central and northern lowlands, Andrews V (in Andrews and Andrews 1980:Table 4) lists 6 radiocarbon 
dates from Chichen Itza, with four from the peripheral cave site of Balankanche. Three of the Chichen 
Itza dates were secured from beams occurring in Puuc style structures. Two dates from the La Iglesia 
structure are ad 600 ± 70, ad 780 ± 70, and there is a date of ad 610 ± 60 from the Casa Colorada. A 
date of ad 810 ± 200 was obtained from the east patio of Las Monjas, and may correspond to either 
the Puuc or Mexican period of occupation (Andrews IV 1965:64; Andrews and Andrews 1980:Table 4). 
For the period corresponding to the Toltec or Mexican influence, a sample was taken from a wooden 
lintel at the Castillo. Two runs were made with this sample, providing radiocarbon dates of ad 790 ± 
70 and ad 810 ± 100. Andrews V (in Andrews and Andrews 1980:284-285) notes that the radiocarbon 
samples obtained from wooden beams tend to be slightly earlier than samples from charcoal and other 
materials. According to Andrews (ibid.) this may be due to post sample growth error.



most researchers view the chronological problem of Cehpech and Sotuta in terms of a partial 
overlap, with Sotuta beginning during Cehpech and the Puuc florescence but also continuing 
after the end of Cehpech in the region of Chichen Itza (e.g., Andrews V 1981:336; Andrews 
and Sabloff 1986; A. Andrews et al. 1988; Robles Castellanos and A. Andrews 1986; Ball 1978, 
1979; Chase 1986).

According to Parsons (1969:1:174, Table 7) and Cohodas (1978a, 1978b), the early Toltec 
period at Chichen Itza is entirely contemporaneous with the Classic Maya, and dates to at 
least as early as the first half of the seventh century ad. Both authors note the similarity of 
the reputed Toltec style art at Chichen Itza to the Coztumalhuapa style of Bilbao and El 
Baul. Although I agree that there are striking similarities between the art of Cotzumalhuapa 
and Toltec Chichen Itza, I find that a Middle Classic dating of the Cotzumalhuapa style is 
untenable. Sharer (Morley et al. 1983:177) notes that Cotzumalhuapa is actually a Terminal 
Classic phenomenon (ca. ad 800–1000). Moreover, although Tohil plumbate—an important 
component of the Sotuta ceramic sphere—has not been found at Cotzumalhuapan sites, a 
number of Cotzumalhuapan sculptures bear a striking resemblance to Tohil plumbate effigy 
forms. Thus it has long been noted that Bilbao Monument 3 is very similar to a common Tohil 
vessel form representing the head of an aged male (Dieseldorff 1926a:Pl. 28, no. 155, legend). 
Moreover, a Cotzumalhuapa style colossal skull sculpture from Finca la Chacra is quite like 
a Tohil effigy vessel bearing the same strangely prognathid lower jaw (see Parsons 1969:2:Pl. 
66a-b; Shepard 1948:Fig. 19m).

In view of stylistic considerations, ceramics, and the new series of radiocarbon dates 
from Isla Cerritos, I believe that the Toltec period at Chichen Itza begins no earlier than the 
late 9th century ad.2 Clearly, there is considerable overlap between the appearance of the 
Toltec style and the Puuc florescence. Uxmal, Edzna, and Yaxcopoil are among the Puuc sites 
which exhibit traits known for the Toltec period art of Chichen Itza. However, the Toltec 
period at Chichen Itza is primarily an Early Postclassic phenomenon dating from ad 900 to 
1250. This dating is supported not only by the close ties of Chichen to Early Postclassic Tula, 
but also by particular materials represented in the iconography. Thus it will be noted that 
items of metal and turquoise, essentially absent during the Classic period of Mesoamerica, 
are widespread in the iconography of Toltec period Chichen.

Cosmology and Cosmogony
In the art of Chichen Itza, human figures are commonly framed above and below by horizon-
tal registers containing supernatural entities. These framing registers serve to place a given 
scene in a cosmological context, that is, in terms of sacred space. One of the most common 
figures appearing in these framing registers is a Maya entity commonly known under 
such epithets as Bacab, Pauahtun, or God N in the Schellhas system of deity classification 
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2 Recent excavations at the site of Isla Cerritos have provided important information regarding the 
chronological relationship of Cehpech and Sotuta wares. Here the two groups occur in stratigraphic 
association, with Cehpech being earlier. Chacpel, the local Cehpech phase, has an uncalibrated radio-
carbon date of ad 660 ± 70 (A. Andrews et al. 1988:200). Four radiocarbon dates are available for the 
following Jotuto phase corresponding to Sotuta. The dates (uncalibrated) are as follows, ad 850 ± 80, 
ad 980 ± 60, ad 1010 ± 60, and ad 1100 ± 60 (ibid.). However, the authors note that there is substantial 
chronological overlap between Cehpech and Sotuta wares, with such diagnostic Sotuta wares as Dzitas, 
Silho, and Sisal wares first appearing in the Chacpel Cehpech phase (ibid.:201).
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(Figures 1, 2, 5, 6). In Classic and Postclassic epigraphy, he is phonetically named pauahtun 
(Coe 1973:15; Taube 1989d:36). Although a contrast is often made between Bacab sky and 
Pauahtun earth bearers, we are probably viewing only a single entity, a quadripartite sup-
porter of the world—the earth as well as the sky.

In a number of Classic Maya instances, God N explicitly supports the sky (e.g., Robicsek 
and Hales 1981:Fig. 9b). However, God N is also commonly represented in a watery environ-
ment or with stone, as if also identified with the moist and rocky interior of the earth. On 
one Late Classic monument, God N appears in the form of columns supporting a struc-
ture topped by the God of the Number 13 (Figure la). Marked by a bound waterlily pad 
headdress, this serpent being is closely identified with standing water.3 In the murals from 
the Upper Temple of the Jaguars at Chichen, the God of the Number 13 appears in a blue 
band with a pair of God N figures and waterlilies, as if this register depicts the underlying 
sea supporting the terrestrial scene above (Figure 1c). The roof of the aforementioned Late 
Classic temple depicts foliated figures rising out of cleft heads. This is markedly similar to 
the Lower Temple of the Jaguars, where God N columns support capitals represented as 
cleft heads sprouting personified maize and squash (Figure 1b). It is probable that both the 
Chichen and Peten cleft heads refer to the stone Cauac monster, which Stuart (1987:17-23) 

Figure 1. Iconographic parallels between a Late Classic relief and the Temple of the Jaguars, Chichen Itza: 
(a) detail of Late Classic altar depicting God N columns supporting roof topped by the God of the Number 
13, note emerging foliated figures on roof band (after Berjonneau et al. 1985:Pl. 106); (b) capital supported 

by God N column in the Lower Temple of the Jaguars, note fingers at lower left corner (from Tozzer 
1957:Fig. 346); (c) God N figures in water band with God of the Number 13 (after Coggins 1984b:Fig. 19).

a

b

c

3 An excellent example of this being appears in the modeled stucco cornice of the Late Classic 
Temple of the Seven Dolls at Dzibilchaltun (Hellmuth 1987b:327; Taube 1986:66-67).



identifies as a representation of uitz, or mountain. A series 
of cylindrical columns in the North Colonnade at Chichen 
contain registers depicting God N rising out of four cleft 
zoomorphic heads (Figure 2a). A markedly similar zoo-
morphic head appears on a Terminal Classic vessel from 
Seibal, here marked with explicit Cauac signs (Figure 2b). 
Quite likely, the Chichen column scene depicts God N as 
sky-supporting sacred mountains at the four corners of 
the world.

In the case of the North Colonnade columns, the God 
N mountains appear both above and below the standing 
Toltec style figures. Rather than referring to a distinct 
region, such as the sky, the upper register probably also 
depicts the supporting earth. The warrior figures upon the 
bas-relief columns of Pyramid B at Tula are bracketed above 
and below by Cipactli signs, a reference to the well-known 
earth caiman (see Acosta 1945:Fig. 11). It is noteworthy 
that in the known sculptural corpus of Tula there are no 
depictions of God N world bearers. It is possible that at 
Chichen, the world bearers serve as toponymic markers to 
refer specifically to Yucatan and the Maya world.

In the area of the Great Ballcourt at Chichen there is 
another important spatial motif: a prone, skirted woman 
with one or two serpents emerging from her abdomen 
(Figures 3a–b, 4b, 25b). The serpent heads are supplied 
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b
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Figure 2. God N as a mountain: 
(a) God N figure emerging from 
smoking cleft head, composite 
drawing by author from two 

sections of cylindrical columns, 
North Colonnade, Chichen Itza; 

(b) smoking cleft head with Cauac 
signs, detail of Islas Gouged Incised 
vessel from Burial 14, Seibal (from 

Sabloff 1970:Fig. 48).

a

b

Figure 3. Representations of earth deities from northern Yucatan: (a) prone earth goddess with bladed 
serpents emerging from abdomen, North Temple of the Great Ballcourt (from Seler 1902-1923:5:321); (b) 

detail of North Temple column (after rubbing courtesy of Merle Greene Robertson); (c) Tlaltecuhtli figure 
with two serpents, left view with superimposed plaster (from Chowning 1956:Figs. 1b, 1c).
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a

b

c

d

e

Figure 4. Sacred world trees in Mesoamerica: 
(a) tree with flowering vines and quetzals, 

North Temple balustrade (from Tozzer 
1957:Fig. 184); (b) tree with flowering vines 

supported by prone earth goddess (from 
Breton 1917:Fig. 3); (c) tree growing from 
prone death figure, detail of column from 
Mound of the Building Columns, El Tajín 

(after Kampen 1972:Fig. 33a); (d) Tenochtitlan 
represented as nopal growing out of prone 

Tlaltecuhtli, back of Aztec Temple Stone 
(from Palacios 1929:Fig. 2); (e) sacred axis 
mundi tree growing out of skeletal earth 

goddess, detail from Codex Borgia, page 53.

with blades, as if the creatures slashed through her abdomen. In the interior of the North 
Temple of the Great Ballcourt, this female figure is flanked by a pair of God N figures (Figure 
3a). Whereas Seler (1902-1923:5:307) identifies the prone woman as a goddess of the night 
sky, Coggins (1984b:160) considers her the earth; the terrestrial identification is probably 
correct. The serpents and prone figure recall an episode in the Aztec Histoire du Mechique, 
in which Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca transform themselves into a pair of serpents to tear 
apart the earth monster, Tlaltecuhtli (Garibay 1979:108). I suspect that the Chichen motif 
refers to an early version of this great cosmogonic act. A probable Late Postclassic form 
of this episode appears at Mayapan. Here a pair of serpents are depicted with an explicit 
splayed Tlaltecuhtli figure (Figure 3c).

In another Aztec account of creation, the Historia de los Mexicanos por sus pinturas, 
Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca transform themselves into a pair of trees to raise the heavens 
(Garibay 1979:32). Pairs of trees are prominently displayed in the North Temple, once on 



the balustrades, and in addition, twice on the two columns in the North Temple doorway 
(Figure 4a–b). In all cases, the trees are wrapped with flowering vines. The column examples 
are especially noteworthy, as they rise directly above the abdomen of the prone earth god-
dess (Figure 4b). This is markedly similar to Mexican scenes of world trees growing out of 
the abdomen of prone figures, frequently Tlaltecuhtli (Figure 4c–e). I suspect that the North 
Temple refers to two related acts of creation, the dismemberment of the earth goddess, and 
the raising of the heavens by the cosmic trees.

Gods

The identification of gods at Chichen is a complicated task. Deity impersonation is a major 
theme at Chichen, and it is frequently difficult to distinguish between historical figures, 
political offices and gods. At Chichen, deity impersonation is not limited to ritual and 
theatrical performances; instead, important historical figures appear to have identified 
themselves with certain deities as a form of title.4 Nonetheless, it is still possible to isolate the 
iconographic elements of particular gods, whether these appear on mortal impersonators or 
the deities themselves.

One of the most common and readily identifiable deities at Chichen is the aforemen-
tioned God N world bearer. This entity is decidedly Maya in origin, and can be traced back to 
the beginnings of the Early Classic period. However, the Chichen God N exhibits a number 
of unusual traits. Thus along with wearing conch and turtle shells—traits common to Classic 
Maya examples—the Chichen God N also appears with a spider web (Figure 5a). However, 
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4 It is also possible that a particular god was considered as 
the spirit familiar of an individual, much like conceptions of the 
way and tonal in colonial and contemporary Mesoamerica. For an 
important discussion of the way concept among the ancient Maya, 
see Houston and Stuart (1989).

5 A sculpture representing the God N spider is currently placed 
in the façade of the West Structure of the Nunnery Quadrangle at 
Uxmal (see Kowalski 1999).

6 Near the entrance to the Dzibilchaltun museum, there is a 
fragmentary representation of God N wearing the Chichen cos-
tume with the pendant belt device clearly visible.

Figure 5. The spider God N: 
(a) God N with spider web, 

Chichen Itza (from Seler 1902-
1923:5:301); (b) detail of Tepeu 1 
bowl depicting God N holding 
sun and moon, note spider web 

on abdomen (after Robicsek 
1978:Pl. 138).

a

b

although rare, God N is also found wearing a spider web in 
Classic Maya iconography. An excellent example appears on 
a Tepeu 1 polychrome vessel, probably dating to the early 
seventh century ad (Figure 5b).5

Two common traits of the Chichen God N are a cut 
shell chest piece and a pair of elements hanging from the belt 
(Figures 5a, 6a). Although unknown in the Classic art of the 
southern Maya lowlands, this God N costume does appear 
on Yaxcopoil Stela 2 (Figure 6c).6 Thompson (1970a:473) 
interprets the pendant belt devices as bee wings, but this 
identification is unlikely. Seler (1902-1923:5:284-285) notes 
that along with the oval shell chest piece, this belt device 
is an article of dance. Seler (ibid.) compares the Chichen 
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Pauahtun costume to a dancer illustrated on page 52 of the Mexican Vaticanus B Codex 
(Figure 6b). In addition to wearing the shell chest piece and pendant belt elements, this figure 
also has his arms upraised, much like the Pauahtun world bearer. In both the art of Toltec 
period Chichen and the Classic Maya, Pauahtun frequently wields a fan (Figure 6d–e). In 
a recent study of ritual humor in Classic Maya religion, I note that fans were an important 
accoutrement of performers, such as dancers and buffoons (Taube 1989c). As with the Classic 
Maya of the southern lowlands, the inhabitants of Chichen considered God N to be a ritual 
clown as well as a powerful world bearer.

Chac, the Maya god of lightning and rain, is also commonly found in the Toltec period 
art of Chichen (Figures 7a, 8, 9a, 26b–c, 27a). Quite frequently, he wears a large, broad-
brimmed headdress, a specific Chac trait also found at Mulchic, Uxmal, Itzimte, and other 
Puuc sites (Figures 7, 8a, 9a). Uxmal Stela 14 and Itzimte Stela 12 are especially important 
examples, since here the figures are explicitly termed Chac in the accompanying texts (Figure 
7c–d). The figure upon Uxmal Stela 14 is none other than Lord Chac, as first identified by 
Kowalski (1985). A sculptured column from Structure 6E1 at Chichen bears another example 
of an epigraphically named Chac figure wearing the broad headdress (Figures 8a–b, 27a). 
The first glyph of the second compound represents a waterlily flower and serves as a variant 

a
b

c

d
e

Figure 6. Costume and attributes of God N at Chichen Itza: (a) God N with shell pendant and belt 
pennants, Chichen Itza (after rubbing courtesy of Merle Greene Robertson); (b) dancer wearing shell 

pendant and belt element, Vaticanus B, page 52; (c) Terminal Classic God N figure from Yaxcopoil Stela 2 
(after Proskouriakoff 1950:Fig. 88f); (d) God N dancing with fan (from Taube 1989c:Fig. 12); (e) God N with 

staff and fan, drawn by author from structure in vicinity of North Colonnade, Chichen Itza.
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Figure 7. The Terminal 
Classic Chac headdress: (a) 
Chac figure with snake in 
mouth, Lower Temple of 

the Jaguars (after Maudslay 
1889-1902:3:Pl. 48, and site 
observations by author); 
(b) Chac with God K axe, 
Mulchic (after Piña Chan 

1964:Fig. 2); (c) figure with 
axe and Chac headdress, 

Itzimte Stela 12 (from von 
Euw 1977:29); (d) Stela 14, 
Uxmal (after Morley et al. 

1983:Fig. 11, 57).

a b

c d

Figure 8. Terminal Classic and Classic Chac epithets: (a) figure dressed 
as Chac, Structure 6E1, Chichen Itza (after Proskouriakoff 1970:Fig. 
15); (b) detail of accompanying text, possibly read yaxhal(a) chac(i); 
(c) waterlily flower, detail from Lower Temple of the Jaguars (after 

Maudslay 1889-1902:3:Pl. 48); (d) Late Classic yaxha chac appellative, 
Piedras Negras Lintel 2; (e–f) Late Classic yaxha chac appellative from 

codex style vessels (after Robicsek and Hales 1981:Vessels 23, 20).

b

c d

e f

a
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of the T500 Imix sign (Figure 8c). Recent 
epigraphic work has demonstrated that the 
Imix sign can have the phonetic value ha 
(Stephen Houston, personal communication 
1986). It thus appears that the entire phrase 
can be read as Yaxhal chac. This is virtually 
identical to yaxha chac, a common Classic 
Chac epithet (Figure 8d–f).

At Toltec Chichen and the Puuc sites, 
Chac is frequently accompanied with light-
ning symbols, the most important being 
burning serpents and axes. In ancient and 
contemporary Mesoamerica, serpents are 
a pervasive and widespread symbol of 

Figure 9. Comparison of Terminal Classic 
and Early Classic Chac figures: (a) Chac 

impersonator from Temple of Chac Mool, 
Chichen Itza (after Morris et al. 1931:1:Fig. 

305); (b) Chac from Early Classic vessel 
(after Coe 1982:71).

a

b

Figure 10. Painted capstone from the 
Temple of the Owls, Chichen Itza 
(from von Winning 1985:Fig. 91).

lightning. Quite frequently, serpents are 
either found emerging from or held in the 
mouth of Chac (Figures 7a–b, 9). In many 
cases, the Chac lightning axe possesses 
a burning, serpent-headed handle. Clear 
examples occur in the Temple of Chac Mool 
murals, where Chac impersonators wield 
burning serpent axes (Figure 9a). With their 
serpent axes and snakes emerging from their 
mouths, these figures are notably similar 
to an Early Classic representation of Chac, 
fashioned some 600 years before. In this case, 
Chac also holds a fiery serpent lightning 
axe and has a snake writhing in his mouth. 
Clearly, many ancient Classic Maya concep-
tions of Chac were still very much alive 
during Toltec period Chichen.

The burning serpent lightning axe is 
identical to the Classic Manikin Scepter, 
a version of Schellhas’ God K (Coggins 
1988). However, although clear Manikin 
Scepters are found in the Puuc region (e.g., 
Proskouriakoff 1950:Figs. 83a, 88a, 89b), at 



Chichen, the image is rudimentary. Rather than possessing the head and body of God K, 
the axe appears with only the serpent foot and projecting blade. Nonetheless, there is a clear 
representation of God K at Chichen, here on a painted capstone from the Temple of the Owls 
(Figure 10).7 In this case, the figure resembles God K representations from the Postclassic 
codices, with a large crenelated nose and no indication of the forehead axe or torch. In fact, 
there is little in this image to compare with the serpent-footed axes found at Chichen. Thus in 
contrast to God B, there appears to be a disintegration or breaking up of God K iconography 
at Toltec Chichen.

In all of Mesoamerica, perhaps the closest and most confusing relationship between a 
deity and a historical counterpart is that of the plumed serpent, Quetzalcoatl, and the leg-
endary ruler of Tula, Ce Acatl Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl (see Nicholson 1957). This ambiguity 
is not limited to Tula, but is also present at Toltec Chichen. According to ethnohistorical 
sources of highland Mexico, the ruler of Tula migrated to the lands of the east, an episode 
corroborated by early colonial accounts in Yucatan (Seler 1902-1923:1:669-705). Images of 
feathered serpents abound at Chichen Itza, and frequently, where paint is preserved, one can 
discern the green feathers of the quetzal. However, it is quite another matter to correlate the 
feathered serpent with a specific anthropomorphic being. At Chichen and Tula, feathered 
serpents seem to serve as titles for a variety of individuals (Figure 12b). Nonetheless, there 
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7 Although the hieroglyphic text is ambiguous, the painted capstone probably dates to the Toltec 
period. Thus the motifs found in the overarching skyband are quite similar to designs appearing on 
Sotuta vessels (see Brainerd 1958:Figs. 83, 87).

Figure 11. The masked feathered serpent figure at Chichen Itza: (a) masked figure backed by feathered 
serpent, Lower Temple of the Jaguars (detail from Maudslay 1889-1902:3:Pl. 49); (b) detail of masked 

figure from Lower Temple of the Jaguars (from Seler 1902-1923:5:313); (c) masked plumed serpent figure 
confronting solar entity at left, note flames and darts emanating out of masked figure (from Coggins 

1984b:Fig. 17); (d) drawing of gold mask from Sacred Cenote (from Tozzer 1957:Fig. 216).

a

b

c

d
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is one figure which is consistently identified with the feathered serpent. Found in both the 
Lower and Upper Temple of the Jaguars, the individual wears a mask with clearly demar-
cated zones around the mouth and eyes (Figure 11).8 Such a mask was actually found in the 
Sacred Cenote (Figure 11d). Fashioned of sheet gold, this mask is virtually identical to the 
example rendered in the Lower Temple of the Jaguars (Figure 11b).

Outside of Chichen, anthropomorphic or even zoomorphic representations of 
Quetzalcoatl are quite rare.9 At Uxmal, the feathered serpents at the Ballcourt and the West 
Structure of the Nunnery Quadrangle are obvious and well-known examples (Figure 12c). 
The basal register of Edzna Stela 16 depicts a seated individual backed by a twisting plumed 
serpent (Figure 12d). The entire effect is extremely similar to the figures backed by plumed 
serpents at Chichen and Tula.

An important representation of Quetzalcoatl appears on page 4a of the Dresden Codex 
(Figure 13a). Due to the hand-held serpent, shell jewelry, and probable quetzal on the back, 
Seler (1902-1923:1:698) suggested that this figure is Kukulcan, the Yucatec Quetzalcoatl. 
However, Seler neglected to point out an especially important detail. The headdress contains 
a disk flanked by two knots, one partially obscured behind the quetzal head. The central disk 
is identical to the Aztec symbol of turquoise, and it will be subsequently demonstrated that 
this device has the same value in the Dresden Codex. This same headdress device—a tur-
quoise disk flanked by two knots—is a diagnostic element of the Aztec Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl 
(Figure 13b–c). The Dresden figure displays a pair of curving lines encircling the eyes and 
mouth. Although this recalls the eye and mouth pieces of the Chichen entity, the significance 

8 Seler (1902-1923:1:688) was the first to identify the individual from the Lower Temple of the 
Jaguars as a representation of Quetzalcoatl. However, Seler did not recognize this same masked being 
in other scenes at Toltec Chichen. 

9 On Dresden page 60b, a kneeling individual supports a Toltec style warrior seated upon a throne 
backed by a twisting serpent. The hook-like emanations upon the serpent body may represent feathers, 
and it is thus possible that the creature represents the plumed serpent Quetzalcoatl.

Figure 12. Terminal Classic and Early Postclassic representations of the plumed serpent: (a) plumed 
serpent with star sign, detail of Mercado dais, Chichen Itza (from Tozzer 1957:Fig. 126); (b) Toltec 

figures with plumed serpents, detail of ceramic vessel (from Tozzer 1957:Fig. 273); (c) feathered serpent 
head containing masked Chac figure in mouth, West Structure of Nunnery Quadrangle, Uxmal (from 

Foncerrada de Molina 1965:Fig. 39); (d) seated figure with plumed serpent, Edzna Stela 16 (after rubbing 
courtesy of Merle Greene Robertson).

a

b

c

d



of this patterning remains obscure. Nonetheless, it is clear that the Dresden figure constitutes 
a Postclassic Maya form of Quetzalcoatl.

In the Temple of the Jaguars at Chichen, the Quetzalcoatl figure is paired with an 
individual appearing in a sun disk. A. Miller (1977), the first to note this consistent pairing 
in the Upper Temple of the Jaguars, termed the Quetzalcoatl figure Captain Serpent, and 
the solar figure, Captain Sun Disk. The same pairing also appears in the Lower Temple of 
the Jaguars, where both figures receive homage from an impressive procession of individu-
als (see Maudslay 1889-1902:3:Pls. 49-50). A fine painted vase in the Museo de Tula depicts 
the masked individual standing before a Maya figure engaged in bloodletting, with a ver-
sion of the solar figure seated above (Figure 14b). Lincoln (1990:38, n. 3) notes that the sun 
disk and feathered serpent pair also appear at the remarkable Toltec-style rock painting at 
Ixtapantongo, in the state of Mexico (Figure 14a). In this case, the feathered serpent is accom-
panied by star signs. This may also be seen in representations of the sun disk and feathered 
serpent pair in the Upper Temple of the Jaguars, where the feathered serpent figure appears 
with a prominent star skirt. Moreover, in one relief from the Mercado, star signs appear 
against the undulating body of the feathered serpent (Figure 12a).

A number of researchers suggest that the placement of star signs on the feathered 
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Figure 13. Depictions of Quetzalcoatl in Maya and Aztec manuscripts: (a) 
Quetzalcoatl holding snake and wearing quetzal bird on back, note disk and 

flanking knots in headdress, Dresden, page 4a; (b) Aztec representation of Ehecatl-
Quetzalcoatl with headdress disk and knots, Telleriano-Remensis, page 9; (c) 

Quetzalcoatl with headdress element, Codex Borbonicus, page 3.

a b c

Figure 14. The feathered serpent and sun disk pair: 
(a) detail of rock painting at Ixtapantongo, state of 
Mexico (after Villagra Caleti 1971:Fig. 27); (b) scene 

on painted Fine Orange vessel, drawn from item 
on display in the Museo de Tula, Hidalgo.

a
b
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serpent refer to Quetzalcoatl as an aspect of Venus (Coggins 1984b; V. Miller 1989). The star-
marked Quetzalcoatl figures probably refer to Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli, the god of the morning 
star. The Anales de Quauhtitlan relates that at his death, Quetzalcoatl was transformed into 
the morning star (Seler 1904b:359-360). In the most prominent representation of the feathered 
serpent figure from the Upper Temple of the Jaguars, flames and arrows emanate from his 
body (Figure 11c). This may well refer to the fiery rays of the morning star at heliacal ris-
ing. In his classic discussion of the Venus pages in the Mexican and Maya codices, Seler 
(1904b:384) notes that whereas in Nahuatl, miotl signifies “ray of light,” mitl signifies “arrow” 
or “dart.” So far as I am aware, such a word play between a dart and shaft of light does not 
occur in Yucatec.

The Anales de Quauhtitlan relates that during his transformation into Tlahuizcalpan-
tecuhtli, Quetzalcoatl became skeletal (Seler 1904b:360). In many cases, Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli 
appears with a fleshless skull (e.g., Seler 1904b:Fig. 97). A column from the Northwest 
Colonnade bears a probable depiction of the skeletal Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli (Figure 15a). 
His headband and feather headdress are virtually identical to examples found with Late 
Postclassic representations of Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli (Figure 15b–c). Moreover, the figure 
wears the cut conch wind jewel of Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, one of the few examples of this 
device at Chichen.

The sun disk figure commonly paired with the feathered serpent is a combination of 
Maya and Mexican iconography (Figure 16). The rayed disk is clearly related to the conven-
tional Postclassic solar sign of highland Mexico. A roughly contemporaneous Cotzumalhuapa 
style example can be seen on El Castillo Monument 1 (Parsons 1969:2:Pl. 59a). Other disks 
with rayed rims occur in the art of El Tajín (Kampen 1972:Fig. 24), and Teotihuacan (Taube 
1983:Figs. 9, 10a, 14). Although the figure inside the disk cannot be identified as the Maya 
jaguar sun god, a number of researchers have noted that he is portrayed as a Maya lord (e.g., 
A. Miller 1977:220; Coggins 1984b:160-161). Coggins (1984a:56-57, 1984b:160) notes that the 

Figure 15. Representations of Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli at Chichen and in Mexican codices: (a) 
representation of skeletal Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli from Northwest Colonnade, Chichen (from Tozzer 

1957:Fig. 183); (b) Aztec representation of Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli, Codex Borbonicus, page 9; (c) 
Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli, Vaticanus B, page 57.
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figure wears Maya jade jewelry—the nose-bar and, more importantly, the Jester God brow 
piece, an important Classic Maya symbol of rulership. But although Coggins (ibid.) asserts 
that the beaded jade chest piece is Toltec, clear analogues can also be found in Terminal 
Classic Maya dress.10 The jaguar throne serves as one of the clearest allusions to Classic Maya 
rulership. Although unknown in the iconography of highland Mexico, jaguar thrones are 
relatively common in Classic and Terminal Classic Maya art.

The Maya sun figure is by no means limited to Chichen. In the aforementioned painting 
from Ixtapantongo, in the state of Mexico, the solar entity is dressed very much like the 
example from the Lower Temple of the Jaguars (Figures 14a, 16c). Thus he wears the same 
jade nose-bar, chest piece, beaded-tassel sandals, and a possible Jester God headdress. In sev-
eral of the polychrome murals in the Upper Temple of the Jaguars, the solar figure has golden 
hair, quite probably an allusion to the yellow orb (e.g., Figures 11c, 16a). A fine example of 
the yellow-haired sun figure appears in the Temple of Chac Mool murals (Figure 17a). The 
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10 For example, in the Lower Temple of the Jaguars the beaded chest plaque worn by the sun 
figure also appears on a Maya style warrior in the lowest register (see Maudslay 1889-1902:2:Pl. 4, 
Fig. 11). This same chest piece is also worn by a Chac warrior on a lintel from nearby Halakal (see 
Proskouriakoff 1950:Fig. 106, left figure).

Figure 16. The Maya lord solar figure at Chichen 
Itza: (a) detail of mural from the Upper Temple of 
the Jaguars (from Seler 1902-1923:5:343); (b) sun 
figure from North Temple of the Great Ballcourt 

(from Tozzer 1957:Fig. 272, detail); (c) sun 
figure from Lower Temple of the Jaguars (from 

Maudslay 1889-1902:3:Pl. 50, detail); (d) sun figure 
from wooden lintel, Upper Temple of the Jaguars 

(from Maudslay 1889-1902:3:Pl. 35b, detail).
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figure is clearly Maya, and in fact, Ann Morris (1931:444) uses this image to illustrate Maya 
figures in the murals. A pair of dark-tipped feathers—possibly eagle—project from behind 
the headdress. This same pair of feathers appear with the sun figures from the Temple of the 
Wall Panels and the Ixtapantongo scene (Figures 14a, 17b).

Many traits observed for the Toltec period sun figure continue into the Late Postclassic 
in the form of Tonatiuh, the princely sun god of Central Mexico. Along with the rayed solar 
disk, Tonatiuh is usually portrayed with yellow hair, an eagle feather headdress, a nose-bar, 
and a jade mask upon the brow (Figure 17c–e). The brow mask possesses the conventional 
Mexican sign for jade, this being a zone of green, then red, and finally, a segmented white 
band.11 Although highly stylized, the profile of the jade mask is quite similar to that of the 

b

c

d
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Figure 17. The Maya lord solar figure and Tonatiuh: (a) Maya solar figure backed with probable 
remains of solar disk, note eagle feathers; mural fragment from Temple of Chac Mool, Chichen (after 

Morris et al. 1931:2:Pl. 142c); (b) sun disk figure with probable eagle plumes, Temple of the Wall Panels, 
Chichen (from Tozzer 1957:Fig. 275); (c) Tonatiuh, note eagle plumes, Codex Borgia, page 70 (from 
Danzel 1922-1923:3:Pl. 50); (d) Tonatiuh, Codex Borgia, page 71 (from Danzel 1922-1923:3:Pl. 1); (e) 

Aztec rendering of Tonatiuh, Telleriano-Remensis; (f) Tonatiuh with jaguar, Codex Laud.

11 Although found with other Late Postclassic Mexican gods, the jade brow mask is an especially 
diagnostic element of Tonatiuh. Thus in the Codex Borbonicus and Aubin Tonalamatl series of the 
thirteen gods of the days, only Tonatiuh is consistently depicted with the jade brow piece.
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Figure 18. A possible scene of tribute 
goods at Toltec Chichen: (a) mural 

fragment from Temple of Chac Mool 
depicting quetzal feathers, manta 

cloth and bowl filled with probable 
jade (after Morris et al. 1931:2:Pl. 

154); (b–c) bowls filled with 
turquoise, Codex Mendoza, page 40, 
Matrícula de Tributos, page 10 verso.

b c

a

figure and Tonatiuh brings up the intriguing possibility that the Late Postclassic sun god 
derives from a prototype based upon Terminal Classic Maya kings. The identification of 
Tonatiuh with a Maya king is by no means inconsistent with Central Mexican cosmography. 
In the codices, the realm of Tonatiuh is to the east, the birthplace of the sun (Seler 1963:2:89). 
This eastern solar realm is consistently identified with jade and the quetzal (e.g., Borgia, p. 
49; Cospi, p. 12; Féjervary-Mayer, pp. 1, 33; Vaticanus B, p. 17). As can be seen in the Codex 
Mendoza and Matrícula de Tributos, the Maya region of Soconusco was a major Aztec source 
of quetzal feathers and jadeite (Codex Mendoza, p. 47; Matrícula de Tributos, p. 13 recto). 
The identification of the Maya region with jade and quetzal plumes is surely at least as old 
as Toltec Chichen. In her study of the murals from the Temple of Chac Mool, Ann Morris 
(1931:409) notes the similarity of one scene to Central Mexican tribute rolls, and suggests 
that tribute is represented (Figure 18a). The scene probably is tribute, since it includes manta 
cloth, an important tribute item of protohistoric Yucatan. Along with the cloth, there is a 
quetzal plume back device and a bowl filled with green substance, quite probably jade. In the 
Codex Mendoza and Matrícula de Tributos, precious stones are similarly mounded in bowls 
(Figures 18b–c). To the peoples of Central Mexico, the Maya region—the land of jade and the 
quetzal—was the eastern region and the birthplace of the sun.

Maize and Agriculture
In the monumental art of Chichen, there are numerous representations of edible plants and 
foods. One of the most detailed programs appears on the aforementioned capitals in the 
Lower Temple of the Jaguars (Figure 19a). Here a youthful maize god rises out of a cleft 
head. A pair of figures with squash fruit, flowers and foliage emerge from the sides of the 
monstrous face. Above, a youthful maize god rises out of the great cleft. This head prob-
ably represents a mountain, much like that appearing in the Temple of the Foliated Cross at 
Palenque (Figure 19b). In this case, the head is clearly a cleft Cauac head from which maize 
emerges. The left eye of the Palenque head contains a compound phonetically read as uitz 
nal, or maize mountain (see Stuart 1987:18). I (Taube 1985:175) have previously noted that 
the Chichen scene is a version of the Classic Maya resurrection theme—the emergence of 
the maize god out of the enclosing earth (Figure 19c). However, in the Classic Peten scenes, 
the earth is represented as a tortoise shell. The areas from where the squash figures emerge 
correspond to the Peten depictions of the natural openings of the carapace. It appears that 

Jester God, as both possess 
sharply upturned curving 
snouts. Quite frequently, 
Tonatiuh appears with a 
pair of large eagle plumes 
in his headdress, strik-
ingly similar to the afore-
mentioned sun figures at 
Chichen and Ixtapantongo 
(Figures 17c, e).

The series of cor-
respondences between the 
Toltec period Maya sun 
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the Chichen example is a conflation of a tortoise shell and a Cauac monster mountain.
Representations of maize foods are relatively common in the iconography of Toltec 

Chichen. Quite frequently they appear with personages in Maya dress. Bowls containing 
tamales appear with the representations of God N flanking the entrance to the Lower Temple 
of the Jaguars (Figure 19a). The examples on the right side are marked as Kan signs. Recent 
work by Love (1989) and myself (Taube 1989d) has established that the T506 Kan sign repre-
sents the tamale. In a relief from the Holtun Group at Chichen, a Maya figure holds a vessel 
containing Kan sign tamales topped with maize foliage (Figure 20b). Virtually identical 
foliated tamales are common in the Late Postclassic iconography of Yucatan (Figure 20c). A 
painted bench from the Temple of Chac Mool depicts a series of Maya figures with bowls 
containing Kan sign tamales (Figure 20d). These particular tamales are not ball-like but tall 
and slender, and thus resemble a huge tamale depicted in a bas-relief near Structure 5A1 
in Old Chichen (Figure 20e). These tall tamales may be early forms of the long and slender 
yaxche uah, or ‘ceiba tamale’ used in contemporary Yucatec ceremonies (see Redfield and 
Villa Rojas 1934:129). The curious spiked tamales appearing in Postclassic Maya painting 
and sculpture probably represent the yaxche uah, with the points referring to the spiked trunk 
of the ceiba (Figure 20f–g). Many of these Late Postclassic spiked tamales are slender and 
pointed, and thus resemble the tall tamales in the Temple of Chac Mool scene.

The Temple of the Owls contains one of the most detailed iconographic programs 
dedicated to cacao known for ancient Mesoamerica. The aforementioned painted capstone 
depicts God K within a sunken cavity containing cacao pods (Figure 10). Still other cacao 
pods hang from the sky above. I suspect that this cavity depicts the moist kop, or sinkhole, 

Figure 19. The emergence of maize in the art of 
Toltec Chichen and the Late Classic southern 

lowlands: (a) capital from the Lower Temple of the 
Jaguars, Chichen Itza (from Seler 1902-1923:5:317); 

(b) the uitz nal maize mountain (from Stuart 1987:Fig. 
27); (c) emergence of the Tonsured Maize God out of 

tortoise earth (drawing by author).

a

b
c



that is still currently used to grow cacao in Yucatan (Gómez-Pompa et al. 1990).12 In the 
capstone scene, God K holds a bowl containing probable cacao seeds and four curious 
devices resembling jade beads. However, rather than representing jade, these elements refer 
to another precious substance, the flower of the cacao. On the two piers at the entrance of the 
temple, these flowers can be seen growing directly out of the trunks of cacao trees (Figure 
21a).13 These flowers also appear on Madrid page 52c, here in a scene depicting Chac and 
Goddess I holding cacao grain.

The Temple of the Owls piers originally had tenoned human figures projecting out 
of the base, as if their lower body formed the trunk of the tree (Figure 21a). This concept 
is duplicated on a Terminal Classic Maya polychrome reputedly from Belize (Figure 21b). 
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12 The colonial Chronicles of Ebtun mention cacao groves at Homteel, Cuncunul, and Cocuitz (Roys 
1939:11, 123, 281). The Homteel and Cuncunul groves are both mentioned to be within kop sinkholes. At 
Chichen, the Hoyo de Thompson could have served as a kop in which to grow cacao.

13 The resemblance of the Chichen cacao flowers to jade earspools is probably intentional, and 
seems to occur at Bilbao as well. Thus the flowering vine on Bilbao Monument 21 contains a clear 
earspool assemblage as well as personified cacao pods (see Parsons 1969:1:Frontispiece).

Figure 20. Maize offerings from the northern Maya lowlands: (a) bowl filled with tamales, 
entrance to Lower Temple of the Jaguars, Chichen Itza (drawing by author); (b) figure with 

Maya headdress holding tamales topped with maize growth, relief from Holtun Group, Chichen 
(after Schmidt 1981:Fig. 7); (c) container with tamales, Tulum Structure 16 (after A. Miller 

1982:Pl. 33); (d) seated Maya figure with tamales, Temple of Chac Mool (from Roys 1933:Fig. 
45); (e) probable maize tamale, detail of bas-relief near Structure 5A1, Old Chichen (drawing 

by author); (f) spiked tamale, possibly yaxche wah, detail of mural from Santa Rita, Belize (from 
Gann 1900:Pl. 30); (g) spiked tamale, Tulum (from Fernández 1941:Fig. 55).
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remains to be explained.
Von Winning (1985:59, 74) 

interprets the horned owls in 
the Temple of the Owls as a 
reference to death. However, 
the horned Moan owl was also 
related to cacao among the 
Postclassic Yucatec. Thus Landa 
(in Tozzer 1941:164) mentions 
that during the month of Moan, 
special ceremonies were held in 
cacao groves, quite probably the 
kop sinkholes.

Human Sacrifice

Allusions to human sacrifice are 
widespread at Toltec Chichen, 
and have served as lurid 

14 Peter Schmidt (personal com-
munication 1990) has kindly pointed 
out two other examples of inverted 
figures marked with cacao pods. 
A large Rio Bec incensario recently 
exhibited in the Museo Regional 
de Antropología in Merida depicts 
a human figure with cacao pods 
emerging from the body. Schmidt 
points out a similar figure occurring 
on an Early Classic vessel lid from 
Tikal Burial 10 (see Coggins 1975:155-
156, Fig. 48). However, unlike the 
Chichen and Belize examples, both 
of the inverted figures mentioned by 
Schmidt have human lower torsos 
and legs. In this regard, they closely 
resemble the “diving god” of Late 
Postclassic Yucatan. An unprov-
enanced Late Postclassic vessel pub-
lished by M. Coe (1982:77) depicts a 
God E “diving god” holding a cacao 
pod in his hands.

Figure 21. Cacao iconography from the Maya region: (a) front 
of west pier, Temple of the Owls, Chichen (from von Winning 
1985:Fig. 53); (b) figure with cacao trunk growing from lower 

body (after Kerr 1989:29); (c) detail of Late Classic polychrome, 
Museo Popol Vuh (drawing by author); (d) detail of Monument 

21, Bilbao (from Parsons 1969:1:Frontispiece).

In posture, this figure is virtually identical to the Chichen piers.14 Just above the Chichen 
figure, there is a circular, shield-like device (Figure 21a). A very similar element appears on 
the famous Hun-Hunahpu vessel in the Museo Popol Vuh, again at the base of the cacao tree 
(Figure 21c). A version of this device also appears on Bilbao Monument 21 below a seated 
goddess (Figure 21d). A vine with cacao pod heads sprouts at the feet of the goddess. In 
this case, the shield-like element contains two shell creatures, and it is possible that it refers 
to a pool of water. However, the actual significance of this element and its relation to cacao 
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reinforcements for the conception of Mexican domination at Chichen. According to Tozzer 
(1957:127), human sacrifice was not common in the Maya region until the Postclassic period. 
However, recent research has established that human sacrifice was widespread among the 
Classic Maya; among the more common forms were heart excision, decapitation, and scaf-
fold sacrifice (Robicsek and Hales 1984; Schele and Miller 1986; Taube 1988b).

Some of the most explicit scenes of sacrifice at Chichen occur in the six panels of the 
Great Ballcourt (Figure 22a). Cohodas (1978b:264) notes that in layout, these panels are nota-
bly similar to the South Ballcourt at El Tajín, which also contains six carved panels, a number 
of which depict human sacrifice. In addition, the striking theme of snakes as blood emerging 
from a severed neck is found not only at Chichen, but also in a fragmentary sculpture from El 
Tajín, and on a relief from Aparicio, Veracruz (Figures 22b–c). The palmas worn by the Chichen 
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Figure 22. The ballgame and decapitation at Chichen and the Gulf Coast: (a) detail of center 
panel of west side of Great Ballcourt, Chichen (from Tozzer 1957:Fig. 474); (b) fragmentary 

scene with skull ball and probable representation of blood as snakes, El Tajín (from Kampen 
1972:Fig. 19a); (c) bas-relief from Aparicio, Veracruz (from Tozzer 1957:Fig. 475).

b c
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players also point to the Gulf Coast. However, 
the Great Ballcourt reliefs also bear traits 
unique to the Cotzumalhuapa style of Bilbao. 
Thus for example, several of the flowering 
“blood vines” in the Great Ballcourt reliefs are 
provided with stone projectile points. A similar 
convention can be seen on Bilbao Monument 
21, in which the flowering vine contains a 
possible projectile point and a sacrificial knife, 
probably to qualify the vine as a plant of sacri-
fice (see Parsons 1969:1:Frontispiece).

The sacrificial ball game scenes at 
Chichen are not only linked to the iconography 
of the Gulf Coast and Bilbao, but also to that of 
the Classic Maya. Iconographic and epigraphic 
research by Miller and Houston (1987) dem-
onstrates that the humiliation and sacrifice of 
captives was indeed an important component 
of the Classic Maya ballgame. Kowalski 
(1989) notes that the ball represented on the 
Late Classic La Esperanza ballcourt marker 
contains a human head (Figure 23a). Kowalski 
(1989) identifies this head as that of Hunahpu, 
one of the hero twins in the Quiche Maya Popol 
Vuh. During the ball playing between the hero 
twins and the gods of death, Hunahpu loses 
his head (see Recinos 1950:150-153). It would 
appear that for the Classic Maya, the slaying 
of Hunahpu provided a mythical charter for 
ball game decapitation. The Popol Vuh also 
mentions that the head of Hun-Hunahpu, 
the father of the hero twins, was placed in a 
gourd tree at the place of ball game sacrifice 
(Recinos 1950:117-119). This strongly suggests 
the tzompantli placed near the Great Ballcourt 
at Chichen. The Ixtapantongo rock painting 
suggests that the tzompantli was considered as 
a tree during the Toltec period. In the scene, 
there is a tree laden with skulls and paper 
banners, or pantli (Figure 23b). On page 19 
of the Late Postclassic Codex Borgia, there is 
another depiction of a tzompantli tree, once 
again marked with pantli banners (Figure 23c). 
It is likely that at Chichen, as in the highlands 
of Guatemala and Mexico, the tzompantli was 
considered as a fruit-laden tree.

Figure 23. Sacrifice and the ballgame in 
Mesoamerica: (a) detail of the La Esperanza 

ballcourt marker (after Castro-Leal 1986:No. 69); 
(b) detail of lxtapantongo rock painting (after 
Villagra Caleti 1971:Fig. 27); (c) tree skull rack, 

Codex Borgia, page 19; (d) schematic drawing of 
Great Ballcourt Stone, Chichen Itza (from Wren et 
al. 1989:Fig. 1); (e) altar from Court B, Tula (after 

Castro-Leal 1986:No. 100); (f) Altar 4, Copan 
(after Miller and Houston 1987:Fig. 11).
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Wren, Schmidt, and Krochock (1989), suggest that the Great Ballcourt Stone from 
Chichen served for heart excision (Figure 23d). A quite similar altar, clearly representing a 
ball, was found in Ballcourt B at Tula (Figure 23e). This altar form is probably Maya in origin. 
Miller and Houston (1987:56) note that Copan Altar 4 represents a ball, and suggest that it 
may have been a locus for human sacrifice (Figure 23f).

Along with scenes of heart excision, severed hearts are also common at Chichen Itza. 
At Chichen and Tula, eagles and jaguars are found clutching hearts. An interesting heart 
variant appears with a fragmentary representation of an eagle in the North Colonnade; in 
this case the heart is bifurcated, presumably to represent the severed arteries (Figure 24a). A 
similarly bifurcated heart appears on Disk H from the Sacred Cenote, here being taken from 
the chest of the prone victim (Figure 24b). These graphic scenes allow one to identify the 
objects frequently placed in feather-rimmed bowls. They are clearly hearts, and the feather-
rimmed bowl is probably an early form of the Aztec cuauhxicalli, the eagle-plumed vessel 
(Figure 24c). For the Aztec, the cuauhxicalli was an important means of offering hearts to the 
sun (Figure 24d). Similarly, the Chichen example is frequently before the Maya Tonatiuh. 
The identification of hearts with the sun can also be seen on page 26b of the Dresden Codex, 
where the Maya sun god, God G, sits before a bowl of bifurcated hearts (Figure 24e).

In ancient Mesoamerica, the act of human sacrifice was often compared to mythic acts of 
creation. The decapitation of the Quiche Hunahpu has been mentioned. Another clear example 
is the Aztec myth of Coyolxauhqui, in which Huitzilopochtli kills his evil sister and the four 
hundred brothers with the Xiuhcoatl fire serpent. A fragmentary Coyolxauhqui stone from 
the Templo Mayor depicts the Xiuhcoatl penetrating the chest of Coyolxauhqui (Figure 25a). 
Clearly, this fascinating scene is a mythical analogue to the actual heart sacrifices performed 
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Figure 24. Heart sacrifice: (a) eagle clutching 
bifurcated heart, bas-relief in North 

Colonnade, Chichen (drawing by author); 
(b) heart sacrifice, Sacred Cenote Disk H 

(drawing by George Stuart); (c) Toltec Chichen 
cuauhxicalli, lintel from Upper Temple of 

the Jaguars (drawing by author); (d) Aztec 
cuauhxicalli, Codex Borbonicus, page 18 (from 
Tozzer 1957:Fig. 413); (e) Maya sun deity, God 

G, with hearts, Codex Dresden, page 25c.
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Warfare
In an important study published in 1930, Alfred Tozzer notes the simultaneous presence of 
both Toltec and Maya warrior figures in the art of Toltec period Chichen. Tozzer (1930:160) 
notes that whereas the Toltec warriors are depicted with darts and spearthrowers, the Maya 
are usually found with spears and knives. In many cases, Maya warriors at Chichen are por-
trayed as Chac, and thus frequently hold axes, the lightning weapon par excellence (Figures 
7a, 8, 9a, 26b–c, 29a). The identification of Maya warriors with Chac is also widespread in 
the Puuc region (Figures 7b–d). One of the most ambitious programs illustrating this theme 
occurs on Uxmal Stela 14, where Lord Chac wields a conch and axe as he stands on a jaguar 
throne above slain and naked figures, probably defeated warriors. The Chac warrior theme 
was also present among the Classic Maya of the southern lowlands. On Bonampak Lintel 3, 
the victorious ruler wears a prominent Chac headdress (Figure 26a).

In the south column of Chichen Structure 6E1, a Chac warrior appears with three other 
warrior figures in very similar dress (Figure 27a). All wear a shoulder cape and a necklace 
composed of two large beads. This same shoulder cape and beaded necklace appears on a 
sculpture possibly from Tiho (Figure 27b). Still another example occurs on Uxmal Stela 14, 
where a warrior figure wears the cape and large bead necklace (Figure 27c). But although the 
Uxmal figure is dressed in the Maya warrior costume, he wields an atlatl and a circular shield. 
With its infixed crescents and pendant tassel, the shield is identical to examples known for 
Toltec Chichen. Clear examples of this type are prominently depicted on the Upper Temple 
of the Jaguars (Figure 27d). Moreover, it is likely that the crescents were of metal, much like 

Figure 25. Mythology and 
heart sacrifice: (a) detail of 
fragmentary Coyolxauhqui 
stone on display in Museo 

Templo Mayor, Mexico City 
(drawing by author); (b) earth 

goddess cut by serpent pair 
with sacrifice immediately 

above, Upper Temple of 
the Jaguars, Chichen (after 
Coggins 1984b:Fig. 19); (c) 

sacrificial knife with handle 
composed of serpent pair, 

Sacred Cenote, Chichen (from 
Coggins 1984a:No. 26).

at the Templo Mayor. At 
Chichen, it appears that the 
aforementioned dismember-
ment of the earth goddess by 
the two bladed serpents pro-
vided a cosmic charter for heart 
sacrifice (Figures 3a–b, 25b). 
Thus in the Upper Temple of 
the Jaguars, an actual scene of 
heart sacrifice appears directly 
above the prostrate body of 
the earth goddess (Figure 25b). 
Moreover, a fine sacrificial knife 
from the Sacred Cenote bears a 
handle with two intertwined 
serpents (Figure 25c). I suggest 
that this knife represents the 
pair of bladed serpents which 
dismember the earth goddess: 
during the sacrificial act, a 
victim slain with this knife 
assumed the symbolic role of 
the prone earth goddess.
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Figure 26. The Chac warrior theme in Maya iconography: (a) Late Classic Bonampak ruler, Knot Eye 
Jaguar, wearing Chac headdress (from Mathews 1980:Fig. 7); (b) mural fragment representing Chac 

warrior, Temple of Chac Mool (from Morris et al. 1931:2:Pl. 157b); (c) Toltec warrior facing Maya Chac 
warrior, detail of lintel from Castillo, Chichen (after rubbing courtesy of Merle Greene Robertson).

Figure 27. A Terminal Classic Maya warrior 
costume from the northern lowlands: (a) warriors 
with shoulder capes and pair of large beads, detail 

of column from Structure 6E1, Chichen (from 
Proskouriakoff 1970:Fig. 15); (b) sculpture possibly 
from Tiho (from Mayer 1989:Pl. 170); (c) detail of 
Uxmal Stela 14 (detail of drawing by author); (d) 
façade from Upper Temple of the Jaguars (from 

Seler 1902-1923:5:261).
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the pointed headpiece clearly represents 
the turquoise xiuhuitzolli crown of Aztec 
rulers. Seler (1902-1923:1:682), the first 
to note the widespread occurrence of 
turquoise at Toltec Chichen, suggests 
that the pointed Chichen headpiece is 
an early form of the xiuhuitzolli. The 
accompanying Magliabechiano text 
terms the blue nose bead yacaxuitl 
[yacaxiuitl], meaning turquoise or grass 
nose piece. According to Seler (1902-
1923:5:280), the Chichen nose bead is 
also a turquoise yacaxiuitl. However, 
yet another Chichen parallel with the 
Magliabechiano scene not mentioned 
by Seler is the blue xolocozcatl dog 
pendant (Figures 28c, 29). Very similar 
chest pendants are commonly worn by 
warriors at Chichen and again, when 
the paint is preserved, these creatures 
are turquoise blue (see Morris et al. 
1931:2:Pls. 74, 77, 81).

One of the most striking diag-
nostic items worn by Toltec warriors 
is the large petaled disk commonly 
placed in the small of the back (Figures 
28a–b, 29a, 30). This device is extremely 
widespread in the iconography of Tula 
and Chichen, and is even found worn 
by a graffito warrior incised in the Akab 

Figure 28. Turquoise warrior regalia of Postclassic 
Mesoamerica: (a) Toltec warrior figure from Ixtapantongo 

rock painting (after Villagra Caleti 1971:Fig. 27); (b) 
Toltec warrior from Upper Temple of the Jaguars (from 
Maudslay 1889-1902:3:Pl. 38); (c) Aztec image of dead 

warrior, Codex Magliabechiano, page 60.

b
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examples recovered from the Sacred Cenote at Chichen Itza (see Coggins 1984a:No. 15). Thus 
although in Maya dress, the Stela 14 warrior bears the arms of Toltec Chichen. 

The omnipresent Toltec warriors at Chichen stand out in sharp contrast to traditional 
Maya warrior dress and have obvious parallels with Toltec costume of highland Mexico 
(Figures 28b, 29a). Stone (1989:165-166) notes that many traits of Toltec warrior costume 
can be traced to Classic Teotihuacan. Depictions of Toltec warriors are not only found at 
Chichen and Tula, but also in the rock painting from Ixtapantongo. One of the Ixtapantongo 
figures is almost identical in arms and dress to examples at Chichen (Figure 28a). Among 
the shared costume traits are a pointed mosaic crown, a nose bead, and a large back mirror, 
or tezcacuitlapilli. When the original painted color is preserved at Chichen, these costume 
elements are light blue, in contrast to the dark green denoting jade. At Chichen, this blue 
often refers to turquoise, a stone entirely foreign to the Maya area.

Much of the Toltec turquoise warrior regalia continued in Late Postclassic Central Mexi-
can iconography. The Aztec Codex Magliabechiano illustrates the image of a dead warrior, 
who is depicted with the same blue pointed crown and nosepiece (Figure 28c). In this instance, 



Dzib at Chichen (Figure 30c). Seler (1902-1923:1:681) sug-
gests that these are turquoise tezcacuitlapilli back mirrors, 
an identification that has been entirely borne out by more 
recent discoveries at Chichen. The actual mirrors found at 
Chichen are composed of a polished pyrite mosaic center 
surrounded by a mosaic of turquoise and other materials 
(Figure 31a). Four mosaic serpents lie within the encircling 
turquoise. Acosta (1942:129) interprets these as xiuhcoatl 
turquoise fire serpents and notes that they are also present 
on tezcacuitlapilli at Tula, here depicted on the great war-
rior columns at Mound B. Although with copper backing, 
similar mirrors are known for the far distant site of Casas 
Grandes, in northern Chihuahua (Figure 30a). Once again, 
Xiuhcoatl serpents appear in four zones on the mirror rim. 
One of the Casas Grandes mirrors retained some mosaic of 
turquoise and specular iron mosaic at the time of discovery 
(Di Peso 1974a:2:498).

The turquoise back mirror was obviously of extreme 
importance at Toltec Chichen. Tozzer (1957:120) notes that 
with their four Xiuhcoatl serpents, the Chichen mirrors are 
very similar to certain Chichen representations of the solar 
disk, which are also provided with four Xiuhcoatl serpents 
(Figure 31b). In several studies, I (Taube 1983, 1988e, 
1992a) note that the Aztec Calendar Stone may be based 
on the Toltec turquoise and pyrite mirror. In this case, the 
central solar figure is surrounded by a ring of turquoise 
quincunx signs and two great Xiuhcoatl serpents (Figure 
31c). However, the concept of solar mirrors surrounded 
by serpents may well be Maya in origin. During both the 
Early Classic and Late Classic periods of Maya art, four 
serpent heads are found on the rims of mirrors containing 
the solar kin sign (Figure 31d–e). The turquoise back mirror 
of Chichen and Tula probably also represents the sun. I sus-
pect that by donning the turquoise and pyrite mirror, the 
Toltec warrior supported the burden or office of the sun.

Still another turquoise element appearing with Toltec 
warriors is the winged pectoral (Figure 32). Although Seler 
(1902-1923:5:273) states that the device is mosaic, he sug-
gests that the stone is jadeite. However, when the color is 
preserved at Chichen, the plaque is turquoise blue rather 
than jade green (e.g., Morris et al. 1931:2:Pls. 30, 33, 50).15 
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15 Like the Toltec style tezcacuitlapilli discovered at Chichen, 
the mosaic chest plaque may have been backed by wood. Possible 
examples can be seen among the Sacred Cenote wooden objects 
currently on display in the Museo de Chichen Itza.

Figure 29. Aztec and Toltec forms 
of the xolocozcatl turquoise chest 

piece: (a) chest pendants worn by 
Toltec warriors (from Seler 1902-

1923:5:280); (b) xolocozcatl pendant, 
Codex Borbonicus, page 10; (c) 
xolocozcatl pendant worn by fire 

priest, Codex Borbonicus, page 34.

b

c

a
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Figure 30. The Toltec style tezcacuitlapilli in Mesoamerica: (a) copper tezcacuitlapilli backing, 
Casas Grandes, Chihuahua (from Di Peso 1974a:2:Fig. 255); (b) deity with weapons and 

tezcacuitlapilli, Codex Grolier, page 8; (c) graffito from Akab Dzib, Chichen (drawing by author).

Figure 31. Solar mirrors in Mesoamerica: (a) schematic drawing of tezcacuitlapilli discovered in 
Temple of Chac Mool, Chichen (drawing by author); (b) solar disk framed by Xiuhcoatl serpents, 

Upper Temple of the Jaguars, Chichen (from Seler 1902-1923:5:343); (c) Aztec Calendar Stone, solar 
figure encircled by turquoise and pair of Xiuhcoatl serpents; (d) detail of Early Classic Tikal Stela 1; 

(e) detail of Late Classic Stela 10, Piedras Negras.
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a

b

c

a

d e
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Moreover, this chestpiece appears in the Aztec carving at Peñol de los Baños, here on a figure 
displaying attributes of both Tezcatlipoca and Xiuhtecuhtli, the turquoise lord of fire and 
rulership (Figure 32b). This same composite figure is also present on the Stone of Tizoc, 
although here the chestpiece is slightly different and now corresponds to the better known 
turquoise chestpiece appearing in the name glyph of Motecuhzoma II and on the Aztec 
Xiuhtecuhtli (Figure 32c–e).

In his early studies of Chichen iconography, Seler (1902-1923:1:690, 5:274) states that 
the descending bird commonly found on the brow of Chichen Toltec warriors represents 
the Xiuhtototl bird, or lovely cotinga (Cotinga amabilis), similarly found on the headdress 
of the Late Postclassic Xiuhtecuhtli (Figure 33a–b).16 This same headdress element is found 
at Tula (Figure 33c), and interestingly enough, in the Postclassic Maya Dresden Codex. On 
Dresden page 60, a warrior figure wielding a spear, atlatl darts, and a round shield, wears the 
Xiuhtototl in his headdress (Figure 33d). But by far the most interesting example occurs on 
page 49 of the Dresden Venus pages (Figure 33e). A recent study demonstrates that this is a 
unique Maya representation of Xiuhtecuhtli (Taube and Bade 1991). Thus the figure not only 
has the Xiuhtototl brow piece and the characteristic facial stripes of Xiuhtecuhtli, but also a 
version of the xiuhuitzolli crown. In addition, the god wears a round breast piece similar to 

Figure 32. The turquoise 
chest plaque: (a) Toltec figure 
wearing mosaic plaque, Tula 
(from Tozzer 1957:Fig. 555); 

(b) detail of Aztec rock carving 
from Peñol de los Baños (from 

Seler 1902-1923:2:804); (c) 
detail of Stone of Tizoc (from 

Seler 1902-1923:2:804); (d) 
name glyph of Moctezuma II 
(from Seler 1902-1923:2:799); 
(e) Aztec representation of 
Xiuhtecuhtli, Vaticanus A.

b

c
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d

e

16 The Xiuhtototl bird appears to have been of considerable importance in Postclassic Yucatan. 
According to Tozzer (1941:30, n. 159), the historic Tutul Xiu derived their name from the Nahuatl name 
of the lovely cotinga.
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the Aztec sign for turquoise, or xiuitl, such as appears in the toponym for xiuhtepec. However, 
the most striking confirmation of his identity lies in his name glyph, composed of a chac sign, 
a beaded skull, a T277 wi suffix, followed by a sign identified by Whittaker (1986:58) as te in 
the Landa alphabet, and finally, T679, Landa’s i (Figure 33f). David Stuart (1987:37) proposes 
that the beaded skull sign has the phonetic value xi. With this value, the entire compound 
can be read as chac xiw(i)tei, a very close gloss for the Nahuatl Xiuhtecuhtli.

The presence of a phonetically named Xiuhtecuhtli in the Dresden Codex provides 
a great deal of support for the identification of turquoise, or xiuitl, in the iconography of 
Chichen. Thus along with being named Xiuhtecuhtli, the figure wears the Xiutototl bird, the 
xiuhuitzolli crown, and a turquoise chest piece. It would appear that the Maya of the Dresden 
Codex were entirely aware of turquoise and even its Nahuatl name. At Chichen and Tula, 
there was a virtual cult of turquoise. However, I know of only one indication of a possible 
turquoise object in Puuc art. A standing figure on Uxmal Stela 13 appears to wear a large, 
Toltec style tezcacuitlapilli (see Morley 1970:Fig. 20). However, there is no actual turquoise 
known for the Puuc Pure Florescent sites or for Classic Maya sites of the southern lowlands. In 
fact, turquoise, like metal, is generally absent from Mesoamerica until the Postclassic period. 
Chemical turquoise does not occur naturally in Mesoamerica; instead, it appears that much 
of the turquoise appearing in Mesoamerican sites comes from the distant mines of Cerrillos, 
New Mexico (Weigand et al. 1977). Arguments for the contemporaneity of Toltec Chichen 
and Classic Maya or the Maya origins of Toltec iconography must explain the widespread 
presence of turquoise at Toltec Chichen.

Figure 33. The Xiuhtototl 
browpiece: (a) Lower 
Temple of the Jaguars, 
Chichen; (b) detail of 

painted capstone, Chichen; 
(c) detail of warrior 

column, Mound B, Tula; (d) 
Dresden Codex, page 60b; 
(e) Xiuhtecuhtli, Dresden, 
page 49; (f) name glyph 

of Xiuhtecuhtli, read chac 
xiw(i)tei, Dresden, page 49.

b

c

a

d
e

f



Conclusions

The iconography of Toltec period Chichen is by no means a monolithic portrayal of 
Toltec ideology. Instead, the Toltec period iconography reveals a profound understanding 
and appreciation of ancient Maya belief, as well as traditions of the Gulf Coast and the 
Cotzumalhuapan region of Guatemala. Although particular Toltec traits, such as the feath-
ered serpents and back mirrors, can be easily traced to earlier traditions of highland Mexico, 
there are other elements which appear to be Toltec innovations. This is not only true for 
costume elements, such as turquoise regalia, but also religious ideology and presumably, 
political institutions as well.

The iconography of Toltec Chichen exhibits both Maya and Mexican cosmological con-
cepts. The God N world bearers abounding in the art of Toltec Chichen are decidedly Maya 
in origin. However, although less common, the prone earth goddess seems to have had a 
particularly important role at Chichen. Her dismemberment by the bladed serpents appears 
to have provided a mythical legitimization for heart sacrifice.17 Although the dismember-
ment of the earth goddess by mythical snakes is known for the Late Postclassic Nahuatl, I 
know of no counterpart in the Classic iconography of the Maya region or highland Mexico. 
Much like the Aztec Huitzilopochtli and Coyolxauhqui myth, the dismemberment of the 
earth goddess may have been a Toltec innovation.

Both Mexican and Maya gods are widely depicted in the art of Toltec Chichen. Aside 
from the omnipresent God N, the Maya deities include the God of the Number 13, Chac, and 
God K. Representations of Chac are widespread at Toltec Chichen, and display a rich iconog-
raphy that can be compared not only to the Puuc region, but also Classic sites of the southern 
lowlands. However, God K is quite rare at Toltec Chichen; this is all the more surprising when 
one recalls that one of the more important names mentioned in the Maya texts is Kakupacal 
Kauil, kauil being a Maya epithet for God K (Krochock 1988; see Stuart 1987:15). Mexican 
gods are also common at Toltec Chichen, and aside from the aforementioned representations 
of Quetzalcoatl, Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli, and the Maya Tonatiuh, there are also clear images of 
Tlaloc and Tezcatlipoca (see Thompson 1942). Although images of Tlaloc abound in Classic 
iconography of the Gulf Coast and Central Mexico, the Chichen depictions of Tezcatlipoca 
are the earliest reliable representations of this god known in Mesoamerica. The feathered ser-
pent and sun disk pair probably refer simultaneously to both political offices and gods. The 
feathered serpent clearly enough is Quetzalcoatl, who merges into Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli, the 
fierce god of the morning star. Although the Tonatiuh figure is portrayed as a Maya, he is a 
new entity entirely distinct from the Maya jaguar sun god. It appears that the Maya Tonatiuh 
of the Toltec continued in Late Postclassic Mexican iconography as the princely sun god of 
the east.

The iconography of maize and subsistence at Toltec Chichen is wholly Maya, and has 
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17 Precisely who these twin bladed serpents represent is an important problem. I suspect that they 
refer to the masked feathered serpent and Maya solar king pair. Just below the scenes of human sacrifice 
and dismemberment of the earth goddess in the Upper Temple of the Jaguars, there is a wooden lintel 
representing the feathered serpent and sun disk pair facing a stacked bowl of hearts. They are flanked 
on either side by a pair of serpents, quite probably the same serpents slicing through the earth goddess 
in the scene above (see Coggins 1984b:Fig. 19). In both cases the serpents are supplied with hanks of 
hair pulled through a hollow spool. 
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clear analogues in the Classic art of the southern lowlands. The importance of maize offer-
ings—particularly tamales—in the art of Toltec Chichen is in striking contrast to Central 
Mexican iconographic traditions, where maize foods are essentially absent from monumental 
sculpture. Moreover, the Temple of the Owls reveals a complex lore surrounding cacao that 
has clear parallels in Classic Maya art as well as the Terminal Classic art of Bilbao.

The explicit scenes of sacrifice with the ball game at Toltec Chichen have clear analogues 
with ball game iconography of the Gulf Coast, the Classic Maya, and Terminal Classic Bilbao. 
It is likely that the sacrificial ball game iconography at Toltec Chichen is partly derived from 
all three areas. I find it unlikely, however, that many traits of the Toltec Chichen ballgame 
derived from Central Mexico. The lowlands, rather than Mexican highlands, have always 
been the innovative center of the Mesoamerican ball game. Although Tozzer (1957:130) 
asserts that the sacrificial cuauhxicalli vessel is absent from the Maya lowlands, clear examples 
exist at Toltec Chichen, frequently as offerings to the Maya Tonatiuh. But although explicit 
representations of sacrifice are widespread at Toltec Chichen, it is unlikely that Chichen 
enjoyed a monopoly on heart sacrifice and decapitation. The many drum altars at Puuc sites, 
frequently with captive iconography, were probably also altars for heart sacrifice. Moreover, 
Andrews IV (1965:315) notes that the skull platforms at Dzibilchaltun and Uxmal were prob-
ably foundations for tzompantli. Dunning (n.d.) notes the presence of a probable tzompantli 
platform at Nohpat, here in close association to a ballcourt.

The identification by Tozzer (1930) of distinct Maya and Toltec warriors at Chichen 
appears to be entirely correct. Quite frequently, the Maya warriors are dressed as Chac, the 
Maya god of rain and lightning. In contrast, the Toltec warriors bear round shields, the atlatl, 
and are richly dressed in turquoise. Although it has received little investigation, the clear 
Aztec relationship of Xiuhtecuhtli with rulership and war could shed much light on the 
significance of the Toltec turquoise warrior. But although Tozzer (1930) correctly identifies 
Toltec and Maya warriors, his conclusions regarding a Toltec invasion of Chichen are unwar-
ranted. It is true that there are explicit scenes of conquered and sacrificed Maya at Toltec 
Chichen (e.g., Lothrop 1952:Figs. 30, 31, 32, 34, 41, 42). However, it is quite another matter to 
argue that these are Chichen Maya. In other words, ethnic identity has been confused with 
political affiliation. It is quite likely that during the Toltec period, the Yucatec Maya were 
divided into competing political city states. Rather than depicting conquered Chichen Maya, 
these scenes could well represent the defeat of enemies of Toltec Chichen.

The iconography of Toltec Chichen suggests a self-conscious synthesis of Maya and 
Toltec traditions. Rather than being entirely eclipsed by Toltec influence, Maya traditions 
are clearly evident in all the themes that have been discussed. However, the Toltec period 
at Chichen is not a smooth homogenous blend of Mexican and Maya culture. Instead, the 
underlying theme appears to be “separate but equal”: Toltec and Maya figures are carefully 
distinguished. This is graphically displayed in the inner sanctuary of the Temple of Chac 
Mool (Morris 1931:Fig. 271). Whereas the north bench contains explicit depictions of Toltec 
figures, the south bench figures are exclusively Maya. At Chichen, this duality is exemplified 
by the Quetzalcoatl and Maya Tonatiuh figures. Although A. Miller (1977) views these two 
figures as being antagonistic, Lincoln (1988, 1990:165) rightly disagrees, and argues that they 
represent complementary aspects of rulership.

I find that the model of dual kingship proposed by Lincoln (ibid.) fits well with the 
iconography of Toltec Chichen. However, by minimizing the link of Toltec Chichen iconog-
raphy to Central Mexico, Lincoln obscures the motivations behind this duality. According to 



Lincoln, the dualism exhibited by the feathered serpent and sun figures is ultimately Classic 
Maya in origin. However, although I believe a similar contrast did exist among the Classic 
Maya, it was again a contrast between Lowland Maya and highland Mexican culture, in this 
case, the site of Teotihuacan. In her study of the warrior motif at Late Classic Piedras Negras, 
Andrea Stone (1989:167) argues that the Maya lords consciously identified themselves as 
Teotihuacan warriors. According to Stone, this identification of local Maya with foreign 
Mexicans was also widespread in Yucatan during the Terminal Classic and Postclassic 
periods: “claims of foreign affiliation were a favored form of propping up elite hierarchies 
in Yucatan from at least the Terminal Classic.” Like Stone, I believe that both the Classic 
and Postclassic Maya elite aggressively adopted Central Mexican military costume and 
ideology. In my opinion, Toltec Chichen is the most developed example of this phenomenon 
known in ancient Mesoamerica. To the Maya, the Toltec imagery was the iconography of 
power: military strength legitimized by religious ideology. I suspect that whereas the Maya 
Tonatiuh represents the traditional Maya office of king, or ahau, the Toltec feathered serpent 
figure reflects the office of war captain or perhaps, even co-ruler of Toltec Chichen. However, 
because there are no texts explicitly describing these figures, this remains only conjecture. 
Nonetheless, it is clear that the influence of a Mexican warrior cult at Toltec Chichen is 
important, profound, and cannot be ignored.
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Madrid Codex. See codices
Madrugada. See Yax Pasaj Chan Yopaat
maize god. See deities
Mam. See deities
Mam Maya. See Maya languages and speakers
Mani, 103, 104. See also Chilam Balam of Mani
Marcus, Joyce, 181, 191, 196
Martínez Hernández, Juan, 110
Mathews, Peter, 82, 82, 90, 90, 122, 154, 165
Matrícula de tributos. See codices
Mayahuel. See deities
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Maya languages and speakers 
Cakchiquel, 122, 163
Chol, 127, 128, 137, 153, 156, 159
Cholti, 137
Chorti, 85, 86, 92, 104, 105, 128, 156
Huastec, 72, 128, 129, 129, 130, 145, 155, 157, 

240
Ixil, 14
Jacalteca, 157
Kekchi, 125, 127, 128, 144
K’iche’ (also Quiche), 29, 30, 84, 85, 95, 102, 

140, 141, 144, 146, 148, 153, 157, 158, 159, 
160, 163, 164, 171, 213, 231, 268, 269

Lacandon, 105, 146
Mam, 93, 158
Mopan, 47
Pokom, 65
Pokomchi, 125, 157
Pokomam (also Pokoman), 89, 124, 145 
Quiche. See K’iche’
Tojolabal, 47, 156
Tzeltal, 122, 137, 156, 157, 163, 164
Tzotzil, 29, 33, 85, 89, 92, 95, 119, 122, 123, 126, 

138, 144, 145, 146, 148, 156, 157, 158, 159, 
160, 163, 167, 171, 172, 213

Tzutuhil, 128, 144, 148 
Yukatek (also Yucatec), 17, 18, 21, 29, 30, 31, 33, 

39, 59, 92, 105, 153, 158, 210, 238, 239, 278 
Mayapan, 23, 23, 24, 24, 25, 26, 27, 96, 97, 98, 99, 

99, 100, 101, 102, 104, 105, 106, 153, 248, 252 
Maximon, 128, 144, 145, 148
Mendelson, E. Michael, 128, 148
Micticacihuatl. See deities
Mictlantecuhtli. See deities
Miller, Arthur, 101, 259, 278
Miller, Jeffrey, 89, 165
Miller, Mary Ellen, 16, 26, 167, 182, 203, 268, 269
Millon, René F., 176, 188, 199 
Mimbres, 54
Mishongnovi, 54, 54
Mitla, 52, 52, 56
Mixcoatl (also Mixcoatl-Camaxtli). See deities
Mixtec (n. and adj.), 33, 47, 61, 66, 187, 188, 219
Moche, 31
Moedano Köer, Hugo, 234, 238
Mokaya, 51
Molleno, Antonio, 27
Monte Alban, 181, 182, 196, 219; Tomb 103 patio 

cache, 196, 197, 197, 212
Mopan. See Maya languages and speakers
Morley, Sylvanus G., 21
Morris, Ann A., 262, 263
Motagua (river), 67, 68
Motecuhzoma II (Aztec ruler), 275
Mulchic, 254, 255
Musée de L’Homme, Paris, 218

Museo del Templo Mayor, Mexico City, 178, 270
Museo Nacional de Antropología, Mexico City, 

70, 74, 214, 216
Museo Popol Vuh, Guatemala City, 85, 85, 266, 

266
Museo Regional de Antropología de Yucatán, 

Mérida, 87, 266
Museum für Völkerkunde, Vienna, 227
Museum of New Delhi, 136
Nahuat, 123
Nahuatl, 26, 35, 47, 71, 74, 80, 180, 186, 187, 213, 

220, 227, 233, 235, 260, 275, 276, 277
Nahui Ollin, 48, 60, 199, 201, 222
Nanahuatzin. See deities
Naranjal, 20, 20
Naranjo, 21, 81, 170, 193, 194
Navajo, 54
Nebaj, 14, 22, 22, 32, 183, 216, 218
Netted Jaguar, 214
New Year, 14, 29, 120–123, 126, 128, 130, 130, 146, 

238, 239
Nicholson, Henry B., 85, 134, 197, 198, 233, 234, 

238, 243, 245
Nimli Punit, 68
Nohmul, 182, 183
Nohpat, 278
Nopiloa smiling figurines, 120, 135
Oaxaca, 33, 52, 71, 175, 192, 194, 195, 202
Ojos de Agua Stela 1, 133
Olmec (n. and adj.), 16, 24, 24, 28, 28, 30, 37, 40, 

41, 41, 42, 42, 43, 43, 44, 45, 48, 48, 49, 50, 50, 
51, 51, 55, 56, 67, 68, 68, 205, 213, 221, 224

Olmeca-Xicalanca, 32
Oraibi, 54
Ortiz, Alfonso, 148
Otomi, 47
Otontecuhtli. See deities
Nahm, Werner, 55
Pacal. See K’inich Janaab Pakal
Pahtecatl. See deities
Palenque, 13, 21, 28, 36, 37, 50, 51, 66, 68, 69, 

70, 78, 79, 80, 88, 89, 102, 132, 133, 141, 142, 
144, 146, 155, 157, 190, 223; Foliated Cross 
Tablet, 78, 83, 91, 92, 158, 159, 165, 263, 264; 
Sarcophagus of Pakal, 27, 55, 90, 169, 223

Paquime. See Casas Grandes
Paris Codex. See codices
Parsons, Lee Allen, 124, 249
Pasión (river, region), 163
Pasztory, Esther, 229
Pauahtun. See deities
Peabody Museum, Harvard University, 17, 44
Pearlman, Edwin, 86
Peñol de los Baños rock carving, 275, 275
Pepper, Marie, 13
Peten, 84, 102, 152, 153, 193, 250, 263



Peterson, Jeanette Favrot, 192
Piedra Labrada, Guerrero, stone turtle, 97
Piedras Negras, 27, 32, 98, 99, 99, 119, 182, 183, 

183, 193, 194, 202, 255, 279; Stela 9, 185, 186; 
Stela 10, 221, 274

Piña Chan, Román, 97
Pío Pérez, Juan, 121, 122, 123, 156
Pohl, John, 219
Pokom. See Maya languages and speakers
Pokomam (also Pokoman). See Maya languages 

and speakers
Pokomchi. See Maya languages and speakers
Pollock, Harry D., 97, 248
Pomona Flare, 90, 91 
Popoluca, 24
Popol Vuh, 22, 80, 84, 85, 89, 93, 102, 158, 159, 180, 

213, 231, 268
Poza Larga, Veracruz, Monument 1, 231
Prechtel, Martín, 144
Primeros memoriales, 243, 244
Principal Bird Deity, 68, 111
Proskouriakoff, Tatiana, 16, 25, 78, 97, 98, 101, 

102, 114, 119
Puebloan, 14, 29, 48, 51, 54, 106, 148
Puleston, Dennis E., 93, 151, 152
Puuc, 53, 66, 122, 247, 248, 249, 254, 256, 270, 276, 

277, 278
Pyramid of the Moon (Teotihuacan), 176
Pyramid of the Plumed Serpent (Xochicalco), 192
Pyramid of the Sun (Teotihuacan), 176, 201
Quetzalcoatl. See deities
Quiche. See Maya languages and speakers
Quilaztli. See deities 
Quiñones Keber, Eloise, 227, 233
Quintana Roo, 18
Quirigua, 37, 67, 79, 81, 82, 82, 133, 210; Stela H, 

21, 78; Zoomorph P, 87, 90
rain god. See deities
Rattray, Evelyn, 57
Realistic Paintings, 57, 58, 74
Rejón García, Manuel, 123
Relación de la ciudad de Mérida, 110
Relación de las cosas de Yucatán, 96
Relación de la villa de Valladolid, 112, 121
Remojadas smiling figurines, 135
Río Azul, 46
Río Bec, 266
Río Pesquero, 48
Ritual of the Bacabs, 159 
Robelo, Cecilio Agustín, 217
Robicsek, Francis, 84, 184
Romero, Luis, 67
Roys, Ralph, 96, 103, 104, 110, 137, 159, 165
Ruiz de Alarcón, Hernando, 26, 227
Ruíz Sánchez, Agustín, 163
Ruler A (Jasaw Chan K’awiil I, Tikal ruler), 190, 

193, 194, 195, 202
Ruler B (Yik’in Chan K’awiil, Tikal ruler), 190
Sahagún, Bernardino de, 217, 234, 240, 243
San Antonio, Belize, 127
San Bartolo, 16, 24, 27, 30, 31, 33, 34, 34, 37, 43, 45, 

46, 59, 62, 66, 67
San Isidro, 41
San José, Belize, 153, 210 
San Juan de Dios, 17, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 99
San Lorenzo, 41, 42, 44
San Pedro Chenalho Carnival, 145, 146, 147
Santa Rita Corozal, 97, 101, 102, 112, 112; murals, 

113, 113, 114, 117, 158, 159, 178, 178, 223, 223, 
265

Santa Rosa Xtampak painted capstone, 163, 165
Santiago Atitlan, 128
Santiago Chimaltenango, 146, 158
Saturno, William, 24, 66
Saunders, Nicholas J., 213
Sayil, 248
Schele, Linda, 26, 45, 81, 89, 90, 90, 131, 137, 158, 

163
Schellhas, Paul, 25, 33, 39, 77, 78, 80, 125, 159, 249, 

256
Scherer, Andrew, 40
Schmidt, Peter J., 266, 269
Schultze-Jena, Leonhard, 144
Scott, John F., 212
Seibal. See Ceibal
Seitz, Russell, 67
Séjourné, Laurette, 192, 199
Seler, Eduard, 58, 77, 78, 79, 80, 91, 110, 111, 112, 

115, 123, 131, 132, 155, 165, 180, 186, 198, 200, 
207, 216, 225, 227, 228, 230, 233, 235, 236, 237, 
239, 240, 241, 243, 252, 253, 258, 260, 272, 273, 
275

Sharer, Robert J., 249
Shield Jaguar (Itzamnaaj Bahlam III, Yaxchilan 

ruler), 184, 223
Shook, Edwin M., 133, 205, 206, 209, 210, 211
Shook Panel, 50, 51
Sichomo, 54
Sierra Totonac, 124, 128, 221
Sisson, Russell, 67
Sisson, Virginia, 67
Smith, Robert E., 133, 134, 152, 153, 248
Soconusco, 37, 38
Sotuta, 36, 103, 248, 249, 257
Southwest. See American Southwest
Spider Grandmother. See deities
Spinden, Herbert J., 77, 78, 79, 80, 83, 164, 222
Starr, Frederick, 123, 136
Steggerda, Morris, 92
Stone, Andrea, 20, 59, 99, 136, 186, 194, 272, 279
Stone of Tizoc, 275
Stresser-Péan, Guy, 128, 129
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Stuart, David, 21, 40, 43, 65, 67, 90, 91, 100, 162, 
171, 191, 192, 250, 253, 276

Stuart, George, 112, 114
Stuttgart Xolotl figure, 201
Sugiyama, Saburo, 175, 176, 182
sun god. See deities
Takalik Abaj, 15, 43
Tancah, 20, 101, 114, 115
Tapachula ceramic flute, 53, 53
Tarn, Nathaniel, 144
Tate, Carolyn E., 223
Taube, Albert, 14, 15
Taube, Henry, 14
Taube, Mary, 14
Taube, Rhonda, 62
Tayasal, 111
Tecaltzinco, 50 
Tecuciztecatl (also Tecciztecatl). See deities
Tedlock, Barbara 167
Telantunich Monument 3, 141, 143
Temple of Quetzalcoatl (Teotihuacan; also 

Feathered Serpent Pyramid), 31, 32, 51, 75, 
175, 176, 177, 178, 180, 181, 182, 183, 188, 193, 
194, 195, 196, 202, 203, 209, 223, 224

Templo Mayor (Tenochtitlan), 47, 64, 71, 72, 178, 
178, 217, 222, 230, 230, 231, 231, 234, 236, 236, 
269, 270, 270

Tenochtitlan, 180, 193, 227, 243, 252
Teotihuacan, 30, 31, 32, 33, 36, 45, 46, 47, 48, 51, 56, 

57, 58, 58, 60, 64, 65, 69, 74, 75, 81, 81, 153, 154, 
175, 176, 177, 178, 178, 179, 180, 180, 181–183, 
185–188, 188, 189, 190, 191, 191, 192, 192, 193, 
193, 194, 194, 195, 195, 196, 196, 197–201, 201, 
202, 203, 205, 206, 206, 207, 207, 209, 209, 210, 
210, 211, 211, 212, 212, 213, 214, 214, 215, 215, 
216, 217, 217, 218, 218, 219, 219, 220, 220, 221, 
223, 224, 224, 225, 248, 260, 272, 279

Teotihuacan Mapping Project, 176
Teotihuacan Spider Woman. See deities
Teoyaominqui. See deities
Tepecuacuilco, 201, 215
Tepehua, 24, 24
Tepetlaoztoc, 50, 69
Tepoztlan pulque temple, 35, 229, 229
Tezcacoac, 180, 202
Tezcatlipoca. See deities
Tezozomoc (Hernando de Alvarado Tezozómoc), 

240
Thomas, Cyrus, 78, 121, 162
Thompson, J. Eric. S., 15, 16, 35, 81, 82, 82, 87, 96, 

103, 111, 112, 122, 123, 125, 126, 127, 144, 152, 
153, 155, 162, 164, 165, 166, 237, 240, 253

Ticoman, Morelos, petroglyph, 51
Ticuman, Puebla, crocodilian relief, 50
Tiho, 270, 271
Tikal, 28, 32, 34, 36, 40, 40, 43, 56, 57, 66, 69, 78, 80, 

84, 90, 91, 93, 133, 153, 161, 166, 166, 170, 175, 
183, 184, 185, 195, 202, 221, 266, 274; Burial 
10, 193, 208; Burial 48, 66; Burial 195, 207, 
208; emblem glyph, 191; Temple I, Lintel 2, 
32, 189, 190, 190, 191, 191, 192, 192, 193, 193, 
194, 194; Temple I, Lintel 3, 189, 190; Stela 1, 
191, 193; Stela 26, 87; Stela 31, 32, 66, 87, 207, 
208; Stela 39, 193

Tlacaelel, 158
Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli. See deities
Tlalchitonatiuh. See deities
Tlaloc. See deities
Tlaltecuhtli. See deities
Tlatilco, 16, 56, 56
Tlaxcala, 27, 75, 75, 197
Tojolabal. See Maya languages and speakers
Tollan, 192
Toltec (n. and adj.), 31, 33, 36, 47, 48, 60, 70, 71, 

189, 189, 197, 198, 200, 201, 207, 216, 221, 222, 
247–249, 251, 254, 256, 257, 258, 258, 259, 261, 
262, 263, 263, 264, 264, 266, 268, 269, 270, 271, 
272, 273, 274, 275, 275, 276–279

Tonacatecuhtli. See deities
Tonatiuh. See deities
Tonina, 69, 70, 138
Tonsured Maize God. See deities
Tozzer, Alfred M., 267, 270, 273, 275, 278
Triadan, Daniela, 28
Tula, 33, 36, 37, 39, 47, 51, 60, 62, 70, 71, 153, 186, 

197, 197, 201, 207, 210, 214, 247, 248, 249, 251, 
257, 258, 259, 259, 268, 269, 272, 273, 275, 275, 
276, 276

Tulum, 13, 20, 75, 97, 178, 214, 223, 265
Turner, Victor, 120
Tuxtla Statuette, 51
Tzeltal. See Maya languages and speakers 
Tzotzil. See Maya languages and speakers
Tzutuhil. See Maya languages and speakers
Uaxactun, 133, 134, 139, 152, 152, 196 
Uaxactun Dancer, 83, 88
Ucanal emblem glyph, 171
Ukit Kan Lehk Took’ (Ek Balam ruler), 66
Umberger, Emily G., 227
University of Pennsylvania, 56
Urcid, Javier, 71
Usumacinta (river), 98
Uto-Aztecan, 49
Uxmal, 13, 25, 182, 248, 249, 253, 258, 258, 276, 

278; Stela 14, 254, 255, 270, 271
Valladolid, 20
van Gennep, Arnold, 120
Vargiez, Rufino, 85
Vaticanus A. See codices
Vaticanus B. See codices
Veracruz, 24, 56, 56, 57, 60, 120, 128, 129, 135, 153, 

208, 231, 267



Veytia (Mariano Fernández de Echeverría y 
Veytia), 242

Vidarte de Linares, Juan, 199
Villagra, Agustín, 57
Villa Rojas, Alfonso, 161
Vogt, Evon, 29, 89, 158
von Winning, Hasso, 58, 59, 180, 187, 211, 266
Vucub-Hunahpu, 85
Walpi, 54, 54
War Serpent (also Waxaklajuun Ubaah Kaan), 32, 

46, 47, 70, 71, 71, 181, 182, 183, 183, 184, 185, 
185, 186, 187, 187, 188, 188, 189, 189, 190, 190, 
194, 195, 195, 196, 196, 197, 197, 198, 198, 199, 
200, 202

Waxaklajuun Ubaah Kaan. See War Serpent
Wesche, Alice, 14
Whittaker, Gordon, 276
wind god. See deities
Wren, Linnea, 269
Xbalanque, 80, 84, 180
Xelha mural, 195, 195
Xibalba, 65
Ximénez, Francisco, 89
Xiuhcoatl, 33, 35, 46, 47, 48, 70, 71, 72, 72, 73, 144, 

175, 178, 178, 181, 182, 186, 187, 187, 188, 189, 
189, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 216, 216, 217, 
221, 222, 222, 224, 231, 235, 237, 269, 273, 274

Xiuhtecuhtli. See deities
Xiuhtototl, 275, 276
Xixiuhcoa, 199, 207, 216
Xnucbec painted capstone, 87, 88
Xochicalco, 31, 45, 51, 191, 192, 197, 248
Xochimilco, 243
Xochipilli. See deities
Xolotl. See deities
Xquik (also Xquic), 40, 85
Yale University, 16, 17, 80
Yaqui, 16, 49
Yaxchilan, 66, 88, 89, 91, 92, 110, 133, 163, 166, 170, 

191, 210, 221, 221, 223; Lintel 24, 172, 172; 
Lintel 25, 184, 184

Yaxcopoil, 249; Stela 2, 253, 254
Yaxha, 27, 89, 110
Yax Nuun Ahiin (Tikal ruler), 32, 66
Yax Pasaj Chan Yopaat (also Madrugada, Copan 

ruler), 65, 66, 133
Young-Sánchez, Margaret, 205
Yucatan, 13, 23, 25, 26, 33, 36, 66, 84, 85, 95, 97, 98, 

99, 101, 101, 104, 110, 111, 113, 115, 119, 120, 
123, 129, 141, 148, 152, 153, 159, 165, 173, 195, 
251, 251, 257, 263, 264, 265, 266, 275, 279

Yugüe, Oaxaca, bone flute, 53
Yukatek (also Yucatec). See Maya languages and 

speakers
Zaculeu, 209, 216
Zapotec (n. and adj.), 43, 45, 53, 53, 62, 92, 175, 

187, 195, 196, 197, 198, 202, 212
Zender, Marc, 74
Zimmerman, Günter, 33
Zinacantan (also Zinacanteco), 29, 33, 85, 89, 126, 

144, 146, 147, 157, 158, 160, 167
Zingg, Robert M., 124, 217
Zipacna, 231 
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